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SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS

VOLUME 1

Chapter 1

Transmission System Environment

The composition of the Bell System plant is reviewed in

terms of the types of transmission facilities used and the ways in
which they are interconnected.

Chapter 2

Message Channel Objectives

The Bell System objectives for loss, noise, crosstalk, and
echo in message circuits are stated, and the statistical nature and

subjective foundation of these objectives are discussed.

Chapter 3

Voice Frequency Transmission

The voice frequency components of the telephone plant 
subsets, loops, vf trunks and repeaters - are described o Voice fre
quency transmission characteristics, noise sources in the local plant,
and crosstalk are discussed o

Chapter It

Amplitude Modulation

Amplitude modulation and demodulation are analyzed, and

various forms of AM signals are discussedo Emphasis is placed on the
preparation of telephone message signals for transmission over carrier

systems.

Chapter 5

Introduction to AM Carrier Systems

The building blocks of AM carrier systems are described.
The chapter sumrnarizes many of the important problems encountered in

the design and engineering of these systems and serves as an introduction

to the material that follows in Chapters 6-150
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Chapter 6

System Layout Terminology

This chapter collects important terminology used in

Chapters 6 - 15 and introduces the reader to the problem of de

tailed system analysis.

Chapter 7

Random Noise

Sources of random or thermal noise in AM systems are

discussed; formulae for computing tube noise, and methods of

estimating noise figure of repeaters and the addition of noise in

a string of repeaters are given.

Chapter g

Modulation Distortion

Cross modulation between channels ar~s~ng from non

linearity in an AM system is analyzed. The relation between the

power series representation of the non-linear device, and the over

all intermodulation performance of an AM multi-repeatered system is

developed.

Chapter 9

Load Capacity, Gains and Losses

System load and overload are defined in terms of an

equivalent single frequency sinusoid. Equality of repeater section

transmission path loss and repeater gain is shown to be an important

objective.

Chapter 10

System Layout and A~alysis

The material developed in Chapters 6 through 9 is used

to illustrate the problems of setting repeater spacing, system

levels, and analyzing system performanceo
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Chapter 11

Misalignment

The problem of systematic misalignment - all repeaters
slightly too high or all repeaters slightly too low in gain - is
analyzed and the necessarily adverse effect on signal-to-noise
ratio studied.

Chapter 12

Overload and Modulation Requirements

Methods of deriving overload and intermodulation require
ments for a system from a knowledge of the speech load are studi9d.
It is shown that the peak value of the voltage wave corresponding
to a telephone multiplex signal can be expressed in terms of a sine
wave having the same peak voltage; this concept is also made use of
in FM systems later. Methods of computing modulation noise developed
here are similarly adaptable to FM system problems.

Chapter 13

Feedback Repeater Design

The problems of working through a feedback repeater de
sign from its initial conception to its final form, and estimating
the repeater performance throughout the design process, are dis
cussed as an example of the interdependence of device development
objectives, circuit design and system performance.

Chapter 14

Regulation and Equalization

Requirements on the transmission-frequency characteristic
for telephone and television transmission are discussed, and methods
for equalizing and regulating to meet these requirements are des
cribed. The frequently unexpected impact of the equalization plan
on other aspects of system performance illustrates the complex
nature of the system problemo
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Chapter 15

Shaped Levels, Feedback, Compandors, TAS~

The effect of shaped feedback and pre-emphasis of the
telephone multiplex load on repeater noise, intermodulation, and

overload is discussed. The problems and advantages of compandors
are described. The principle of time-sharing of channels is
introduced.

VOLUME 2

Chapter 16

Television Transmission

The nature of the television signal, its sensitivity to
interference, and the resulting requirements on transmission systems
for this signal are discussed.

Chapter 17

Introduction to Microwave Systems

The building blocks of a radio system are described.
Some similarities and differences between radio and \dre systems

are discussed.

Chapter 18

Radio Propagation

Antenna gain and path loss relations are analyzed.
Characteristics of typical antennas and the problems of fading
and absorption are discussed.

Chapter 19

Properties of the Frequency Modulated Signal

The spectrum of a carrier which is phase or frequency
modulated by one or more sinusoidal signals is derived. The
spectrum resulting from angle modulation by a band of random noise
representing a telephone multiplex signal is given.
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Chapter 20

Random Noise in FM and PM Systems

8-5

The method of analyzing the noise performance of an FM
or PM system is given. The noise advantage of FM over AM systems
is derived, and shown to be an example of the principle of trading

bandwidth for signal-to-noise ratio.

Chapter 21

Use of the Fourier Transform for
Transmission System Analysis

The Fourier Transform is reviewed at this point to

serve as a tool for analyzing subsequent FM and PCM material.

Chapter 22

Effect of Transmission Deviations in
PM and FM Systems

The methods of analyzing the effects of transmission
deviations in an FM or PM system are presented.

Chapter 2l
Freauency Allocation

The factors effecting choice of baseband \ridth and the
mechanisms of interchannel interference are discussed. Frequency
allocations of present radio systems are illustrated.

Chapter 24

Illustrative Radio Systems Design Problem

The material in the previous chapters is summarized by

applying it to the analysis of a short haul 100 channel system.
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Chapter 25

The Philosophy of Pulse Code Modulation Systems

A general introduction is given to the principles of
message sampling, quantizing, coding, decoding, and reconstruction.
Time division multiplex and the trading of bandwidth for signal-to
noise ratio are examined for a PCM system, and the results are re
lated to previous discussion of AM and FM systems.

Chapter 26

Preparation and Processing of Signals in PCM

The spectrum of a sampled message is examined to intro
duce the problem of filter requirements. This is followed by a
description of the terminal equipment and a discussion of estimated
noise performance of a 24 channel system.

Chapter 27

Pulse Transmission and Reshaping

High-end shaping and transmission deviations are analyzed
in terms of error rate. Methods of compensating for the effects of
low frequency suppression in transmission systems are discussed.

Chapter 28

Regeneration and Retiming

Ideal vs. partial regeneration and retiming are studied
in terms of the system error rate. The advantages of a regenerative
system over a conventional AM or FM system are discussed.

Chapter 29

Signal Processing

The nature of speech is discussed, and methods which have
been devised to extract and transmit only the information content of
the message are examined.



Chapter 16

TELEVISION TRANSMISSION

The wave shapes and frequency spectra of the
monochrome and color television signals are described.
There is a discussion of the sensitivity of the signals to
such impairments as bandwidth limitations, transmission
deviations, crosstalk, random noise, single frequency inter
ference and non-linearity. The transmission system re
quirements on these impairments are outlined. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of the vestigial sideband
method of transmission.

The Bell System has constructed many thousands of route miles
of wide band transmission circuits in recent years to serve the rapidly
expanding television broadcasting industry. The associated companies
make use of coaxial and microwave intercity systems, television switch
ing arrangements at toll centers, and video transmission systems for
relatively short intracity links. The magnitude of these operations
may be appreciated by noting that the Bell System's investment in equip
ment capable of transmitting television exceeds the aggregate investment
in plant of all the broadcasters. Hence, television transmission is
important to the Bell System,and the designer of broadband transmission
systems must have a knowledge of television transmission requirements.
We shall begin with an examination of the television signal itself before
discussing system objectives and requirements.

Nature Of Television Signal

Scanning Process

The television signal must contain information in electrical
form, from which a picture can be recreated with reasonable fidelity.
If we neglect color, a still picture may be expressed as a variation
in luminance over a two dimensional field. In a moving picture, how
ever, the luminance function also varies with time. The moving picture,
therefore, is a luminance function of three independent variables.

The electrical signal consists of a current or voltage amp
litude which is a function of time. At any instant the signal can rep
resent the value of luminance at only one point in the picture. It is
necessary, therefore, in the translation of a picture into an electrical
signal, that the picture be scanned in some systematic manner so that
the large number of luminance values representing a picture are obtained
over a period of time. If the scan is sufficiently detailed and rapid,

16-1
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a satisfactory reproduction of picture detail and motion can be obtained.
The basic system consists of a continuous scan in a horizontal line from
left to right, starting at the upper left hand corner of the field of

view. When the right hand end of a line is reached, the next lower
line is explored starting from the left. ~~en the bottom of the field
is reached, the process is started again from the top.* The luminance
at each scanned point is translated (or coded) into an instantaneous
value of signal voltage or current. This scanning process is illustra
ted in Figure 1 and has been described extensively in the literature.

LUhUNANCE
IHf'ORMATlON

l==:== --t------=1.....------ SCANNING PATTERN----~

EXPlORING
ELEMENT

REPROOUCWG
SPOT

1~IAGE FIELD VIEWING SCREEN

t SCANNING tr ~OR..=-------~

I
SWEEP

GENERAlOR

General Scheme of Television
Transmission

Figure 16-1

For the successful decoding of the signal into a picture at
the receiver, it is necessary to transmit a key to the code. In the
standard signal, this consists of emitting frequent short-duration
pulses (synchronizing, or "sync" pulses) indicating characteristic points
in the course of the scanning pattern such as the beginning of scanning
lines and fields. This is coupled with the condition that further motion
of the spots, between pulses, is uniform with time in the field of view.

The synchronizing pulses must be distinguishable from the
picture signal. This is accomplished by both time and amplitude separ-

*This is simplified. Actually the lines of alternate fields are inter
laced.
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ation. They are transmitted during "retrace" time. This is the time
when the spots are returning from one end of the field of view to the

other. During this time no useful picture information can be sent. The
picture and synchronizing pulses are also assigned separate amplitude
ranges in the total signal. An illustration of this portion of the
signal is shown in Figure 2. This shows a trace \"1hich can represent

either the video signal itself or the envelope of a. carrier signal.

63.5 ).L SEC

DURATION OF
riME ---.~------~

lONE SCANNING LINE

PICTURE WHITE a

-----b

-----c

BLANKING
PULSE LINE

SYNCHRONIZING
PULSE

t 5}Jt SEC)

PICTURE
SIGNAL

Portions of a Television Signal Showing Line
Synchronizing Pulses

Figure 16-2

The picture signal is interrupted during retrace time and

replaced by a black signal known as a "blanking pulse". This insures

that the return trace will not be visible in the picture. The line
synchronizing pulses are superimposed on the blanking pulses and

occupy the amplitude range from 1fb" to "Cff. Since this region is black
er than black, the sync pulses do not register in the picture.

The line pulses synchronize the individual scanning lines.

Similarly it is necessary to synchronize f~8ld (vertical) scans. This
is done by another pulse in the same amplitude range, as shown in Figure

3 • The line and field pulses are identified at the receiver by their

durations, which are greatly different. During the field retrace time,
the pictu~e is ~gain blanked by a black bl~nking signal. The equalizing

pulses are necessary to insure that both,fields n1aking up a frame are

properly synchronized.
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FIELD BLANKING PULSE HORIZONTAL

~ FIELD SYNCHRONIZINGIEQ~~C~iINGISYNCPULrllrSEEQUALIZING I PULSE
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Portion of Television Signal Showing
Field Synchronizing Pulses

Figure 16-3
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Wave Forms

Figure 3 also shows a portion of the wave forms for both line

and field synchronizing pulses. H, the time interval from the start of one
line to the start of the next is 63.5 microseconds (15.750 kc line fre
quency). The picture is scanned vertically at a rate of 60 "fields" per
s(~cond. Since each complete frame consists of two interlaced fields, the
"frame" rate is 30 per second. There are 525 scanning lines per frame of
which only about 93% are visible because of loss of time during the field
blanking pulse.

The most direct method available for measuring the amplitude and
time relationships between the various components of a video signal is to
observe the wave forms on an oscilloscope. The method of measurement, and
specifications and adjustMents of amplitude relationships have been
standardized by the IRE. The IRE Standard Scale is shown in Figure 4.

TYPICAL
MEASURED REFERENCE

LEVELS bEVELS
REFERENCE- - - ------ - ---------4 WHITE LEVEL

---------- ... WHITE PEAK

Television Level Measurement

Figure 16-4
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The bandwidth occupied by a television signal is a function of
the frame rate and the fineness of detail to be transmitted. Important
components will appear as low as the 60 cps field scanning rate, with some
energy at lower frequencies. We must, therefore, transmit almost down to
dc. How high in frequency must we transmit? The final answer to this
question must, of course, come from viewing tests. These tell us that
with the optimum viewing conditions and best equipment, a bandwidth of
about 4 mc results in~ry little degradation, and that a greater bandvddth
results in an improvement which economically would not be worthwhile o A
reduction to 3 mc bandwidth, on the other hand, results in a noticeable
degradation.

To appreciate the role which various factors play in this
question, it \vill be instructive to compute the required bandWidth, making
certain simplifying assumptions. The standard American black and white
picture calls for a frame rate of 30 cps with 525 lines per frame. The
ratio of picture width to height Caspect ratio) is 4:3. We assume a
scanning spot which is uniformly illuminated over a circular cross-section
whose diameter is just equal to the picture height divided by the number
of lines per frame o

Vertical Resolution: Since the scanning lines are discrete and
of finite width, the relative position of the scanning lines and any
horizontal lines in the scanned original will affect reproduction. For
example, if the original consists of alternate black and white lines of
the same width as the scanning lines and perfectly coincident with them,
reproduction will be accurate. If these same scanned lines are centered
on the boundary between scanning lines, however, they will produce a gray
picture. Experimental study indicates that, for typical pictures, this
effect decreases vertical resolution by a factor of about 70%. Vertical
resolution is further reduced to about 93% of its original value because
of the loss of lines during blanking time between fields. The resulting
numb~r of vertical elements which can be resolved is then:

Horizontal Resolution: The vertical resolution is controlled
by the number of active lines per frame, the size and nature of the
scanning spot and the accidental relationships of the scanning pattern
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and horizontal lines in the original image. Horizontal. resolution, on
the other hand, is determined by the highest frequency' component ,..ihicrJ.

can be resolved along a line. If we make the simplifying assumption
that a simple sinusoid will generate a series of alternate black and
white spots it is easy to see that the finest detail which can be re~

produced will be determined by that sinusoid (assuming that spot size

is not the limiting factor, of course). Subjective tests indicate that
satisfactory results are obtained if horizontal resolution is made ap

proximately equal to vertical resolution. Assume, for our purposes,
that they are equal.* Since the aspect ratio is 4:3, the desired number
of horizontal picture elements would be:

(4/3)(342) 456

Reouired Bandwidth: A sinusoid which would generate 456
alternate black and white spots would go through 228 cycles along a
scanning line. If we allow 1605% of line scanning time for horizontal
blanking, the active (i.e. visible) time for one line will be:

t = (0.$35) (36Jt525J = 53 microseconds

The top transmitted frequency must then be:

228 cycles per line
f max = 53 microseconds per line = 4.3 mc

In spite of all the simplifying assumptions made, this result does not
differ substantially from the FCC standard of 40 25 me.

The significant thing to note in this discussion is that cha~nel

bandwidth determines the horizontal resolutiono If bandwidth is restricted
in any practical case, it is the horizontal (retail which suffers.

Spectrum

The scanning process determines the basic distribution of energy
in the signal band. Line scanning of picture information concentrates
the signal energy into harmonics of the line ~requency. In addition,
modulation of the line frequency harmonics by the 60 cycle field scan
gives rise to 60 cycle sidebands on each line frequency harmonico The
television signal, therefore, consists of a number of fixed frequencies
which vary in phase and amplitude at a slow rate only as a result of

t.:ln practice the ratio of horizontal to vertical resollltion is about
0.94.
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motion in the picture. Each of these frequencies can be considered
as a carrier and the effect of motion as adding sidebands around the

carrier. The net result is a signal frequency composition similar to
that shown in Figures 5 an·:! 6.
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Spectrum of Monochrome TV,
Showing Every Tenth Line

Frequency Harmonic

Figure 16-5
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Figure 5 illustrates the entire 4 me bandwidth, indicating

the levels of line frequency harmonics for a typical signal. Nine-tenths
of the harmonics have not been drawn in and the 60 cycle components near
zero frenuency have been omitted for clarity. A small section of Figure
5 magnified to illustrate the presence of the 60 cycle sidebands that
cluster about each line frequency ha'rmonic is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 16-6
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Color Signal
The NTSC* color television system is based on the principle

that color may be adequately defined in terms of three characteristics:
Luminance, hue, and saturation. Luminance defines intensity or bright
ness and is the basis on which the present monochrome system operates.
Hue defines the color in terms of whether it is red, blue, green, yellow,
etc. Saturation defines the degree to which the hue is mixed with white.
For example, pink is a low saturation red. A high saturation red would
be a brilliant crimson.

The color signal, therefore, must contain information as to
these three characteristics. The color system uses the same type of
signal to transmit luminance information as is used in the monochrome
or black and white system. To this are added the saturation and hue
information which comprise the basic difference between the monochrome
signal and a color signal. The necessity of transmitting three pieces
of information instead of one, simultaneously and without interaction
or distortion, imposes new requirements on the transmission facilities.
This situation is analogous to the transmission of two or more voice
signals simultaneously in a carrier telephone circuit. If the circuit
is perfectly linear, there is no difficulty in separating the various
voice channels at the receiving end. If the circuit is not linear,
the channels interact with one another and crosstalk occurs.

The saturation and hue information are added to the luminance
signal in the form of a new signal called the color sub-carrier. The
amplitude of this signal represents the saturation of the color. A
large amplitude represents high saturation or brilliant color. Distor
tion of color saturation will occur if the gain of the transmission system
at the color carrier frequency is a function of the amplitude of the
luminance signal. This variation in the amplitude transmission of the
color signal caused by variation in the amplitude of the luminance signal
is called differential gain. The presence of differential gain in a
system used to transmit color television may result in a picture in
which some colors may appear dim or washed out while others may appear
oversaturated.

*National Television Systems Committee
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The time or phase relationship of the color sub-carrier to a
reference synchronizing signal (color burst) determines the hue of the
color. The color burst consists of approximately 9 cycles of the color

carrier frenuency placed on the back porch of the horizontal blanking
signal as shown on Figure 7.

LUMINANCE

COLOR IN FORMATION

~__---- LINE SY NC -----_-.1

Color Signal Wave Form

Figure 16-7

Distortions of hue will occur if the phase shift of the trans

mission system at color carrier frequency is a function of the alnplitude
of the luminance signal*. This variation in color carrier phase shift
caused by variations in amplitude of the luminance signal is called

differential phase. The presence of differential phase in a system
used to transmit color television results in a change in the hue of
the colors.~"

The frequency of the color'sub-carrier, 3.579545 mc, is chosen
to be an odd multiple of half-line frequency (7867 cycles for color
television). The effect of this is to interleave the components of the
chrominance signal spectrum between the luminance signal components. The
frequency composition of a typical NTSC color signal is shown in Figure 8.
The smaller chrominance components on either side of the sub-carrier are
produced by the scanning as in the case for luminance and vary in
amplitude and phase in accordance with the hue and saturation information
being transmitted.

*Such dependence vTill occur because, for example, the "hot" grid-cathode
capacity of the_electron tubes is a function of operating point, hence
of instantaneous signal voltage.
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TELEVISION TRANSMISSION REQUIRElf~NTS

The subject of distortion and interference in television
pictures is a specialized one. It is a field in which new words have
been coined to describe particular phenomena, and \vhere accepted audio

terms a.re sometimes employed to describe visual effects. Hence we look
for noise, and ringing, we try to avoid pigeons and glitch,* we do
our best to keep the porches flat, and the breezeway open, and bleeding

whites merit our serious concern. A complete review of television dis

tortion is quite beyond the scope of this section, of course. What is
intended, rather, is to present the more important aspects. We shall
attempt to relate cause and effect, and shall indicate what the tolerable
limits are for these performance degradations.

Television requirements, like telephone requirements, are
based on the results of many subjective tests. Extensive viewing tests
have been made in which various amounts of distortion or interference
were added to the picture and the result judged using seven preworded
comments ranging from "not perceptible" to "unusable tr. The data for

*These are both descriptive terms fo~ forms of low frequency interference.
By "pi,geons" is meant bright spots of impulse noise that show up and
appear to fly across the picture. "Glitch" is characterized by a narrow
horizontal bar which moves through a picture at a slow rate.
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all observers were pooled to determine the curve for a median observer
and in general the requirement for a particular effect has been set so
that the median observer will find the interference or the distortion

to be "just perceptible". It should be observed that such a requirement
obtains for a complete system. \fuen several systems are connected in
tandem the overall requirement must be allocated among the component
systems and indeed further subdivided to determine the net contribution
for individual amplifiers and filters.

In this section we shall take up picture impairments due to
the causes listed below. There is a certain amount of overlapping
among some of the items, however, and the decision to refer to a par
ticular effect as band limiting rather than as a transmission deviation,
for example, is mostly a matter of judgment.

1. Bandwidth Limitations
20 Transmission Deviations
3. Crosstal.k
4.. Random Noise
5~ Single Frequency Interference
6. Non-linear Effects

We shall conIine the discussion which follows to video system
effects. The use of carrier facilities introduces other difficulties
which will be discussed later.

Bandwidth Reouirements
Since the television signal is derived from a scanning process

the vertical resolution in the picture is determined by the number of
scanning lines used. per frame and the horizontal resolution is determined
by the bandwidth of the system. To make the horizontal resolution approx
imately eaual to the vertical resolution, a bandwidth of about 4.2 mc is
required. An unimpaired test signal or test pattern as reproduced on a
television monitor is shovm in Figure 90 We shall use this test

pattern as our reference nndistorted picture and show the effects of
several types of impairments upon picture quality. Note that the ver
tical lines in the pattern of Figure 9 can be resolved right into the

central circle.
If a low pass network having a transmission characteristic

which is approximately flat to 1 me and then falls off at 'the rate of
about 6 db per octave is inserted between the picture source and the
monitor, the test pattern will be reproduced as sho,~ in Figure 10.

The picture is no longer "crisp", the vertical bars cannot be resolved
close to the central circle (see the lower wedge) and the words "New York"
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Figure i6-9 Unimpaired Signal

Figure 16-11 Negative Streaking

Figure 16-13 Overshoot

Figure 16-10 1 me Ro11-off

Figure 16-12 Smearing

Figure 16-14 4 me Ringing
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are no longer clear. In short, fine detail is not reproduced well. In
addition to frequency response, excessive noise and some echo patterns
can also mask fine picture detail and result in apparent loss of resol

utiono
The Bell System objective for television transmission is

therefore to provide facilities having flat transmission and delay char
acteristics between a very few cycles and at least 4.2 mc. The question
which naturally arises is, how flat must the gain and delay characteristics
be to guarantee acceptable transmission?

Transmission Deviations
Before attempting an answer to the question which has just

been raised, it is desirable to examine a few more distorted test patterns.
Figures Ii through 14 iilustrate some common faults. In order to
give a clear qualitative idea of the types of penalties associated with

not meeting transmission requirements, large amounts of distortion are

shown in these pictures.
1. Streaking and Smearing. Streaking is caused by trans

mission distortions in the frequency range up to about 200 kc. Smear-
ing is generally caused by distortions at somewhat higher frequencies.
Streaking and smearing affect both color and monochrome signal transmission.
Amplitude and phase distortion tolerances at the low end of the frequency
band, below say 5 kc, are relatively less critical because of the use of
electronic circuits called clampers. Clampers effectively reinsert low
frequency signal components which were not faithfully transmitted. They
permit a 35 db relaxation of gain and phase distortion at 60 cycles but
their effectiveness decreases with frequency. All Bell System television
networks include clampers.

Streaking and smearing are usually not separate and distinct
distortions. A picture which exhibits smear also has streaking. Figure
11 shows the test pattern containing streaking - negative streaking
in this case. If the test pattern letters were extended as blacks or
grays, the distortion would be described as positive streaking. A badly
smeared picture is shown in Figure 12. Figures 11 and 12 are both
clamped signals; similar distortions in the vertical direction are at
tenuated by the clamper.

2. Overshoot. In a television signal, an overshoot is an
excessive response to a sudden change in signal. A sharp overshoot is
commonly referred to as a spike and is generally caused by excess gain
at high frequencies.
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Figure 13 shows this effect on a typical picture. There is a

black outline to the right of white objects and a white outline to the
right of black objects.

3. Ringing. Ringing generally results from the transmission
of sudden tonal transitions over a system that has a finite pass band

with a sharp cut-off at the upper end of the frequency range. It may
also result from a marked transmission irregularity at some frequency
below cut-off. When a signal containing a sudden transition is applied
to such a circuit, damped oscillations or ringing will occur at approx

imately the frequency of cut-off or other discontinuity, the duration of

the ringing depending upon the sharpness or degree of the irregularity.

Ringing will be accenuated by a rising gain characteristic preceding
the discontinuity. Figure 14 shows the effect of introducing a low

pass filter having a sharp cut-off at 4 mc between the signal source

and the monitor. The ringing can be seen to the right of the vertical

bars in the region where the spacing of the bars corresponds to fre

cruencies approaching 4 mc. It is evident that ringing also causes an

apparent loss of resolution.

4. Echoes. An echo signal, or ghost, can be defined as a
duplicate of the original video signal displaced horizontally from the
original signal. Ghosts and echoes are due to impairments in the trans

mission circuit vmich cause the signal pulses to reach the viewer at two
or more ,discrete times. The impaiI~ent effect of the echo picture not
only varies with echo signal strength but also with the time offset and

the nature of the original video signal. As a practical matter, echo
signals are generally not true reproductions of the original signal,
since the conditions that give rise to echo signals are usually not con

tinuous throughout the band. Echoes may be either leading or lagging and
may be either positive or negative. Figure 23 is an example of a

positive echo. (See page 33).

Reouirements on Transmission Deviations
The several types of distortion that have been considered all

have one thing in common - they are all caused by transmission deviations
and can be eliminated by introducing compensating gain and phase equal
ization.

The requirements placed on the transmission characteristic to

hold these picture impairments to tolerable levels are sometimes given

in terms of "coarse structure Tt and "fine structure" deviations.
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Figure 15 sho'1'S an illl1strative steady-state phase curve

after the linear component has been subtracted. Widely spaced varia

tions, like that indicated by the dotted line, are kll0wn as "coarse

structure". Such variations are also described, in a purely descriptive

way, as having "low periodicity" - in the sense that they would repre-

sent a slovlly changing fllnction to an observer who scanned the trans

mitted band. Closely spaced variations as sho~m by the solid line are

known as "fine structure", or "high periodicity" variations. Quantit

atively, a deviation is fine structure if ~f is much less than 540 kc,

coarse structure if 6f is much more than 540 kc. The devision is

obviously a somewhat arbitrary one.

FREQUENCY

Steady state Phase Curve Illustrating "Coarse" and "Fine"
Structllre Transmission Deviations

Figure 16-15

The coarse structure requirements for monochrome television

from 7875 cycles (half line frequency) to the upper cut-off are given
as

+ .03 microsecond envelope delay, and
+ 1.7 db/mc gain slope o

For color transmission this fairly large gain slope cannot be tolerated

and the transmission at 3.6 me should be very nearly the same as at low
frequencies.
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The fine structure requirements for an overall system for
monoch:rome are tabulated below:

Video :Freguency Phase Distortion Gain Deviation
60 cycles ± I degree ± .1 db

15.75 kc ± 1 degree ± .1 db
500 kc ± 2 degrees ± .2 db
1 mc ± 4 degrees + .3 db
2 me + 8 degrees ± .6 db

3-1+ mc flO degrees ± .8 db

Here again, for color, the requirements between 3 and 4 me become
almost the same as those at 15.75 ke. The above fine structure re
quirements are for single departures of delay and attenuation. When
three or more cycles occur in succession, the requirement must be
halved; and where both attenuation and delay occur together the re
quirement must be divided by ~2. While these limits serve as a guide,
they are not used directly in system design or evaluation. Current
practice is to employ the method to be discussed next - the echo rating
technique. This is based on the fact that all the tra'nsmission devia
tion effects which have been discussed can be considered as different
types of echoes.

The next section will demonstrate the effects of transmission

impairlnents in producing echoes, and how echo delay is related to the
periodicity of the variations.
Echo Rating Technique

Before discussing how an echo pattern can be related to the
transmission characteristics of a network or amplifier, it is helpful to

consider how echoes are generated. They are often thought of as resulting
from a discontinuity in a transmission medium or from an impedance mis
match of some sort. The ''talker echoes" which were discussed in Chapter

2, for example, arose from improper terminations. The echoes we are
concerned with in television are more nearly analogous to "listener echo",
or to reverberation effects in acoustics. Such "echoes" can result from
multi-path transmission. They can equally well result from transmission
over a single path having a non-ideal transmission characteristic. We
can set up a paper experiment to show this.

Consider the circuit of Figure 16. The signal is applied to
three paths, each having attenuation and delay. As an example, assume
that the losses of paths 1 and 3 are equal, so that Kl a K3 = K, and
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let K2 = 1. Also, let the delay of path 2 be D and define the delays of

paths 1 and 3 so that Dl = D - T and D3 = D + T. The K'~ and D's thus
define the transfer characteristic of the transmission path formed by
these three networks in parallelo Thus, if we apply a signal E

jwt at
the input, the output voltage can be·written~

E = K jw[t-(D-T)] + K jw(t-D) + K jw[t-(D+T)]
OUT 1 € 2£ 3£

which, recalling the values of the Kts, can be simplified to

E
OUT

= ejw(t-D} G+ K( e jwT + e- jwT }]

= £jw(t-D) [1 + 2K cos wT]

(16-1)

(16-2)

Suppose now that the multipath circuit under consideration were

replaced by a single equivalent network having a cosinusoidal gain charac

teristic and zero delay distortion. An observer at the receiving end of
such a circuit would be unable to distinguish between tl1:~ three-path

circuit of Figure 16 and a single equivalent circuit hav:Lng the trans
mission characteristic of Equation (2). In this simple case, then, we
see that echoes can arise from a non-ideal transmission characteristic.

The same phenomenon can be considered in terms of the vector
diagram of Figure l6c. Suppose the signal generator is an oscillator

which is slowly swept over the transmission band. The subsidary vectors
caused [)y the Kl and K3 paths \rill rotate about the K2 vector \vhich
represents the main path transmission. At any given frequency the phase
differences between these vectors will be a function of the delays in
volved. For the case illustrated (equally spaced leading and lagging
echoes of equal amplitude) the result, on the frequency scale, will be
analogous to amplitude modulation on the time scale. (Compare, for
example, with Figure 19-10.) The resultant vector (total signal) will
grow and shrink as we sweep over the transmission band. The greater
the delay, the closer together these maxima and minima of transmission
vs frequency will be.

We can see this also by referring to Figure 15 and identifying
T with 1/6w. T is also, of course, the delay between the received

pulses of Figure 16. We see that if T is small, corresponding to an
echo close to the signal, the deviation in the gain-frequency charac
teristic will have a coarse structure. If, for example, we had a coarse
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cosinusoidal gain ripple with ~f = 2 mc the echoes would be one half

microsecond away from the signal, or about 0.16 inches on a television
screen seventeen inches wide (screen with twenty-one inch diagonal)

with the standard scanning rates specified previously. A fine structure

deviation ripple (high periodicity) ~dth 6w = 200 kc would produce echoes
about 1.6 inches away from the signal.

Similarly, it can be shown that a small sinusoidal ripple in
the phase characteristic only results in a pair of echoes, one leading

and one lagging the signal, but of opposite polarities.* If the gain

characteristic should happen to have a cosinusoidal ripple and the phase
characteristic a sinusoidal ripple, both of the same periodicity, the

leading echoes may cancel, leaving only a lagging echo. This will occur
if the gain ripple amplitude (in nepers) is equal to the phase ripple

amplitude (in radians), since the echo amplitude is a direct function of
ripple amplitude.

The illustrations we have been discussing are, of course,
simple cases of the general problem. Usually the transmission charac
teristic we are concerned with does not exhibit sinusoidal deviations
vs. frequency, but i.s more complex. The~e more complex characteristics
can usually be analyzed, however, by Fourier methods (a tool which is
discussed in Chapter 21). We can thus find, for a given transmission
characteristic~ the more or less complex pattern of leading and lagging
echoes to which it gives riseo How practical such an analysis \rill be
in a given case depends on the complexity of the characteristic under
considerationc ; Often a reasonably accurate approach to the final answer
we seek can be found by approximations which will be discussed a little
later.

The final ans,,,,er we seek is a "rating Tf of the circuit - a sort
of figure of merit which will permit us to say whether or not, for

example, a certain residual ripple (after equalization) is better or
worse than the slope or bulge we tried to equalize out. This figure of

merit is the "echo rating" of the circuit. It is found by assuming that
the annoying effect of many small echoes can be added on an r.s.s. basis
(an assumption which is fairly well substantiated by subjective tests),

*In the previous case of gain ripple only, an analogy to amplitude modu
lation was pointed out. Similarly, phase ripples on the frequency scale
are analogous to angle (phase or frequency) modulation on the time scale o

If the deviation were large, we would have to consider additional leading
and lagging echoes~ analogous to higher order sidebands in high-index FM o
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and that this r.s.s. sum can be expressed in terms of a single equivalent
echo. In other words, it is assumed that the interfering effect of a
pattern of echoes, however complex, can be simulated by the interfering
effect of a single, properly displaced echo of appropriate amplitude.
What WE~ mean by "properly placed" will be defined in a moment. The ratio
of the amplitude of this equivalent echo to the amplitude of the signal,
expressed in decibels, is defined as the echo rating of the transmission
circuit.

Before we can add the annoying effects of the component small
echoes to define this "equivalent echo", we need to know a good deal
more than we now do about the annoying effects of echoes. Returning to
Figure 16 J for a moment, we would expect the viewe'r t s opinion of the

picture to change if a), we change T, or b), we make Kl and K3 functions
of frequency. We need quantitative information on thi~ point. This can
be obtained only from subjective tests.
Time \veighting

Subjective tests indicate that the interfering effect of an
echo on a television screen, that is, the annoyance to the viewer, is a
function of the spacing between signal and echo. Echoes close in tend
to be masked by the signal. Those further out stand more by themselves
and tend to be more annoying. The results of a laree number of sub
jective tests are summarized in the time weighting curve of Figure 170
For exanple, an echo 0.5 microseconds away from the signal is about 12 db
less annoying than one of the same amplitude spaced 10 microseconds
away. This difference in annoyance associated with time weighting must
be taken into consideration in adding echoes or deriving an echo rating.
This brings us to the definition of the "properly placed" echo used in
echo rating. This equivalent echo is considered to be far out, that is,
to lie in the region above 10 microseconds.

Freauency Weighting
So far, we have discussed only cases in which the deviation

ripples extend with constant amplitude across the entire frequency band
of interest. This is not generally the case o Echoes need not necessarily
be miniature duplicates of the signal, but can contain frequency com
ponents in different proportions so that the echo of a square pulse might
well have rounded corners or a sloping top and so on. Now, we already
know that most of the energy of a TV picture is concentrated at low fre
quencies, and that the high frequency components carry information about
fine detail only. It is not surprising, then, to find that a secondary
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path which transmits the low frequency components is more objectionable
than one which transmits only the high frequency components o The former
produces the main outlines of the picture in echo form; the latter gives
a bit of fuzz which is lost in the noise. Again we can readily deduce
the relationships between echoes and transmission deviations in this
case by considering the frequency components of the signal at the receiver
in Figure 16 as vectors whose phase is a function of the delay. It is
clear that if Kl and K3 are relatively large at low frequencies and
approach zero transmission at high frequencies, two effects will follow:
1) the echo will consist of the low frequency (high energy) components;
and 2) the total transmission characteristic will exhibit relatively
large ripples at low frequencies and very little ripple at high fre
quencies.

Consider, for example, a high periodicity consinusoidal ripple
(only a few kc between ripples on the frequency scale) which extends
only over a part of the transmitted band. This would correspond, in
Figure 16, to a relatively long delay in a secondary path which also
included a band pass filter o In order to evaluate such an echo, two
factors must be considered - over what fraction of the total band does
the deviation extend, and where is it centered? Ignoring the latter
question for a moment, the assumption can be made that an echo due to a
ripple over part of the frequency band is less di5~'it!"'bing than an echo
due to a ripple across the band, in direct proportion to the fraction of
the band involvedo ThUS, an echo due to a cosinusoidal ripple extending
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with constant amplitude over, say, 400 kc of a 4 mc band would be less

disturbing than an echo due to a ripple across the full 4 mc by a factor

of 10 log 4.0/0.4 = 10 db. The factor here is known as nband\\1'idth
advantage" and can be written:

Bandwidth Advantage 10 log (16-3)

As mentioned earlier, however, the location of the frequency

deviation in the band of interest is of importance. Figure 18 shows the
relative annoying effect of ripples as a function of their location in

the band. The figure also indicates how the curve must be modified for

color transmission, which contains important information around the color
carrier frequency at about 3.6 mc. After demodulation, the sidebands of

the 3.6 mc carrier appear as low video frequency color components,

leading to a more stringent requirement around 3.6 me for color than for

nlonochrome transmission. Note that, while the addition of color increases
the sensitivity to transmission deviations around 3.6 mc by some 15 db,
the requirements at low frequencies remain more severe by about 11 db.

Consider a simple numerical example. We commented above on a
cosinusoidal deviation which extended over a band 400 kc wide. Suppose

that the center frequency of this region of deviation was about 500 kco

Figure 18 shows the penalty to be about 3 db.* The complete frequency
weighting for this example would combine the 10 db advantage for band

width and the 3 db penalty for center frequency to give a net advantage

of 7 db over an echo resulting from a deviation extending over the entire

band. To complete the picture, time weighting would also have to be taken
into consideration. We now have all the tools required to consider a

general method for estimating, to a first degree of approximation, the

echo rating of a transmission system whose gain and phase deviations
are known.
Estimating Echo Rating

We have already noted that the problem of determining echo

response from information on transmission deviations is theoretically

*Taking the value of this weighting function at the center frequency of
the deviation band is reasonably accurate if the weighting does not vary
much over the deviation band. A more accurate approximation results if
the band is divided into narrow strips, weighting each by the amount
given in Figure le. The results can then be added on a power basis.
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best attacked by application of Fourier Transforms. While this approach
results in concise formulation of the problems and results, the actual
operations are generally difficult to perform. The integrals can be

evaluated for a number of elementary shapes, however. If we can analyze
a given, complex deviation shape as the approximate sum of a number of
such elementary shapes it may be possible to arrive at an echo rating for
the complex deviations by summing up the echo ratings for the simpler
shapes on an r.s.s. basis.*

Such a method has been derived. Figure 19 shows a number of
deviation shapes whose amplitudes are sue!! that each corresponds to a
-60 db echo rating. That is, each of these "echo patterns" is just as
annoying as a single echo which perfectly duplicates the signal in terms
of spectrum, which lies at least 10 microseconds away from the signal and
which is 60 db belovl the signal.

*Strictly speaking, the elementary shapes used should be orthogonal
functions.
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Consider first the sinusoidal deviations shoNn in Figure 19a.
The gain ripple shown would correspond to well-displaced leading and
lagging echoes of the same polarity, each 63 db below the signal. Sub
jectively, these would add on a power basis to give the annoying effect
corresponding to a single echo 60 db below the signal. From a con
sideration of the vector magnitudes involved, 'ie can easily check the
magnitude relationships: thus, in Figure 16, the case illustrated would
correspond to K2 = 1, Kl = K3 = 00007. At frequencies where the three
signals are in phase, the maximum vector length becomes 1 + .0007 +00007,
which is .012 db greater than the unperturbed value of unityo

Similarly, we can see that the phase ripple shown could be
produced by two echoes of the same absolute magnitude but shifted in

phase so that K3 = -K1 = .0007. These would add to give a peak phase
deviation of .0014 radians or .08°.

The corresponding delay deviation would be a function of f o•
The delay deviation is found by taking the slope of the phase deviation
curve. If we keep the peak phase deviation unchanged and double f o ' we
halve the slope and therefore get half as much delay deviation.

Consider now the curve of Figure 19b. This applies for close
in echoes produced by coarse structure phase deviations. Such echoes
are subject to the time-weighting curve in the region where it has a
6 db slope per octave of foe When we double f o ' the time weighting curve
tells us we could double the echo amplitude for the same echo rating o

From the previous remarks on the relationship between phase and delay,
we see that this would leave the delay deviation unchanged - doubling
the phase ripple amplitude and doubling f o leaves the maximum slope of the
phase curve unchanged. For echoes this close to the signal, then, the
annoying effect is directly related to the magnitude of the delay devi

ation. Figure 19b is therefore plotted in terms of delay - a practical
advantage, since coarse structure delay distortion is a common system

problem.
For the purposes of the discussion above, coarse structure is

defined to include cases in which the ripple periodicity in the fre
Quency plane is greater than 318 kc. Fine structure includes cases with
periodicicy less than 3Ig kc.. This choice of 318 kc as the dividing
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point between fine and coarse structure has the effect, then, that wr

automatically include the effect of time weighting when we scale the
ripple amplitudes of Figures19a and 19b. We are, in effect, approxi
mating the time weighting curve of Figure 17 with straight lines, in
dicated as dashed lines in the figure. For long delays, there is no
time weighting; for short delays, the echo rating improves directly wit}
ripple frequency. By scaling Figure 19a in terms of phase and Figure 15
in terms of delay, the effects of the straight line approximation to tir
weighting are automatically included.':~

As stated earlier, these curves show the values of gain or
phase (or delay) deviation which will yield a -60 db echo rating. To
find the echo rating where the deviation magnitude is different from thao

give~ scale on a 20 log basiso That is, if we have a fine structure
sinusoidal gain deviation, with maximum deviation equal to 0024 db, the
echo rating should be -60 + 20 log :gi~ = -54 db. As we have already
indicated, these curves can be used when ripples cover only part of the
band if the proper bandwidt~ advantage and frequency weighting are used o
This will be discussed in more detail later.

The next group of curves (Figure 19c) covers broad deviations
which increase with frequency, corresponding to linear, square, cube and
fourth power shapes. Again the table shows the values of gain or phase
deviation at the top frequency which, with the appropria.te shape, will
yield a -60 db echo rating. Our simple technique does not permit this
group of curves to be used when the deviation extends over only part of
the banda

The expanding sinusoidal deviations of Figure 19d are governed
by the same comments as those covering Figure 19c.

The application of this technique is best demonstrated with an
illustrative example. Suppose that we have a fictional pattern of gain and
phase deviation which we have broken down into the following components:

*The choice of 318 kc as the dividing point between coarse and finestructure is somewhat arbitrary, a delay of 1/318 kc = 3014 microsecond~corresponding to the 3 db point of the time weighting curve. We mighthave used a straight line asymptote to the sloping part of the weightingcurve. This would give a dividing point of 540 kc and would requirethat the value of A in Figure 19b be changed to 0.4 millimicroseconds.{Note that delay = frequency x time and that the values of A in Figures19a and 19b should correspond at the arbitrary crossover frequency. The318 kc iine gives a better approximation in the crossover regiono Inthe straight line portion, where the 540 kc approximation is more exact,the echo rating will be relatively far down and we are less concernedwith accuracy.
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a. A parabolic gain shape with A = 1.8 db at the top

frequency, extending across the 4025 me bandwidth.

b. A eonsinusoida1 phase shape extending from 0 0 3 me to

3.0 mc. The ripple periodicity is 70 kc. A = 0 0 12
degrees.

Find the echo rating; that is, find the equivalent well-displaced echo:

From Figure 19c, the gain deviation echo rating is:

-60 + 20 log 8:8 = -54 db

To find the rating for the sinusoidal phase deviation, use
Figure 19a.

For a deviation all across the band, the echo rating is

-60 + 20 log~ = -56.5 dbu.Oo
Since the ripple extends over a region of the spectrum where

there is a large change in weighting from the lower to the upper fre

quency (Figure 18), we will divide up the region into sub-bands. For
each sub-band we will read off a value corresponding to the center fre
quency from Figure 18. From this we subtract the bandwidth advantage
calcul.r:.ted for each sub-band which gives the net frequency weighting

for each sub-band. To obtain the overall net weighting, the values for

the sub-bands are added on a power basis.

weightin! Bandwidth Net
Sub-bands Advantage Weighting(Fig. 18

.3 to 5 me + 4 db 13.3 db -9.3 db

.5 to 1 0 9.3 -9.3
1 to 3 -7 3.2 -10.2

(-9.3) "+ " (-9.3) "+" (-10.2) = -4.8 db

This makes the echo rating for the phase deviation

-56.5 - 4.8 = - 61.3 db
Adding the two echo ratings on a power basis, the final rating becomes

(-61.3) "+" (-54) = - 53.3 db

This technique of estimating echo rating can be a powerful tool

in designing television systems and is one with which the designer must
be familiar. It makes possible the analysis of loss and phase shift
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deviations of a network, in terms of the picture distortion produced by

an equivalent echo, which can then be compared to the allocated echo
rating. Graphical integration procedures have also been developed for

handling this problem wIth the aid of computing machines.

Echo Rating Objective
The Bell System echo rating objective for a 4,000 mile tele-

vision network, including radio and coaxial toll circuits, video circuits,
and all switching facilities is -40 db. As suggested above, this is an
all-inclusive performance figure taking into account all effects that

can be cured by equalization.

Crosstalk

Video crosstalk becomes an important consideration when two
or more video transmission systems operate on adjacent facilities. If
coupling between systems is excessive, crosstalk from one system will
seriously impair the picture transmitted by the other. To eliminate
crosstalk coupling entirely is usually impractical, if not impossible;
to reduce it by even modest amounts is sometimes difficult and expensive.
The question then arises as to ho,q much crosstalk can be tolerated.

If strong enough, video crosstalk appears as an image of the
unwanted signal moving erratically back and forth across the wanted
picture,. This motion occurs because of the lack of exact synchronism
between independent video systems. As the crosstalk image moves across
the mai11 picture, it appears to be framed. This frame is formed by the
horizontal and vertical synchronizing pulses and is much more noticeable
than any feature in the interfering image. Since the side frame of the
image extends from top to bottom 9f the wanted picture, no part of the
latter escapes interference. At the threshold of interference, there
is no sE~mblance of frame or ilnage; just a slight flicker appears as the
frame moves across some sensitive portion of the main picture. When the
coupling has a sloping characteristic, rather than flat or undisturbed
crosstalk, the differentiated crosstalk image will appear in bas relief o

The crosstalk coupling loss requirement is plotted in Figure
20, in which coupling loss required at 4 mc is plotted against the
slope in db per octave of the coupling path. If the coupling path. from
one video circuit to another is flat vs frequency, the loss required at
all frequencies is 58 db. If, however, a high loss is obtained at low
frequencies, the 4 mc requirement is eased. For example, if the coupling
path loss decreases at 6 db per octave, a loss of 23 db at 4 me is
satisfactory; the corresponding loss at 20 kc will then be 69 db.
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The curve of Figure 20 represents lumped rather than dis

tributed coupling. When the coupling is distributed over a long distance,

as in adjacent pairs, the crosstalk image will be less clear and probably

somewhat less severe requirements would be imposed.
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Despite the easing of 4 tHe coupling loss requirement s by as

much as 35 to 44 db in going from flat to sloping coupling,it is more

often the latter requiren1ents that are the hardest to meet. This is

particularly true in instances of near-end crosstalk in cable circuits
carrying video signals in opposite directions. As the length of cable

to the nearest repeater, or terminal, is increased, two things occur:
The magnitude of the incoming signal is decreased and the steepness of
the slope of the equalization of the receiving amplifier is increased.

The first increases the effective coupling between circuits and the

second increases the high frequency transmission of the crosstalk signal.

Random Noise
By random noise we mean fluctuation noise or the type of noise

obtained from vacuum tube amplifiers - thermal noise. At the source the
spectrum of random noise is usually flat with frequency over a very wide
band but communications networks generally contain many selective net
works which introduce slope. Figure 21 shows the energy distribution

of random noise for several transmission systems. While t~;J effective
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bandwidth of the noise is reduced by these systems the bands are not so
narrow as to approach single frequencies, hence there is no correlation
from scanning line to scanning line, which would produce bar patterns.

Subjective tests have been made to determine the interfering
effect of broad, narrow and mixed bands of random noise distributed
throughout the television band. The frequency weighting derived from

these judgnent tests is shown in Figure 22 0 This weighting is for
use with a simple power summing device such as a power meter. Figure
22 also shows a proposed modified noise weighting for color tele-
vision. The reason for the peak in the noise weighting curve for color
television is tQat the color receiver demodulate's energy in the vicinity
of 3.6 me dovm to low video frequencies. Hence 3.6 mc noise \dll appear
in the picture as low frequency noise having a relatively coa~se pattern
in the colored areas of the picture.
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The general principles derived from these tests have been sum

marized as follows:
1. Low frequency noise is judged much more interfering than

high frequency noise of equal power.
2. A given amount of noise power is judged more objectionable

if it is concentrated in a narrow band than if it is spread
out over a wider band in the same frequency region.

3. Human vision in combination with present television mon
itors does not precisely sum weighted noise powers in
arriving at an overall assessment of the interfering
effect of random noise bands. A reasonable compromise

however, can be obtained with weighting applied to a

power meter.
The weighting curve of Figure 22 may be used to weight the

several noise spectra shown an Figure 21. The weighting factors listed

in Table 16-1 indicate the extent to which the signal-to-noise ratio may
be relaxed for the given noise spectra.
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Table 16-1

Energy Distribution
of Noise

Weighting Factor in db
Monochrome Color

Flat

L-3
TD-2

A2 (for max. repeater
spacing)

Uptilted Ndb/octave
(6<N<27)

9.0
12.8
16.9

23.7
72+28N

8+N

9.5
12.3
1401

16.3
N13.7 + IO

The overall signal-to-weighted noise requirement as determined
from subjective tests and making use of the weighting curve of Figure

22 is:

Evideo (peak-peak volts)
20 log = 54 db

Eweighted noise (rms volts)

Here we compare a peak-to-peak voltage with an rms voltage, an unusual
procedure. These voltages are the values most readily measured, how
ever, and for the video signal the peak-to-peak voltage is the only one
having any meaning.

The 54 db number represents an overall transmission requirement.
The requirement on a component video system is considerably more stringent,
of course. The current allocation of the noise requirement allows 59 db
for all the video systems in an overall television network. If we assume
that of the many video systems in the circuit, seven of the video sections
are of maximum line length and hence absorb all the requirement, the re
quirement for such a maximum length section becomes 67.5 ub.

Single Frequency Interference
The addition of a single frequency to the television signal

superimposes a bar pattern upon the ultimate viewed picture. If the
frequency is a rational multiple of either the line scanning or field
scanning fundamental the bar pattern will be stationary. If the inter
fering frequency is not a rational multiple of the scanning frequency,
the interfering pattern will appear to move. Figure 25 shows a case of
bad 1000 cycles interference, Figure 26 shows 311 kc while Figure 27
shows 3 0 6 me inter£erenceo
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Figure 16 -23 Unimpaired 81gna1

Figure 16-25 1000 Cycle Interference

Figure 16-24 Positive Echo

Figure 16-26 311 kc Interference

Figure 16-26 3.6 mc Interference

(Note fine vertical bar pattern)
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The visibility of a bar pattern, either vertical or horizontal,
depends upon the amplitude of the interference and on the angle which
the bars subtend at the eye. For a given viewing distance, therefore,
a 4 iliC pattern is more difficult to see than a 1 mc pattern. A high
freauancy interference pattern which is synchronous or nearly synchronous
with a line scanning component is much more disturbing than a frequency
which falls midway between line scanning components.* This fact is made
use of in the color signal where the color carrier, 3.579545 me was
chosen to fall midway between the 227th and the 228th harmonics of the
horizontal frequency. The interfering effect of a bar pattern is also
a function of the picture background; the effect is most easily observed
in the grays.

Threshold observations were made in connection with the design
of the coaxial cable carrier systems to determine a requirement for this

type of interference. A complete plot of the results would show a number
of maxima and minima, as the interfering frequency approaches or recedes
from synchronization with multiples of the line scanning frequency. If
we plot only the most stringent requirements, we obtain the curves of
Figure 28, which is thus really the envelope of the worst single fre

quencies in the various portions of the spectrum.
Below 100 cycles, the disturbing effect of single frequency

interferences is made more severe by a different effect o

When low frequency interference is superimposed on a tele
vision picture - a normal scene containing high lights, shadows and
various values of gray - and the interference is just visible, it may
not be noticed as a horizontal bar pattern at all, but as a flicker in
some sensitive areas of the picture. The rate of flicker will be the

beat frequency between the interfering and the 60 cycle field frequency.
This flicker is much more noticeable and disturbing than the brightness
distortion casued by an interfering frequency which is synchronized \dth
some component of the field frequency.

Viewing tests have been made to determine the tolerable level
for low frequency interference. Here again the signal-to-interference
ratio which a median observer finds to be "just perceptible" is taken as

*Ref. 4, p. 210-211 gives an excellent explanation of this effect, as
well as the reasons for choosing the location of the color subcarrier.
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the reauirement. This curve has been reproduced in Figure 29, and
S~10WS that the most sensitive flicker rate is in the vicinity of five

cYcles per second.*

Non-Linear Effects
Non-linear distortion is contributed by the system amplifiers;

in amplifier design work it is usually evaluated by measuring second
and third order modulation. Video amplifiers are generally designed
on a balanced basis in order to obtain balance against even order dis
tortion.** The odd order terms, particularly the third, contribute a
fundamental term which can be interpreted as a compression term. As we
approach the overload point of the amplifier in question, there is no
longer a 1:1 relationship between input and output and the output is said

~~Another source of moving bar patterns and flicker is the modulation
of a television signal (transmitted either at video or carrier fre
quencies) by power frequency voltages in the repeaters of a transmission
system.. Requirements on transmissioh systems with respect to this
effect have been greatly eased by the use of clampers at the TV term
inals, but the phenomenom still merits attention in the design of a
new system.

**Feedback amplifiers are not used - partly because of the design dif
ficl1lties associated '\Alith the great number of octaves to be transmitted,
but mainly to get the better differential phase performance which can
be obtained from non-feedback amplifiers. Feedback amplifiers reduce
compression effects at the cost of introducing differential phase, and
the trade is not an advantageous one.
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to be compressed. In television transmission this may result in com

pression of the synchronizing signal, compression of the picture whites,

or both. Requirements on compression for transmission systems are deter

mined by the effect on color, however.

Non-linear effects nay be evaluated readily for color trans

mission by measuring the differential phase and gain performance of the

system. These terms have already been defined. It has been established

that a critical observer can detect hue changes for a phasing error of

5°. Observers are most critical of flesh tones. They are generally

less critical of saturation changes and a saturation change corresponding
to about 2 db is not considered to be objectionable. As before, these

values obtain for an overall transmission system. When color transmission

is satisfactory, monochrome transmission will be better than just adequate

as far as comprescion is concerned. Since any television network may be

called upon to transmit color, monochrome compression is therefore not a

problem.

Summary of Video Reguirements

The various requirements on the overall system for satisfactory

transmission of television signals may be summarized as follows:

1. Bandwidth: Approximately 4.2 mc, preferably with gentle

roll-off above that frequency. See also transmission

deviations, below.

2. Noise: The weighted rms noise shall be 54 db below the

peak-to-peak video signal at a flat level point. Figure 22

gives the weighting curves for monochrome and for NTSC

color. See also impulse noise, below.

3. Transmission deviations - gain and delay: So much depends
on particular characteristics of the deviations that the

requirement must be phrased in terms of the echo rating,

which must not be worse than-40 db. An idea of the orders

of magnitude involved can be obtained frore pp. 15 and 16.
Except for the different frequency weighting curves (Figure

18) no distinction is made between monochrome and color o

4. Single tone interferences: The requirements are given in

terms of bar patterns and flicker - see Figures 28 and 29.

5. Differential gain and phase is change in transmission of

color sub-carrier caused by non-linear effects as luminance
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varies from a to 100 on E~~ scale (see Figure 4). Occurs

in video and carrier systems as a result of power-series

behaviour of repeaters; in microwave ~1 systems as a result

of transmission deviations (gov.). The Bell System require

ment on differential phase is 5° (this leaves some for

broadcaster, who works to a total of 9° or 10°. Even 5° is

noticeable, however). For differential gain, the Bell
System requirement is 2 db o

6. Crosstalk. A coupling of 58 db is satisfactory if flat with

frequency; for non-flat coupling, see Figure 20 which can also be

applied to color except for large coupling path slopes.

7. Impulse Noise: The ratio of peak-to-peak signal to peak
to-peak noise shall be at least 14 db. The apparent

leniency of this requirement is explained by the short
duration of this interference~

Carrier Transmission of Television Signals

Up to this point, we have considered the phenomona associated

with television transmission in terms of the video band. For the longer

lines between cities, carrier transmission is used, either over coaxial

(using amplitude modulation, and transmitting one sideband plus a vestiee

of the other) or over radio relay~sing frequency modulation). This

introduces additional problems. To use many of the subjective require

ments stated above, irnperfections in the carrier system must be translated

into video terms. This is often difficult; in addition, there are other

problems peculiar to carrier transmission. Space does not permit of more
than a cursory survey of these points.

Vestigial Sideband Transmission

To conserve bandwidth, it would be desirable to be able to

transmit single sideband. It can be shovm, hO\'lever, that this would

result in intolerable distortion; the practical solution is to use
vestigial sideband transmission o This problem, and others associated
with amplitude modulation of TV signals, are discussed in Monograph 2090

in connection w1th the L3 coaxial system, and the following discussion

of them is abstracted from that source with only minor changes.

Figure 30 shows the translation (in one step of modulation)
of a video signal somewhat more than 4 me wide to its carrier frequency
position in the L3 spectrum. The carrier frequenc~r is 4.139 mc; the

upper sideband is nearly 4.2 me 'ride, and the ~ower, vestigial sideband

~s 500 kc v·fide.
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The vestigial sideband signa~ is produced by a band-shaping
filter following the modulator. In this filter the lower sideband is

suppressed completely except for those frequencies which are within

500 kc of television carrier. From 500 kc below the carrier to 500 kc

above the carrier, the transmission characteristic is shaped to achieve
a response function which is symmetrical about the carrier. Frequencies

more than 500 kc above the carrier are transmitted as in normal single

sideband practicee The factors to be considered in choosing t~e par

ticular shape of the symmetrical characteristic in the vestigial sideband

re~ion (fc±500 kc) are (a) the practical problems of filter and shaping
network design and (b) the effect of various shapes in increasing the

peak factor of the signal.

It is convenient in a discussion of vestigial sideband trans
mission to consider the transmission as made up of two components, each
symmetrical about carrier frequency, a real or in-phase component and a

~uadrature component which is a distortion term. The concepts of in

phase and quadrature terms can be illustrated by the following simplified
example. Suppose that we are called on to transmit some function of time
f(t) such as a repetitive pulse train of period 2n seconds. Such a signal

can be shown to consist of a summation of discrete frequencies which are
odd harmonics of the repetition rate, having specified amplitudes and

phases relative to each other. In general terms,

(16-4)
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The first three terms of such a series, and their sum,
~re shown in Figure 31. If more terms were included, the approximation
to a series of rectangular pulses would become better.

Three Terms of pet)

Figure 16 -31

If we amplitude-modulate a carrier of frequency w (radians
per second) with such a function of time f(t) we can write the result
ing double-sideband signal and the transmitted carrier component as

E(t) = [1 + f(t)] cos wt

Substituting (16-4) in (16-5) we obtain

E(t) = [l+Z an sin (nt+9n )] cos wt

Since sin x cos y ~ sin (x+y) + ~ sin (x-y),

(16-5)*

(16-6)

carrier upper sideband lower sideband (16-7)

Now for the sake of simplicity, assume that instead of the
shaped vestigial filter characteristic of Figure 30 we have a filter

which completely eliminates the lower sideband but transmits the carrier

and upper sideband without amplitude or phase distortion. (This would
be an impossible filter to build, but recall that we are merely trying
to illustrate the concept of in-phase and quadrature components.)

- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -
*A more general form of 1~5 would be E(t)=A [l+m f(t)] cos wt - we have

merely normalized for convenience of notati8n without affecting the
generality of the subsequent discussion.
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If we eliminate the lower sidehand from Equation (7) we

have left:

Since sin (x+y) = sin x cos y + cos y sin x,
a a

Ev(t) = cos wt + Z 2n sin (nt+8n ) cos wt + Z 2n cos (nt+8n ) sin wt

(16-9)

(16-10)
= [l+P(t)] cos wt + Q(t) sin wt (16-11)

Observe that P(t) = fJ2t) , so that except for a 6 db factor, P(t)
is an undistorted replica of our original modulating function. If

it (and the carrier) were the only component of Ev ' the original

function could be recovered by envelope detection. But Q(t) is also

present; it differs from P(t) in that each component has been shifted

90°. It contains cos [nt+Q ] where P(t) contains sin [nt+8 J, andn n
multiplies sin wt instead of cos wt. Hence the name "quadrature com-

ponent". A plot of the first three terms of Q(t) and their sum is

shown in Figure 32.
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Since the ccrnponents of Ev(t) are in quadrature, the "n2~nitttde of Ev(t)
is given by the square root of the sum of the squares. The envelope of

the wave is, therefore, ~[1+P(t)J2 + Q2(t)o

Quadrature distortion therefore produces an output, if envelope detection

is used, which for a rectangular pulse input looks like Figure 33.
It might be observed in passing that the effect of Q(t) as a distortion
in envelope detection can be decreased by making P(t) and therefore Q(t)
small cornpared to the unnlodulated carrier amplitude (which in thi's case

means small compared to unity). This is the approach used in broadcasting

TV signals to home sets. Another method is to use a product demodulator
instead of an envelope detector.

1\ ,
'v

I,
I , REAL,(P)I ,

/ \
/ \

I \_/.. "-- ..-----------\1\,\1 __', I~'"-".-_==-----
\ /

\ /
\ !QUADRATURE, (Q)
I,

"I
Real and Quadrature Components of Rectangular

Pulse in a Vestigial Sideband System

Figure 16 -33

Product Demodulation

Figure 34 illustrates the idea of product demodulationj the

output of this circuit is the product of the two inputs.

PRODUCT

OEM00.

" C (t)

Vo (t) =Ev(t)· C (t)-

Product Demodulator

Figure 16 -34

Let E (t) = [1 +' p(tfJ cos wt + Q(t) sin wt, and C(t) = cos (wt+~),
v

representing a local carrier supply synchronized with the carrier com-
ponent cos wt but having a small phase error~. Then the output is
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Vo{t) E (t) • C(t} 1 [l+P(t)] cos (2wt + <1»v "2

+ 1. [l+P(t)] cos cD
2

+ 1. Q(t) sin (2wt+c1»2

1 Q{t) sin ~2

16-43

If the carrier at the point of demodulation is at least twice the fre
quency of the highest frequency component of f(t), the terms containing

2(tlt and their sidebands can be eliminated by a low pass filter without

affecting the highest frequency components of p(t). The output then

becomes
1 (

Vo(t) = 2 ~ [l+P(t)] cos ~ + Q(t) sin ~

which, if ~ = 0, contains only the wanted P{t} plus a d.c. term, since
sin 0 = O. We see, then, that by providing carrier exactly in phase
with the real component of the signal the quadrature component in the
output may be suppressed completely. For small but non-zero values of

<1', the output wavef'orm, after filtering out the 2w components, will

have the shape sketched in Figure 35, assumtng the input is a repetitive
~e~angular pulse.

Output of Product Demodulator for Carrier
With Phase Error

Figure 16-35

The foregoing discussion has been on the assumption that
one sideband is completely suppressed. The partial transmission of

one sideband can be thought of as approaching double sideband trans
mission, which if carried to the extreme would eliminate quadrature
distortion. The combination of vestigial sideband transmission, as
against true sin~le sideband, and product demodulation, makes for
feasible filter and carrier supply solutions. The requirements on
the phase of the carrier supply are still severe, however. It has
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been determtned that to suppress the quadrature component resulting

from the L3 vestigial band shape to barely perceptible (threshold)

values the phase angle of the carrier regenerated at the receiver

must be maintained to an accuracy of plus or minus 2.5 degrees. A

re~uirement for one demodulator, when six pairs of terminals contribute

to produce quadrature distortion at threshold value, becomes 2.5

degrees divided by the square root of six, or about one degree.

Percent Modulation

Other aspects of the problem of transmitting TV signals in an

amplitude modulated system are (1) the transmission of dc components

of the video signal; (2) the per cent modulation of the carrier which

for convenience is defined in terms of "excess carrier ratio"* and

(3) the sign or sense of modulation, that is, whether increasing or

decreasing brightness should correspond to increasing signal voltage

on the high frequency line. The selection of the optimum methOd requires

an understanding of how the various alternatives would be affected by the

system noise and linearity performance and an understanding of represent

ative television viewing tube performance with respect to susceptibility

to different types of interference.

Consider, for example, the two video wave forms of Figure 36,

one corresponding to a black bar on a white field, the other a white

bar on a black field. Figures 36b to f show the corresponding carrier

envelopes which would result for various choices of modulation methods.

All of these have been drawn with the same maximum peak-to-peak carrier

amplitude, on the assumption that overload is limiting the system per

formance. Since each would have the same magnitude of noise component,

the relative signal to noise ratios for the various choices can be es

timated by comparing the useful signal magnitudes, given by the distance

from sync tip to white. Thus, for example, we see that because the

carrier· amplitude, in the absence of dc information, will be a function

of average video voltage, (b) is inefficient. Here a white bar results

in little useful signal for a given envelope magnitude, and a black bar

is penalized by the necessity of lowering levels to allow for white barso

Between (c) and (e) there is no choice, on a noise basis, since signal

*A generalized definition of "ECR" is difficult to frame. For our pur

poses we can define '~CR" (excess carrier ratio) as fol~ows: if we

obtain the carrier frequency envelope shown by Figure 36r by starting

with waveform (c) and subtracting carrier', then ECR = peak amplitude ('~

carrier during sync pulses, divided by the sync tip to "white" ampli~ude

measured in the carrier envelope. Had we started with Figure 36e in

stead, the numerator would be the carrier during "white" rather than

during sync pulses. The ECR concept becomes meaningless if we do not

transmit dc components, thus letting carrier magnitudes be a function

of picture content as in Figure 36b.
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Black Bar White Bar

Alternative Carrier Frequency Envelopes

Figure 16-36

amplitudes are the same - but an examination of modulation products

would show an advantage for (a). The 50% case, (d) is obviously poorer
than either of these from the signal to noise standpoint. Best of all is
(f), where the "folding over" effect of subtracting carrier gives a sig
nal voltage twice that of (c) or (e) for the same total carrier envelope.

The advantages to be obtained by optimizing the carrier signal
wave form are substantial, as Table 16-2 illustrates for the L3 coaxial
system case. The table shows the signal-to-noise and signa1-to-modulation
performance which would be obtained for the waveforms of Figure 33,
relative to the reference case of ECR = 1/2. Since negative values in
dicate poorer performance, the ECR ~ 1/2 case is the best choice from all
standpoints.
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Table 16 -2 Relative Performance of Alternative
TelevIsIon Waveforms

Relative Signal-to-Modulation
Ratio (Bar Patterns) in db

Waveform

b no dc

c neg. mod.

d ECR = 2

e EC,R = 1

f ECR = 1/2

Relative Signal-to-!~oise

Ratio in db

-10.2
-6

-12
-6

o

Group 1*
-11

-9.5

-14

o
o

Group 2*

-11.3
-12.5
-15.5
-6
o

*Group 1 products are those whose magnitudes are directly proportional to the
carrier magnitude. Group 2 products are those whose magnitudes are propor
tional to the square of the carrier magnitude.

Modulated signals of the forms of b, c, d and e may be detected
by rectification, i.e., envelope detection. However, rectification of
the waveform (f), produces a spurious envelope wherein video signals which
exceed a particular value are inverted. It is necessary to employ homo
dyne detection, that is, a demodulator driven by a locally generated
carrier which is synchronous in phase angle and frequency with the carrier
component of the signal wave. As discussed earlier, homodyne detection
also makes possible the necessary suppression of the quadrature distortion
associated with vestigial sideband transmission.
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Chapter 17

INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVE SYSTEMS

The building blocks of long and short haul microwave radio
systems are described in order to introduce the general subject of
FM transmission as it applies to these systems. AM wire and FM
radio systems are compared, and som~ of the problems of FM trans
mission which will be covered in subsequent chapters are briefly
discussed.

Introductioll
The purpose of the following chapters is to point out some of

the important factors which influence the design, installation and ap
plication of microwave systems, and to demonstrate some of the methods
used to optimize the design for a particular application. The ways in
which these systems are similar to, and different from, wire transmission
systems will be discussed. Simplifying assumptions will be made in some
cases in order to concentrate attention on the fundamental problem in

volved.
The present chapter discusses microwave systems in a general

way in order to point out the nature of the problems to be dealt with.
Subsequent chapters deal with specific background topics such as radio
propagation, frequency modulation theory, distortion mechanisms, and
radio channel allocation. The final chapter describes the simplified
design of a system in order to illustrate the methods used.
Over-all Block Diagram

The primary blocks that form a microwave system such as TD-2 and
TH are shown in Figure 1. (See end page of this chapter.) The telephone
multiplex terminal at the left hand side stacks the individual 4 kc tele
phone channels to form an AM carrier signal. This signal and the tele
Tision signal are commonly referred to as baseband signals. The path of
the signal through the system can be seen by considering Channel 1 W-E
{West-to-East}. The output of the telephone multiplex terminal feeds the
FM transmitting terminal. Here the baseband signal is translated into a
freauency modulated wave with carrier typically of the order of 70 mega
cycles and having lower and upper sideband components extending from per
haps 60 to 80 megacycles. In the radio transmitter this 60 to 80 mc band
of signals is modulated up to the proper microwave frequency and amplified.
Wave!lI:ide the. carries the microwave signal from the radio transmitter

17-1
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to the antenna where it is radiated. After propagation over the radio
path, the attenuated signal is intercepted by the receiving antenna and
is modulated down to the 70 megacycle region by the radio receiver. In

the repeater station the receiver output is connected to the radio trans

mitter for retransmission to the next relay station. The figure shows

only one repeater station whereas in the usual case there are many be
t~Jeen terminal stations. At the terminal station the receiver output
goes to an FM receiving terminal where it is translated into the original

baseba.nd AM signal for connection to the telephone multiplex terminal.

The Channel 1 W-E, which has just been traced through the

system, is an example of a one-way radio channel. In the figure,

Channels 1 W-E and 2 W-E are shovrn completely, and connecting arrange

ments for four additional channels are shown dotted. For telephone

transmission, radio channels must always be used in pairs, one West-to

East and the other East-to-West. In the lower half of the figure,
equipment is shown to transmit six channels in the E-W direction.

Television, on the other hand, is a one-way service. In

Figure 1, Channel 2 is shown in television service. Channel 2 W-E
carries one program, and Channel 2 E-W carries another in the opposite
direction.

FM Transmitting Terminal
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of an FM transmitting terminal,

such as found in the TD-2 systemo
The functions of the various components are 4iscussed in the

following paragraphs; subsequent sections cover receiving terminals and
the repeaters.

The pre-emphasis network emphasizes high baseband frequencies
relative to low, in ~rder to gain certain system perfor~mance advantages.

This is discussed in Chapter 19.
The baseband amplifie~ amplifies the signal and applies it to

the repeller of klystron A.
Klystron A is an oscillator which is frequency modulated by

the signal applied to its repeller. This klystron is operated in such
a way that there is a very closely linear relationship between the amp
litude of the signal voltage on the repeller and the frequency of oscil
lation.

Klystron B provides a beating oscillator signal which is 70

megacycles above (or below) the center of unmodulated frequency of

klystron A.
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The modulator is a crystal diode mixer which combines the sig
nals from the klystrons. Its output is the difference product of the
inputs. At the output of the modulator, then, there is a frequency
modulated signal with a center frequency of 70 megacycles.

The automatic frequency control acts to maintain the difference
in the average frequency of the two klystrons equal to 70 megacycleso

The intermediate frequency amplifier raises the level of the
signal for connection to the microwave radio transmitter.
Radio Relay Repeater

The components which typically are employed in a microwave
repeater station to handle a one-way radio channel are blocked out in
Figure 3. In a terminal station the receiver and transmitter are not
connected back-to-back as shown here, but connect to the FM terminals~

The channel separation filter at the left side of the figure
separates off the Channel 1 signal and allows all other signals to con
tinue down the waveguide.

~he channel bandpass filter has a higll loss to all signals
except those falling in Channel I, and hence attenuates unwanted signals
that the imperfect operation of the channel separation filter allows to
appear at its input.

The converter, which is similar to the modulator in the FM
transmitting terminal, makes use of crystal diodes to produce the dif
ference frequencies between the incoming signal and a beat oscillator.
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The difference product, which falls in the intermediate frequency band

between 60 and 80 megacycles, is fed to the IF amplifier which follows.

The intermediate frequency amplifier provides part of the gain
in the repeater. This amplifier has an automatic gain control which

compensates for reldtively slow time variations in the loss of the radio
path and holds the amplitude of the signal at amplifier output essentially

constant.
The final component of the microwave receiver is the fixed

equalizer. The importance of obtaining flat transmission and a constant
delay characteristic will be shown in Chapter 22. The fixed equalizer is
used to correct for transmission devi1tions arising in the various repeater
components, the most important being parabolic delay distortion to which
the microwave filters and intermediate frequency amplifier contribute about
equally.

The next component shown is the limiter, which calls for a bit of
explanation. When an FM signal encounters certain transmission deviations,
a part of the frequency (or phase) modulation is converted into amplitude
modulation. Since our equalization is never perfect, this effect is always

present. Furthermore., the transmission phase of microwave amplifiers (e.g.,
travelling wave tubes) is a function of signal amplitude. If the spurious

AM engendered by transmission deviations \'lere permitted to reach the.
microwave amplifier, spurious phase modulation (frequency modulation) would

therefore result. The information being transmitted as phase or frequency
modulation would thus suffer distortion. The fUnction of the limiter is to

hold the amplitude of the signal constant on a cycle by cycle basis, thus
stripping off the spurious AM and avoiding AM to ~1 conversion in the
microwave amplifier. In some systems (TH is an example) limiters are used

at every repeater; in other (TD-2) they are not - not because the dis-
tortions referred to are non-existent, but because they are swamped out

by other distortions, so that using limiters would not give enough im

provement to be worthwhile o

The modulator in the radio transmitter is quite like the
modulator in the FM transmitting terminal and the converter in the radio

receiver. Instead of beating two microwave signals to get an IF
signal, however, it beats the IF signal from the limiter and a
microwave carrier to get a microwave signal. In the process, the
frenuency of the transmitter output is shifted with respect to that of
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the receiver input in order to minimize the effects of unwanted coupling

from the transmitting antenna into the receiving antenna.
The IF signal is a double sideband signal with a sideband

above (70 to 80 me) and a sideband below (60 to 70 me) the 70 me

carrier frequency. The output of the modulator is a pair of double
sideband signals, one centered on a frequency 70 mc above the microwave
carrier and the other centered on a frequenc~ 70 mc below the microwave
carrier. The waveguide sideband filter on the output of the modulator
allows only one of the double sideband signals to pass, the other being

attenuated in the filter.

The microwave amplifier boosts the power of the microwave

signal from the modulator in preparation for its radiation from the
antenna. The power output of the microwave amplifier may typically be

one-half to five watts.

The isolator which follows the microwave amplifier is a newly
developed component which has proved very useful in overcoming a problem

which plagued earlier microwave systems. It is not possible to achieve
a perfect power match from a waveguide to an antenna to free space. In

spite of all precautions, part of the energy from the transmitter will be
reflected back toward the microwave amplifier. This amplifier is not

normally perfectly matched to the waveguide. In the absence of an

isolator, a second reflection occurs and an echo of the original signal
is created. As was pointed out in Chapter 16, very little echo can be

tolerated in systems transmitting television. The isolator, although

a passive component, is essentially a one-way transmission device. The
output of the microwave amplifier is transmitted practically undiminished,
but any energy arriving at the isolator from the opposite direction is
almost completely absorbed in the isolator and hence is not permitted to
be reflected back toward the antenna.

The channel combining filter is identical with the channel
separation filter at the receiving input. It provides low loss trans
mission between its side and top connections for frequencies in Channel
1, and between bottom and top connections for signals in all other
channels.

FM Receiving Terminal

A block diagram of an FM receiving tenninal is shown in
Figure 4.
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The limiter serves a purpose similar to that in the radio
transmitter. The discriminators used in FM systems are normally
sensitive in some degree to amplitude modulation. If the limiter were
omitted, the input to the discriminator would be amplitude modulated
by both noise and the baseband signal, resulting in extraneous noise
and distortion products at the discriminator output.

The discriminator converts the intermediate frequency FM
signal into a baseband AM signal.

The baseband amplifier raises the level of the signal output
of the discriminator.

The de-emphasis network has a transmission inverse to that
of the pre-emphasis network. It restores the spectrum of the baseband
signal to its original condition.

Baseband Repeater System
As previously pointed out, the description in the paragraphs

above applies to such systems as TD-2 and TH. These are systems in
which the microwave receiver and transmitter are interconnected at the
intermediate frequency, and the baseband signal is recovered only at a
terminal station.

There are other microwave systems which are based on a some
what different transmission plan. Certain short haul, light route,
systems such as TJ make use of a so-called baseband repeater. In these
systems each repeater contains a rudimentary FM terminal, and the base
band signal is the point of interconnection between receiver and trans
mitter. The block diagram of a typical baseband repeater system is
shown in Figure 5. The components to the left of the dashed division
line can be used either as the receiver in a repeater station or as the
receiving terminal in a terminal station. Likewise the components on the
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right side of the dashed line serve the dual roles of repeater trans

mitter or transmitting terminal.
Little comment is needed on the receiver since most of the

component blocks have already been described. The beating oscillator
is usually a klystron and its frequency must be stabilized by an automatic

frequency control.
The transmitter employs a repeller-modulated klystron as the

microwave frequency source. A microwave amplifier is avoided by choosing
a klystron that can be operated with a reasonably high output power 

typically one-tenth watt to one watt.
The advantages and disadvantages of this type of system will

be discussed in later chapters.

Comparison of AM Wire Systems and FM Radio Systems
It seems appropriate to pause at this point to comment on

certain similarities and differences between FM microwave systems and
AM wire systems. Some of the concepts discussed in previous chapters
are directly applicable to the FM microwave system and others apply
in a modified form. First let us answer a question that very likely is

already concerning some readers.

Why Use FM?

The radio transmission of broadband carrier telephone or tele
vision is done in the microwave frequency range o It would be very dif

ficult to obtain the allocation of channels several megacycles wide at
lower freauencies - the radio spectrum is already much too crowded. In
addition, below 100 mc, sky wave propogation (see Page 18-1) makes a radio
relay system of the type under discussion impossible. Lastly, higher
frequencies have the advantage that antenna gains are greater and the loss
from transmitter to receiver can be reduced.

The primary reason that FM transmission is used in microwave
relay systems is that linear amplifiers with adequate gain and power out
put are not available at these- frequencies. In AM wire systems great
pains are taken to achieve amplifiers having very low distortion - for
example, by designing for the maximum possible feedback. The microwave
amplifiers used in radio systems, on the contrary, are by no means dis-

tortion-free, and, in fact, it is normal practice to operate them under
conditions of considerable overload. The large amount of intermodu
lation which would result from the transmission of a broadband AM signal
through these amplifiers would be intolerable. The FM signal, howeve~J

is insensitive to this type of non-linear distortion. It car thus be
transmitted through overloaded amplifiers which have pure compression
with no penalty.
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Reduction in noise is sometimes an additional advantage of

the use of FM. This noise advantage is obtained only when the peak

frequency deviation is approximately equal to, or larger than, the

baseband bandwidth. It is not realized in a system such as TH where

the baseband bandwidth is 1U mc, but the peak frequency deviation is

only 4 mc.

Thermal Noise

In both AM and FM systems, thermal noise sets the minimum

level to which signals can be allowed to fall. In the AM case the

critical point is the repeater amplifier input, while in the FM case it

is the receiver converter. The converter loss, noise in the converter

crystal diodes, and the noise of the first tube in the intermediate

frequency amplifier result in a noise figure of around 10 to 12 db for

the receiver converter. An overall or effective noise figure for the

repeater is sometimes a convenient parameter to use and is found by

adding the losses of the receiving antenna, input waveguide run, and

input filters to the receiver converter noise figure. This results in

an effective noise figure of the order of 15 db for a typical repeater.

The method of calculation of noise in ~1 systems will be

covered in Chapter 20.

Modulation Noise

As vias pointed oue in earlier chapters, modulation noise

ar~slng in AM systems sets a "ceiling" on the maximum level of signal

transmission. The amplifiers of an AM system are the source of modula

tion noise. The vacuum tubes, and to a lesser extent the transformers

and inductors, are non-linear. To minimize modulation noise we make

the peak signal current of the output tube as small a fraction of the

total plate current as possible, and employ as much feedback as can be

attained. Having built an amplifier that is as linear as we can make

it, we set the signal level low enough that the modulation noise gen

erated is tolerable.

The FM case is rrarkedly different. The FM signal is un

affected by the non-linear transmission which causes the modulation

noise in AM systems. In FM systems a different mechanism operates,

and modulation noise arises because the transmission gain and delay

of the system is nc: the same at all frequencies within the transmissiol

band. The passage of an FM signal through a path with typical trans

mission deviations will result in the creation of distortion products
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unless the transmission deviations are equalized 'ahead of the discrim
inator. These gain and delay deviations produce only a baseband equal
lza~~ion problem in the AM case. In an FM system they produce non-linear

distortion in addi'tion to requiring baseband equalization.
Whereas modulation noise is a function of signal level in an

AM system, it is a function of the amplitude of frequency deviation in
the FM system. The frequency deviation of an FM system is analogous to
the signal level in an AM system in several ways, and these will be

pointed out in the following chapters.

Repeater Spacing
Microwave systems differ from AM wire systems in that the average

repeater spacing does not vary greatly from one system to another. Another
difference is that in microwave systems, there may be considerable vari
3tion in length from one repeater section to another within a system. This
is due to the importance of geographic considerations and because, unlike
the AM wire case, repeater spacing is not one of the critical parameters

in the design of a microwave system.

The distance between microwave repeater stations is determined
primarily by two restrictions. First, the microwave radio systems con
sidered in these chapters require that a clear line of sight be establish
ed between the antennas, so that as the repeater spacing is increased the
tower heights must be increased. As a result, tower economics and
geography play an important role in setting repeater spacing. The
second restriction is fading. As the repeater spacing is increased the
problems of fading becomes more and more acute.

Contrary to the ~ wire case, there is little to be gained by

using repeater spacings less than the restrictions above allow. Cable
loss in db varies directly with distance, and AM system performance can
be improved greatly by a small decrease in repeater spacing. If, for
example, twenty miles of cable has 60 db loss at the top of the desired
band, ten miles will have only 30 db loss. The loss of a radio path,
on the other hand, varies directly as the square of the distance.
Halving the spacing of a typical radio relay system would only reduce
the repeater-to-repeater loss 6 db. Thus, system performance is gained
only 'very slowly as spacing is reduced.*

It follows that the problem of choosing repeater spacings in a
radio system is not as clear cut as it was in the AM wire case. There a
definite solution could be found in terms of repeater performance and

*Repeater-to-repeater loss and system performance obviouslv can be
varied by antenna choice. This is discussed in Chapter ]~.
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system requirements; here we have a fuzzy problem involving tower

economics, geography, and fading considerations. Consideration of these
factors results in an average repeater spacing of 30 miles in TD-2 and
TH, and from 15 to 25 miles in TJ.
Eoualization - Regulation

A problem of some magnitude in broadband wire systems is the
variation in loss of the cable with respect to frequency. Equalization
must be provided in order that the repeater closely match the loss
characteristic of the cable. Conversely, the loss of the radio path is
essentially constant for all frequencies within a radio channel. Thus
the rc3.dio system requires equalization only to correct the deficiencies
of the repeater equipment itself. Figure 6 compares the loss charac
teristics of the wire and radio paths.

WIRE
SYSTEM

RADIO
SYSTEM

- ----
NORMAL

FADE
60 60

CD m
0 c

40 40 NORMAL
(J) (/)

(/) (/)

0 0
..J 20 ..J 20
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Figure 17-6
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Both wire and radio media are subject to variation with time.
Cable loss varies with temperature, and broadband ~l systems normally
have automatic means of regulating repeater gain to match the changing
cable loss. Radio path loss varies in accordance with atmospheric con
ditions. These fades may be quite large - 20, 30, or 40 db, and will be
different functions of frequency at dif~erent times. The effect of a fade
within a single radio channel is often relatively flat.
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Chapter 18

RADIO PROPAGATION

The nature of the electromagnetic wave radiated froman antenna is qualitatively discussed. Expressions are then givenfrom which the antenna gain and free space path loss can be computed. Various types of microwave radio antenna systems andtheir characteristics are described. The chapter concludes witha discussion of path clearances, fading, and absorption phenomenaat microwave frequencies.

Introduction
Some knowledge of radio propagation and antennas is essential

to an understanding of transmission in microwave radio systems. The
present chapter is meant to provide the student with certain basic con
cepts concerning this subject.

The normal propagation paths which exist between two antennas
are illustrated in Figure 1. The direct or free-space wave is shown as
line It and the wave reflected from the ground is line 2. Line 3 indi
cates a surface wave which consists of the electric and magnetic fields
associated with the currents induced in the ground. Its magnitude depends
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on the constants of the ground and the type of polarization used. The

sum of these three, taking into account both magnitude and phase. is
called the ground wave. There are induction fields and secondary effects

of the ground which are also a part of this wave but these effects are
negligible beyond a few wavelengths from the transmitting antenna.

Line 4 indicates the type of transmission path between two
antennas that is called the sky wave. This path depends on the presence
of the ionosphere, an ionized layer about the earth that reflects back
some of the energy that normally would be lost in outer space.

All of the possible paths shown in Figure 1 exist in any radio
propagation problem, but some are negligible in certain frequency ranges.
At freqtlencies less than about 1500 kc the surface wave provides the
primary coverage and the sky wave helps to extend this coverage at night
when the absorption of the atmosphere is at a minimum. At frequencies
above about 30-50 megacycles the free space and ground reflected wave are
frequently the only paths of importance. At these frequencies the sur
face wave can usually be neglected as long as the antenna heights are
not too low, and the sky wave is ordinarily a source of occasional long

distance interferen~e rather than a reliable signal for communication

purposes.
At frequencies of the order of thousands of megacycles the

free space wave is usually controlling on good optical paths, although
reflected waves are contributors ~o fading phenomena. Since our interest
is in microwave systems, the surface and sky waves can be neglected and
attention focused only on those phenomena that affect the direct and

reflected waves. Free space transmission will be discussed first, then
antenna properties and types, and finally deviations from free space

.transmission.

Free Space Transmission
Straight-line transmission through a vacuum or an ideal

atmosphere, with no absorption or reflection of energy by near-by objects,
is referred to as TTfree space" transmission. The microwave line-of-sight
path fits this description quite well if we overlook atmospheric anomalies.

In a simple qualitative way, the energy radiated by an antenna
may be thought of as consisting of packets of electric and magnetic lines
of force. The electric lines of force (the "E" component of the electro
magnetic wave) are a measure of the direction-and magnitude of the force
which would be exerted on a unit positive charge at any point in the
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field; in an analogous way, the magnetic lines of force (H) give vec
torial information on the force which would be exerted on a northseeld.ng
magnetic pole at any given point. The E and H components in the radiated
wave front are everywhere in phase and at right angles to each other and
to the direction of propagation. Figure 2 illustrates, in over-simpl1£ied
and idealized form, the radiation from a flared two-wire transmission
line, for example. Here only electric lines of force are shown; in the
successive illustrations (a) to (g) we see two lines 180° apart as they
progress down the transmission line, until at the discontinuity at the
end some of the energy is radiated (r) and some reflected (x)o Between
the two lines of force shown, and on either side of them, there are of
course innumerable other lines of force, and ~here are magnetic com
ponents of the field at right angles to the electric lines, into and out
of the paper. Some of the other electric lines of force are shown in the
final drawing (h), illustrating the &uccessive packets of lines r 1 , r 2J
r 3 •

--~
(9) ~

c a ::::3*3*
d b

(a) (f)

Successive Epochs in a Highly Idealized
Representation of Radiation from the
Flared End of a Transmission Line

Figure 18-2
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Several points brought out by this representation are to be
noted. In the first place, observe the dispersion of the energy as it
is propagated out from the antenna in (h). Since this dispersion will
be horizontal as well as vertical, the energy per unit area of wave front
will decrease as the square of the distance from the antenna. If we are
trying to transmit power to another antenna at some distance away, this
dispersion militates against energy collection at the receiving antenna.
One relnedy is to make the receiving antenna very large, of course, and
so intercept the energy in spite of the fact that it is dispersed -- or
at least collect more of it than we could with a smaller antenna. An
other remedy, however, is to make the transmitting antenna large -- for,
as Figure 3 illustrates (again in an over simplified way) this will
reduce the dispersion. Here we have one example of the reciprocal nature
of radiation and reception -- a good radiator is a good absorber, in the
same way and to the same degree.

(0) (b)

/
~

(e)

Illustrating How Radiating Systems Of
Large Aperture May Give Rise to Wave
Fronts of Large Radius of Curvat\lre
And Hence Lead to Increased Directivity

Figure 18-3
Another point to note is the fact that the wave is polarized.

Consider, for example, the wave packet shown in Figure 4, which would be
radiated by a properly arranged array of dipoles like the one of Figure
2, or by a horn. Here the solid lines represent the electric lines of
force, and the dotted are the magnetic lines of force. We would describe
this wave as vertically polarized, using the direction of the E vectors
or lines of force as our reference, and meaning that a unit charge would
move vertically if released in the middle of this field as shown by the
arrows on the E lines. Another way of thinking of the polarization is to
notice, by comparing this diagram with Figure 2 and remembering the
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Highly Idealized Representation of a
\Vave-packet Radiated by a Typical
Microwave Source. One Half of the
Total Packet is Assumed to be Cut Away.

Figure ld-4
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identical way in which receiving and transmitting antennas behave, that
a simple dipole would collect energy most efficiently from this wave if
the dipole were vertical, least efficiently if horizontal.

The anergy contained in any unit volume of the wave, which
could be collected by an absorber of unit area placed perpendicular to
the direction of propagation, is given by the product (strictly speaking,
'the ~ector cross product) of the E and H components -- the so-called
Poyntiag vector. The "P" vectors represent Poynting 'vectors; it is
~pparent that the value of the Poynting vector is large and nearly
constant over the middle of the wave front, and diminishes to almost zero
~here the H vector approaches zero (P' at 1) or the E vector reaches its
minimum (pn at 2), though the othEr vector in each case is still large.
Received Power for Field E and Antenna Area A

~rhese concepts may be illustrated and made more quantitative
by the following example - which is not, however, necessary for the main
line of our discussion of microwave systems. Suppose we investieate the
power received by an antenna l1aving some arbitrary area. To do this it
13 convenient to start with the Poynting 'vector

E x H
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which represents the power floWing in an electromagnetic wave. The units
of E and H are volts per meter and amperes per meter, respectively. The
analogy to the more usual lumped parameter circuit cases is evident.

We now integrate the Poynting vector over an area.
-+ --.

p = § (E x H) • dA (18-1)

This is the power flowing through the area. If we consider
the receiving location to be at a distance from the transmitting an
tenna, the wave will be plane and uniform over the area in question o

If the area of the receiving antenna is A, perpendicular to the direction
of travel of the wave, then (18 -1) simplifies to

P = E H A (18-2)

There is however a fixed relationship between the magnitudes
of the E and H vectors.

E =/f H

= 120n H in free space

(18-))

(lB-3a)

(18-4)

Here ~ is the permeability and € is the dielectric constant.
The ratio of E to H, 120n, is called the intrinsic impedance of space.

Combining (18 .2) and (18 -3a), the received power
PR for a receiving antenna of area A is

E2A
PH= I201l

Power 10ss - Isotropic Transmitting Antenna to Receiving Antenna•

1et us now consider the power impinging on a receiving antenna
when a given amount of power PT is being radiated from a transmitting
antenna. From what has been said earlier, it is clear that the field
strength at the receiving antenna will be a function of the area of the
transmitting antenna - that is, a function of the extent to which the
transmitting antenna focuses the radiated energy in the direction of\the
recej.ving antenna. A convenient reference case to consider is the highly
artificial one of an "isotropic ff transmitting antenna - that is, one
which radiates with equal efficiency in all directions-* Any physical

~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Some texts use the half-wave dipole as the reference antenna and consider
its gain as unity or 0 db. With respect to the isotropic radiator, the
half-wave dipole has a gain of 2.15 db.
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antenna that we shall be interested in will ·be more efficient in deliver
ing power to the receiving antenna - i.e., will have "gain" relative
to the reference case of the isotropic antenna. (Physically, in terms
of the sort of simplified pictures of radio propagation that we have
been considering, isotropic antennas are difficult to think about. An
isotropic transmitting antenna would be a single point whose potential
varied positive and negative at the frequency of the radiated wave, so
the question of the polarization of the wave becomes somewhat paradox
ical. Equally paradoxical is the problem of receiving energy with an
isotropic antenna having no area. These problems are best avoided by

saying firmly that isotropic antennas radiate equally in all directions,

have an effective area of .08 A2 , and have no other characteristics or
existence.)

Imagine a sphere of radius d centered on an isotropic antenna

which is radiating a power PTe All the radiated power will pass through

the area of the sphere's surface, which is 4nd2• The power passing

through an area A will be, therefore,

P
R

= _A_ P
4nd2 T

(18-5)

It is convenient at this point to start distinguishing areas,
since we shall soon be concerned with the area of a physical transmitting
antenna. Calling the area of the receiving antenna A2, then, the power
loss from isotropic transmitter to the receiv·ing antenna is

(18-6)

Antenna Gain
vIe still need an expression for the "gain n of the transmitting

antenna - the amount by which focused transmission is more efficient
than tra~smission which is equally good in all directions - before we
can compute the loss in power between two physical antennas. The deriva
tion of the expression for antenna gain would require the presentation
of considerable background material and vall not be attempted here.
From \'lhat has been said, it is clear that what we seek is the ratio of

two powers - one, the power intercepted by a given receiving antenna
when some power PT is radiated in a nearly plane wave by a transmitting
antenna of area ~, - the other, the received power when PT is radiated
by an isotropic antenna at the same location. The ratio of these two
pO\1erS we will define as the "gain" of an antenna of area \; it is

found to be:
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Transmitting antenna gain =

Here ).. is the wavelength in units consistent with the units i.n whicr~ .A
I

is measured, so that the term ~~ is numerically the area of the trans
mitting antenna in square wavel·engths~

In actual antennas there ar€ losses which result in the gain
being less than theoretical. This discrepancy between actual and theor-·
etical gains is usually 2 or 3 db. It is often taken intc account by

assigning to the antenna an "equivalent area" which is less than its

physical area.
Loss Between Two Antennas

Collecting the results so far, we can writes for the ratio of
power received by an antenna of area A2 from an antenna of area A1s a

loss expressio~ obtained by combining 18-6 and 18-7:

Two Illustrative Examples
In the next section we shall define certain quantities (re~

ceiving antenna gain, free space path loss) which are commonly used in
microwave system discussions. Before we do so, it is worthwhile to point
out that we can solve some propagatjon problems with only the concepts
developed thus far. This approach has the merit of emphasizing the
physical realities of the problem, and the way in which the various para
meters are related to each other. The electric field intensity, E, is
the focal point of interest. For our purposes here we can summarize the
results of Page 18-6 as follows:

(a) Power density at any point is proportional to the
square of field intensity

P density "J E2

(b) The received power is proportional to the square of
the field intensity and the receiving antenna area

P
R

t'V E2A
2

Lastly, we can write equation 18-8

(18-9)

(18-10)

A
r..l.J •'- 2

}..
(18-1).)
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Al
where [~] is the area of the transmitting antenna in square wavelengths
and d2 and A can have any length2 units, as long as they are the same.
After this preliminary work, we are now ready to look at a couple of
simple examples.

A. Two antennas face each other on towers twenty miles apart.
The overall loss from antenna 1 input to antenna 2 output
is 60 db at 5000 me. mlat is the loss at 10,000 mc?

\~en the frequency is doubled, the solid angle of radiation is
halved - the concentration of energy is increased four-fold. Another way
of stating this is to say that the area in square wavelengths of the
transmitting antenna is quadrupled by the doubling of the frequency.
Hence, since distance rem~ins the same, E2 will be four times as great as
previously for the same transmitted power. Receiving antenna area remains
the same so the received power is up by a factor of four. The loss at
10,000 me is 54 db.

B. Two antennas of four-foot diameter face each other on
towers twenty miles apart. The overall loss is 60 db at
5000 me. What would the loss be if the diameter of the
antennas was made g feet?

Quadrupling transmitting antenna area gives four times the
original E2 and thus four times the power density at the receiving ant~nna.

Quadrupling the receiving antenna area results in a second factor of four.
Loss is hence decreased by 12 db.
Free Space Path Loss

In more complex problems, it is adventageous to be able to con
sider the antenna gains and the path loss independently. The path loss
between isotropic radiators can be determined from the same derivation in
which the antenna gain is determi~ed or can be obtained by mathematical
manipulation of Equation 18-8. We start by recalling the reciprocal nature
of antenna performance with respect to radiation and absorption, and set up
the definition that "antenna gain" is the same whether we speak of trans
mitting or rece1v1ng. By this definition

4fTA
Receiving Antenna Gain =~

1.

Equation 18-8 can then be rewritten to include the transmitting antenna
and receiving antenna gains as:

PT 2 4fTAl 4rrA2<¥) .
Pi = - (- • 72).

1.2 (18-12)1-
Overall Free Space Trans Ant Rec Ant

Loss Path Loss Gain Gain
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(18-13)

The part of the equation not included in transmitting and receiving
antenna gains is the "free space path loss". It will be noted that, since
both the transmitting and receiving antenna gains

2
are given as gain

relative to an isotropic radiator. the term [4rl is the free space path
~oss between isotropic radiators and is a function of the distance between
antennas in wavelengths.

In db we have

~ 4fTAl 4fTA2
Loss = 20 log - 10 log ~ - 10 log ~

The free space path loss, 20 log ~ • is plotted versus fre
quency in Figure 5, with "d" in miles as a parameter.
Antenna Characteristics

There are a number of antenna characteristics which are of
primary importance in a microwave system.
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Figure 18-6

The first of these is antenna gain. An antenna has gain
bec"ause it concentrates the radiated power in a narrow beam rather
than sending it uniformly in all directions as an isotropic antenna
does. Since it reduces the net path loss, high antenna gain is ob
viously desirable. Antenna gain is increased by increasing the antenna
area.

Closely associated with antenna gain is beam width. Since an
antenna achieves gain by concentrating power in a narrow beam, the
width of the beam must decrease as the antenna gain 1s increased.
Antennas used in microwave systems ordinarily have beam widths of the
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order of one degree (see Figure 6)0 A narrow beam is desirable in order
to minimize interference from outside sources and adjacent antennas. Too
narrow a beam, however, imposes severe mechanical stability requirements
and leads to problems in antenna lineup and fading.

There are several antenna characteristics which are important
in evaluating the interference to be expected between adjacent transmitting
and receiving antennas. One property is the front-to-back ratio o This
is defined as the ratio of the power received from (or transmitted by)
the front side of the antenna to the power received from (or transmitted
to) the back side, and is usually expressed in db. This ratio can
generally be read directly from the radiation pattern of the antenna.
Two front-to-back ratios may be given for an antenna. The ideal front
to-back ratio is the ratio that would exist if the antenna were isolated
in free space. The effective front-to-back ratio is the ratio that
would be measured in a typical antenna installation, and may be 20 to
30 db below the ideal ratio because of relections from the foreground
or from objects in or near the main beam of the antenna. The front-to
back ratios for the antennas described in the next section are effective
ratios. One use of the front-to-back ratio in systems analysis is in
computing the interfering effect between a transmitting antenna on one
tower and a receiving antenna on the preceding tower.*

Side-to-side coupling expressed the fraction of transmitted

power that is received by a second antenna located along side the
transmitting antenna. It is generally expressed in db. The usual
practice is to give the effective, rather than ideal, side-to-side
coupling for the particular types of antennas, as measured for specific

side-to-side orient~tions of these antennas.
The back-to-back coupling expresses, in db, the fraction of

the transmitted power received by a second antenna located to the rear

of the transmitting one, on the same tower. The value of back-to-back
coupling quoted for an antenna is normally the effective coupling as

measured in a typical antenna installation. Both side-to-side and back
to-back couplings are useful in computing the interfering effects between
tr~n8mitting and receiving antennas located on the same tower.

Some antennas must transmit both vertically and horizontally

polarized waves and their cross-polarization discrimination is important.
There should be a good impedance match between the antenna

and radio transmitter in order that reflections do not distort the

- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - -
*This problem is discussed in more detail in Chapter 23.
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transmitted signals. The use of isolators, waveguide devices which pass
the signal in the desired direction but block the reflections, has reduced
somewhat the importance of maintaining a good impedance match. Such a match
would be difficult to obtain since the transmitter has a poor output im

pedance.
The size and weight of the antenna system are important. The

antenna tower and associated antenna mounting arrangements are sometimes
an appreciable portion of the cost of a microwave system. \ihen this is
true a balance must be made between the cost saving possible through the
use of a lightweight antenna on a lightweight, inexpen~ive tower and the
improved transmission performance which may result from using a lal~ge and
heavier antenna with its correspondingly more rugged and expensive tower.

In choosing an antenna the difficulty of construction and
maintenance is another consideration. One must consider the mechanical
tolerances which must be attained in production and maintained in the
field under conditions of ice and wind loading. A common rule of thumb
for mechanical tolerances on reflecting surfaces is that dimensions should
be held ~ithin to. Since at 11,000 mc this is 1/16 inch, it is readily
seen that the construction of large antennas is not simple.

The choice of antenna for any particular system is a result of a
careful weighting of the factors noted above to produce the most efficient
arrangement within the cost framework dictated by system economics.
Typical Microwave Antennas
Paraboloid Antenna:

This is an inexpensive and simple high gain antenna. It consists
of a paraboloid dish reflector supplied with microwave energy by a small
feed horn located at the focus of the paraboloid. Disadvantages include
poor impedance match, narrow bandwidth (about 10%), and poor suppression
of radiation from the rear. It is widely used in spite of these short
comings. For example, an 8-foot dish is often used on lightly loaded
TD-2 routes (i.e., routes using only a few of the available channels)
where cost reduction is essential. This antenna has 37 db gain, a beam
width of 2.4 degrees, and a front-to-back ratio of 46 db at 4000 mc.
Paraboloid Periscope Antennaz

It is desirable to place the paraboloid dish as near as possible
to the transmitter. The objectives here are to reduce the losses in the
waveguide run feeding the antenna and to reduce the delay of the echo
caused by the poor impedan~e of the transmitter. In general, the dish is
mounted near the ground and directed upwards, and a reflector mounted on
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a tower above is used to direct the beam towards the next repeater
stationo Such an arrangement is used in TJ. Here the basic antenna is
a 5-foot parabolic dish mounted on the roof of the equipment building and
providing a normal gain of 42.1 db. Two standard reflectors are available:
a 6-foot by a-foot plane reflector and an a-foot by 12-foot sheet that can
be used either as a plane or curved reflector. By suitably spacing the
antenna and reflector, the combined antenna system can have as much as
:3.5 db gain over the parabolic antenna alone, as shown in Figure 7 .~~

Under the condition of optimum spacing (i.e., for maximum antenna system
gain) the beam width is 0.6 degree with the a x 12-foot reflector and
O.g degree with the 6 x a-foot reflector. The disadvantages of this ar
rangement are that it places more stringent requirements on the tower
stability (± 1/4 degree for sway and ± 1/2 degree for torsion in TJ),
makes antenna alignment more difficult, and results in greater inter
ference between adjacent antennas.
Horn Reflector Antenna:

In this antenna a vertical horn is used to illuminate a section
of a parabolic surface. Because of the design and size of the horn the
impedance of this antenna is very good, the return loss being between 50
and 60 db. It is a broadband antenna and can be used with both vertical
and horizontal polarization in the 4000 mc, 6000 mc, and 11,000 mc bands.
Nominal characteristics at 6000 mc are 43 db gain and 1.5 degrees beam·
width. Due to its shielded construction, it radiates very little power
to the rear, resulting in a nominal 70 db front-to-back ratio. Measure
ments made on a large number of antenna installations have shown the
average side-to-side coupling to be of the order of 97 db. Back-to-back
coupling between these antennas may run as high as 120 db, but the value
measured at a particular installation may be 10 to 20 db below this
value because of additional coupling caused by leakage of energy at the
joints in the waveguide run feeding the antennas. A disadvantage is
its bulk (large surface area and about 1 ton weight) and difficulty in
mounting. Construction is somewhat expensive.

Delay Lens Antenna:
The delay lens antenna of the TD-2 system uses thin metallic

strips supported in Styrofoam as a microwave lens which gives 39 db gain
and a beam width of 2 degrees at 4000 mc. A short rectangular horn is
used to feed the delay lens. This antenna has the advantages of the horn
reflector in respect to good impedance match and suppression of rear

__ .. __ .. _~ ~ .. __ .. __ .-t - _

*An analysis of this type of antenna system can be found in references
io and 11 at the end of this chapter.
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radiation. The chief disadvantage 1s the restricted bandwidth due to
the fact that the refraction produced by the lens 1s a function of wave
length. Its construction is such that it transmits only a single
polarization.

Antenna Hei£hts and Path Clearance
Up to this point the present chapter has considered only a

free space transmission path, and has not taken into account the effects
of the presence of the earth and the non-uniformity of the atmosphere.
In order to consider actual operating conditions, we must distinguish
between normal and abnormal transmission.

Under normal transmission conditions, i.e., for a large per-
centage of th~ time, the path loss of a typical microwave link can be
made to closely equal the calculated free space loss. This can be done
by engineering the path between antennas to provide an optical line-of
sight transmission path which has adequate clearance with respect to
surrounding objects. This clearance is necessary not only to keep the
path loss under normal conditions from deYiating from the free space
value, but also to prevent severe fading problems during periods of
abnormal transmission.
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The importance of adequate clearance can be seen by considering
Figure 5, which shows the profile of the path between two antenna sites.
For the antenna heights shown, the distance H represents the closest
proximity between the line-of-sight path AB and the intervening terrain.
Path ACB represents a secondary transmission path caused by the re
flection of energy from the projeetion. If there were no phase reversal
at the point of reflection, the energy received over the two paths would
cancel wh~~ever AB and ACB differed by one-half wave length, or any odd
multiple ~f a half-wavelength. When the grazing angle of the secondary
wave is small, however, which is the usual situation when the obstacle
is far from the antenna, a phase reversal will normally occur at the
point of reflection. Therefore, whenever AB and ACB differ by one-half

wavelength, or any odd multiple of a half-wavelength, the energies of
the received signals will actually add, rather than cancel~ Conversely,
if the two paths differ by a wavelength, or by any whole number of wave
lengths (or even number of half-wavelengths) the signals from the 'two
paths will tend to cancel. E~idently, the amount of clearance between
the line of sight path and the obstruction must be chosen to minimize
the effect of secondary paths.
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The amount of clearance is generally described in terms of
Fresnel zones. All points from which a wave could be reflected with a

delay of one-half wavelength form the boundary of what is defined as the
first Fresnel zone. Similarly, the boundary of the n-th Fresnel zone
consists of all points from which the delay is n/2 wavelengths. For any
distance dl from antenna A, the distance Hn from the line-of-sight path
to the boundary of the n-th Fresnel zone is given by

=

where ~ is the wavelength. The boundaries of the first Fresnel zones
for A = 3 meters (100 mc) and A = 3 centimeters (10 kmcf are shown in
Figure 8.

Measurements have shown that to achieve a normal transmission
loss approximately equal to the free space loss, the line-of-sight path
should pass over all obstacles with a clearance of at least 0.6 the
first F~esnel zone distance and preferable by an amount equal to the
first Fresnel zone. The procedure is to obtain a profile plot of the
terrain between the proposed antenna sites and determine the worst
obstacle in the path, such as the ridge shown in Figure 8. This obstacl~

can then be used as a "leTerage point" from which the most suitable
antenna heights at each location can be chosen to provide the proper
Fresnel zone clearance.

So far, nothing.has been said about refraction, or the effects
of refraction. Refraction refers to the bending of a wavefront and is
caused by a change in the velocity of one part of the wave-front with
respect to another as the front passes obliquely from one medium to
another. Refraction occurs in air when, for example, the wave-front
impinges obliquely on two layers of air having different densities.
Much of the abnormal transmission phenomena observed at microwave fre
quencies is believed to be caused by refraction effects.

Refraction will frequently be an important part of normal
transmission. Consider, for example, a microwave signal which we attempt
to transmit parallel to a tangent to the earth drawn at the transmitting
antenna. As the signal progresses, it will, of course, get further and
further from the earth as the earth bends away from it. However, in
traveling such a path the signal normally encounters air of decreasing
density. Since the top of the wave-front reaches the lighter air first,
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this portion of the wave will increase its speed relative to the bottom
portion, with the result that the wave tends to bend back toward the
.earth. In other words, the refraction of normal air causes a microwave
signal to curve towards the earth, or, in effect, to make the earth
appear to flatten out. Frequently, a radius of curvature of 4/3 times
that of the actual earth's radius is used to account for the refraction
effect. Special profile paper for path plotting is available on which
the earth's radius is assumed to be 4/3 the actual radius. Such paper
permits plotting the signal path as a straight line and is convenient
to use when refraction along the transmission path must be taken into
consideration.

The determination of suitable antenna heights for a particular
path is frequently a difficult and rather non-exact job. Some general
rules have been formulated. For example, in many cases involving flat
terrain it is recommended that the Fresnel zone clearance be determined
by using an effective 4/3 earth radius, and that the antenna heights be
selected to provide little or no excess clearance over that required
for the first Fresnel zone. Experience shows that excess clearance
for such terrain will frequently increase the fading problem described
in the next section. Where the terrain is rough, and only a single
major obstruction is present, such as a sharp ridge, the effect of
excess clearance is not as significant. Such paths over rough terrain
are generally engineered using the earth's true radiUS, and refraction
effects are ignoredo In many cases, however, general.rules such as
these cannot be applied because of peculiar terrain conditions or other
factors. It is frequently necessary, therefore, to make actual trans
mission measurements over the proposed path, using various antenna
heights at each repeater location to determine the optimum heights.
Fading

During abnormal conditions, the path loss may differ consid
erably from the normal. Although the path loss may decrease under ab
normal conditions, the more usual case is for increases of 10, 20, 30
or more db to occur for short periods. The margins that must be provided
against fading are important in determining system parameters.

The factors involved in fading phenomena are many and complex.
In general, the number of fades per unit time increases as both the
distance between antennas and the transmitting frequency are increased.
However, measurements have shown that the duration of a fade tends to
decrease with both distance and frequency. As a result, the percent
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time that a system is experiencing a particular depth of fade tends to
be independent of repeater spacing and frequency. Exact explanations
for all fading phenomena are not yet available, but some general
characteristics can be stated. It is known that during the daytime

when the lower atmosphere is thoroughly mixed by rising convection
currents and winds, the signals on line of signt paths are normally
steady and are near predicted free space values. Also during the
winter months, when the humidity content of the atmosphere is low,
signal variations are usually small. However, on clear summer nights
with little or no wind, non-uniform distributions of temperature and
humidity can create steep dielectric constant gradients in the lower
atmosphere, thus causing anamalous propagation and fading.

The most common type of fading is that of multiple path
transmission. Two, three, and sometimes more signal components will
arrive at various angles in the vertical plane, usually above the line
of sight. Wave interference among these components produces fading
whose severity depends upon the relative amplitudes and delays of the
components. In these cases different microwave frequencies fade
differently and the signals received on two vertically spaced antennas
fade differently. Either space or frequency diversity is useful in co~

bating this type of fading.
Abnormal variations in the dielectric constant of the atmos

phere are another cause of fading. Normally the dielectric constant of
the atmosphere decreases with height above ground so that the ray path
usually has a curvature in the direction of the earth's curvature.
Occasionally the dielectric constant increases with height and this
results in a situation where the wave is bent away from the earth and
passes above the receiving antenna.

Another rarer type of fading is observed when a reflecting
layer is situated above the transmission path. The signal then suffers
interference between the reflected wave and the energy from the direct
path. Ground or water reflections also occasionally play a part in
fading when under certain conditions of atmospheric refraction even
though under normal conditions the geometry of the path does not permit
such reflection.

Atmospheric focusing or trapping is another possible cause of
fading. In this case, due to changes in the dielectric constant of the
atmosphere, the ray may be transmitted in a kind of waveguide or duct
formed by the earth and a reflecting layer or by two elevated reflecting
layers. This phenomenon occurs only very seldom.
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In assessing the effect of fading, the depth of the fade, the
frequency of occurrence and the duration are all important. The depth
of the fade can be any amount, but fortunately the deeper the fade the
less frequently it occurs and the shorter its duration when it does
occur~ Figure 9 shows the average duration of fading for various depths
of fade on a 4000 me system where the average repeater spacing is 30 to
35 miles. It is seen that for this spacing the average duration of a

20 db fade is about 30 seconds and the average duration of a 40 db fade
about 3 seconds.*

- - - ~ ~ ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - -
*Recent 4000 me data shows that for an average repeater spacing of

25 miles, the median duration of a 40 db fade is about 5 seconds.
At a 45 mile average repeater spacing the median duration of a 40 db
fade is approximately 2 seconds. The fading characteristics plotted
for these repeater spacings tend to parallel the curve in Figure 9,
at least for fades between 30 and 45 db. Data has also been collected
on the duration of particular depths of fades, and it is found that
a plot of nurnber of fades versus the logarithm of their duration forms
a normal distribution. This data shows, for example, that for a 25
mile repeater spacing, 99% of the 40 db fades will have a duration of
about 41 seconds or less; for a 45 mile spacing, 99% of the 40 db
fades have a duration of about 21 seconds or lesso
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A less common but potentially more serious type of fading that

may last several hours or more is encountered in long paths. Accurate

experimental data is not yet available on such conditions. It may be

caused by either reflections from an elevated layer or by an increase

in dielectric constant with height.
Fading is very difficult to analyze since it is a result of

many varying factors. The only effective method we have for making

predictions is a measurement pro£ram over a lon~ period of time under

varying atmospheric conditions and types of path. The margins which are
included in a system for the effects of fading are based on such a
propagation study, plus a decision on the frequency and duration of the
intervals durlng which sub-standard system performance can be tolerated.
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Absorption
In addition to the fading discussed above, rainfall and water

vapor produce very pronounced effects at the higher microwave frequencies.
It is well known that certain ~bsorption bands occur in the spectrum of
visible light and the theory of these absorption bands indicate that they
should be found throughout the electromagnetic spectrum. The first ab
sorption band due to water vapor occurs at about 22,000 megacycles and the
first ~bsorption band due to the oxygen in the atmosphere occurs at about
60,000 megacycles.

The adverse effect of rain on microwave radio propagation can be
seen in the region of 4 to 6 lane but is rather small relativa to th.~ losses
introduced by various fading phenomena. For frequencies approaching 85 kme

and higher, rain attenuates radio transmission to a much greater degree.
The radio energy is absorbed and scattered by the rain drops and this
effect becomes more pronounced as the wavelength approaches the size of
the rain drops. Figure 10 indicates the estimated atmospheric absorption
for various conditions of rainfall. From this figure it is evident that
absorption must be considered in any system at frequencies of 10,000 mc
or above and perhaps in lower frequency systems in areas where heavy
rains occur frequently. Due to the difficulty associated with control
of conditions, it is very difficult to accumulate good data on rain
absorption, but experinlents are continuing in this regard.
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Chapter 19

PROPERTIES OF THE FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL

Phase and frequency modulation are defined, and the simi
1arities and differences between these two forms of angle modu
1ation are discussed. The expression for the FM or PM signal is
analyzed to determine the spectrum when the modulating signal
consists of either one or two sinusoids. The problem of extending
this analysis to cover more complex modulating signals is then
considered .. Other topics include pre -emphasis, the bandwidth re
quired for transmission, the effect of non -linear input -output charac
teristics' and limiters.

Introduction
The material presented in this chapter is essentially a

review of certain aspects of modulation theory which are necessary as
background for those chapters on FM systems ~y~ whkh follow. For
a more detailed discussion of particular points the reader is referred to

an~ standard text* on modula~ion theory.

Comparison of Amplitude Modulation and Angle Modulation
Any sinusoidal carrier may be subjected to two distinctly

different types of modulation. These are amplitude modulation and
angle modulation, both of which may be defined with reference to

Equation (19-1).

(19-1)

Here A is the amplitude of the sinusoidal carrier and [wct+~J is the
angle. The carrier frequency is Wc radians/sec. If the coefficient
A is by some means varied with time, amplitude modulation is obtainedo

If, instead, ~ is varied with time the result is angle modulation. The
general angle modulated wave might then be expressed as follows.

(19-2)

where M(t) = angle modulated carrier
Ac = a constant

Wc carrier frequency in radians/second

~(t) angle modulation in radians

*See reference at the end of this chapter.

19-1
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If angle modulation is used to transmit information it is
necessary that ~(t) be a prescribed function of the modulating signal
to be transmitted. For example, if V(t) is the modulating wave or
signal to be transmitted, the angle modulation ~(t) can be expressed
mathematically as

cp(t) = f[V(t)] (19-3)

Many varieties of angle modulation are possible depending on
the selection of the functional relationship. Two of these are import
ant enough to have the individual names of phase modulation and freguency
modulation.

Phase Modulation and Frequency Modulation
The difference between phase and frequency modulation can be

readily understood by first defining four terms, as followsl
The instantaneous phase and instantaneous phase deviation are,

with reference to E'quation (19-2),
Instantaneous phase = wct + ~(t) radians (19-4)

Instantaneous phase deviation = cp(t) radians (19-5)

The instantaneous frequency of an angle modulated carrier is
defined as the first time derivative of the instantaneous phase. In
terms of Equation (19-2) the instantaneous frequency and the instantaneous
frequency deviation are

Instantaneous frequency ~ ~ [wct + ~(t)]

wc+~'(t) radians/second (19-6)

Instantaneous frequency deviation ~'(t) radians/second

(19-7)

From thes~ definitions the difference between phase modulation
(PM) and frequency modulation (FM) is easily defined. Phase modulation
is angle modulation in which the instantaneous phase deviation, ~(t),

is proportional to the modulating signal V(t). Similarly, frequency
modulation is angle modulation in which the instantaneous frequency
deviation ~'(t) is proportional to the modulating signal V(t). Math
ematically these statements become,
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for phase modulation

cp(t) = k V(t),
and for frequency modulation

cp' (t)

(19-8)

(19-9)

from which
t

~(t) = k
1

f V(t)dt, (19-10)

where k and kl are constants o

These results are summarized in Table 19-1. This table
also illustrates phase modulated and frequency mcdulated waves v!hich

occur when the modulating wave is a sin~le sinusoid.

Table 19-1

Type of T~odulating

l'J1odulat ion Signal Angle Modulated Carrier

(a) Phase V(t) Ivl ( t ) A cos[wct + k V(t)]
c

t
(b) Frequency V(t) M(t) A cos[wct + k1 f V(t)dt]c

(c) Phase A cos wvt rv1 (t ) = A cos[wct + kA cos w t]
v c v y

(d) Frequency -A sin wvt M(t) A cos [wet
k1Av cos wvtJ+--

v c Wv

(e) Frenuency A cos wyt M(t) = A cos[wct +
k1Av sin wvt]

v e Wv

F:.gure 1 illustrates amplitude, phase, and frequency modu
lation of a carrier, by a signal which consists of a single sinusoid.

From these illustrations it should be clear that it is impossible

to tell whether a particular angle modulated wave is phase modulated

or frequency modulated unless the modulating signal is also known.

For example, one cannot look at Equation (19-2) and tell whether it
represents an FM or a PM wave. It could be either. A knowledge of the

modulating signal, however, will permit the correct identification. If
~(t) = k V{t), it is phase modulation and if ~'(t)=kl V(t), it is fre
nuency modulated.
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CARRIER

MODULATING WAvE IS A SINE -WAVE SIGNAL

AMPLITUDE -MODULATED WAVE

PHASE-MODULATED WAVE

FREQUENCY-MODULATED WAvE

Amplitude, Phase, and Frequency
Modulation of a Sine-Wave Carrier

by a Sine-Wave Signal

Figure 19-1
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Comparison of (c) and (d) in Tab18 19-1 shows that both ~l

and PM waves which are sinusoidally modulated have the form

(19-11)

\"There x for P~~

for FM

(19-12)

(19-13)

Here X is the peak phase deviation in radians and is called

the index of modulation. For PM the index of modulation is a constant

independent of the frequency of the modulating wave, and for ~!I it is

inversely proportional to the frequency of the modulating wave. One

often hears the terms high index and low index of modulation. It is

difficult to define a sharp division. The term low index would nor
mally be used when the peak phase deviation is less than one radian.

In a later section the effect of the index of modulation on the fre

quency spectrum of the modulated wave will be considered.

Phase and Frecuency Modulators and Demodulators
A phase modulator, which we may refer to as a PM modulator, is

a device which varies the phase of a c~rrier so that the instantaneous

phase deviation is proportional to the modulating wave. On the other hand

an ~1 modulator, often referred to as an nJ deviator, produces an in
stantaneous phase deviation proportional to the integral of the modulating

wave. This suggests the follovdng possibility. If a modulating wave

V(t) is differentiated before being applied to an ~1 modulator, the in

stantaneous phase deviation will be proportional to the integral of V'(t),

or in other words proportional to V(t). Thus an FM modulator that is
preceeded by a differentiator actually produces an instantaneous phase

deviation proportional to the modulating wave and is therefore equiv
alent to a PM modulator.

Other equivalences are also possible. For example, a PM

demodulator is equivalent to an FM demodulator, commonly called an

FM discriminator, followed by an integrator. Several equivalences are

listed below and i11ustraved in Figure 2.

P~1 1'Jlodulator

PM Demodulator

FM Modulator

FM Demodulator

Differentiator + ~1 Modulator

- FM Demodulator + Integrator
Integrator + PM Modulator

PM Demodulator + Differentiator
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Figure 19-2

Pre-emphasis: Solution to a Thermal Noise Problem

If we examine the use of a differentiator and an ~1 modulator

to obtain phase modulation a little more closely another problem becomes

obvious. This is illustrated in Figure 3. Here we have assumed that

V(t) has a flat frequency spectrum*. Thus we may assume that it consists
of many sinusoidal components all of equal amplitude and of the form Av
cos w t. At the output of the differentiator each of these sinusoidsv
would have the form ~A w sin w t. Therefore, the amplitude of anyv v v
particular component would be proportional to its frequency. The out-

put spectrum corresponding to a flat input spectrum would be triangular

as shown in Figure 3.

We can now consider the effect of thermal noise which exists

in the circuit at the output of the differentiator. This \ull be flat

*The flat spectrum assumed here for illustrative purposes might, for
example, be the base-band signal from a multi-channel telephone
terminal.
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_v_<t_) ~DIFFERENTIATOR Vi (t)+THERMAL NOISE PM SIGNAL

SPECTRUM

OF V (t)

f-.

TRANSMISSION

OF DIFFERENTIATOR

f---+

SPECTRUM OF

V'(t) + NOISE

f~

PHASE

MODULATION

Noise Problem When FM Modulator And Differentiator
Are Used To Ob_t~in Phase Modulation

(Vertical Scales Arlthemetic)

Figure 19-3

with frequency as shown. At low frequencies it is obvious that the
noise level will exceed the signal level. It is therefore impractical to
provide phase modulation by this method at the extremely low frequencies.
We can, however, change the differentiator characteristic so that we
obtain phase modulation at the higher frequencies and frequency modula
tion at lower frequencies. This is generally spoken of as "pre-emphasis".

Pre-emphasis is provided by passing the modulating wave through
a network which shapes the frequency spectrum before the wave is applied
to the modulator. Thus, differentiation is actually a form of pre
emphasis. In this case the pre-emphasis would shape a flat spectrum so
that it would become triangular.

Other pre-emphasis shapes are possible and are often used to
improve the performance of a system. Some reasons for pre-emphasis
will be explained in later chapters. For now we shall merely.look at
a particular pre-emphasis shape which would avoid the noise problem
just examined. This is illustrated in Figure 4 which should be self
explanatory.when compared with Figure 3. Phase modulation is achieved at
the higher baseband frequencies and frequency modulation at the lower
frequencies.

It may interest some readers to know that broadcast FM
use~ a pre-emphasized signal similar to that illustrated above. De
emphasis is provided in the individual home receiviers. It should be
noted that any system which is neither pure FM or pure PM is usually
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Figure 19-4

referred to as an FM system. In fact it is rather common practice to
use the term frequency modulation to denote any form of angle modula
tion.

Introduction to Frequency Analysis of FM and PM Waves
In the case of amplitude modulation it is easy to demonstrate

that the frequency components of the modulated wave consist of a carrier,
an upper sideband, and a lower sideband. The frequency components of the
upper sideband have the same form as the components of the modulating wave
except that they have been translated upward in frequency by an amount
equal to the carrier frequency. The lower sideband is a mirror image of
the upper sideband about the carrier frequency. This is illustrated in
Figure 5. For every component .at a frequency f in the modulating wave

v
there are two components in the modulated wave; one at a frequency

fc+fv and one at a frequency fe-fv ' where f c is the carrier frequency.
In a sense then superposition holds since the effect produced by any
particular modulating component does not depend on the other modulating
components which are present. This makes amplitude modulation easy to
deal with. For example, the bandwidth required to transmit a double
sideband M~ wave is easily determined. If the highest frequency compon

ent in the modulating wave is f h , the modulated wave is restricted to
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19-9

frequency range which extends from fc-fh to fc+fh and the required band

width is 2 f h centered at a frequency f c •

In the case of .frequency modulation the frequency components
of the modulated wave are much more complexly related to the components

in the modulating wave. In a strict mathematical sense a single modula
ting tone produces an infinity of ·sideband tones, although many are

negligibly small. This in itself complicates the frequency spectrum of

an FM wave. In addition the sideband components produced by any single

frequency component in the modulating wave depends on all the rest of

the frequency components in the modulatins wave. Hence, superposition

does not apply.
One might ask if it is really advantageous to deal with the

freouency components of an ~1 wave in view of this difficult yo At the

present time the answer seems to be that this is the best way known.
The transmission characteristics of networks, interstages, and other
transmission paths, are specified as a function 0f frequency. Imperfect

transmission at any particular fre~uency will effect only those frequency
components of the signal which are at that frequency. Consider the
simple problem of required bandwidth. It is obvious that the required
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bandwidth depends on the location of all of the important frequency com
ponents in the wave. So in spite of the difficulty, some knowledge of
the frequency components of an FM signal is essential.

Phase and Frequency Modulation by a One Tone Signal
The frequency analysis of the FM or PM wave will now be con

sidered for the case where the modulating signal is a single sinusoid:

M(t) (19-14)

As this equation now stands the separate frequency components are not
obvious. Fortunately, Bessel Function identities are available which

may be applied directly to the problem at hand. Several useful Bessel

Function identities are given below.

sin (c+x sin V) = L: 00 J (X)
n=-oo n

sin (C+nV) (19-15)

cos (C+X sin V)

sin (C+X cos V)

cos (C+X cos V)

z 00 J (X) cos (C+nV)
n=..DO n

00

:z J (X) sin (C+nV + n~ )
n=- oon

00 nn
~ J (X) cos (C+nV + 2)

n=-oo n

(l9-16)

(19-17)

(19-18)

Here J (X) is the Bessel function of the first kind of nth order and of
n

argument X. Values of J (X) may be obtained in References 2 and 3.n
Note that the argument X is the index of modulationo

The identity given by Equation (19-18) can be applied to the

signal of Equation (19-14) to give

00

M(t) = A :z In(X) cos [wct + nwvt + ~nJ
C n=-oo

The first few terms may then be written as

M(t) Ac [Jo(X) cos wet

+ J1(X) cos [(wc+wv)t + ¥J + J_1(X) cos [(wc-wv)t - ¥J
+ J2(X) cos [(wc+2wv )t + ~J + J_2(X) cos [(wc-2wv )t - ~J

(19-19)

+ ] (19-20)
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If we make use of the identity

J (X) = (_l)n J (X)
-n n (19-21)

+
(19-22)

Ac [Jo(X) cos wct

+ J1 (X) cos [(wc+wy)t + ~J + J1 (X) cos [(wc-wy)t + ~J

- J 2(X) cos [(wc+2wv )tJ - J 2(X) cos [(wc-2wv )t]

]

we get
IVl (t )

Eouation 19-22 shows that the single sinusiodal modulating
wave has produced sets of sidebands displaced from the carrier by multi
ples of the modulating frequency. These successive sets of sidebands are
often referred to as "first order sidebands", "second order sidebands",
etc. The relative magnitudes of the various sidebands are determined by

the coefficients Jl(X), J 2 (X), etc. As Table 19-2 and Figure 6 show, the
higher order sidebands rapidly become unimportant as the index of modu
lation, X, becomes less than unity. (For larger values of X, the value of
J (X) starts to decrease rapidly as soon as n = x.)n

TABLE 19-2

X = 1/2 X = 1 X = 2 X = 10
JO(X) 0.938 0.765 0.22A -0.246

Jt(X) 0.242 0.440 0.577 0.043

J 2(X) 0.031 0.115 0.353 0.255

J 3(X) 0.003 00020 0.129 0.058

J4(X) 0.000 0.002 0.034 -0.220

Phase and Frenuency Modulation by a Two Tone Signal
In FM and PM the calculation of the sideband components gets

increasingly difficult as the number of modulating tones is increased.
For example, consider the case of modulat~on by two sinusoidal waves o

(19-23)
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Spectrum of Ac Cos (wct + X cos <A>vt)

for Various Values of X

Figure 19-6

By the trigonometric identity

M(t)

cos (A+B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B

this can be written as

w t wet
Ac cos[-%- + Xl cos wvtJ cos[--2-- + X2 cos wwtJ

. wet wet
- s~n[--2-- + Xl cos wvt] sin[~ + X2 cos wwt ]

(19-24)

(19-25)

The identities of Equations (19-15) to (19-18) can then be
applied.
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M(t) ( 00 t ct
nwvt + T]= .Ac ~n:~ In(X1 ) cos ~ +

tOO Jm(X2) cos t~t + mw t + ~vm=J:JO
(19-26)

ZOO In(X1 ) sin t~t + nw t + T] •v
n=-oo

2: 00 J (X )
m=..oo m 2

sin

sin

(19-27)

By means of Equation (19·-24) further reduction can be

obtained.

M(t) = Ac n!~ m~~ In(X1 ) Jm(X2) cos ~wc+nwv+mww)t + (n;m)rr]

(19-28)

This then is the desired result. It indicates that not only
will there be sideband components displaced from the carrier by all
possible multiples of the individual modulating frequencies, but also
there will be components displaced by all possible sums and differences
of multiples of the modulating frequencies. The sideband components in
Equation (19-28) can be split into three types: a) the frequencies
which would have been present (as in Figure 6) if only Xl cos wvt had
been applied as a modulating signal; b) the frequencies which would
have been present if only X2 cos wwt had been applied; c) all the

possible sum and difference components of the form (we ± nwv ± ill ~).

Figure 7 shows the amplitude and relative phase spectra of the
zero, first, and second order components* obtained from Equation (19-28)
for. the condition Xl = 1/2 and X2 = 1.

- - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ ~ - - ~

*1n the general case, the order of the component is equal to the sum of
the magnitudes of the orders of the Bessel functions used to compute
the amplitude of that component. For example, a second order component
in Equation (19-28) is any component for which Iml+lnl = 2.
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AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM
PARAMETER: (n,m)
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PHASE SPECTRUM
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--7r

Amplitude and Relative Phase Spectra
Of Equation 19 -28 for
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1

1m I+ InIs 2

Figure 19-7

Phase Modulation by a Band of Random Noise
When the modulating wave consists of more than two frequencies

the previously described procedures are of little help. In many such
cases it may be practically impossible to obtain an accurate knowledge of
the actual sideband spectrum. It is obvious, however, that it would con
tain a great many individual components. One might therefore attempt to,
find the envelope shape for all these individual components. Such an ap-
proach can be useful in particular cases. We shall illustrate the result
obtained by one such approach; that of pure phase modulation by a flat
band of band-limited random noise.

If the modulating signal is assumed to have a flat frequency
spectrum for a cps to f b cps, in which all components are assumed to have
random phase, then the sideband spectrum can be statistically determined.
The result obtained is a function of the rms phase deviation and is shown
in Figure 8 for several values of the rms phase deviation.
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A qualitative understanding of the shape of the spectra in
Figure 8 can be obtained from the following considerations. First order
sideband components are formed by the modulation of the carrier and the
individual components of the baseband or modulating signal. These side
band components will fall within the band bounded by f c ± f b • Since
the spectrum of the modulating signal has been assumed flat, the spectrum

of the first order sideband components will also be flat vs. frequency.
This is true even though the amplitude of each sideband component will,
of course, be a function of the' amplitude of all the other components, as
previously discussed in connection with Equation (19-2$).

Second order sideband components, which fall within the band
bounded by f c ± 2fb , arise from combinations involving the carrier fre
quency and any second order combination of baseband frequencies such as
"A+B"" "A-Bu., or "2A". The number of products formed is greatest in
the vicinity of the carrier, with the result that the power in the
second order sidebands is maximum around f c and drops off to zero at
frequencies greater than f c ± 2fb •

In a similar manner, third order sideband components, which
fall in the region bounded by f c ± 3fb, arise from combinations of the
carriE~r with third order combinations of baseband frequencies. Again,
more products are formed near the carrier frequency, so that the power
in thE~ third order sidebands has a broad maximum in the f c ± f b portion
of the spectrum and drops to zero at f c ± 3fb •

The result of power addit'ion of the higher order components to
the first order sidebands accounts for the curvature in the spectrum
between f c - f b and f c + f b in Figure 8. Notice that this curvature in
creases in g9ing from a low phase deviation (Curve A) to a high deviation
(Curve D). This is because the power in the second and third order side-
bands builds up relatively rapidly as the phase deviation increases. This
is analogous to the way second and third order modulation products in
crease relative to the fundamental as the input to a non-linear device
is increased. The same effect accounts for the relatively slow fall-off
of higher order sidebands shown by Curve D, as against the rapid fall-
off of Curve A.

Exponential Notation and Vector Representation
In certain instances the use of exponential notation for periodic

functions is easier than the trigonometric notation which has been used
thus far in this chapter. A particularly tlseful application is in the
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vector representation of AM and PM waves as an aid in understanding the
respective modulation processes. This will be considered here.

The sinusoidal carrier cos wet can also be written as

~;~~
jwct

E

since
jwct

= cos w t + j sin wet. (19-29)£ e
jw t

The exponential £ e is now a rotating vector of unit length in the
complex plane and its real part is merely its projection on the real
axis. This vector is shovm for several values of time in Figure 9.

An amplitude modulated wave with 100% modulation will now be
examined 0

M(t) = (1 + cos wvt) cos wet (19-30)

cos wet + ~ cos (we+wv)t+ ~ cos (wc-wv)t

IMAGINARY AXIS

COMPLEX PLANE

3"" ",,,,.,,.-- -- ........ ,
t=-- ./ I '- .".

4wc/ 't=4 w
C

REAL AXIS

\
\
\
t=o

/
/

I
I,
\ J

\ I
\ /

\ /'-' ........_-t--//
Vector Diagram of £jwct For Various Times

Figure 19-9
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This ma.y now be \ftTritten in exponential notation.

(19-)1)

t = 7r
4 w y

In this form the carrier vector is multiplied by the sum of
a stationary vector and two rotating vectors of equal size which rotate
in opposite directions. As may be seen in Figure 10 the sum of these
three vectors is always real and, consequently, acts only to modify the
length of the rotating carrier vector. This produces amplitude modulation
as expected.

For the purpose of comparison the frequency modulated wave of
Eouation (19-22) will be similarly represented. If the index of modula
tion is taken as 1/2, the second and higher order sidebands will be small
enough that they may be neglected. The constant multiplier Ac will be
disregarded.

...-----...~~-~--I•..-----1~... t = 0
)

_._~.A

t= _7r_

2 w y

~ 3.".
• t=--

4 w y

{ t = _11'_- 4\.. Wy

Amplitude Modulation

Figure 19 -10
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The multiplying vector, after the constants are evaluated, becomes

[ j(wvt + n) -j(w t - ~)1
.938 + .242 E 2 + .242 E v ~

This vector is plotted for seve·ral values of time in Figure 11
and it may be seen that it has an essentially constant amplitude
but a variable phase. This then corresponds to phase modulation
of the carrier. If all of the higher order sidebands had been re
tained, the multiplying vector would have had a constant amplitude
of unity.

t =0

•

3",.
t=

4 wy

VECTOR DIAGRAM OF

[.938 +.242 ~ j(Wyt + ; ) +.242 ~ -j(w yt -; ~

PHASE MODULATION INDEX OF MODULATlON= ~

Figure 19 -11
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Several interesting conclusions may be observed from this
comparison. A low index PM wave and an AM wave are similar in the sense
that they both contain the carrier and the same sideband frequency com
ponents. The important difference is in the phase of the sideband com
ponents. It may therefore be expected that in the transmission of an
FM or PM wave the phase characteristic of the transmission path will be
extremely important and that certain phase irregularities could easily
convert phase modulation com~onents into amplitude modulation components.
This will be considered in Chapter 22.

Average Power of an FM or PM Wave
The average power of an FM or ~1 wave is independent of the

modulating signal and is equal to the average power of the carrier when
the modulation is zero o Hence, the modulation process takes power from
the carrier and distributes it among the many sidebands but does not
alter the average power present. This may be demonstrated as follows by
assuming a voltage of the form of Equation 19-2.

(19-34)

The instantaneous power in a resistance R becomes

P(t) = E
2
!t1

(19-35)

The average power is given by the zero frequency terms in the
e4 pression above since non-zero frequency terms have an average value of
zeroo From the previous analysis of FM and PM waves one would expect the
second term in Equation (19-35) to consist of a large number o£ sinus
oidal sideband components about a carrier frequency of 2wc rad/sec. If
we neglect the remote possibility of one of these sidebands falling
exactly at zero frequency the average power becomes

A 2
c

p(average) =~ (19-36)

This, of course, is the same as the average power which would
have been present in the absence of modulation.
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Bandwidth Renuired for FM Waves

Examination of the Bessel Function coefficients which occur in

the expansion of a sinusoidally modulated ~1 or PM wave show that for

the very 10Vl index case, i. e., a peak frequency deviation'~ much less than

the modulating frequency, it is necessary to transmit only the first ord~r.

sidebands. In the case of modulation by a complex signal of many fre

~.uencies it therefore follo~lls that the bandwidth required is at least

twice the frequency of the highest frequency component of interest in the

modulating signal. This would permit the transmission of the entire first

order sidebands.

With a high index of modulation it is necessary to transmit

several of the higher order sidebands. Again, an"examination of the

Bessel Function coefficients give an indication of the required band

width. From such an examination one may conclude that at least all

of the sideband components which differ from the carrier by less than

the peak frequency deviation are likely to be important. For the high

index case, then, th~ minimum bandwidth should be at least twice the

peak frequency deviation.

A general rule-of-thumb which is attributed to John R. Carson

states that the minimum bandwidth re~uired for the transmission of an FM or

PM signal is equal to the sum of the peak-to-peak freouency deviation and

twice the highest modulating frequency to be tra.nsmitted. This rule

gives results which agree quite well with the bandwidths actually used in

the Bell System. It should be realized, however, that this is only an

approximate rule and that actual bandwidth required is to SOH10 extent a

function of the modulating signal and the quality of transmission desired o

Effect of a Nonli~~ar Input-Output Characteristic on an FM Wave

Some transmission devices such as electron tubes have non

linear input-output characteristics which are a source of distortion to

an amplitude modulated signal. This was discussed in Chapter 5. For

this purpose electron tube nonlinearity was expressed by a power series

(19-37)

The effect of this same characteristic on an ~I signal will

now be considered. The FM signal will be taken as

(19-)8)

*If the peak frequency deviation is less than the frequency of the modU

lating tone the peak phase deviation is less than one radian o
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Substitution in Equation (19-37) then gives

i p = ao + alAe cos [wet + ~(t)]

+ a2A~ cos2[wct+~(t)] + a3A~ cos3 [wet + ~(t)] (19-39)

The terms may be expanded and 0) llected.

i p (ao+~ a2A~) + (alAe + i a3A~ ) cos [wet + tp(t) ]

+ ~ a 2A; cos [2wct+2tp(t)] + t a3A~ cos [3wct+3~(t)] (19-40)

The output wave consists of a d-c term and three FM waves
centered respectively at the three frequencies we' 2we , and 3wc • If
we assume for the rnornent that a filter can be used to extract the FM

wave centered at Wc we have as the output

cos [w t + cp(t)]oc (19-41)

The nonlinear characteristic has done nothing rnore than
modify the gain. This is an important difference between ~~ and
~~ and is one of the reasons why ~~ is used in the microwave systems
where nonlinear operation of electron tube amplifiers has thus far
been unavoidable at the desired output levels o

We shall now examine the restriction which is necessary in
order to achieve the desired output above. It is necessary to separate
the FM wave centered at Wc from the one centered at 2wc • We shall make
use of Carson's rule-of-thumb o If we denote the peak frequency deviation
by 6F and the baseband width by W cps, we find that the FM sidebands of

appreciable power about fe' the carrier frequency in cps, extend upward
to a frequency of (fc + 6F + W) cps. Similarly, the sidebands about the
carrier at 2fc extend downward to a frequency of (2fc -2~ -W). The
26F is required here because the index of modulation of the FM wave at
2fc is twice as great as the index of modulation of the wave at f c •

Thus the frenuency deviation will also be twice as great. If we allow
the two sidebands to meet but not overlap we get the following restriction.

(19-42)
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from which
>

f = 3M + 2W (19-4.3)

If this restriction is met it is possible to recover the
fundamental FM wave without distortion.

Limiters
Some devices which are used in FM systems produce distortion

if the frequency modulated wave is also amplitude modulatedo Traveling
wave tuhes and some types of FM demodulators are examples. They make it
necessary to either prevent amplitude modulation or provide methods for
suppressing it. Amplitude modulation can be caused by imperfect ~1

modulators or by transmission deviations which may convert ~l sidebands
into AM sidebands. It is therefore not easily prevented.

Limiters are devices which ideally clip the peaks of an FM
wave at a predeterrnined level o In this manner most of the undesired amp

litude modulation of the wave may be removed. The characteristic of an

ideal limiter is shown in Figure 12. The output signal has flat tops

OUTPUT

SIGNAL

LIMITER

CHARACTERISTIC

~,~---- ~I

~------- AM ENVELO~E 0'
INftUT IlcaNAl

I

...... ''-------------
~*"..---------------------~, ,, ,

,,:-:,:::------------------------ ,),

INPUT SIGNAL

Ideal Limiter Characteristic

Figure 19-12
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which indicate that the output of the limiter cOI~sists of a fundamental
and many harmonics. The harmonics may be removed with a filter subject
to the same restriction which was discussed in the previous section. The
fundamental output which remains will have the same frequency modulation
as the input wave, but the amplitude modulation of the wave may be
greatly reduced. It is, therefore, possible to use linliters in an ~1

system to suppress amplitude modulation before the signal is applied to
N~ sensitive devices. This can cause a large reduction in the distortion
which would otherwise be produced in these devices.
A Few Words of Caution

In the last two sections we have seen that inadvertent non
linearity does not produce distortion of the FM wave and that particular
types of nonlinearity can actually reduce the distortion. There are
several things which should be realized in connection with this, however.

In the first place, an ideal nonlinear circuit has been assumed in both
of the cases discussed in the last two sections. In practice the non
linear components are often surrounded by inductors and capacitors.
Steady state measurements in such circuits have shown that the output
phase is often a function of input level. This phenomenon is oft~n re
ferred to as level-to-phase or gain-to-phase conversion. It is, there
fore, possible that phase distortion could be produced by passing an
amplitude modulated FM wave through such a circuit. Since this problem
has not been resolved it is impprtant to use caution when dealing with
such non.linear devices in FM systems.

In addition, it should be emphasized that an FM system with
limiters is inherently highly nonlinear and many familiar concepts based
on the principle of superposition have to be abandoned. As an illus
tration, consider the effect of a phase deviation in the transmission
characteristic of a network used in an FM system. It will be helpful to
refer to Figurell, which shotTs the vector diagram of a low-index signal
for the case of a carrier modulated by a single sinusoid. It should be
evident that a phase distortion in the transmission path can shift one
sideband component (vector) relative to the other. When this occurs,
each sideband vector can be $eparated into two components in such a way
as to form one pair of vector components which corresponds to the phase
modulation of the carrier and a second pair which represents an unwanted
amplitude modulation of the carrier arising from the phase distortion.
The M~ can be removed by a limiter~ so that only the FM output will
appear at baseband after demodulation. However, since the FM modulation
is now represented by components of the original sideband vectors instead
of the whole vectors, the baseband output 'will be an attenuated replica
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of the original signal. It follows, then, that the effect of a phase
distortion has been to produce amplitude distortion at baseband, and
that the only equalizer which can be used after the limiter to remove the
effects of the phase distortion is a gain equalizer. In general, it can
be demonstrated that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the
transmission characteristic of the network ahead of the limiter and the
necessary equalizer which follows. As a result any measurements for
equalization purposes which are made through limiters by ordinary
sweep-frequency techniques~are useless. One solution to this problem

might be the use of a low-index FM test signal for equalization measure
ments in systems using limiters, but as yet such a test set has not been

developed.
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Chapter 20

RANDOM NOISE IN FM AND PM SYSTEMS

The unwanted amplitude and phase modulation pro
duced by an interfering sinusoid is analyzed for a low index FM
or PM system. The principles of the analysis are then extended
to determine the modulation caused by a flat band of random
noise. Numerical examples illustrate the means of applying the
results to the computation of noise in a low index FM or PM
system. The problem of analyzing the effect of the interference
in a high index system is briefly discussed. Other topics include
the comparison of noise in FM, PM, and AM systems.

From earlier discussions of random noise, it will be recalled

that thermal noise determines a lower limit to the random noise level

in any electrical circuit, and that additional noise may be expected
from other sources such as electron tubes. In previous chapters the
emphasis was on random noise in voice frequency and amplitude modulation
systems. In this chapter the effect of random noise in phase and fre
quency modulated systems will be considered.

If an unmodulated carrier wave is combined with a band of
random noise, the resultant wave is equivalent to a carrier wave which
has been both amplitude and phase modulated by random noise. If, then,
the resultant wave is demodulated by either an ideal amplitude detector
or an ideal phase detector, a random noise output is to be expected.
Since phase modulation and frequency modulation are so closely related
it is .obvious that an FM demodulator would also have a random noise out
put. However, the output is not the same in an ~~ system as it is in a
PM system. As we shall demonstrate in this chapter, the noise voltage
at the output of a PM system is flat with frequency, whereas the noise
voltage at the output of an FM system increases linearly with frequency.
This is commonly referred to as the triangular noise spectrum of an ~~

system.
Emphasis throughout will be placed on the way in which noise

produces unwanted phase and frequency modulation. We shall first con
sider the unwanted amplitude and phase modulation of a carrier which is
produced by an interfering sinusoidal signal, such as a spurious tone
in the transmission band. For a sinusoidal interference, the frequency
~odulation can easily be deduced from the phase modulation. Having de
veloped the necessary equations for this sinlple case of a single-tone
interference (which is, of itself, an important problem in radio relay

20-1
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systems), we shall then take up the random noise case. This approach is
justified by the fact that random noise can be considered to be the sum
of a very large number of equally spaced and randomly phased interfering
sinusoids of equal amplitudes.

The reader should note that in most of the following sections
the carrier to which the interfering sinusoid or noise is added is assumed
to be unmodulated. The results, however, are applicable for noise or
interfering signals which are added to a low index FM wave since most of
the power is then in the carrier component. The problem of high index
systems is treated briefly in a later section.
Amplitude and Phase Modulation of a Sinusoidal Carrier by an Inter
fering Sinusoidal Signal

In this section we shall discuss the amplitude and phase
modulation of a sinusoidal carrier which is produced by an interfering
sinusoidal signal. As a start we shall write the combined signal as

M(t) = A cos w t + A cos ~Wc+wn)t + en]c c n,
v ~ \. y= J

carrier interfering sinusoid

(20-1)

where,
A = carrier amplitude in voltsc

Wc = carrier frequency in radians/sec

A = amplitude of interfering sinusoid in voltsn

(wc+wn ) = frequency of interfering sinusoid in radians/sec

Q = phase angle of interfering sinusoidn

The frequency spectrum of this combined signal is shown in
Figure 1. It is not immediately obvious from either Equation (20-1) or
Figure 1 that the combined signal is equivalent to a carrier with fre
quency we which has been simultaneously amplitude and phase modulated
at a radian frequency w. This can be made apparent, however, aftern
some trigonometric manipulation, as outlined in the appendix.

If An « Ac we obtainrthe approximate results,

(20-2)
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Ae

We Wc+Wn
FREQUENCY - RADI ANS/SEC

Spectrum: Carrier Plus Interfering Sinusoid

Figure 20-1

20-3

which shows that the carrier has been simultaneously amplitude and phase
modulated at the difference frequency between the sinusoidal component and
the carrier. The peak phase deviation in ~adians is given by the ratio
of the amplitude of the unwanted sinusoid to the carrier amplitude.

A
Peak Ehase deviation = xU radians

c
(20-3)

Since the phase modulation is sinusoidal the rms phase devi
ation is equal to the peak phase deviation divided by ~2. Hence,

A
rms phase deviation c __~n__

-12 Ac

radians (20-4)

We could have written the rms phase deviation directly (with
out first considering the peak phase deviation) as an/Ac radians, where
a is the rms voltage of the interference. This will be done later

n
when we consider random noise, since for random noise the rms voltage
is readily defined, whereas the peak voltage is not.

Another point which will be of importance in the random noise
case is that w can be either positive or negative depending on whether

n
the interference frequency is above or below the carrier frequency. Thus
a noise component at a frequency of either wc+wn or wc-wn will produce
a baseband output at tIle same frequency wn () When two such noise com
ponents are simultaneously present (as they usually are in the cases we
shall consider) they will add on a power basis, since they arise from
uncorrelated voltages o
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A Vector Representation of This Same Problem

Equation ('20-1) can be written in e:(ponential notation as
follo\\rs:

M(t) = ~;£1 ~cejWct+ An€j[(Wc+wn)t + 8
nJ

which can be written as

(20-5 )

1'-1 (t)

( )
Real ( jwct ~ An j (wnt + e J)
Part (AcE 1 + ~ n )
of ~ c ~

(20-6)

The multiplying vector,

A
n j(wnt + en)

1 + ~ ,
c

is shown in Figure 2. It is obvious that this vector varies in both
amplitude and phase as a function of wnt. vfuen An « Ac the peak phase
deviation is approximately equal to A /A radians which is the same re-n c
suIt obtained in the previous section.

/" -,

o ')

~ wI, rv
.",

VECTORS ARE SHOWN IN POSITION OF PEAK PHASE DEVIATION.

PEAK PHASE DEVIATION IS APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO ~n RADIANS.
c

Carrier Vector Plus Interfering Sinusoid

Figure 20-2

Freryuency Modulation of a Sinusoidal Carrier by an Interfering
Sinusoidal Sihnal

We shall nO'I"1 determine the unvlanted frequenc~.' f.1odulntion
produced by tr:e sinusoid~l component which vias considered in th~ last
two sections. This can easily be obtained from a knowled[:e of t~e phase
modulation since the instantaneous frequency deviation is defined as
the derivative of the instantaneous phase deviation. If we assume that
the carrier is much larger than the sinusoidal component we can start
with the instantaneous phase deviation given in E~uation (20-2).
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Instantaneous phase deviation

Taking the derivative gives

An
Ac

cin(w t + 9 ) radn n (20-7)

Instantaneous frequency deviation
A w
~ cos( t+8) radA wn n secc

(20-8)

The peak frequency deviation in radians per second is given by

~An~w~n~ radleans/sec __ AAn f cps (20-9)Peak frequency deviation = -
Ac c n

The rms frequency deviation for the case of an interfering
sinusoid is given by the peak frequency deviation div~u~d by ~2. Thus,

rms frequency deviation radians/sec (20-10)

It should be observed that the peak frequency deviation is a function of
the difference frequency wn • Consequently, sinusoidal components which
are well displaced from the carrier frequency produce larger frequency
deviations than sinusoidal components close to the carrier frequency.
In consequence, we shall see that in the random noise case the rms
frequency deviation is not as easily defined as the rms phase deviation
was. For the rms phase deviation, it was sufficient to know the ratio

of a , the rms interference voltage, to the peak carrier voltage. Forn
the rms frequency deviation, it is necessary to take into account the
spectrurn of the interference.

Illustrative Example 1
In order to illustrate the concepts which we have described

in the preceding sections we shall consider the following example of a
single interfering sinusoid.

An ~~ signal with a 70 me carrier is frequency modulated with
a 7.75 me baseband sine wave. The resulting peak frequency deviation
is 4 mc. A 62 me sinusoidal interference is added to the FM wave. If
the power of the interfering tone is 40 db below that of the FM wave,
what is the signal-to-interference ratio at the output of the system?

We may note that the index of modulation is small and that,
consequently, most of the power in the FM wave is in the carrier. We
can assume with very little error that it is all there when we are
determining the frequency deviation produced by the interference. Since
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the interference power is 40 db below the carrier power we have, for the
corresponding peak voltages,

A
nrc

= .01 (20-11)

The peak phase deviation produced by the interference is therefore 001
radians. The peak frequency deviation due to the interference is equal to
the product of the peak phase deviation produced by the interference and
the difference frequency f n between the interference and the carrier.
(Equation 20-9) Since in this case f is g mc, the peak frequency devi-n
ati.on is .08 mc. This may be compared with the peak frequency deviation
due to the transmitted signal to determine the signa1-to-interference
ratio, siN:

~ 20 log ~ = 34 db

RMS Phase and Frequency Deviationsl Carrier Plus Random Noise
Let us now consider what happens when a band of random noise is

added to a sinusoidal carrier. We shall consider the effects of this
interference in PM and FM systems. We shall discuss a) the total noise in
the baseband (this is of interest if we are using a microwave signal to
transmit TV, for example) and b) the noise in particular baseband slots
(for example, the noisiest channel when we transmit a te:ephone multiplex
signal).

First we note that for this purpose the random noise can be
assumed to consist of an extremely large number of equally spaced sinu
soidal components each with equal amplitude and arbitrary phase. It is
convenient to deal with noise problems on a "per cycle" basis, thus, for
example, we can replace a 3000 cycle band of noise by 3000 uniformly
spaced sinusoids each having the same power as a one cycle band of noise.

If the single sinusoidal component of Equation (20-1) is replaced
by a summation of N sinusoidal components we get

M{t)

A derivation which is practically identical with the one given
in the appendix for the case of a single interfering sinusoid leads to
the follOWing result:
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where, when the noise power is much less than the carrier power,

N
A (t) ~ A + Z An cos [wnt + Sn] (20-14)s c n=1

and N
cp (t) .:, i z A sin [wnt + 8n ]radians (20-15)

s c n=1 n

Comparing (20-15) with the instantaneous phase deviation given
in (20-2) for the case of a single interference component, which was

we see that the principle of superposition holds, subject of course, to
the restriction imposed by the original assumption on which both equations
are based, that the carrier power is much greater than the total inter
ference power. By this we mean that the phase modulation produced by a
band ~f random noise is equal to the summation of the phase modulation
components which would have been produced by each noise component
separately. In other words, the phase modulation produced by a particular
noise component or group of components does not depend appreciably on the
other noise components which are present, because each component (and
their total) is so small compared to the carrier.

The summation shown in (20-15), which is

N
~ An sin [00 t + Q ]

n=l n n

represents a function of time which has an rms value equal to the square
root of the sum of .the squares of the rms values of the individual sinu
soids of which it is composed. Defining this total rms voltage as aN'
we can write, for the total rms phase deviation*

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -
*At first glance there might seem to be some restrictions attached to this

statement since in the noise voltage all components are assumed to have
distinct frequencies, whereas, in the phase modulation there is the possi
bility of having two components at any given frequency. This is because
two noise components, respectively above and below the carrier by the same
frequency difference, produce phase modulation at the same frequency. We
know that sinusoidal voltage components with different frequencies add on
a power, or root-sum-square (rssJ, basis. This type of addition is not
necessarily justified where more than one component can fall at a par
ticular frequency. However, it can be shown to be justified when the two
components which can fall at any given frequency have phase angles which
are random and unrelated.
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total rms phase deviation
aN

~ r radians
c

The value of aN is readily computed for a band of flat random noise
(white noise)o In a practical problem we will usually know the bandwidth
of interest in cycles per second, and the repeater noise figure (NF) in

db. Thermal noise power can be expressed as being -174 dbm per cycle; if
we are interested in a band of f l cps on either side of the carrier, the
total noise power in dbm is

[-174 + NF + 10 log 2 f l ] dbm

where the factor of 2 represents the fact that we must consider the noise
components on both sides of the carrier. aN is, then, the rms voltage
which would produce this power in whatever load impedance we are discussing.
Usually we can ignore the particular impedance involved, and compare the
noise power with the carrier power without reducing either to voltage
units.

If we let an represent therms noise voltage per cycle (thermal
noise increased by the noise figure)., we can write

PM System Noise

If the random noise is flat vs. frequency over the transmitted

band from fc-fl to fc+fl , as shown in Figure 3(a), the noise per cycle in
the baseband output of a phase modulation system will similarly be flat
vs. frequency. This can readily be seen by decomposing the interference
into component narrow bandwidths or sinusoids, a procedure which is valid
as long as the principle of superposition holds i.e., as long as carrier
power is much greater than noise power. Specifically, the rms phase
deviation produced by two one cycle bands of noise, one Wn radians per
second above and the other wn radians per second below the carrier will be

radians

This formula is given as part of the second diagram of Figure 3.
If we were transmitting telephone multiplex over such a system,

all channels would be equally noisy. In order to find the noise in dba at
zero transmission level, we would, of course, need some relationship be-
tween rms phase deviation in the radio system and pow:er at the zero level
point. This relationship could be stated in a number of ways; we shall

consider the similar problem in the FM case below in more detail.
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radians/sec.

FM System Noise
Figure 3(c) shows the baseband noise output of an FM system

under the same assumptions as in Figure 3(a) - i.e., flat noise fr0m
fc-f l to fc+f1 , and carrier much greater than noise power. In this case
the baseband noise is proportional to the rms frequency deviation rather
than to the rms phase deviation. The instantaneous frequency deviation
is obtained by differentiation of the instantaneous phase deviation. This
is equivalent to multiplying the amplitude of each frequency component in

the phase deviation by w, as is e.vident from Equation (20-8). Hence, the
rrns frequency deviation per cycle of bandwidth varies directly with the
frequency separation between the carrier and the one cycle band being
considered. Specifically, the rms frequency deviation produced by two
one cycle bands of noise, one Wn radians per second above and the other
Wn radians per second below the carrier will be

w a -12n n
Ac

2
2nf -v'2 an

( . A ) df
c

t'otal rms frequency deviation :::

where a
r1

and Ac have the same definitions as before. This formula is
given as part of the third diagram of Figure 3, with 2nfn written for wn•

The total noise in the entire baseband spectrum will bea
direct function of the total rms frequency deviation. The total rms

frequency deviation may be obtained by integrating the density of the mean
sauare frequency deviation from 0 to f 1 cps and then taking the square
root. ~?his is analogous to summing power over a band. If we replace w
by 2nf the calculation becomes

radians
sec

cps

(20-16)

Similarly, we can find the total rms frequency deviation for a
portion of the spectrum by changing the limits of integration in the above
expressions. A case of particular interest (corresponding to the top
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channel in a multi-channel telephone multiplex signal) is that in which
the bandwidth under consideration is small compared to its separation from
the carrier. For example, we might be interested in a 3 kc band around a
baseband frequency of 4 mc. For such a Of band at baseband frequency f 1 ,
'where f 1 » 5f, the rms frequency deviation is

rms freq. dev. for 5f band at f 1
2fT an-l25'f f 1= --~A----oiiiiiiiI.--

c

an.,l21)f f
1

= A cps
c

radians/sec.

Another way of expressing this is to say that the rms phase devi
ation is given by the ratio of the total rms noise voltage (~-I2Qr) to
the peak carrier voltage (Ac ). The corresponding vector diagram is
analogous to Figure 2. The rms frequency deviation is obtained by
multiplying this ratio by WI or f 1 (radians/sec or cps).
Noise at Zero Transmission Level

We have developed a formula for the rms frequency deviation for
the noise in a narrow slot of the spectrum, such as a telephone channel.
If we are discussing an FM system carrying a telephone load only, and know
the peak frequency deviation ~F for which the system is designed, we can
find the noise at zero level.

First we establish a relationship between the baseband signal
and the peak frequency deviation. We do this by recalling that load
carrying capacity requirements on amplitude modulated telephone systems are
phrased in the following terms: if the system is not to be overloaded more
than 1% of the busy hour, then it must be capable of carrying a sine-wave
signal at a carrier frequency zero db transmission level point of Pa dbm.*
We can assume in an FM system, therefore, that the peak frequency deviation
~F will correspond to the peaks of a sinusoidal baseband signal of Ps dbm,
the maximum signal that we engineer telephone systems to transmit.

We can express these relations in rms terms. The rms value of
the frequency deviation is 6F/~~ if the peak value is 6F and the
variation is sinusoidal. This is the rms deviation corresponding to a
power at a 0 db TLP of P dbm. Let us define this rms frequency deviations
of !IF/~2 as r.

*Such that the peaks of the sine wave reach a voltage that the telephone
signals (during 1% of the busy hour) reach 0.1% or 0.01% of the time.
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Clearly any rms frequency deviation equal to F will produce
Ps dbm of power at the zero level. Consequently the baseband power in dbm
at the zero level point produced by any other rms frequency deviation ?
could be expressed as follows.

Baseband power • (P + 20 log ~ )
S F

dbm (20-17)

In order to get the noise at zero level produced by random noise
at the repeater input we need-only to get the rms frequency deviation due
to the noise and then use the expression above.
Illustrative Example 2

Find the noise (in dba at the -9 db transmission level) in the
noisiest channel at the output of an FM system due to thermal noise at

\

the repeater inputs. The system constants can be taken as follows.

Baseband signal - 1000 telephone channels where each channel
is 3 kc wide but spaced every 4 kc to allow for separation
filters. The baseband signal will be assumed to extend from
zero to 4 mc.

Repeaters - The system consists of 100 repeaters in tandem
where each repeater has an input power of -30 dbm and a noise
figure of 12 db. The bandwidth at the repeater input will be
taken as 20 mc.
Peak freouency deviation = 4 me./s.

Solution*
From the material of Chapter 12, Ps for this system is 24.5 dbmo

This produces a peak frequency deviation of 4 mc, which (since Ps is a
sinusoid) is an rms frequency deviation of 4/~ or 2~ me o

The rms frequency deviation caused by single repeater noise in
a 3 kc band whose baseband frequency location is 4 me (this is the top,
noisiest, channel) can be found from the formula

*We should first justify using, in this case, the methods derived earlier.
These assumed that the noise was small compared to the unmodulated carrier;
is t.his assumption valid here? Let us find the total noise at the
repeater input and compar~ this with the carrier power. The thermal
noise in a 3 kc band is -139 dbm. This is -174 dbm per cycle or -101 dbm
in a 20 me band. If we increase this by the 12 db noise figure, the
total noise is -89 dbm. With only small error in the final result we can
assume ~hat we have a low index system with a carrier power of -30 dbm.
Thus, the carrier to noise ratio is 59 db and the approximate results or
the preceeding sections may be used.
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rms freq. dev. for
M band at f l

= ? = cps

Recalling the significance of these terms, we observe that at repeater
input a ~2Of corresponds to the rms noise voltage for thermal noise

n
power in a 6 kc band (-136 dbm) increased by the 12 db noise figure.

Thus an~2gf corresponds to -124 dbm. Ac corresponds to the peak voltage
of a sine wave (the carrier) whose power is -30 dbm; the peak to rms
relationship is 3 db, so the power corresponding to the peak voltage is
-27 dbm.

The ratio a ~2[f fIlA therefore corresponds to -97 db. Sincen c
we are comparing voltages, db ~ 20 log • ratio, and we find -97 = 20 log
-12 10-5, whence

1 = ~2 10-5 • £1

= ~2 10-5 4 mc/s

From the relationship

Baseband power = (P + 20 log ~) dbm
S F

we find the baseband power at zero TLP to be -69.5 dbm. Converting to
dba at the -9 point (assuming 0 dbm = 82 dba) and adding 20 db to allow
for the fact that we have 100 repeaters (power addition) the final result
is 2305 dba at -9 db TLP o

The reader should note that this is the noise in the top
channel and that the noise has a 6 db per octave slope. The noise in
telephone channels located at lower baseband frequency positions will be
less. For example, in this problem at a frequency equal to one-half the
top frequency the noise in a telephone channel would be 17.5 dbm. The
channel noise vs. frequency of channel is shown by solid line in Figure 40
The dash line will be explained in the next section.
Comparison of FM and PM System Noise

The illustrative problem of the previous section has shown that
the random noise in a telephone channel at the output of an FM system is
dependent on the frequency of the channel. Thus, if the top channel just
meets requirements, the lower frequency channels have unnecessary margin.
This is not very efficient.
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In a phase modulated system the noise is the same in all the

telephone channels, since the phase modulation due to the signal and the
phase modulation due to the random noise are both flat with frequency.

We shall now determine how the noise in a PM system compares with the

noise in the top channel of an n~ system, under the condition that the

rms frequency deviation caused by the transmitted signal is the same for

the tv-IO systems.
An. easy way to approach this problem is to compare the output

of an FM modulator with the output of a PM modulator where the PM modu
lator consists of a differentiator and an FM modulator. This is shown

in Figure 5. We shall assume that the pOvler s~)ectrum of the baseband

signal is flat from 0 cps to f l cps. Thus in the first case: where an

FM wave is produced, the pO\1er spectrum S of the signal applied to the

FM modulator can be written as

S a 2 watts/cps 0 < f < f 1 cps

= 0 elsewhere
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The total power would be

Power = a 2 f watts1 (20-19)

In the second case where a PM wave is produced, the power
spectrum SDiff of the signal applied to the FM modulator would be
parabolic. This is because the voltage spectrum at the output of the

differentiator is proportional to the frequency and the power spectrum is
proportional to the square of the voltage spectrum (i.e., SOiff = kf2,
where k is a constant). If, for the moment, we let the power spectrum in
the top channel at differentiator output be equal to that in the FM case,

a 2 , it follows that k = a2/f1
2 and the expression for SOiff becomes

2
SDiff. =; 2 f2 watts/cps 0 < f < f l cps

1 (20-20)
= 0 elsewhere

From this, the total power would be

Power (Diff.) = rfl a
2

£2 df =JO f2
1

(20-21)

We are now in a position to make a comparison. We have deliberately set
the signal levels in the top channels equal (at FM modulator input). The
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frequency (or phase) deviation caused by the top channel signal will
therefore be the same in the two systems, and the top channel SiN ratios
in the radio links of the two systems will be identical. At final base
band output, the zero TLP noise in the top channels of the two systems
must therefore be the same.

However, we may note that the total power applied to the FM

modulator which is producing phase modulation is only one-third as great
as that applied to the other modulator. Therefore, the rms frequency
deviation will be less by a factor of~. In the PM system this permits
us to raise the signal level by 20 log ~ or 4.8 db and make the rms
frequency deviation the same in each case o We therefore find that for
the same rrns frequency deviation there is a 4.8 db signal-to-noise ad
vantage for pure PM over pure FM. In other words, for the same rms
frequency deviation the random noise in each of the channels at the output
of PM system is 4.8 db below the noise in the worst channel at the output
of an ~~ system. This advantage is shown in Figure 4 for the illustrative
problem of the previous section.

The 40 8 db advantage derived above presents the maximum advantage
which can be obtained by pre-emphasis in front of FM terminals. In
practice, as illustrated in Chapter 19, it is not possible to provide
differentiation of the telephone signal clear down to zero frequency with
out getting into noise difficulties at the output of the differentiator.
For this reason the advantage obtained by pre-emphasis is usually between
3 and 4 db.
FM Advantage

By using frequency modulation it is possible to get better
signal~to-noise performance than would be obtained in an ~1 system with
the same transmitted power. In order to achieve this advantage, however,
it is necessary to use large indices of modulation. Higher order side
bands become important and a wider bandwidth is required than would be
necessary for the corresponding AM systen. The improvement in the signal
to-noise performance which is obtained by using wider bandwidths is some
times referred to as the FM advantage. We shall now examine this
quantitatively.

A single sideband ~1 system with suppressed carrier will be
compared with an ~~ system. The peak power will be assumed to be the
same for both systems. We will examine the AM system firsto
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Let
Ps = power in dbm, at zero transmission level, of the

largest sine wave that the system is designed to

transmit.

N = noise in dbm in a 3 kc band at some low level
point - say repeater input.

PR = power in dbm of the largest sine wave that the
system is designed to transmit, at the low level
point in the system. (Hence, PS-PR is the gain in
the system between the low level point and zero
transmission level.)

The noise in a 3 kc telephone channel at zero level can then
be written as

NoiseAM a Ps - PR + N dbm (20-22)

In an FM system we must define two additional quantitieso These
will be the peak frequency deviation, and the center frequency of the top
telephone channel. The noise will be the highest in this channel.

=

peak frequency deviation - cps
center frequency of top channel - cps

(20-23 )

We observe that the application of P dbm at 0 TLP will produces
a peak frequency deviation of ~Fo

The rms phase modulation produced by the noise in two 3 kc bands
respectively above and below the carrier is given by the ratio of the rms
noise voltage (due to both bands) to the peak carrier voltage. At the low
level point the total noise power is, therefore, N + 3 dbmo Furthermore,
the carrier power at this point is the same as the maximum signal power,
PR dbm, at the low level point in the AM single sideband suppressed carrier
case. This follows from the assumption that peak power in the two systems
is the same. The ratio of the rms noise voltage to the ~ carrier voltage
is then equal to N + 3-PR db, and the ratio of the rms noise voltage to
the peak carrier power is 3 db less. Therefore, we get

rms phase modulation
in 3 kc band = N - PR db with respect

to one radiano
and, by the familiar relationship between phase and frequency deviation,
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rrl1S fre quency
modulation in
a 3 kc band

=

TRAN~1ISSION SYSTEHS

N - PR + 20 log 2n f n db with respect
to one radian/sec.

= db with respect
to one cps

The ratio of the mIS frequency deviation ~F/./2, produced by the
maximum sine wave P which the system has to transmit, to the rms fre-s
quency deviation in a 3 kc band due to noise is

Ratio = (db) = 20 log ~F/~2 + (PR - N - 20 log f n >

= (20-25)

This, then, is the signal-to-noise ratio if P is taken as the signal.s
Finally then the noise at zero level is P dbm minus this ratio in db ors

= (20-26)

Comparison of Equations (20-27) and (20-22) shows that the FM
advantage is

FM advantage = 20 log ~F/~2 f
n (20-27)

We may therefore note that unless the peak frequency deviation
is equal to or greater than the ~2 times the frequency of the top tele
phone channel the ~1 advantage is negative. For an FM system where the
peak frequency deviation is equal to the frequency of the top transmitted
channel, the noise in the top channel would be 3 db higher than in a
single sideband AM system. This is an FM advantage of -3 db. From the
considerations of the previous section, pure phase modulation has a
signal-to-noise ratio which is 4.8 db better than pure FM. Pure phase
modulation has a signa1-to-noise advantage of 1.8 db over amplitude modu
lation when the peak frequency deviation is equal to the frequency of the
top transmitted channel.
Random Noise and Interference in Large Index Systems

In the preceding sections we have assumed that practically all
of the power in an FM wave is in the carrier and have neglected the
effects of sidebands on the noise performance of the system. At this
point we consider briefly the effect of noise and interference in
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high index systems. The effect of sidebands can be included if Equation

(20-12) is rewritten as

(20-28)

Here the only change has been to add the phase modulation ~(t) to the
carrier term. The derivation may be carried out in the same manner as
previously but with a slightly different result. The output may be
written as

M(t) = (20-29)

where
= 1

Ac

N
L

n=l
An sin [w t - cp( t) + e ]n n (20-30)

If we now examine the phase distortion term, ~s(t), we see that
each of the noise components is actually an ~1 wave with the same index of
modulation as the original signal. Therefore, if the sideband energy of
the transmitted ~~ wave is small, the sideband about each noise component
will also be small. The frequency modulation produced by the noise is
obtained by taking the derivative of ~ (t).s

freq. dev. ~t ~s(t)

1 N
= - Z A [Wn-q>f(t}] cos [wnt-q: (t) + en]

Ac n=l n
(20-31)

For high index systems where the number of random noise components is
small the expression above may lead to results which are quite different
from those obtained for a low index system. However, when the inter
ference consists of many components such as is the case with thermal

noise, the spectrum of ~s(t) is usually relatively flat with frequency
even though it consists of a large number of small FM waves instead of a
large number of individual noise components. The frequency deviation ob
tained by taking the derivative therefore tends to have a triangular
spectrum which, for all practical purposes, is the same as the one ob
tained for a low index signal.

Breaking Region
In the previous sections we have considered the phase and fre

quency modulation which is produced by random noise only when the total
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noise power is much less than the carrier power. As long as this is the
case, the signal-to-noise ratio in the baseband output varies linearly
with th,e signal-to-noise ratio in the FM or PM portion of the systemo

When the carrier power is less than about ten times the noise power, this
linearity no longer holds and the output signal-to-noise ratio decreases
faster than the input signal-to-noise ratio is decreased. In this region,
which is referred to as the breaking region, the system rapidly becomes
unusable.
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In general, then, one would not design a system to operate in
this region. However, a system which normally operates in a linear region
may have to operate in the breaking region during deep fades in the radio
signal 0 This is illustrated in Figure 6 for a particular systemo This
figure assumes that the output signal is kept constant during the fade by

an automatic volume control. Consequently, the gain increases as the
signal fades, and the output noise increases linearly with the depth of
fade until the breaking region is reached. The noise then increases at a
faster rate.

A more detailed discussion of the breaking region may be found
in Reference 1.
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Appendix

In Equation (20-1) the equation for the carrier and interfering
sinusoid is written as

M(t) = Ac cos W t + A cos [(w +w )t + 6 ]c n c n n

Use can be made of the trigonometric identity

(20-1A)

cos (A+B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B (20-2A)

to expand the interfering sinusoid component. The expression for the
signal then becomes

Equation (20-)A) can be factored to give

(20-)A)

M(t)

A )
- ~ sin (w t + e ) sin wct)

c n n )

A second trigonometric identity,

a cos A - b sin A = ~2+b2 cos (A + tan-1 ~)

can now be used to write

(20-4A)

(20-5A)

M(t) (2o-6A)



where

A (t)
n Ac
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A A
[1 + ~ cos (w t + g )]2+[ n sin (wnt + 8

n
)]2

c n n ~

20-23

)1 A A
A + [-UJ 2 + 2 -U cos (w t + 9 ) (20-7A)c A A n nc c

and
An sin (w t + 9 )

-1 A n n
cp (t) c (20-8A)= tan An

1 +
n cos (w t + Q )x:-c n n

As soon as the original equation is written in this form the
amplitude and phase modulation become more obvious. A further simpli
fication in the expression for M{t) results if An «Ac • For this con
dition, a binomial expression of An(t) gives

A
A (t) ~ A [1 + An cos (w t + e )J

n c c n n

Similarly,
A

( ) -1 ~l ( )
~ t ~ tan --A sin w t + e

n c n n

A
~ -U sin (w t + e )Ac n n

(20-9A)

(20-10A)

since for small angles the tangent of an angle is approximately equal
to the angle expressed in radians.
Thus,

A A
M(t) ~ A [1+ r n cos(w t+O )]cos[w t + -U sin(wnt + e )]c c c n c Ac n

which is the same as Equation (20~2) of the text.

(20--1lA)
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Chapter 21

USE OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM FOR TRANSMISSION

SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

A non -rigorous derivation of the Fourier Trans
form Pair is made from the Fourier Series to show the ex
tension of the principle of frequency analysis of a periodic
time function to the nOlL-periodic case. The analysis is then
applied to find the spectra of a rectanJtUlar pulse and an im
pulse. The impulse response of an ideal low-pass filter is
derived, and the method for finding the impulse response of
any general low-pass or band-pass transmission character
istic is given.

Introduction
The Fourier Transform is one of our most useful tools for

analyzing some of the effects which arise in transmission systems. In
later chapters this transform \'fill be used to study the effect of trans
mission deviations in frequency modulation and pulse systems. The

present chapter has been included to review some of the important
properties of the Fourier Transform and to illustrate its use.

A signal is usually thought of as a function whose value is

specified at every instant of time. Such a description specifies its
behavior completely. In the case of transmission problems, however,

this form of data is not the most convenient one with which to work,

because we usually have information about lines and networks in terms
of frequency response, rather than in the time domain. We therefore
need a method of passing from the time-domain description of the signal
to a frequency-domain description, and back again. As one might expect,
it is possible to pass from one domain to another by means ot mathem

atical transformations. We are thus enabled to answer such questions
as "A pulse (time-domain) is applied to a transmission line whose char
acteristics we know (frequency-domain); how does the pulse look (time
domain) at the output of the line?"

The duality between frequency and time domains in describing
signals and linear networks is a familiar concept to all those who have
studied engineering, physics, or mathematics. It is so fundamental
that a ~erson often transfers his thinking from one domain to the other
without conscious effort. For instance, one might picture a sine wave,
of frequency rot in the time domain as a snake-like curve which crosse's

21-1
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the time axis 2fo times per second, or in the frequency domain as a
narrow spike located at a point f = f o on the frequency axis and char

acterized by two n~~bers giving its amplitude and phase. In this simple
case, a method of passing from one of these representations to the other
is not difficult to formulate. One can find frequency, amplitude, and

phase from a time domain picture of a sinusoidal wave by merely counting

and measuring appropriate dimensions. Similarly, the time domain wave
form can be constructed if these quantities are given. For more com
plicated waveforms this transformation is not so simple and a more
sophisticated method must be employed to pass from one domain to the
other. The Fourier Transform Pair is the mathematical formalization of
this useful concept and, as such, is an indispensable tool vfhen dealing
with si~nal or network.

Mathematical and Philosophical Background
The alternative description of a signal in the time and fre

0uency domain is based upon the fact that when sine waves of various
fre~uencies are combined with suitable amplitudes and phases, their sum
can be made to approximate anyone of a large group of time signals.
Similarly, anyone of these signals can be decomposed into these com
ponent sine waves. A good starting point for a non-rigorous derivation
of the Fourier Transform Pair* is the more familiar Fourier Series given
by:

f(t)
A

= ...Q. +
2

00

~ (An cos nwot + Bn sin nwot)
n=l

(21-1)

in which

1 S P ret) cos nwot dt, n=O,1,2, •••
p -p

~ sP ret) sin nwot dt, n=1,2,3, •••
-p

( 21-2)

(21-3)

*A number of elegant deviations of the Fourier Integral and Transform
exist in the literature. (e.g., f'fJIodern Analysis", Chapter IX, by
\~hittaker and T~f!atson, or "Advanced Engineering Mathematics n by C. R.
vlylie, Jr., Chapter 5). Presented here is a simpler derivation whose
principal purpose is to make less mysterious to the mathematically un
sophisticated certain features, such as the concept of n~gative fre
ouencies and the use of the exponential time function, eJwt. The deriv
ation given here is not a general one. The case of an even time function
is chosen for simplicity and to clarify particular points of interest!·
A similar procedure can be applied to the general case, however.
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Equation (21-1) is the familiar Fourier series, in which

12p = f o

= fundamental frequency of
periodic time function

~ = duration of fundamental periodf o

21-3

The validity of this concept is often crudely demonstrated
in the laboratory by taking a fundamental frequency and adding to it
proper proportions of harmonics to form a square wave or, conversely,
a square wave can be passed thl~ough a wave analyzer to show that it is
made up of a combin~tion of harmonically related sinusoids. There is
a rigorous mathematical proof of the validity of the relationship
between a periodic time function and its representation in the frequency
domain which will not be covered here. For our purpose, it is assumed
that the student is familiar with this idea and the Fourier Series will
be used to develop the Integral and Transform.

One point should be emphasized. ~~en we say that a periodic
time function can be represented as a set of discrete, harmonically
related frequency components, we are saying that a statement of the
amplitude and distribution of the frequency components is as complete
and as accurate a description of a signal as is the time function it
self, and that we ought to be able to think of a sienal in terms of
either, choosing the frequency domain or time domain as convenience
dictates. The Fourier Integral and the Fourier Transform will simply
extend this concept to cover non-periodic functions. This extension
is needed because we transmit not periodic, but non-periodic, functions
of time. Telephone signals are typical examples - whether we transmit
AM., F1'J1, or PCM, the signals do not repeat periodically, but constantly

change their character.

Derivation
Let us assume ~he special case of an even time function. An

even time function is one in which f(t) = f{-t)j that is, it is symmet
rical about the vertical axis. The integral of an even time function
taken between symmetrical linlits about the vertical axis equals t,~ice

the integral from the zero axis to either of the two limits. This be
comes obvious if we remember that ST f(t) dt is actually the area under

-T
the f(t) curve from -T to T and that if f(t) is symmetrical about the
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vertical axis then the area between t = -T and t = 0 equals the area
between t ~ 0 and t = T. (See Figure 1.) Expressed analytically,

T TS f(t) dt ~ 2 S f(t) dt
-T 0

when fet) is an even function.

P:1

!~~2P~
~

(21-4)

o TIME ------

An Even Periodic Function of Time

Figure 21-1

Equation 21-1 shows f(t) to be a function of sine and cosine
terms. A cosine curve is an even function [cos wt = cos (-wt)]. A sine
curve is odd [sin wt = -sin (-wt)]. If f(t) is an even function it must
consist only of even components. Therefore, for an even function of time
f(t), there are no sine terms and Equations (21-1, 2, 3) become (ignoring
the d.c. term):

00

f(t) = ~ An cos nwot
n=l

A = l SP f(t) cos nwot dt
n P t=O

B = 0n

Using (21_6) we can write (21-5) as:

f(t) ::I 0; Il SP f(t) cos nwot dJ cos nwot
n=l ~ t ..O 'J

(21-5 )

(21-6)

(21-7)

(21-8)

Multiply thru by n :
TT

f(t) = c:; ~ SP f(t) cos nw t dJ (cos nw t) (.u) (21-9)
n=l ~ t=O 0 J 0 p
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The periodic time function f(t) is thus represented by a
Fourier Series which consists, in the frequency domain, of an infinite
number of discrete sinusoids. Plotted in terms of amplitude vs fre
quency, these would be a series of spikes at angular frequencies of
lw , 2w ,3w •••• nw having amplitudes AI' A2 , A3 •••• An. In addition,
000 0

of course, there is a dc component of amplitude Ao/2.
It is convenient to write w for nw , and to note that npn 0

(the last factor in 21-9) is equal to w , the separation between theo
discrete cosinusoids, and to call this separation 6w.

FREQUENCY --..

o

Discrete Frequency Components of Periodic Function of Time

Figure 21-2

Substituting ~w for!! and w for nw in (21-9), we havep n 0

~ rg sp f(t} cos w t dJ (cos w t) (6w) (2l_l0)
n=l ~ t=O n ~ n

We have been discussing a periodic function of period 2p. If we
let ~ our periodic function of many cycles becomes a periodic
time function of one cycle -- in plain, non-mathematical language,
a single, non-cyclical pulse. This will introduce some interesting
changes in Equation (21-10). We began this demonstration with a
periodic time function whose frequency transform was a series of spikes
separated by Wo = 6w = ~. By letting ~we make 6w - dw. In other
words the frequency spikes have now moved closer together so that they
have actually become a continuum. Thus we find that the frequency trans
form of a non-periodic time function contains energy at all frequencies
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and not only at discrete frequencies, as is the case for periodic func
tions. When we let p approach infinity, we can drop the subscript n,
knOWing that w represents any frequency and not only harmonics of some
fundamental.

Also, since letting ~moves the frequency components infin
itely close together, it can be shown that the summation from n=l to
n=oo will approach a definite integral, thus

00 00

L cos wnt. t:.w - S cos wt dw
n=l w=O

r

Equation 21-10 can now be written
00 00

f(t) = S [~! f(t) cos wt dt] cos wt dw
w=o 11 t.-O

If, for convenience, we define a new quantity*
00

g(w) = ~ f f(t) cos wt dt
11 t=O

Equation 21-11 becomes
00

f(t) = 2 S g(w) cos wt dw
w=o

(21-11)

( 21-12)

Equations (12) and (13) closely resemble the Fourier
Transform Pair, except that the exponential time function e jwt is
missing and the concept of negative fre~uency has not. been introduced.
These arise' from the n~athernatics involved in converting (12) and (13)

to· rnore convenient forms, as follows:

Recall that, i.c~'

cos wt = 1 (e jwt + e- jwt ) (21-14)
2

and substitute this in (21-12)

g(w) 1 S00 f(t) [e jwt + e- jwt ] dt
2fT 0

00 00

= in J 0 f(t) e jwt
dt + ~n f Of(t) e-

jwt
dt (21-15)

* The particular choice of lin as the multiplier is an arbitrary one;
we could associate the lin factor with the remainder of the expression
in~tead of vnth g(w), or we could split it into two factors, each
l/-/rr, and associate one vlith g(w) and one 1:Jith the rest of the ex
pression for f(t). Various authors make different choices here.

**See appended note on negative frequencies.
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(21-17)

Consider the first term of (15); we can reverse the limits and change

the sign of this first term:

gl ;: in S: ret) e jwt
dt = -2; J: ret) e

jwt
dt (21-16)

Since integrating f (t) from 00 to 0 is the same as integrating f (-t )

from -00 to 0, vie can change the sign of t vlherever it occurs provided

we also change the signs of the limits:

1 S a ( ) -jwt d( )gl = - 2n .J:JO r -t e -t

= in S: r(-t) e- jwt
dt

We have said f(t) is an even function such that f(t)

therefore

f (-t ) ,

gl = ~ S 0 ret) e- jwt dt (21-18)
2fT ..DO

Going back to ecuation (15), and writinG the first term as in (18)
o 00

g(w} = 21 J ret) e- jwt dt + i S ret) e- jwt dt
'IT -00 'IT 0

IJ oo ·t
= -- f(t) e-JW dt

211 ..00
(21-19)

This is the conventional form of the Fourier Transform, which together
with the Fourier Integral (which we shall consider next) makes up the
Fourier Transform pair. Before we continue, it will be instructive to
pause for a moment to examine g(w) as given by (21-19); it has a
symmetry property vlhich vTill prove highly useful.

Consider the function g(-w), which we can derive from (21-19)
merely by changing the sign of w wherever it occurs;

g(-w) = ~ S:r(t) e jwt dt (21-20)

while the conjugate of g(w), denoted by g~~(w), can be written by
following the general rule that if we have an expression for a function,
the conjugate is obtained by merely changing the sign of j wherever it
occurs. T11us, from (21-19):

00

g*(w) = in S.J:JO ret) ejwt
dt (21_21)

Thu.s

(21 -22)

implying that

(21-23)
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and
-gr(W) = gr(-w)

all under the stipulation that f(t) be a real function.

Now, consider Equation (13)
00

f(t) = 2 J g(w) cos wt dw
o

(21-24)

(~l-13)

We know that f(t) is a real function. The right-hand side
of equation (13) must, therefore, also be real. Since cos wt is real,
it follows that in this particular case g(w) is real. Being entirely

real, with no imaginary component, g(w) for the case we are considering
must be an even function of frequency - that is, g(w) = g(-w), from
(21_23). This is a consequence of having chosen f(t) as an even function
of tirne, and should not be taken as a general truth.

Knowing g(w) to be an even function in this case, we can
manipulate (:21-13) as we did ("21-12), first expanding it and then
manipulating the second term as we did the first in the case of 21-12,
and concluding with

f(t) = Joo g(w) e jwt dw
..IXJ

( Zl-25)

This is the Fourier Integral, also called the Inverse

Fourier Transform. While the above derivation is not a generalized

one*, having been chosen to easily demonstrate the ideas involved, the
results given by (21-19) and (21-25) are much more general. They apply
to any function of time if it is a single-valued function, has only a
finite number of discontinuities and a finite number of maxima and

minima in any finite interval, and if the integral S~ If(t)1 dt con
verges. All signals of practical interest in communications satisfy
the above conditions. ·The integral condition might seem to be a
serious li1nitation. However, since all practical sources of voltage
and current have finite energy, it follows that the integral must
converge.

Summary
To recapitulate: the representation of a signal as a sum

of sine waves was first pointed out by Fourier and is embodied as
the well known Fourier Series represeptation of periodic functions.

*For example, some readers may note that we could have manipulated the
expanded versions of (12) and (13) to change the signs of the jwt ex~
ponent in (19) and l25). This is a result of having chosen the special
ease of f(t) an even fUnction.
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More generally, the process of decomposing a non-periodic signal is
called Fourier Analysis, while the inverse is known as Fourier Synthesis.
These processes can be carried out mathematically by evaluating the

following definite integrals:

Fourier Transform (Fourier Analysis)

Fourier Integral (Fourier Synthesis)-

Soo -t 1
ret) = g(w)e Jw dw = ff- [g(w)]

.J:JO

(21-26)

(21-27)

where the tl notation is an operational fo~rn, w is the frequency and t

the time variable, f(t) is the time function and g(w) is its represen
tation in the frequency domain. Together these integrals are known as
the Fourier Transform Pair.* They can be used for any function of
time which satisfies the conditions stated in the preceding section.

Spectrum of a Rectangular Pulse
The time function shown in Figure 3 will serve to illus

trate the use of the transform. The function can be expressed as:

(f(t) = 0
(
(r(t) = E
(
(f(t) = 0

-DO < t < -M2
-~/2 < t < ~/2

t1/2 < t < 00

(21-2$)

Thus the transform is
1 S

~/2 -
g(w) = --2 E e-Jwt dt

fT -~/2
{21-29}

It can be sho,~ that
~ 2 · ~

S2' e jwt dt =s~nw 2'
~ w

- 2

Multiplying numerator and denominator by ~ to obtain a Si~ x
we obtain:

g ( ) _ E~ sin w ~/2
w - 2fT w ~72

- - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - -

(21-30)

form

(21-31)

*In many texts, the !L2n factor in 2~-26 is replaced by 1/~2n, and f(t)
is set equal to 1/~2rr times the right hand side of 21-27. This is
merely a change in the arbitrary definition of g{w} which was given
in E~uation 21-12.
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The cor-responding frequency and phase spectra are also plotted
in Figure 3. Note that here again we have chosen to analyze an even
function of time, and in consequence g(w) is real. This is a special
case; in general g(w) is a complex function:

g(w) = Ig(w) I e j9 (w) = gR(w) + j gr(ILl) (21-32)
where gR(U)) and. gr(w) are the real and imaginary parts respectively of
g(w). In the exanple above g(w) is real, but contains phase reversals
in sorne portions of the spectrum. The fregllenc1r spectrum referred to
above is the absolute value of g(w), while the phase spectrum is the
value of the phase angle 8(w) associated with g(w) [Note that a phase
reversal is the same as a change in sign of g(w)]. Both amplitude and
phase information are necessary to specify a time function since both
are contained in g(w), whi9h is required for the Fourier synthesis pro
cedure. In fact, a given frequency spectrum can result from anyone of
an infinite number of time functions, each of which results in a different
phase spectrum.

Transmission Characteristics vs Impulse Response
It was pointed out earlier that time functions are sometimes

not convenient to work with analytically, and it was implied that in
some cases the complex spectrum can be utilized to simplify rather

f (tl

T
E

~

..
w

Non-Periodic Time Function and its Frequency and Phase Spectra

Figure 21-3
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complicated ~roblems. The advantages to be had by operating in the fre
quency domain arise fronl the simDle relation betvveen the input and output

of linear networks when specified in that dimension. In a typical problem,
the input function has a spectrum g.(w) and the output g (w). The trans-

1 0
mission path can be likewise described by a frequency function which is
its transfer impedance, transfer voltage or current ratio, or what is
comlTIonly called its "frequency response". This function is denoted by
Y(w) and can be established by computation from the kno~m circuit con

stants of the system or experimentally by means of a sine wave test
signal input and a suitable output meter to measure amplitude and relative
phase.

The relationship between the input and output spectra of a
time signal applied to a network is particularly simple. In complex
notation:

go(w) = Y(w) gi{w}

In polar form:
Frequency spectrum: Igo (w) I = iy(w) I Igi (w) I
Phase spectrum: 8o (w) = 8y (w) + 8i (w)

(21-33 )

(21-34)

( 21-35)

The validity of these relations rests upon the superposition
principle since g is computed by assuming that it is a linear combin-o
ation of the responses of the network to the each frequency component

in the input wave individually. This observation implies that if the
response of a linear system to the gamut of sine wave excitations is
known, then its response to any oth?r waveform can be found uniquely
by merely decomposing that wave into its Fourier co~ponents and com

puting the response to each individual component. The output waveform,

fo(t), can be found by evaluating the Fourier Integral of go(w}. The
convenient generality underlined above is the basis for all sine wave
testing techni~ues used in practice. It should be noted, however, that
it is useful only for linear systems since it is only in such systems
that superposition is generally valid. In the case of a non-linear de
vice, such as a rectifier, the response to each input waveform must be

computed separately and the network's complex frequency response does
not allow generalization to include other functions.*

*It has been suggested that a complete specific~tion of a non-linear
system can be had by noting its response to an infinitely long sample
of random noise, since such a sample will contain all possible viave
forms. It i~ conceivable that practical test procedures for specific
devices can be formulated from this proposal.
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The network can also be completely described in terms of its
"impulse response". An impulse is the result approximated when we narrow
a pulse without limit while keeping its area (~ in Figure 3, usually
set equal to unity or denoted by 8) unchanged. In the time domain.

then, an impulse is a signal having energy but vanishingly small duration*.
The corresponding frequency spectrum, which can be found from Equation
(21-31) by setting E~ equal to unity and letting ~/2 approach zero, con-
tains all frequencies from - 00 to + 00, of equal phase and of amplitude
1/2n. The impulse response of a network is the time function y(t) that
would be found at the output as a result of applying an impulse to the in
put terminals. Since the time function applied to the input has a flat
frequency spectrum we would expect y(t), the time function at the output,
to have a spectrum which differed from flatness by the frequency charac

teristic of the network. In other words, Y(w) gives the frequency and
phase spectra of y(t). Expressed analytically, an impulse input 1/2n to a
network Y(w) produces an output y(t) given by

~ [y(t)] = ~ Y(w)

from which it follows that
00

Y(w) = J y(t) e- jwt dt
-00

(21-)6)

and also

( 21-37)

The impulse response is, of course, a real function of time. Thus the
properties of g{w) stated in Equations 22, 23, and 24 also hold for Y(w).
That is,

Y(-w) = y*(w)
YR(w) YR(-w) (21-38)

-YI(w) = Yr{-w)

Iy(w) I= IY(w) I
where YR and Yr are respectively the real and imaginary parts of Y(w).

~ - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - -
*Similarly we also speak of single frequencies as impulses in the fre

ouency domain - that is, spikes having amplitude but no bandwidth.
The mathematician's symbol for an impulse is o(x), meaning a function
which is zero everywhere except where the argument "x" is zero. Thus
S(w-~) means a spike at a frequency of WI' since when the variable w
is eqUal to WI, the argument is zero.
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These are extremely important properties of any physical

transmission path. They are expressed in words by saying that the
real component of any physical transmission characteristic will display
even symmetry about zero frequency, and the imaginary component will
display odd symmetry. This fact will be made use of frequently in sub-

sequent discussion.

Impulse Response of Ideal Low-Pass Filter
As an example of the usefulness of the Fourier Transform

Pair and the ideas we have been developing, let us now consider a

problem in pulse transmission.
Suppose we are transmitting information by Pulse Code

Modulation. At the transmitting terminal, we either send or do not
send a pulse at time t l , t 2 etc. At the receivinp- end, the problem

is to tell ,~hether or not a pulse is present at time t i •

-----I+~ -~

2345678 2345678 TIME ----.

Two Possible Successive PCM Signals

Figure 21-4

For example, the difference between two successive code signals
(as illustrated by Sl and 52 in Figure 4) might lie in the fact that 51
has a pulse at position 5, whereas 52 does not. If anything happens to
these signals which will tend to disguise this fact, our receiver will tend

to make an error in trying to distinguish between 51 and 52-

If our transmitting medium were of unlimited bandwidth, had no
delay distortion, and were free of noise, there would be no difficulty.
This, of course, is not the case; let us examine first the idealized case
of bandwidth limitation alone.

One of the possible sources of error is this: the energy in
the fourth pulse position of 52 may spillover into position 5, where
ideally no energy should be. Let us inquire whether it will, and if so,
how seriously, and let us first ask this question with reference to the
system transmission characteristic shown in Figure 5. This idealized
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transmission characteristic has a constant, finite value* of attenuation
from dc to f l , and infinite attenuation above fl. It has no delay

distortion for frequencies from dc to II; delay distortion above f l
is of no consequence, of course. (This is an easy case to analyze

first - it happens to be impossible to achieve it, but it can be
approachedo More achievable characteristics are more complicated

to analyze, so we will defer consideration of them till we have

looked at this easier case.)

~I....-..--------......
>-

FREG-+f ,

z
oen
(J)

~
en
z
<t
a::
~ 0 L-... ...&... _

o

Idealized Low Pass Transmission Characteristic

Figure 21-5

The next question we have to settle is: what assumption
shall we make as to the spectrum of the input pulse at position 4?
Off-hand one would be inclined to assume a rectangular pulse, though
in fact we know that real pulses are never ideally rectangular. We

can make our problem even simpler than this, however. Let us compare

the spectrum of an impulse (flat vs frequency, with no phase reversals)

with the spectrum of a rectangular pulse in the region of w=O (almost

flat for very low frequencies). We see that if the transmitted band-

width is small enough compared to the first frequency at which {sin x}/x be
comes zero, the output will be the same whether we take the input to be

a narrow rectangular pulse or an impulse. The spectrum of an impulse

is so easy to handle analytically that we shall assume the input to be
an impulse. If we want to refine our results later we can do so by

modifying the input spectrum to have the (sin x}/x shape, or we can

modify our Y(w). Which we modify, of the two factors that appear as a

product, does not matter.

- - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Any finite value of attenuation would do, since we are not introducing
noise yet. Zero db attenuation (unity transmission) is a convenient
value to use.
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7*. Clearly the optimum time

As a numerical example, suppose

To recapituate, our problem is: what is the signal, as a
function of time, at the output of the path having the characteristic

shown on Figure 5, if the input f(t) is an impulse -- more briefly, what
is the impulse response of such a transmission path?

To answer this, let us first note that we can plot !Y(w) I for
negative as well as positive frequencies. By the relations of Equations

21-38, the plot would look like Figure 6 (where WI = 211' f l has been sub
stituted for f 1 ).

, IV(Wll

o

Idealized LP Characteristic (Pas & Neg Freq)

Figure 21-6

.From Equation 21-37, the output pulse is

Obviously, from Figure 6, this (ignoring the constant delay) gives:

y(t) = ~J
+wl

e jwt dw (21..39)
-wl

This is very similar to Equation (21-29) • The result is:

y(t) -
WI sin WIt

l21-40)
11' (uit

This is plotted on Figure

for the next pulse is at t = 1/2 fl.

- - - - - - - ~ ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - -
~~t=O on this plot is arbitrary; for a physical network which approx
imated the characteristic of Figure 5 and 6, the zero time point would
represent the delay of the transmission path.
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Y(t) At Output of LP Transmission Path

Figure 21-7

the cut-off of the transmission path is at 500 kc - then the interval
between impulses should be 1 ~s (repetition rate, 1 mc). A shorter
interval will tend to make the receiver think a pulse is present when
in fact it is not; a longer interval will result in some cancellation
when the following pulse is present.

This result - the spacing of pulses to avoid intersymbol
crosstalk - is one of the fundamental theorems of pulse transmission.

The above example illustrates sufficiently the way in which
the Fourier Transform Pair can be used. Starting with an input signal
which is a given function of time, we can find the signal (as a function
of time) at the output of a network if \'le know the transmission char
acteristic of the network. Our data and results may be expressed in
very general functional terms in order to display the nature of a prob
lem, or specific formulae may be used to obtain specific numerical
results. In any particular case, finding the solution may be easy
(as in the illustrative example above) or may involve laborious or
clever mathematical manipulation of the specific functions involved in
the problem. The basic idea remains the same.

This might be taken as the conclusion of this chapter, since
our purpose was to illustrate the basic ideas involved, and there is
no end to the illustrative examples that we could go on to consider.
There is, however, one type of problem that is of great practical im
portance in transmission, and that involves a type of manipulation
that is often skimmed over by authors who are (properly) concerned
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with the results rather than the reader's comprehension of the procedure
by which they are obtained. This is the analysis of the bandpass
problem. The remainder of this chapter is therefore devoted to a dis
cussion of the band pass case. An interesting application of this
occurs when we analyze the transmission of a very short pulse through
a low-pass characteristic which has a gradual cut-off.*

I~pulse Response of Low Pass Characteristic With Gradual Cutoff

It was stated earlier that the lovl-pass characteristic of
Figure 5 was unrealizable. To make our results on the preceding
PCM problem more meaningful, and further illustrate the use of the
Fourier Transform Pair, let us consider the impulse response of the
transmission characteristic sho\nl in Figure 8.

Idealized LP Characteristic with Gradual Cutoff

Figure 21-8

This can be considered as the sum of two transmission paths
as illustrated in Figure 9, where the bandpass path has odd symmetry
about 001- The total impulse response is the sum of the impulse responses
of the two paths; we already know the answer for the low pass path,
and need only find the impulse response for the band pass case.

Resolution of Gradual Cutoff Into Component Paths

Figure 21-9

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*The following discussion is adnpt8d, with changes, from Monograph 2284.

"Theoreti.cal Fundamentals of PulGe Transmission", by E. D. Sunde.
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Band-pass Tra~s£ormations

A band-pass transmission characteristic, specified in terms of
amplitude A(w) and phase B(w), can be written, like any other transmission
characteristic

( 21-41)

In dealing with band-pass characteristics, it is convenient to
consider the symmetry (or lack of symmetry) of the characteristic about a
reference frequency wr within the transmitted band. For this purpose we
define a new variable u, thus

(21-42)

In terms of the new variable u, the band-pass characteristic can be ex
pressed as

G(u) a(u) ejb(u) (21-43)
where

a(u) = A(u+wr ) (21-44)

b(u) B(u+(a)r) - B«(a) ), U > -(a)r(or (a) > 0) j
+ B«(a):), U < -(a)r(or (a) > OJ

(21-45)
= B(u+wr )

B(wr ) can, in any particular case, be evaluated as some angle, which :for

convenience we will define as ~. Then

b(u) = B(u+wr ) - ~, U > -wrj
(21-46)

= B(u+wr ) + ~ , U < -f.dr

This transformation shi£ts the transmission characteristic, as
shown in Figure 10, so that on the u-axis the point of zero relative £re
quency (i.e., the u ;;I 0 point) corresponds 'to the (a) = (a)r point on the
(a)-axis. Note that in 2.ddition to the lateral shin, we have made a
vertical shift in the phase characteristic to make the phase shift zero
at u = O. This is merely for mathe~tical convenienc'e; it does not change
the delay (slope of phase curve) or delay distortion (variation in slope
of phase curve) of the path. It should be recalled that the phase char
acteristic of any physical transmission path must display odd symmetry
about zero frequency. This fundamental property applies whether the
characteristic is plotted on the w-axis or, in this case, the u-axis.
Therefore, it is necessary to write two relations, as in (21-46), so that
when analytically expressing the vertical shift o£ the phase characteristic
the odd symmetry property is maintained.
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, A (W)

21-19

o Wr

ta (u )

t 8(W)

w--+

Translation of 'Y{w) to G{u)

Figure 21-10

u--.

Note: This sort of frequency shift is often performed without explicitly introducing a new variable such as "u". One could, in thesecond of the above diagrams, label the horizontal axis as wratherthan u; the function being plotted is then A ( w+ w ~ "The p·oint
U= -CUr would then be labeled w= -Wr Similarly rthe bottom graphwould become a plot of B (w + Wr) against W 0 Taken together theyform a plot of Y(w + Wr); obviously this will, for w= 1 kc, have thesame ordinate value as Y( w) had for w= wr +I kc. Occasionally itis then convenient to define a new function such as H( (a) = Y(w+ wr ).
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The impulse response, it will be recalled, is

y(t) =!rr I:: Y(w) e
jwt dw

= 1- r: A(w)ej[wt+B(w)] dw
2n ~

lI~= 2n ~ A(w) cos [wt+B(w)] dw

+00

+ ~ I~ A(w) j sin [wt+B(w)] dw

(21-47)

(21-48)

(21-49)

(21-50)

The second of these integrals is equal to zero, since A(w)
has even symmetry and sin[wt+B(w)] has odd symmetry, giving odd symmetry
to the whole expression to be integrated. On the other hand, the function
to be integrated in the first of these integrals has even symmetry, so the
area from ~ to ~ is merely twice the area from zero to~. Therefore,

00

y(t) =1 I A(w) cos [wt+B(w)] dw
IT 0

[Note that so far this is valid for the general case of the
impulse response of any physical network.]

Now let us transform (21-50) into a forw which is more con-
venient for bandpass problems.

For A(w) substitute a(u)
For B(w) substitute b(u) + ~

For dw substitute du
For wt substitute ut + w tr
For w=O substitute u = -wr

[At this point it might be noted that it is often advantageous
to change the upper limit of integration from infinity to some specific
frequency above which the transmission is zero. In some cases, A(w) is
zero when w > 2wr , which can lead to a convenient symmetry of the limits
of integration later.]

Equation 21-50 then reads:

But

y(t) = 1 SOO a(u) cos Cut + w t + b(u) + P]du
IT -w r

r

cos[ut + ~rt + b(u) + ~)] • cos Ewrt + ~) + (ut + b(u»]

(21-51)

(21-52)
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which is the cos (a+~) form, and can be written

cos(wrt+~) cos rut + b'(~)] - sin (wrt + P) sin[ut + b(u)]

21-21

(21-53)

Since (w t + ~) is a constant vs w, we can write the sin and cosr
functions of this quantity outside the integral sign, and obtain:

cos(Wrt + ~) f 00

y(t) = a(u) cos rut + b(u)] dun -wr

sin (w t + MJocr a(u) sin Cut + b(u)] du (21-54)fT -wr

We will be able to see the significance of this expression a little
better if we split each integral (from -w to 00) into two integrals r
one from -wr to zero, the other from zero to infinity. This gives:

y(t) = [R (t) + R+ (t)]cos (wrt + s)

+ [Q_ (t) - Q+ (t)]sin (wrt + ~)

where we define
_-tTl JOR_(t) a(u) cos [ut + b(u) ] du

-wr

wr
= 1 J a(-u) cos rut - b(-u)] du*

fT 0

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(21-55)

(21-56)

*Obtaining(2i-56)from the line above involves first recognizing that

o a
J rex) dx = S r(-~) dx (see sketch)

-8 0

and then, because cos (y) cos (-y), substituting

cos [ut - b(-u)] for cos [-ut + b(-u)]

f (X) "- / f (-X)

-Q o X---+ o a.

E~uat1on (21-58) is obtained in a similar manner.
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00

R+(t) = 1 J a(u) cos Cut + b(u)] du
iT 0

Wr
1 J a(-u) sin [ut - b(-u)] du
TT 0

00

1 S a(u) sin rut + b(u)] du
TT 0

(21-58)

(21-59)

The envelope r(t) of the impulse transmission characteristic
is given by

(21-60 )

Comparison of 21-57 with 21-50 shows that R+ can be identified
with the impulse characteristic of a low pass system having the same
frequency characteristic above zero as the bandpass system has above w •

r
Similarly 21-56 can be identified \~i th the impulse charact-

eristic of a low pass system which from 0 to wr has the characteristic
that the band-pass has from 0 to -Wre

(a)
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS

(b)
IMPULSE CHARACTERISTICS

o
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a) Idealized transmission characteristic with gradual
cut-off, 3, obtained by superposition of characteristic
with sharp cut-off, 1, and characteristic, 2, with odd
symmetry about CI) 1- Linear phase shift assumed.

b) Associated impulse responses.

Figure 21-11
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The impulse characteristics Q_ and Q+ arise from asymmetry in
the transmission characteristic with respect to wr - Their algebraic sum
is not present in low-pass systems, since by definition the amplitude
characteristic has even symmetry and the phase characteristic odd
symmetry with respect to zero frequency.

The first and second components of (21-55) are referred to as
the in-phase and quadrature components of the impulse characteristic of

band-pass systems.
Application of Bapd-Pass Transfonaationto a Gradual Cutoff Characteristic

The final evaluation of the impulse response of the trans
mission characteristic shown in Figure g is now merely a matter of
choosing an appropriate bandpass characteristic for the second network of
Figure 9, and going through the mathematics. The analysis is simplified
if we let wr ~ and choose a low-pass shape such that the band-
pass component has odd symmetry about ~ and is defined by a simple
equation.

As an illustration of the method, the impulse response of the
band-pass component of the transmission characteristic shown in Figure 11
will be found. Let the band-pass characteristic be given by

A(w) 1 sin
rr(w-w1 )

~ S (a) S ~+(a)x )2[1 - 2~ ]

l
n«a)-(Ux)

)

= - ¥l + sin 2w ] ~-(a) < fa) < ~ )
(21-61)x- -

Jx
)

= 0 for all other values of w l
In general, to obtain the time function plotted in Figure 11

the delay (slope of the phase curve) for the low-pass and band-pass paths
should be equal, and the phase curves linear. For convenience in this
problem, however, let B(w) equal zero. If follows, then, that

a(u) = ~[l - sin ~ ] O<u<w )
- - x )x

)

~[l + sin 2: ] -wx S u :-; 0
),

(21-62)x
)

0 for all other values of u
)

lb(u) = 0 for all values of u )
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At this point in the problem it is important to recognize some
characteristics of the band-pass function being considered. In the first
place, the function possesses odd symmetry about the u = 0 (or w = 001)

axis. As a result, the summation of the R components in the first term
of Equation (21-55) must be zero since this term exists only when the
function has an even symmetry component. That this sum will turn out to
be zero for this characteristic can be seen by examining Equations (21-56)
and (21-57). Both integrals must have the same magnitude because each
evaluates the area under the same shape curve (i.e., a curve of the form
a(u) cos ut), but since ~ne integral involves a(-u) and the other a{u),
and since a(u) is an odd function, integration between the same limits
causes the sign of the areas to be opposite. Thus,

R (t) = -R (t)+

Similar reasoning leads to the conclusion that

Q (t) = - Q (t),
+

a condition which must be so for a function such as this which possesses
wholely odd symmetry about u = O. Applying these conditions, Equation

(21-55) becomes (letting ~ = wr ),

00

= -2 sin WIt [ 1 I a(u) sin ut du]
fT 0

Z. sin WIt fW
x ~[1 - sin ~ ] sin ut du

fT 0 X
(21-6)

Here the notation Yb (t) is used to denote that Equation
(21-63) gives the impulse response of only the band-pass component of
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the transmission characteristic shown in Figure 11. The problem now
becomes one of performing the integration and combining terms o Thus,

Yb(t) = - 1 sin ~t[rx sin ut du - JW
x

sin ~u sin ut dU]
fT 0 0 Wx

- ! sin
TT

+ sin (it + t)WxJ

2 (..1L + t)2wx

sin {~ t)wx

2 (2: - t)
x

1 sin ~t If -t cos wxt [1 ](
n ( 2w t 2 )

1 _ (_x_)
n

= - ~n
sin <a>;tt
~t

cos 'wxt ]

2w t 2
1 ~ (_x_)

n

(21-64)

Equation ( 21-64) gives the impu.lse response of the band-pass

characteristic, which is plotted in Figure 11 for the particular case
of Wx = w1/2. The impulse response of the complete filter can be

f~und by adding the impulse response of an ideal low-pass filter to
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Yb(t). Equation (21-40) showed the impulse response of an ideal low-pass
filter of cut-off frequency ~ to be

Yl(t) =
sin ~ t

~t
(21-65)

Adding Equation (21-65) to (21-64) gives the impulse response
of the graqual cut-off characteristic as

yet)
~ sin (a)l t

TT ~ t
(21-66)

Note that for the case plotted in Figure 11 the zeros still occur at the
same time as for the original sharp low-pass characteristic, but the
amplitude of the preceding and succeeding oscillations has been con
siderably reduced. This effect of a gradual cut-off characteristic is
important in reducing interference between adjacent pulses, as will be

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 27.

Limits of Integration and Time Varying Spectra in Fourier Analysis
An examination of the Fourier Integral (Equation 21-2Tt indicates

that in order to determine the function of time corresponding to a
particular frequency spectrum, it is necessary to know that spec~rum from
d.c. to infinite frequencies. In the application of Fourier Synthesi.s in
any real situation, the signal under study will always have been generated
by a source capable of producing only a finite range of frequencies.
Similarly, it will have been.~ rried by a medium capable of transmitting
only a finite bandwidth. Hence, it will be necessary to examine the
spectrum only in this region, and it can be assumed to be zero outside
this region. It might be suspected that such a finite bandwidth would
restrict the number of time functions which can be synthesized. In
Chapter 25 we will find this is indeed the case. Only those functions
can be synthesized whose fastest time-rate of change is of the same
order as the rate of change of the highest frequency component that may
be present.

If we now look at the Fourier Transform (Equation 21-26), we
find that here also the integral extends from minus infinity time to
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plus infinity time. It shows that if a particular function is known from
the beginning to the end of time, a corresponding time-invarient* fre
quency spectrum can be found. To say that in a practical situation we do
not have sufficient time to examine a signal over all eternity is an
understatement. Just as it was possible to limit the bandwidth used in
the Inverse transform, we must find a physical basis for limiting the
time duration over which a .function must be known in Fourier Analysis, if

this technique is to be of use in practical situations.
Let us examine this problem in the light of a particular case o

It is desired to find the effect of passing a square pulse through a
"black box" with a particular frequency characteristic. To do this, the
Fourier Transform of the input is obtained, multiplied by the frequency
characteristic of the "black box" and the inverse transform of the result
gives the resulting output time function. Strictly speaking, the answer
obtained in this way is only applicable if the square pulse is the only
input to which the device has ever been subjected, and if no future in
puts ever occur. Practically, we know that if "the pulse under consider
ation comes sufficiently long after any preceding input and sufficiently
precedes any succeeding input, the result obtained will be valid and
independent of any of these other signals. This result can be explained
on the basis that any real device has a finite "memory" and the effect of
any inputs which have long preceded the instant at which the output is
under consideration, will have a negligible effect. Physically, this
memory can be associated with such facts as that charges on condensers
eventially leak out completely, fields around inductors drop back to
zero, etc. The above discussion leads to the conclusion that in order to
obtain the output at a particular time resulting from an input and a
transmission characteristic, it is only necessary to examine the input
time function around the time of interest over a period which is equal or
longer thari the "memory" of the system (which may include human observers

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*The phrase "time~invariant" is ambiguous. It could mean that at any

time we connect a frequency analyzer to the circuit we would observe
the spectrum regardless of the time of connection. This is not what
is meant here. Rather, we mean that this spectrum is entirely out of the
t'ime domain. It is the spectrum information which would be collected
by an analyzer of infinite memory which was connected to the circuit
trom the beginning of time to the end of time whose record we are
forbidden to examine until time equals plus infinity.
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as components) involved. The input may be considered as zero at all
other times since the result is essentially independent of what goes on
at these times.

A mathematical treatment to discover the nature of the "memory"
will clarify that concept. In mathematics texts* dealing with Fourier
transforms, the convolution theorem is proved. This states that if

(21-67)

If, in the above, Gi(w) is interpreted as the spectrum of an input signal
and Y(w) as a frequency characteristic of a circuit, then the right hand
side of Eq. 21-67 gives the output as a function of time since
Y(w}·G(w) is the familiar expression of the output in the frequency domain.
Note that ~ is the variable of integration and will not appear in our
final result. From what was said on Page 21-12, y(t) is the impulse
response of the circuit. In order to give physical meaning to the terms
in the integral let us consider gi{t), the input, as composed of a large
number of impulses spaced ~t apart. (By making ~t sufficiently small,
the actual function can be approximated with any desired degree of ac
curacy) •

00

g (t) = Z g.(n6t) 5 (t-n ~t)
o n=.J:JO::L

Substituting, in 21-67, this gives for the output

00 00

g (t) = 1 J y (t-'t" ) Z gi (Mt) 5 ('t-nL\t )d't
o ~2rr ~ n~

*See for example, ,Page 528 of Guillemin ~ The Mathematics of Circuit
Analysis, Technology Press, Wiley, 19490
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00 00

= ~ gi(~t) -!- S y(t-~)~(~-~t)d~
na..DO -12fT JXJ

21-29

Since B(x) = zero for all values of x except x = 0, this equals

~ g.(~t) y{t-nAt)
n=..I:JO ~ ..I2n

(21-68)

The output at time t i~ therefore, made up of the weighted sum of all
preTious inputs [y(x) = 0 for x < 0 since it is the impulse response of
a network and no real network will have an output preceding an input].

y(t-~tt

..12fT

is called the weighting function and usually it will get smaller as its
argument increases, i.e., as the impulse being added comes earlier and
earlier relative to the moment in which the output is desired. In the
case of Re networks, for instance, it will be of the form Ae-a(t-~) where
l/ais the usual time constant. From this it can be seen that any input
which precedes the moment at which the output is desired by more than
a few time constants can be neglected with negligible error.

The concept of "memory" which has been developed in the
preceding paragraphs leads to an approach that can be very useful in

certain problemso An example will again be used to introduce the im
portant ideas. Assume that the input to a particular device is a square
wave from t = - 00 to t = 0 and a sawtooth from t = 0 to t = 00. It is
possible to obtain the Fqurier transform for this function by applying
Eq. 21-26. The result would be a time invariant frequency spectrum
which could be multiplied by the frequency characteristic of the device
and subjected to the Inverse transform to get an output function of
time which would be valid from t _ .. 00 to t = + 00. Another approach would
be to take two transforms, one £or a square wave extending from t = - 00

to t = + 00, the other for the sawtooth - over the same limits. Each of
these spectra are now multiplied by the frequency characteristic of the
device and the Inverse transform obtainedo We can take the result for
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the square wave end and apply it from t = - 00 to t = 0 and result for the
sawtooth from t = 0 to t = 00. The combined result would agree with the
result obtained by the first method using the single time invariant
spectrum except in the region around t = O. In this region, the second
met110d will give an erroneous result since the device will still

"remember" the square wave while being fed the sawtooth. A valid result
around t = 0 can be obtained by finding a third spectrum in the region
around the origin extending for a time of the same duration as the
"memory". To sum up - we can represent tIle input either as a single
time invariant spectrum or by three sequentially applicable spectra. The
three time variant spectra will all be different from each other and
from the time illvariant spectrum. This example suggests that it is
possible to approximate the output corresponding to a particular input
by dividing the input duration into periods equal to, or longer than,
the "memory" of the system through which they are fed. Each of these
inputs can be treated as if it were a regular Fourier spectrum and the
corresponding output associat~d with the proper time period. This
approach has physical meaning since this is precisely the way the device
"sees" the incoming signals. It is especially useful if the time
variant spectra in the time region of interest are more easily obtained
then the regular Fourier spectrum.*

To summarize the results of this section we can say that, in
practice, we modify the mathematician's Fourier transform and integral
as given on Bage 21-9. This modification is usually implicit, but is
non-the-less a fact. Rather than using the infinite limits given in
these equations, we use limits which depend upon the characteristic of
the physical components with which we are dealing. In the Fourier

integral, instead of Equation 21-27, the finite bandwidth of any real
system is taken into account and we can write

- - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - ~

*The difference between time varying spectra and the regular Fourier
spectrum is exemplified by the difference between the instantaneous
frequency and the spectrum of an FM wave, i.e. the difference between
wc+~'(t) and the expressions involving Bessel ~unctions - developed in
the last chapter. In fact, in the case of low index systems where
instantaneous frequency does not change radically in a memory period,
the instantaneous frequency can be used in approximate calculations to
estimate the output resulting from a given smooth transmission charac
teristic.
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In Fourier analysis, the interest is always in the behavior around
some time t. We take into account the finite memory of all real devices
and write

t+~t .
g(w) - J- I f(t)eJwt dt 8 ~[f(t)]

~TT t-6t

where·6t is chosen large compared to the interval of interest and the
time constants of the components involvedo In effect, we trea~ the
situation as if no other input has ever or will ever occur.

The idea of the "memory" of components in turn suggests the

idea that it is possible to carry out analysis on the basis. not of one
time invariant spectrum. but by using a set of different spectra, each
of which applies only during a particular time period o This approach is
only meaningful when the periods over which each of the time invariant

spectra appli'ed are chosen a't least as long as the "memory" of the system
over which the signal is to be transmitted.
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APPENDIX

A Note: Negative Fre~uencies

It is with (21-14) that we introduce the concept of negative
freouencies. This mathematical fiction comes about because we want the
eventual expression we are working toward to have the easily manipulated
exponential form - yet we are dealing with real functions of time. (The
concept of imaginary or complex functions of time has no physical meaning 
such functions do not exist in nature or in the laboratory. It might be
argued that negative frequencies don't exist either - but we can handle
them mathematically, whereas we cannot write equations which are real
functions of time on one side and imaginary on the other.)

How does (21-14) introduce negative frequencies? It is because
the second term, e- jwt , can be written ej(-w)t. This may sound uncon

vincing, thus stated, but future developments will make it more convincing.
As we go on, and simplify ("~1-l5) and then examine the second equation
which makes up the Fourier 1ransform Pair, we find ourselves integrating
from w = _roto w = +~ and talking about g(-w). By this time we are
certainly talking about negative frequencies - and if we look back to see
where they crept in, Equation 21-14 turns out to be the place.

It is obvious that the inclusion of the second term of 21-14
is necessary if the right-hand side is to be real, as cos wt is. Recall
merely that

e jwt = cos wt + j sin wt

e- jwt = cos wt ~ j sin wt

The sum of these is obviously a real fUnction of time, 2 cos wt. The
· timaginary components disappear. If we tried to work with e Jw only,

we would have the imaginary function of time j sin wt implicit in our
basic equations. This would make it difficult to work with real functions
of time, which are the only kind we haveo

One further point: another way of writing cos wt is

R [e jwt ]

meaning "real part of the bracketed quantity". Often we get lazy, and
omit the "R" and the brackets - which is all right if we remember in
time to throw out the imaginary functions of time that arise, and just
keep the real ones. This form of representation must be used with care 
one can get wrong answers by falling into the trap of multiplying two
imaginary (and non-existent) functions of time, thus producing a spurious
real function in the final result.



Chapter 22

EFFECT OF TRANSMISSION DEVIATIONS IN PM AND FM SYSTEMS

Transmission deviations in PM and FM systems
introduce intermodulation products which appear at baseband
and whicn can be controlled only by equalization ahead of the
demodulator. Two methods for analyzing the effects of trans
mission deviations are presented. Method 1 can be used for
either low or high index modulation systems so long as the
transmission -frequency characteristic is relatively smooth.
Method 2 is limited to low index systems but applies to both
smooth and irregular transmission -frequency characteristics.

Introduction
In Chapter 20 it was shown that the addition of thermal noise

to an FM wave produced both amplitude and phase modulation of the wave.
Transmission deviations in the transmission path also produce both amp
litude and phase modulation. Here the term transmission deviation refers
to any irregularity in transmission characteristics such that the gain
and delay are not the same for all frequency components in the FM wave.
A Qualitative Approach to Transmission Deviations

A qualitative idea of the effect of transmission deviations can
be obtained from the following considerations. Assume that an FM wave
with many sideband components is applied to a network which has perfect
transmission for the. entire signal except at the frequency of one of the
sideband components such that the amplitude of this particular sideband
component is slightly altered. This is equivalent to adding to the
applied signal a small extraneous signal at the frequency of this par
ticular component. Hence, the output signal from the imperfect network
may be thought of as consisting of the input wave plus a small extraneous
signal. Although the source of the extraneous signal is much different
from the source of the random noise components, the effect is much the
same. Both amplitude and phase modulation of the original wave will
occuro

Consider briefly two particular cases which serve to illus
trate the above principles. In the first case the modulating wave is a
single sinusoid. Under this condition the frequency spectrum of the
FM wave consists of a carrier and a number of sideband co~ponents

separated from the carrier by multiples of the modulating frequency.
Transmission deviations at any of these frequencies will distort the
signal being transmitted. For example, if a first order sideband com
ponent is altered, this is equivalent to adding an extraneous &inusoidal

22-1
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signal at the frequency of this component, as shown in Figure la. If
the transmission deviation is small the principle effect will be a small
undesired phase modulation at a frequency equal to the frequency dif
ference between the carrier and the sideband component which has been
altered. In this case the difference frequency would be equal to the
modulating frequency, and the sinusoidal baseband output would merely be
altered in level and phase. On the other hand, if the transmission de
viation were such as to alter. a second order sideband component the base
band output will contain an unwanted second harmonic of the modulating
frequency. This is shown in Figure lb.

As a second illustrative case, let the modulating signal con
sist of two sinusoids. The frequency spectrum of an FM wave when the
ba~eband signal is two sinusoidal tones can be obtained from Equation
U9-28). This equation shows that when the two modulating tbnes have
radian frequencies ~v and Ww there are sideband components at each
of the frequencies w + n~ + mw. For illustrative purposes considerc v w
the case when n = land m = -1. We then are concerned with a frequency
component at Wc + Wv - ww. If the amplitude or phase of this component
of the FM wave is altered during transmission this is equivalent to some
unwanted phase modulation at a frequency Wv - ww. At the output of the
system, therefore, the two original baseband components would be present
as well as an unwanted component at the difference frequency between the

two components.
These examples illustrate that transmission· deviations in an

FM system can introduce frequency components at the output of a system
\vhich did not exist at the input. In this sense, then, transmission
deviations in an FM system have an effect similar to electron tube non
linearity in an AM system. It can be shown that these modulation
products are a function of the modulation index much as the modu
lation products in a vacuum tube are a function of signal level. With
a given transmission deviation the ratio of the signal to the modulation
noise decreases as the index of modulation is increased. After demodu
lation, equalizers cannot be used to eliminate these modulation products,
and it 1s therefore necessary to equalize the system ahead of the demodu
lator if the modulation products are to be reduced.
A More Quantitative Approach

Transmission deviations in an FM system produce amplitude and
phase modulation of the FM wave which are definite functions of the
transmitted signal and the transmission deviations. There are several
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methods by which this distortion can be expressed. Two of these are
considered in this chapter. The nature of the signal and the trans
mission deviations determine which of these methods is the more useful
in any particular situation.

In the first approach, designated Method 1, it is assumed
that the transmission-frequency characteristic is sufficiently smooth
that the gain and phase characteristics can be adequately represented by

a summation of linear, parabolic, and cubic shape components. Such com
ponents are illustrated in Figure 2. If this requirement holds, and,
incidently, it does in many of the problems encountered, a series ex
pansion involved in the analysis converges sufficiently rapidly to re
strict the number of terms which have to be considered to just those
related to the shapes defined. Additional simplifications can then be
made if the transmission deviations are small, as is ordinarily the
case, but this is not a necessary restriction. For the case of small
deviations, however, a simple breakdo~m of amplitude, phase, and fre
quency modulation te~s arising from each of the component gain and
phase shapes can be made, as tabulated in Table 1. The resulting base
band distortion terms are tabulated in Table 2. It is important to
emphasize that this method applies so long as the transmission shape is
relatively smooth; no restrictions are placed on the index of modu
lation of the signals.

Method 2, on the other hand, is restricted to problems in
Yolving low index systems because of a series expansion.made on the
modulating function. The method can be used, however, to handle both
smooth and irregular (discontinuous) transmission-frequency charac
teristics. In Method 2 the transmission-frequency characteristic is
expressed in terms of symmetric and skew-symmetric components, as il
lustrated by Figure 3 and discussed in the associated section of the
text.

It follows that one type of problem still remains to be handled.
This is the case of an irregular transmission-frequency characteristic and
a large index of modulation. Various means of handling specific problems
have been devised. Method 3 is an example of a technique which is applic
able to both high and low index systems. It gives the modulation noise
produced by echos in the top baseband channel of an FM system. Since
echos produced by impedance mismatches are among the most common sources
of transmission deviations, this method is an extremely useful tool.
Furthermore, approximate results for deviations due to other causes can
also be obtained.
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2ethod 1 - The Amplitude and Phase Modulation Produced bY
Particular Tran~mis~ion Deviations
In this section only particular types of transmission devia

tions will be considered. These will be linear, parabolic, and cubic
gain shapes; and parabolic and cubic phase shapes. Linear phase shape
is omitted since it i~ equivalent to constant delay and does not intro
duce distortion. The input signal will be taken as

e l (t) • Ae cos [wet + cp(t) ]

and the transmission characteristic as

(22-1)

y (w) • [1+gl (w-w
e

)+g2 (w-wc )2+g3 (w-we )3 ] £j [b2 (w-we )2+b3 (w-we )
3

]

( 22-2)
where

8 1 (t) - applied FM or PM wave
Ac c constant amplitude of FM or PM wave

Wc • carrier frequency in radians per second

~(t) • angle or phaae modulation in radians
Y(w) • transmission characteristic which is function

of radian fr~qu.ncy w.

Here gl' g2 and g3 are constants which determine, respectively,
the amount of linear, parabolic and cubic gain shape. Note that this is
not a functional notation as g(w) was in the discussion of the Fourier
Transform. Similarly b2 and b are constants which, respectively, de
term1ne the'amount a para olic an Cll ic p aBe s ape.

The transmission characteristic is normalized with respect to the
carrier frequency such that the transmission at the carrier frequency is
unityo Typical transmission characteristics are shown in Figure 2.

Equation (22-1) can also be written in exponential notation as

(22-3)

At this point the bracket indicating that only the real part of the ex
pression should be retained will be dropped in order to simplify the ex
pressions Which must be written. It will be re-inserted later in the
derivation. This gives

(22-4)
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The spectrum, G1 (w), of th e input FM wave is gi ven by the direct Fourier
transform of e1(t) as

00

G1 (w) • in I el(t) £-jwt dt
-00

(22-5)

This, of course, is one of the equations of the familiar
Fourier transform pair. It will be recalled that if the spectrum of
the signal were known and we wished to find the time-function, we could
use the inverse transform - thus, for the signal we are discussing

(22-6)

It will be convenient to express equations of this type in the more
concise notation:

G1(W) • 0 [e1(t)]

e1 (t) • ff-1[Gl (w)]

(22-7)

(22-8)

where ff[ ] and ff-1[ ] denote respectively the direct and inverse
Fourier transforms of th e bracketed quantities.

If the transmission characteristic of the transmission path
to which the input signal is applied is yew), the spectrum, G2(w), of
the output signal is equal to

(22-9)

Thus every frequency component of th e input signal is mul

tiplied by the transmission at that frequency to obtain the output com
ponent at that frequency. Substitution of Equation (22-7) in (22-9) gives

G2 (w) • Y(w) ff[e1(t)] (22-10)

The output signal, e2 (t), is gi yen by t~ inverse Fourier
transform of the output spectrum G2(w) as

e2(t) c ff-1 [G2(w)] (22-11)

Substitution or Equation (22-10) into (22 -11) g1 ves

e2(t) • ff-1 [Y(w) iJ[e1(t)]] (22-12)
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(22-13)

An alternative expression for the output signal can be ob
tained by substitution of Equation (22-9) into (22-11)

00

(22-14)

(22-16)

(22-15)

(22-17)

In this equation 00 1s simply a variable of integration which
disappears when the limits are evaluated. It is, therefore, possible to
replace CJ) by (a) + we without changing the value of th e integral. Equation
(22 -14) may then be written as

I~ j(w+wc)t
8 2(t). Y(W+Wc ) G1(w+wc ) e dw

-00

00

jwct I jwt
8 2 (t) • e Y(W+Wc ) G1(w+wc)c dw

-00

In shorter farm this becomes

() jooct u-1 [Y(w~ ) G1 (w+wc )]
8 2 t • e c

From E"quatlon (22-5) the expression for G1 (w+wc ) can be
obtained by replacing w by w+wc •

00

Ac I jwct jcp{t) -j{~+wc)t
G1 (W+Wc ) • - e e e dt

2fT ~

• U[A e j,(t)] (22-18)
c

Substitution of ~quation (22-18) into (22-17) gives

e2(t) • AccJwct U-
l ~Y(w+Wc) ff[£j'(t)~ (22-19)

This is the desired result. It shows that the effect of a
transmission characteristic yew) on an FM wave can be expressed in terms
or the effect of a transmission characteristic Y{w+wc ) on the modulation
term, ej.<t!ot the FM waye. This is a logical l-esult. This modulation
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term is really the same as the actual FM wave except that the carrier
has been shifted from Wc to zero frequency. The transmission char
acteristic Y(w+wc ) 1s the same as the original characteristic Y(w)
except that it is shifted downward in frequency by an amount wc • Thus,
the transmission shape that is centered at Wc in Y(w) is moved down
ward and is centered at zero frequency in Y(w+wc ).

The normalized transmission characteristic given in Equation
(22-2) will now be considered •

. Here gl' g2' gJ' b2 , and bJ , are real constants. From

Equation (22-2), Y(w+w ) becomes
c 2 J

2 J j[b2w +bJw ]
Y(w+wc ) • [1 + glW + g2w + gJw ] e (22-20)

2 i
If the exponential is expanded using eX=l+x+ ~ + rr ... , and

only the terms of less than the fourth po\ver of ware retained, this gives

Y(W+Wc ) e [1 + glW + g2W2 + gJw3 ] [1 + jb2w2 + jb3w3 ]

• 1 + glW + (g2 + jb2) w2 + (g3 + jb3 + jg1b2)w3, •• (22-21)

At this point this result can be substituted into Equation
~2 --19) ., However, we will first write equation (22-21) in terms of tlie
operator, P a jw.
Y(w+wc ) z 1- jg1P - (g2+jb2) p2 + j(g3+jb3+jg1b2)p3 (22-22)

From Fourier transform theory we know that multiplication by
p in the frequency domain is equivalent to differentiation in the time
domain. For example,

where ret) 1s any function of time. Similarly,
2

ff-1 [p2 ff[f(t)] • d i [f(t)] • f"(t)
dt

( 22-23)

( 22-24)

When Equation (22-22) is substituted into E1uation (22-19) the
result may be written (using <p to represent cp(t) for the moment)
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part of the

+ j (g3 +jb3+jglb2) E3cpt cpt '+jcp' t t_jcp t3J £jCPl

The terms may be collected to give

where

pet) • glCPt(t)+g2CPt2(t)+b2CP·t(t)+)(b3+g1b2)CPt(t),t'(t)

+g3[CPt)(t)_cpr t '(t)]

and

-3g cp'(t)cp"(t)3 .

The final result is obtained by taking the real
expression in Equation (22-26).

( )
e2(t) • Ac I [l+P(t)]cos[wct+cp(t)]-Q(t)sin[wct+cp(t)} J

Equation (22-29) can be written as the amplitude
modulation of the original input wave.

where

( ) Q(t~e t = arc tan 1 + PTtT

( 22-2!)

(22-26)

( 22-27)

(22-28)

(22-29)

and phase

(22-30)

(22..31)

When P(t) « 1 and Q(t) «l~ ~uatlon (22-)0) can be written
approximately as

(22-)2)

Therefore, the amplitude modulation is given approximately by pet) and
the phase modulation is given approximately by Q(t) when the transmission
deviations are small. In practical systems this is ordinarily the case,
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since large deviations would tend to make the system unstable. In

Table 22-1 the various amplitude and phase ~odulaticn terms for the case
where P(t) and Q(t) are small compared to unity are separated from
Equation (22-27) and (22-28) according to the type of transmission de
viation which caused the term. The resulting frequency modulation term
is, of course, the derivative of the phase modulation term.
Baseband Distortion

If an ideal demodulator is used in either an ~~ or a ~1 system
the amplitude modulation of the signal may be neglected. In many
practical systems a limiter is inserted before the demodulator to suppress
the amplitude modulation. The unwanted phase and frequency modulation due

to transmission deviations, however, cannot be separated (except by equal
ization before demodulation) from the desired modulation and are demodu
lated along with the desired modulation. These distortion terms may be
written in terms of the modulating signal V(t) by means of Equations

(19-8) and (19-9) which are ~(t) = kV{t) for PM systems and ~'(t)=klV{t)

for ~~ systems. By means of these substitutions the output distortion
may be expressed in terms of V(t). This is done in Table 22-2 such that
all of the distortion terms are with respect to V(t). To illustrate the

procedure used to obtain Table 22-2, consider the phase modulation term

which results from a cubic gain transmission deviation. Table 22-1 sho\V's

this deviation term to be

f "- 3g3 ¢ (t) ¢ (t)

Substituting ¢(t)= kV(t), this term becomes

1 f7

- 3g3 kV (t)[kV (t)]

Since the desired modulation term is ¢(t), the ratio of undesired to
desired modulation terms is

1 rr
-3g

3
kV (t)[kV (t)]

kV(t)

, "- 3g3 kV (t) V (t)
V(t)

Therefore, with respect to the modulating signal V(t), the output dis
tortion arising from a cubic gain transmission deviation is

1 "-3g3 kV (t) V (t), \'mich is the first term entered in the second column

of Table 22-2. All of the other terms in this table can be obtained from
Table 22-1 in a similar manner.
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TABLE 22-1 l\)
l\)
I

AMPLITUDE, PHASE, & ~UENCY MODULATION CAUSED BY PARTICULAR TRANSMISSION DEVIATIONS f--J
l\)

TYPE OF RESULTING RESULTING RESULTING
TRANSMISSION AMPLITUDE PHASE FREQUENCY

DEVIATION MODULATION • pet) MODULATION = Q(t) MODULATION = Q'(t)

LINEAR GAIN gl ¢' (t)

PARABOLIC GAIN g2 ¢,2(t) -g2 ¢tt(t) -g2 ¢'tt (t)

CUBIC GAIN g3 [¢,3 (t) - ~II' (t) ] - 3g3 rI'(t}~II(t} - 3g3 [~' (t) ¢'" (t) + ¢"2( t)] ~

~:z:
PARABOLIC PHASE b2 ¢"(t) b2 ¢,2(t) 2b2 ¢'(t) ¢JI(t) ~

H
C/)

-b3 l{f" (t) - ~I\t) ]

CJ)

3b3 ¢' (t) ¢" (t) -\>:3 [~1I11 (t) - 3~' 2( t ) ~It ( t) ]
H

CUBIC PHASE 0
~

C/)

LINEAR GAIN to<
tt' .3 -glb2[¢""(t)-3~'2(t)~"(t} ]

en
PLUS )glb2 ¢' (t) ¢tt (t) t-3

PARABOLIC PHASE -glb2 [¢ (t) - ¢ (t) J
~

(See Note 1) en

NOTE 1 - This is an interaction term which is in addition to separate distortions produced by
linear gain and parabolic phase.

INPUT SIGNAL = Ae C08 [wet + ¢(t)] OUTPUT SIGNAL -= Ac (l+P(t)] cos (C&)ct+¢(t)+Q(t) J
j[b2 (~c)2+ b3(W~c)3]

NORMALIZED TRANSMISSION .. U+g
1

(W-Wc ) + g2(la)-(j)c} 2 + g3(w..wc )3]e:



TABLE 22-2

DISTORTION WITH RESPECT TO THE MODULATING SIGNAL Vet)

-g2 v"(t)

PM SIGNAL ~ Ac cos (Wet + k7(t)]

~

~

tz'j
t:J
I'zJ
tzJ
(')

~

~
~

~
z

~
CJ)
CJ)
H
o:z:
tj
txJ
<1
H
>
~
H
o
2:
CI)

H
Z

~
C/)
~

~

:->z:
tj

NOT OOUAUZABLE*

2b2 k1 Vet) V'(t)

3b3k~ V2(t) v'(t)

381b2 ~ v2(t) v'(t)

...3g3kl(V(t)V"(t) +V,2(t)]

~UALIZABLE*

FM SYSTE>1

-g2 vtl(t)

'"-b3 V (t)

t
FM SIGNAL .. Ac cos [wct+klJ 'f( t )dt ]

'"-glb2 "I (t)

-3g3 kVI(t) vn(t)

2
b2 k Vi (t)

b3 k2 V,3(t)

glb2 k2 V,3(t)

-b) v'" (t)

PM SYSTEM

EQUALIZABLE* NOT EQUALIZABLE*

-glb2 V"' (t)

o-tJ TYPE OF
'< ..... TRANSMISSION
tod~ DEVIATIONfig
,.....p:
....·0 LINEAR GAINn::s
a~

~ e;~
~ ~ ..... PARABOLIC GAIN..... 101;:t'D

N ~~
N tnt'D

CUBIC GAINI 8~N ..... t'D
flJn
fnt+.....
gs PARABOLIC PHASE

tJ~
t'D(Jq
<::s CUBIC PHASE
~e
..... (J

LINEAR GAINo~::sc:: PLUStntn
CD PARABOLIC PHASE
Q. (See Note in Table

22-1)

*EQUAUZABLE MEANS THESE DISTORTION TERMS ARE EQUALIZABLE AFTER DEK>DULATION

N
N
I
~
\I.)
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The terms in Table 22-2 are separated into those that can be
corrected by equalization after demodulation and those that cannot. The
terms which cannot be equalized after demodulation are modulation
products. This illustrates an important difference between amplitude
and angle modulated systems which was previously mentioned. We shall
repeat it here. In angle modulated systems the transmission deviations
can cause modulation products and thus introduce distortion at frequencies
at which there is no signal. In this sense then, transmission deviations
in an angle modulated system produce distortion similar to that produced
by vacuum tube nOnlinearities. Since this sort of distortion cannot be
equalized after demodulation, any equalization which is done must be
ahead of demodulation if it is to reduce the modulation products in the
output.

In Table 22-2 another important observation may be made. Those
distortion terms which may be equalized are the same for both ~ and FM
systems and do not depend on the constants k and kl • Since the index of
modulation is proportional to k and kl it is therefore obvious that those
terms which may be equalized are a function only of the transmission de
viations and the signal to be transmitted. Only the terms which ara not
equalizable depend on the index of modulation. For example, second
order modulation terms, with respect to V(t), are proportional to the
index of modulation. The third order modulation terms, with respect
to V(t), are proportional to the square of the index of modulation.

We might summarize Table 22-2 as follows if we omit inter
action terms~

Transmission Shape
Linear gain (alone)
Parabolic gain
Cubic gain
Parabolic phase (linear delay)
Cubic phase (parabolic delay)

Order of Distortion
None
1st order
2nd order
2nd order
1st and 3rd order

The first order distortion terms are those that are equal
izable such as _g2V'1(t) and -b3V"'(t).2 Second order distortion terms
would include -3g3kV'(t)V"(t) and b2kV' (t).

We can also note that linear and cubic transmission shapes
have odd order symm~try about the carrier frequency and make the fo11owing

general statementso
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Even order gain and delay shapes cause odd order distortion.
Odd order gain and delay shapes cause even order distortion.
An obvious exception is linear gain which produces no dis-

tortion.

An Illustrative Example - Sinusoidal Modulation
We shall assume that the baseband signal consists of 1 me and

4 mc sinusoidal waves.

(22-33)

where
~~ - 2n x 106 rad per sec...,...

= an x 106 rad per sec

If this signal is applied to a phase modulator the output PM

wave becomes

(22-34)

We shall take k = 1/2, and Av = Aw = one volt so that the peak
phase deviation is equal to 1 radian. We can now consider what happens
when this wave is subjected to a particular transmission deviation. For
illustrative purposes we shall consider only parabolic gain and parabolic
phase. We shall take the gain to be down 1 db at a frequency 10 me from
the carrier and the phase error at this same frequency to be 0.1 rad.
From this information we can solve for g2 and b2•

20 log [1 + g2 (2n x 107)2] • -1 db • 20 log .891

1 + g2 (2n x 107)2 c .891

(22-35).109
(2rrx107 )2

b2 (2n x 107)2 • .1 rad

(22-36)

The output of the system can be obtained directly from

Table 2.
(22-37)
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From Equation (22-33) V'(t) and V"(t) become

V' (t) = - AvCJlv sin l&>yt - Aw~ sin wst

V"(t) = - A w 2 cos w t - A w 2 cos w tvv y ww s
(22-38)

Substitution of Equation (22-33) and (22-38) into (22-37) gives

Output Av cos wvt + ~ cos wwt

2 2
+ g2 Avwv cos wvt + g2 Awww cos wwt

+ b
2

k A 2w 2 · 2 t b k A A i t sin tv v S1n Wv + 2 v-~ Wv Ww s n Wv ~

The final result becomes

Output = 0999 cos wvt + 0983 cos wwt

- .00025 cos 2wvt - .004 cos 2Wwt

+ 0002 cos (.v+Ww)t - .002 cos (WW-wv)t

+ .00425

Here we can see that the transmission deviation has changed
the levels of the two sine waves which were transmitted. In addition
second harmonic and sum and difference frequency terms have been intro
duced. An equalizer could be used to correct the levels of the trans
mitted sine waves but the rest of the terms would still remain.
Differential Gain and Phase

In discussing the transmission of NTSC color TV signals
(Chapter 16), it was pointed that the transmission (gain or phase) of the
color subcarrier might be affected by the presence of other components of
the signal - e.g., by the instantaneous magnitude of the luminance com
ponents. If this occurs, we have the type of distortion called "differ
ential gain" and/or "differential phase"o The depth and hue of the color
is then incorrectly reproduced at the receiver. In video and AM systems,
this type of distortion is produced by intermodulation. We have seen that
transmission deviations in angle modulated systems produce distortions of
the signal similar to those produced by intermodulation in AM. Not
surprisingly, then, we find that transmission deviations in angle-modu
lated systems produce differential gain and phaseo
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Consider now the effect of parabolic phase (linear delay) dis
tortion in an FM system when the baseband signal consists of two ~inusoids.

Let Wv represent a component of the luminance signal, and Ww the color sub
oarrier. Thus Wv will now be taken as the angular frequency corresponding
to 15.75 kC/S, for example, and Ww as the angular frequency corresponding
to the 3.58 mc/s color subcarrier o

From Table 2, the output of an FM system which has parabolic
phase distortion will be the applied signal plus a distortion tern given by

D = 2b2 kl V(t) V'(t)

In this case

whence

V(t) = Av cos ~lvt + ~ cos ~t

V'(t) = -Avwv sin wvt - ~~ sin wwt
(22-39)

Taking only the terms which give rise to components around ww' we have

D =2b2 k1 [(- AvAwwv sin wvt) cos ~t

-CAvAwww cos wvt) sin wwt]

The total output of interest is Aw cos wwt + D, or

Aw ~[l+P] cos ~t + Q sin wwt~

where in this case

P 2b2 k1 Avwv sin wvt

Q - - 2b2 kl AVUlW cos wvt

Consider now the differential gain and phase. Since the dis
tortion has been assumed small, the amplitude of the color sub-carrier
output will be very closely given by the amplitude of the cos ~t term o

In other words, it will be proportional to Aw[l+P], and the ratio of this
to the ~agnitude of Aw cos wwt when the high level signal Wv is absent
will be simply [l+PJ. The differential gain is therefore given by

20 loglO [l+P].
In the case of differential phase, it will be clear that if

P is small compared with unity the phase of the Ww output is given by
~. Since the distortion is small, P may be neglected in comparison with
unity so that the differential phase is given by A~ = Q.
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The same sort of analysis can be carried out for other types
of deviations. We obtain (ignoring the interaction term arising from
linear gain plus parabolic phase):

P = -k1Ay[2b2wy sin wvt - 3g3(Wy2 + ww
2) cos wytJ

2 2-k1 Ay [3b3wv sin 2wvtJ

(22-40)

(22-41a)

From these equations it follows that the differential gain
~G is

6G = 20 loglofl-~Ay[2b2Wy sin wyt - 3g3(Wy2+WW2) cos wyt]

-k1
2Ay2[Jb3wy sin 2wvt] J db

and the differential phase 6~ is

6~ = ~-klAv[2b2~W cos wyt + 6g3 wvww sin wyt]

-k12Av2[~ b3ww cos 2Wvt]~ Radians

Example

(22-41b)

As an example, the effect of linear delay shape on differential
phase will be computed in detail using magnitudes appropriate for the TJ
system.

The first step is to determine the magnitude of klAyo Without
pre-emphasis klAy would correspond to 4 mc/s, this being the nominal peak
frequency deviation for the TJ system. With pre-emphasis, the magnitude
of the signal at w is reduced by 14 db. (This assumes the same amount ofv '
pre-emphasis as is used on TD2.) When the pre-emphasis network is in-
serted, however, it is usual to increase the gain at the input to the
system by about 4 db in order to re-establish the same peak frequency
deviation. (The procedure involved here is similar to the 4.8 db re
adjustment of signal level that we went through on page 20-15.) The net
result of this is that klA corresponds to 4 mc/s reduced by 10 db, i.e.,

2nx4xl06 . / vk1Av = 3.16 rad~ans sec.
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.0796 x 10-16=
b 2 = 2x2mclO7

We now determine what value of b2 results in 1 m~sec of delay at
the edge of the FM spectrum. By definition the phase deviaation due to

b2w2 and the derivative of this gives the delay, i.e., delay ~ 2b2w.
Using a value of w corresponding to 10 mc/s and equating the delay to 1
mp.sec gives

The differential phase is given by:

6<p = -2b2 kl Avww cos wwt

and the peak-to-peak value of this is
6

4b2k1AvWW = 4 x .0796 x 10-16 x 6~lg x 2rr x 3.56 x 106

= 56.8 x 10-4 radians
0.32 degrees

Difro Phase/m~seco
of Deviation
at ± 10 mc/s

Diff. Gain/m~sec.
of Deviation
at ± 10 mc/s

2:0"x 10-4 db
0.26 x 10-4 db

0010 db
00012 db

Thus parabolic phase or linear delay results in 0.32 degrees of
differential phase per ml1sec of delay deviation at "the band edgeo

Similar computations for the other coefficients yield the re
sults tabulated below.

(a) Differential Gain
Type of Diff. Gain/db

Transmission of Deviation
Deviation at ± 10 mc/s

Parabolic phase
Cubic Phase
Cubic Gain
Quartic gain

(b) Differential Phase
Type of Diff. Phase/db

Transmission of Deviation
Deviation at ± 10 mc/s

Parabolic phase
Cubic phase
Cubic gain
Quartic gain

As an indication of what the results mean in terms of delay re
quirements, suppose that the reqllirement for differential phase on four
TJ end-links with a total of 40 repeaters (10 per link) is 2°. Suppose
also that half of this is allocated to baseband equipment and half to FM
components. Then the differential phase due to delay distortion must be
less than 1°. Suppose also that the equalization is such that the linear
delay deviations are random so that the distortion contributions from
individual repeaters can be added on an RMS basisc The differential phase
requirement per repeater will therefore be l/~ = 0158°.
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From the result just established this would permit a maximum
linear delay deviation per repeater of approximately 0 0 5 m~sec.

Noise with Telephone Loading - An Illustrative Example
The distortion produced by transmission deviations becomes in

creasingly difficult to deal with as the modulating signal becomes more
complex. The exact type of solution which was illustrated in the previous
section can be obtained easily only when the modulating signal consists of
a few sinusoidal components. The same type of solution becomes unman
ageable when we consider the modulating signal to be a large number of
frequency-multiplexed telephone channels. We shall therefore illustrate
another procedure which can be used in such cases o

We shall assume that the baseband signal consists of 1000 tele
phone channels in a band which extends from zero to 4 mc. This signal

is transmitted over a pure FM system. The peak frequency deviation will
be taken as 4 mc. In the FM transmission path we shall assume that there
is a parabolic phase deviation which is equal to 0.1 radian at a fre
quency 10 mc away from the carrier. The modulation noise in a telephone
channel caused by this transmission deviation then can be found by the
following procedure.

The total output signal can be obtained from Table 22-2.

Output • V(t) + 2b2 kl V(t) V'(t)

• Y(t) + b2 kl :t [y2(t)] (22-4~)

In this form we shall be able to make use of methods devel
oped for analyzing modulation noise in amplitude modulation systems.
The expression above very closely resembles the expression for the

second order modulation produced by electron tubes. The principal
difference is that here the derivative of the squared term is required.
By the methods referred to it is possible to find the modulation
noise in any particular telephone channel due to a distortion term

If the effect of the derivative in Equation ~2-42) is then included
the final answer is obtained. We know, however, that taking the deriv
ative of a function of time is equivalent to multiplying its voltage
spectrum by jw. Therefore, the noise voltage in a single telephone
channel due to the distortion term b2kl y2(t) can be multiplied by the
center fTequency (in the baseband signal) of the channel in radians per
second to obtain the effect of the derivative in Equation (22-42). We
shall now illustrate this procedure for a single telephone channel.
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From the previous illustrative example we may obtain the
value of the constant b 2 •

22-21

We may recall that the instantaneous frequency deviation
,'(t) may be written (see Equation 19-9) as

(22-44)

From this it follows that the peak frequency deviation is equal to k1
times the Deak voltage V(t). In an actual system k1 is a physical

property of the FM modulator, and the peak voltage must be adjusted ~o

give the desired peak frequency deviation. Here, however; we are tree
to select arbitrary values for kl and the peak voltage provided their
product is equal to the peak frequency deviation. We will, therefore,
take the peak voltage to be 1 volt, from which

kl • 2rr x 4 x 106 rad/sec per volt * (22-45)

With b2 and kl known the rest of the problem consists of
finding th e modulati on noise in th e telephone channel of interest due

2 .
to V (t) and then multiplying this result by b2k1wi where Wi 1s the
center frequency of the telephone channel. We shall consider the top
channel since the multiplier Wi will be largest for this channel and the
modulation noise will tend to be worst there.

The modulation noise in dba in a telephone channel due to
modulation products of a particular type "x" (where x may be A+B,
A-B, 2A-B, etc.), can be found by using an equation due to W. R.
Bennett:

wx (22-46)

Here Wx is the noise in dba at zero db transmission level, and Hx is
a measure of the non-linearity of the system, discussed further below.
The rest of the terms, for our purposes, can be lumped together as a
constant for any particular frequency allocation and type of product.
Equation (22 -46) then becomes W = H + K... For this Jroblem only A+Bx x x
products are important, and the value of K is found to be 68.7 db.

x
H is defined as the power in dbm of the "x" type product,

x
measured at the zero tI-ansmission level point at the output of a system,

- - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - -
*If we choose or are given some other voltage level point, the value of
kl is correspondingly changed; the zero db transmission level point
~esults are of course unchanged.
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and formed by the intermodulation of fundamentals each of vlhich is zero

dbrn at the zero level point.,
The magnitude of an a + ~ product is a function of the mag-

nitudes of the sine waves which caused it. If the applied signal is

taken as

applied signal = A cos a + B cos ~

and the output as

(22-47)

output = V(t) + a 2 V2 (t), (22-48)

then the amplitude of the a + ~ product is given by the product

8 2 AB. We shall now determine the actual values of A, B, and a 2
to find Hx·

From the preceding discussion, we note that a2 is equal to

b~klwi. For the moment) let us for brevity merely write ~~ we
shall evaluate it later.

From the discussion of the second illustrative example of

noise in FM systems it will be recalled that the required load carrying
capacity for a system of 1000 channels is +24.5 dbm. In that discussion
it was pointed out that a 24.5 dbm sine wave at zero transmission level
will therefore have a peak value equal to the Elaximum signal that the

system must be designed to transmit. A 24.5 dbm sine wave at zero trans-
mission level is equivalent then to a sinusoidal voltage V(t) which has
a 1 volt peakf~nd an a + ~ product formed by 24.5 dbm £undamentals will

have (24.5 + 20 log a 2 ) dbm of power. An a + ~ product formed by zero

dbm fundamentals will have a po~er 2 x 24.5 db lower than a product

for~ed by 24.5 dbm fundamentals, or (-24.5 + 20 log a 2) dbm. There

fore, "'e find that Hx is (-24.5 + 20 log a) dbm •

Substitution in Equation (22-46) then gives

Finally, evaluating a 2 we obtain:

(22-52)

( 22-53)

*Recalling that we evaluated kl in terms of a signal of one volt peak
value. A different choice would call for corresponding change at
this point in the argument.
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Wx = 44.2 - 35.9 dba = 8.3 dba

This is the noise in the top channel, at the zero db transmission level
point, caused by the parabolic phase deviation.

EA~ension of the Method to Other Types of Deviations

The method which was illustrated in the previous section can
be extended to other types of transmission deviations in ~~ systems by

noting that the distortion terms which appear in Table 22-2 can be written
in another fonn. For example, in the previous illustrat;,ion we had to note
that

Similarly, we have for other terms in Table 22-2,

3[V(t)V"(t)+V,2(t)] = 3 ~t [V(t)V'(t)]

= 1 d
2

[V2 (t)J,
2 dt2

and

(22-55)

(22-56)

(22-57)

However, in PM systems some of the distortion terms such as
that for parabolic phase,

b
2

k V' 2 (t) ,

cannot be handled by this method. In this case we note that, when V(t)
is a baseband signal consisting of frequency-multiplex telephone channels,
V'(t) cannot be assumed to consist of a large number of tones all of
equal level. Therefore, not all of the products of a particular type

falling in a particular channel will have the same power, and the method
of counting products would have to be modified to take into account this

power difference. This will not be considered further here.

Method? - The Amplitude and Phase Modulation Produced by Transmission
Deviations in Low Index Systems

In the preceding sections the response to an FM wave applied
to a transmission shape Y(w) was given in Equation {22-l9} as the real
part of

(22-19)
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We then proceeded to expand Y(w+wc ) in a power series and
derive the amplitude and phase modulation produced by each term in the ex
pansion. This method is particularly applicable when the transmission de
viations are rather smooth shapes and the power series expansion converges
rapidly. Although Equation (22-32) and resulting Tables 22-1 and 22-2
apply to small transmission deViations, this is not a necessaryrestric
tion. Method 1 can be used whenever the power series representation of
the transmission characteristic converges rapidly.

When the transmission characteristic is discontinuous (fo~ ex
ample, an ideal band pass filter) the power series approach is not appli
cable. Such characteristics and their effects can, however, be analyzed
by the following alternate method, provided the index of modulation is
small - i.e., when ~ is unity or less.* The method, originally developed
by Mr. S. Doba, depends upon resolving Y(w+wc ) into its symmetric and
skew symmetric components1 let us first review the standard methods for
doing this.
Resolution of Transmission Characteristics Into Components

Generally, it is possible to separate any complex function
q(x) into a sum of symmetric and skew symmetric components about any
point x = x. (By the symmetric component we mean a component which haso
even real and odd imaginary symmetry about the reference axis; by skew-
symmetric we mean having odd real and even imaginary symmetry about the
reference axis.) To see how this is accomplished, consider the three
vector model shown in Figure 3. The center vector represents q(xo )
while the upper and lower vectors are q(xo-~).

If for example, the function under discussion is a trans
mission characteristic, the magnitude and phase of the transmission at
carrier frequency can be represented by a vector; this would be our
.q(xo ) vector. At some higher frequency xo+~ we might have a different
gain and phase shiftJ this can be represented in magnitude and phase
by the q(x +~) vector. Similarly we can plot a vector representingo
transmission at the frequency xo-~.

The symmetric (qs) and skew symmetric (qa) components of these
vectors are also shown in Figure 3. For the former, their real parts
are equal and their imaginary parts are conjugates, while for the latter,
their real parts are negatives and the imaginary parts are equal. Observe
that vectorial addition of q (x +~) and q (x +~) gives us our originals 0 a 0

q(x +~) vector, similarly q (x -~) and q (xo-~) add to give q(x -~).o S 0 a 0

*The analysis of high index systems which have discontinuities in the
transmission characteristics is very difficult, and we shall not attempt
to consider it here.
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ORIGINAL VECTORS

SYMMETRIC COMPONENTS;

SKEW- SYMMETRIC COMPONENTS

22-25

q(X o )

Resolution of Vectors into Symmetric and
Skew -Symmetric Components

Figure 22-3
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Observe also the even and odd symmetry of the real and imaginary com
ponents; qs and q have, respectively, the symmetries relative to xa 0
that real and imaginary parts of physical transmission characteristics
have relative to zero frequency.

The qs and qa vectors may be found from the q vectors by the
follo~dng operations

qs(xo+tox) = ~ [q(xo+tox) + q*(xo-tox)]

and (22-58)

where qs and qa are respectively the symmetric and skew symmetric com
ponents, and q~~(xo-~) is the conjugate of q(xo-6x). Note that if q(xo )
is not a positive vector, this relation does not give the correct com
ponents. However, it can be assumed without loss of generality in Eq.
(22-58) that a(x ) is a positive real number •

.L 0

For future use, let us note at this point that we could, if
we chose, postulate some other function of x, say p(~), such that*

(22-59)

whence

(22-60)
Pa(~) = q (x +~)a 0

Let us now consider the transmission characteristic Y(w+wc ).

Recall that this represents a plot, centered about zero frequency, of a

characteristic Y(w) originally centered about wc • As before, we will
eliminate any linear phase shift component of Y(w+wc ), since constant delay
introduces no distortion. Doing this will, in practice, simplify the
mathematics without changing the results. An ideal transmission charac
teristic will then be one for which the transmission at all frequencies of
interest is equal to the transmission at Wc - that is, one which satisfies
the relation

Ideal:
Y(w+w )

~ c
Y(w )

c
= 1 (22-61 )

~~ Compare with H(w), Figure 21-100
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We can now define normalized symmetric and skew-symmetric com
ponents of the transmission characteristic. At any pair of frequencies

equally spaced w above and below the carrier, the function Y(w+wc ) will,
in the general case, assume values differing in magnitude and angle
from the ideal relationship sho~~ in Equation 61. We can plot vectors
representing Y(w+w )/Y(w ) for frequencies spaced from the carrier byc c
-w, 0, and +w, similar to those shown at the top of Figure 3 for analogous
values of~. For w=O, the center vector, we find, of course, that

Y(w+wc)/Y(wc ) = 1 + jOe The symmetric and skew-symmetric components of
the vectors for frequencies w above and below the carrier can be written
in a manner \mich explicitly displays the deviations from ideal, and
which will be found in the original work by Doba and others in this
field:

(22-62)

Here 1 + y(w) is analogous to ps(6x) above, differing only in that we
did not normalize or subtract linear phase in that case. Note that
1 + y(w) represents a resultant vector made up of two components, the

first expressing ideal transmission and the second, y(w), giving the
symmetric component of the deviation from the ideal case. Similarly,

-j y(w) is analogous to p (6x); note the -j, however, which rotates oura
original skew-symmetric component definition by 90°. By analogy with
Eauation 58 we can write (letting Y(w ) = Y )

~ c c

+

Y,;~c (-w+wc ) J
y

c _

and since Y*(-w) Y(w)

y(w) = 2~ {Y(u:+wc ) + Y(w~.wc)] -1
c

(22-63)
-j y(w) = 2~ [Y(w+wc ) - Y(w-w )J

c c

With these definitions, y(w) and y(w) would both be identically
zero for an ideal transmission characteristic. We may also Ilote that
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y* (-w) y(w}

y* (~w) = y(w)

Thus,y(w) and ~(w) each have same symmetry properties re

lative to zero frequency as a physical transmission path. (This was not

true of qa. It is true of y because of the 90 0 rotation to which at
tention was called above.) It can be shown that when a real function
of time f(t) is applied to a network with this symmetry the response

will also be a real function of time. This property wi-ll allow us to

separate the distortion terms which are to be obtai~ed into their real

and imaginary parts.
Evaluation of Noise

The expression for Y(w+wc ) given in Equation (22-62) will now
be substituted into Equation (22-19) to obtain

-jcp 1 [ - "1 + € u- [Y((j)-jy(w} ]

(22-64)

where

and

P(t) ( -jq; -1 [ - A.]
Re ~E fJ (y _ jy) ~ [£JCP] (22-65)

(22-66)

These expression should be compared with those given in Equa
tions (.22-27) and (22-28).

When the index of modulation is low the exponentials in Equa

tions {22-65} and (22-66) can be readily expanded into a rapidly con
vergent series by using the identity

00 n
EX L: x

n=O nl

We get
2

tj-l
2 f· o.JP+jQ • [l-jcp - yo 0 0 J (y-j9') tJ [l+jq> - y-j (22-67)
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By their definition y(O) and y(O) are zero. It therefore

follows that y ff [lJ and y u [1] are zero. If we retain no terms higher
than the third order in " the remaining distortion terms may be written

as

-1
- j cp tJ

2L -1
- 2 tf

These terms may be separated to give
2

p ~ ij-I Yij [,J _ ij-I y ij l~J+ , ij-ly~ [,J
_ ij-I y ij [1?J + , ij-I Yij [~J _~ ij-I Ya [,J

2
Q • ty-I Y a [,J + a-I y a [yJ - , ij-I YlJ [,J

_ij-I y ij [~] + ~-I YlJ [~J - ~ lJ-I YlJ [,J

(22-68)

(22-69)

( 22--70)

The terms in P and Q have the following interpretation;
expressions such as ty[,J and lJ[~J are the Fourier spectra of the
modulating function ,(t) and of the square of ~(t) respectively. Ex
pressions such as y ~[,] and y ~[,] are the spectrum of the modulating

function after passing through the symmetric and skew symmetric compon
ents of the transmission characteristic y(w). Finally, the addition of
the inverse operator, such as u-1 [y ~ [~]], yields the function of time
which would occur if the modulating function cp(t) were passed through the
symmetric component of the transmission characteristic y(oo). Thus, by

evaluating the operation of the transmission characteristic on the modu
lating function and its powers, the effects of deviations of the trans
mission medium from flat. amplitude and linear phase can be determined.
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Illustrative Example: Method 2

As an example of the use of the y and y method, we consider a
rather simple case -- and one which is of real practical interest -- which
could not be handled by the power series method of representing trans
mission characteristics.

A signal M(t) is to be transmitted by a low-index phase-modu
lation system whose transmission characteristic is distortionless over
the band f ± 16 mc, where f is the carrier frequency. Outside thisc c
band the system does not transmit at all, being band-limited by ideal
filters whose in-band phase distortion has been perfectly equalized.
The input signal M(tj has a power spectrum that is flat vs frequency from

de to 10 mc, with no components above 10 mc. The baseband output signal
is limited to 10 mc by a low pass filter. Using Method 2 of Chapter 22,
plot:

a) Yand y vs freq.
b} a qualitative evaluation of the distoTtion products vs

baseband output frequency, assuming perfect limiting.

The transm~ssion characteristic given is:

f-+

'fc + 16

I
T

fc

f c

,,"
-----~--------------

w
0
=>
I-
-'
(l.

~
<t

0
fc -16

z
0
t- O ~--
tr ,

~o
.J~
w~ I00

f c -16

Transmission Characteristic of nlustrative Example

Figure 22-4
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The component shapes y(w) and y(w) may be found by using
Equation 22-63.

y(w) =~ [Y(w+w ) + Y(w-w )J -1
21

C
c C

1= 2TIT [l+lJ -1 = 0 for 0 < f < 16 Me

= ~ [O+OJ -1 -1 above 16 Me

-j y(w) = 2¥ [Y(w+w) - Y(w-w )J
c c c

-j y(w) = 2t1) [l-lJ 0 for all frequencies

o

22-31

-I ~

I

o

Plot of y( w)

Figure 22-5

16mc
f --.

The next step is to consider Equations 22-69 and 22-70 which give the
distortion products P(t) and Q(t). P(t) is the amplitude modulation,
which will be removed by the limiter, and therefore need not be evalu
ated. Q(t) is the phase modulation distortion produced by y and y, and

is to be determined from Eqo 22-70:

Q(t) = IT-I Yrr [~(t)J + rr-l y rr [W2~t)J

-~ rr- l y u[~(t)J _rr-l y rr [~J

+~ rr-l y rr[W2~t)J _ ~2 rr- l y tl[~(t)J
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We observe that we will have to know something about M2(t)
and M3 (t), __ i.e., ~2(t) and ~3(t)o A more detailed discussion cf the

spectra of these functions will follow; for the moment it will suffice
to say that the spectrum of M2(t) extends from de to 20 me (since M(t)
goes from dc to 10 me) and that M3 (t) extends from almost de up to 30 me.

Evaluating each of the 6 terms of the above equation:

1st term

since up to 16 Me, y is zero, and for all frequencies
above 10 Me, ~(t) is zero.

2nd term

since y - 0 for all freq.

3rd term

4th term

since y = 0 for all freq.

1 - _CD
3(t)-15- y 15[---';--]

o 10 16 20 30
f IN me ---+

Plot of Fourth Term

Figure 22-6

This product is zero below 16 MC, since y = 0 below 16 MC. The shaded
area shows the product between 16 and 30 MC. Since the baseband output
is limited to 10 MC there will be no contribution from this term at re
ceiver output.

5th term

T~e shaded area shows the frequency region where y =-1 and
hence y ff[W ~t)J is not zero. It is a shaped noise-like spectrum over
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the band 16 to 20 MG. The time function corresponding to this frequ~ncy

function is

This is multiplied by ~(t), which gives second order A-B modulation
products which fall above 6 MG. Since the baseband is limited to 10 MC.
the modulation products of interest extend from 6 Me to 10 Me.

~
LLJ
~o
0.,

o 10 16 20

f IIJI me --.-..
30

Plot of Fifth Term

Figure 22-7

6th term o

This term is zero since y = 0 for all frequencies where ~(t)

is not equal to zero o

To sum up, then, we see that the fifth term is the only one
which really contributes in this particular case. The nature of its
contribution has been qualitatively discussed above; a quantitative
solution would be the next objective in actual practice. This would
involve merely a special and somewhat tedious computation of the inter
modulation products obtained by multiplying two spectra,-- one flat, the
other, shaped. The usefulness of the y y method lies in the fact that
it has thus reduced the esoteric to the mundane.

Note on M2(t) and M3(t): It was noted above that a
knowledge of the spectra of M2 (t) and M3(t) is needed £or a complete
solution of the problem. These could be obtained from the methods of
Chapter 12. It would be necessary to

a. Replace M(t) by a series of sine wave signals of
random phase and uniform amplitude, postulating
one such tone per channel.

b. For each frequency of interest, get u[M2(t)] by

counting second order products and adding their
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powers, with due attention to their relative
magnitudes (e.g., the fact that A+B products
are 6 db hotter than 2A products). Similarly
find u[M3(t)] by considering third order
products, including the compression term.

At this point it is necessary to warn the student that the
example given here is an extremely simple and idealized one. Firstly, we
have made the unrealistic assumption that there is no in-band phase dis
tortion. Secondly, the case studied was one where the transmission
characteristic had perfect symmetry about the carrier frequency. These
two conditions made the determination of y and y very easy and resulted in
very simple expressions for these functions. Unfortunately, neither of
these conditions is liable to be satisfied in most practical problems.
Method - Noise Produced. in the To Baseband Channel of an ~1 S , tern

by chos at dio reguencies
An examination of FM radio systems shows that perhaps the

majority of unequalized transmission deviations are due to echos caused by

impedance mismatches in the transmission path. Figure 8 provides a means
for calculating the noise in the top baseband channel of an FM system
caused by such echos o This figure has been taken from Reference· 2. It
applies to high as well as to low index systems and echo delays of any
magnitude, but does assume that the top baseband frequency is many times
the lowest baseband frequency. The analysis which produces Figure 8 makes
use of the fact that a signal made up of very many voice channels ap
proaches thermal noise in character. The signal can, therefore, be
thought of as consisting of flat random noise covering the same frequency
band and having the same average power as the multichannel telephone
signal.

The method of Figure 8 is most easily demonstrated by an example o

Assume that a particular system has an echo that is 50 db below the signal
power and which lags the signal by 0.3 microseconds. Let the top baseband
frequency be 1 mc and the peak frequency deviation be 4 mc. For thermal
noise, the commonly used peak factor is 4.* Since the theory on which
- - ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Mor~ precisely, the peak values of random noise will exceed values four
times the rms values less than 0.01% of the time. It is interesting to
note that approximately the same value for peak factor can be obtained
from Figure 12-2. As N grows infinitely larger, 6c approaches 10 db e

This means the system must be capable of carrying a sine wave with an
rms value 10 db above the average total talker power. Such a sine wave
has a peak ~2 times the rms value. _The system is thus designed to with
stand peaks which are 10 + 20 log ~2 = 13 db above the rms value of the
load. This is roughly a peak factor of 4.
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Figure 8 is based assumes that the multichannel load has the same
characteristic as thermal noise, we convert the peak frequency deviation

to rms deviation by dividing by this factor. Therefore, a = 1 mc. This

gives a/fb = 1 and"fbT = 0.3 cycles. Figure 8 gives a value of about -7 db
for this point. Therefore, the noise in the top baseband channel will be

7 more db below the baseband signal than the echo was below the radio
signal or -50 - 7 = -57 db below the signal. This can be converted to a
more usefull number. Using a value of -11 dbm as the power of the average
power talker (see Page 12-3) and an activity factor of 25%, the average
signal power in a one way telephone channel will be -11 - 10 log 4 = -17
dbm. Then the noise at zero level due to the echo will be -17-57 = ~74 dbm
or 8 dba.

Strictly speaking, Figure 8 applies only to a pure FM signal.
The presence of pre ..emphasis may reduce the actual noise produced by an

echo 3 or 4 db below the value calculated.
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On page 16-18 in the television chapter it was shown that a
sinusoidal gain or phase ripple is indistinguishable from a pair of
leading and lagging echos. This suggests that the method described here
can be used to estimate the effect of any shape of transmission deviation.
The shape of interest can be expressed as a Fourier series o To each term
in the series, a corresponding echo can then be associated and its effect
found by use of Figure 8. When the echos so obtained are sufficiently
small, the noise resulting from each echo can be added to that due to the
others on a power basis. The result will be the noise in the top channel
only, but in an ~~ system, this will be the one most severely degraded by
transmission deviations. It is therefore, the one that sets the require

ment.
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Chapter 23

FREQUENCY ALLOCATION

Available bandwidth, desired baseband width, carrier
frequency deviation, required signal quality, cost per telephone
channel, and prot-ection against fading are important factors in de
termining the frequlency allocation plan of a multichannel micro
wave system. In addition, interferences between channels which
arise within the system often can be minimized by a suitable fre
quency allocation. These subj ects are discussed, and the appli
cation of the principles to the TD-2, TH, and TJ systems are il
lustrated

Introduction
One of the important problems which influences both the design

and Inaintenance of multichannel microwave systems is the choice of ap
propriate microwave, intermediate, and beat oscillator frequencies. As
will be seen in this chapter a carefully chosen frequency allocation can
do much to reduce the design problems in other parts of the system. A
poor choice, on the other hand, may degrade the system performance, in
crease the difficulty of design, and ultimately increase the manufactur
ing, installation and maintenance costs of the system.

In order to outline the general problem we shall refer to Figure

1 at the end of Chapter 17 which shows a typical microwave system. The

transmitting equiproAnt for two channels is shown in the u,per left cor
ner. A frequency-multiplexed telephone signal is applied to C.hannel 1
and a television signal to Channel 2. Although the existence of other
channels is apparent from the figure, we shall concern ourselves with
the two already mentioned. The baseband signals are fed to FM trans
mitting terminals from which are obtained two separate FM sign21s at an
intermediate frequencyo From here each FM signal goes to a radio ~rans

mitter \~here it is "beat" with the output of a beat frequency oscillator

in a converter~ This process is essentially single-sideband amplitude
modulation and simply translates the entire -FM signal up to an appropriate
microwave fre~uency. If the frequency translation is sufficiently differ
ent for the two channels) the two signals may be combined by microwave
filters and delivered to an antenna with the assurance that the two
signals may be separated at a distant receiving terminal without excess
ive interchannel interference. The frequency translation which we have
just described is shown in Figure 1.

23-1
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At the recelvlng terminal a si~ilar process takes place in
the reverse order. The two FM signals are separated by microvlave
filters and sent to separate converters wh~re again appropriate beat
frequencies are used to provide translation of the FM signal back to the
intermediate frequencyo

A number of FM signals can be combined at microwave frequencies
by the method just described and can thereby be transmitted by a single
.antenna. This results in overall economy but at the same time permits
possible interferences among the individual channels. As more channels
are added the sources of interference tend to increase. Thus we find
that the frequency allocation chosen must be a suitable compromise be
t~Teen economy and performance, and at the same time meet the Bell System
needs. Some of the factors which influence this compromise will b~
considered qualitatively in the following sections.
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Figure 23-1

First, we shall consider some of the factors which determine
the channel bandwidth and number of microwave channels which a given
system shall have. We shall find that we are limited to some extent
by FCC regUlations, that certain desirable baseband widths influence
our design, and that other factors such as the frequency deviation we
use, the signal quality required, the cost per telephone channel, and
protection against fading, must also be considered. For particular
systems some of these factors may be more important than others.

N'ext l",e shall consider some typical types of interference
which may occur in multi-channel microwave systems. We will show how
certain frequency allocation techniques are helpful in minimizing these
interferences.
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Finally, the frequency allocations used in the TD-2, TJ, and
TH Systems will be briefly reviewed.

Factors vfuich Determine the Bandwidth and Number of Microwave Channels

Available Microwave Bandwidth
One of the more obvious limitations to the number of micro

wave channels we may have is the bandwidth made available to us by the
Federal Co~munications Commission. At the present time there are three
sueh bands. These are the 500 me bands at 4,000 and 6,000 me and a

1,000 mc band at 11,000 mc, as listed below.

Band

4 KlVlC

6 KMe

11 KMe

Band Edges in Megacycles

3,700 - 4,200

5,925 - 6,425
10,700 -11,700

In each case the bandwidth is approximately 10% of its
center frequency. These bandwidths set an upper limit to the capacity
of our microwave systems.
Desirable Baseband Width

Since we are limited in the maximum bandwidth we may use

our probleln is simplified to deciding whether to use a fevl very broad
microwave channels or a greater number of narrow ones. An important
consideration here is the desirable baseband width, since this will
establish a minimum limit to the width of an acceptable microwave

channel. As an approximation we can make use of the rule-of-thumb
given in Chapter 19 which states that the bandwidth should be at least

. twice the sum of the baseband width and the peak frequency deviation.
We thus conclude that the minimum bandwidth for a microwave channel will
be greater than twice the top baseband frequencyo

The choice of a baseband width sometimes depends on a number
of factors; in other cases it may be relatively clear-cut. For eX~lple,

in the TD-2 and TJ Systems one of the baseband signals is a 4 me tele
vision signal. These require a 4 mc baseband width. The TH System

has been provided with a 10 mc baseband width so that the Bell System
will be able to accommodate 10 mc television signals which are sometimes
proposed for closed theatre television loops. In each of these systems
the television signals have determined the baseband width. Frequency
multiplexed telep~one signals, or in the case of TH, a combined tele
phone and 4 me television signal, are then selected so that they can
utilize the same baseband widths.
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One might ask why we don't make the baseband width even wider
than is required for these television signals. Several factors are in
volved here. Among them are convenience in growth, the difficulty in
providing wider bandwidth circuits, the problem of providing protection
against fading, and certainly the fact that in order to drop telephone
channels in an FM system the entire channel has to be brought to base
band. From this latter fact alone we may conclude that baseband signals
comprised of thousands of telephone signals would not be practical except

on the most heavily loaded routes. This follows from the fact the FM
terminals become more expensive as they are required to handle larger
signals and, in addition, those signals which are not dropped are de
graded by the additional demodulation and modulation processes. More
microwave channels with fewer telephone channels on each make it possible

to drop a small portion of the total load without degradation to the rest.
Another consideration may be that of gro~~h. A microwave

system which utilizes a bandwidth of 500 me has an extremely large capac
ity. For exaQple, the TH Systenl vall probably have six active channels

each capable of handling over 2,000 telephone channels. On some routes
only a portion of this capacity may be required when the system is first
installed. If a system has several microwave channels the equipment
for the individual channels may be obtained as needed. This provides
for convenience in ~rowth.

Freauency Deviation
Freouency deviation has already been introduced by means of

the rule-of-thumb as a factor in the determination of microwave band
width. Frequ'ency deviations which are small conlpared to the top base

band frequency have only small effect on the bandwidth required but have
a poor signal-to-noise performance when compared to AM systems with the

same power. (For more discussion of this point the reader is referred
to the section on FM Advantage in Chapter 20.) Large frequency deviations,
on the other hand, will require much greater bandwidths and are generally
undesirable for several reasons. One is, of course, the uneconomic use
of the microwave bandwidth available. Others include the difficulty of
obtaining linear FM modulators capable of large frequency deviations
and the difficulty of providing IF Circuits with adequate bandwidth.
For the TJ, TD-2, and TH Systems, peak frequency deviations of about 4
mc have been adopted. It is obvious that these make a significant con
tribution to the required channel width.
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Signal C'uality
In the preceeding sections we made use of a rule-of-thumb to

determine the required bandwidth of a single channel. Although this
rule is an excellent guide in system design the reader is aware that ~1

signals have sidebands which theoretically extend to infinite frequency.

Any rule-of-thumb is therefore a compromise between quality and economy
and some distortion is always introduced when the higher order sidebands
are removed by filters or by other band limiting circuits. On the other
hand, if we fail to band-limit two ~~ signals which are to be placed in

adjacent microwave channels, the higher order sidebands will extend into
the adjacent channel and cause interference. By studies of the particular
signals to be transmitted in adjacent channels vdth specified spacing it

is possible to choose a filter shape which will minimize the total signal
degradation due to these two causes. Even with this optimization, how
ever, as the two microwave channels are spaced closer together the signal
cuality will decrease and more complex filters will be required.

Cost
In order to establish a microwave route a series of tower

locations need to be obtained. New roads often have to oe constructed.
Towers and antennas have to be built and installed. These costs tend
to be fixed and independent of the number of channels. As the number
of telephone channels is increased the cost per channel is reduced.
Hence, it is desirable to provide capacity for as many telephone channels
as possible. This can be accomplished by moving the adjacent channels
closer together. Beyond a certain point, however, more complex filters
are required, as mentioned above, and the tolerances on the various IF

and microwave frequencies used in the system must be made smaller, thereby
causing the system to become more complex and expensive. In general then

we find that the total cost consists of some fixed costs and some variable
costs. The fixed costs per channel tend to decrease as more telephone
channels are added \Jhereas the variable cost per channel will tend to
increase after a certain point. Theoretically, there is an optimum
point of operltion \vhere the total cost per channel is a minimum. In
practice we would like to operate somewhere near this point.

\Vhat has just been said applies in particular to our long
haul systems designed for heavily loaded routes. For lightly loaded
routes where the additional channels could not be used even if available
the situation is different. vie then find it desirable to move the ad
jacent channels apart so as to swap unneeded bandwidth for a reduction
in filter and equipn1ent complexity.
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Protection Against Deep Fades
As was pointed out in Chapter 18, microwave channels are

subject to fades of various magnitudes. The loss which occurs during
small fades can be compensated by suitable automatic gain controls.
Deep fades, however, may seriously degrade the noise performance.
Fortunately, these fades tend to be selective, and if we have several micro
wave channels in our system, one or two of them may be reserved as a pro
tection channel. When a regular channel fails, due to a fade, or perhaps
some equipment failure, its signal may be transferred to a space channel by

rapid switching techniques so that there is very little signal de
gradation. Such protection greatly increases the dependability of our
system, and is very important on heavily loaded routes.

We must realize, however, that such protection reduces the
capacity of our system. It is economically desirable then, to let a
single channel act as a spare for several active ones.

In ·summary, then, the factors of available bandwidth, baseband
width, frequency deviation, signal quality, cost per telephone channel,
and protection against fading all must be considered in determining the
frequency allocation of a microwave system. Let us now take up the
second problem of this chapter: sources of interference in multi-channel
microwave systems as related to the choice of frequency allocation.

Interference in Microwave Channels

In this section we shall be concerned ,nth various types of
interference which may occur in a multichannel microwave system. These
may be separated into the four main types listed below.

1. Same channel interference.
2. Image channel interference.
3. Adjacent channel interference.
4. Tone interference.

Each of these will be considered separately. External interferences
are a.ssumed to be kept within limits by FCC regulations and will not
be discussed here.

Same Channel (Co-Channel) Interference
The problem of same channel interference is illustrated

in Figure 2. Here we have shown, in block form, three consecutive
repeaters and have indicated four typical interference paths. Separate
receiving and transmitting antennas are shown although in some systems
only a single antenna may be used. The two most serious interference
paths are ,those labeled "1" and "2". Here we have high level signals
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from transmitting antennas interfering with low level signals at the
receiving antenna. The high level signal from path 2 will be reduced by

the back-to-back ratios of the two antennas, but only the side-to-side
loss between antennas attenuates the signal from path 1. Additional
loss can be introduced if we polarize one of the signals vertically and
thp other horizontally. In a practical situation, however, this is still
J.~kely to be insuffic.ient and we avoid the problem by making the trans
mitting and receiving frequencies at a given repeater different. Such
an arrangement is shown in Figure 3a and is known as a two frequency
allocation.

The interference from the path labeled "3" is not so large.
Here, if using a two frequency allocation, we have two signals being
received on the same frequency and we may expect that normally they will
be at about the same levels at the receiving antenna. In this case the
interference will be reduced by the front-to-back ratio of a single
antenna which m~y be about 65* db for a delay lens or horn type antenna
and about 50 db for a paraboloid antenna. Further advantage of up to about
10 db can again be obtained by using different polarizations. This ar
rangement can be made to work and is used in some systems. However,
one must be careful to make sure the interference will not be excessive
during a. fade on the desired channel. A four-frequency allocation such
as shown in Figure 3b avoids this problem and is sometimes used.

*Actually about 80 db but limited by foreground reflection to this value.
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Another source of same channel interference is shown by the
path labeled "4" in Figure 2. This is avoided by putting successive
repeaters slightly out of line.
Image Channel Interference

Image Channel Interference is illustrated in Figure 4.
Here we have two signals with carrier frequencies of 11,000 mc and
11,140 mc. We separate these signals with filters and apply them to
converters to be translated down to an IF frequency of 70 mc. Suppose

we use a beat oscillator ,frequency of 11,070 me for the 11,000 me signal.
As long as the filters are ideal there does not seem to be any problem.
Suppose, however, that filter 1 inadequately rejects the 11,140 signal.
Then this signal would also beat with the 11,070 mc tone to give an
unwanted 70 mc IF interference. This is known as image channel inter
ference, where the image channel is the channel which differs in fre

quency from the beat frequency by the same amount as the desired channel
but is on the other side of the beat frequency.

One way to avoid image channel interference is to leave the
image channel empty. Otherwise, one must make sure that the filtering
is adequate to prevent excessive interference even if a deep fade occurs
on the desired channel. Polarization may again be helpful here.
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Adjacent Channel Interference
Adjacent channel interference was mentioned briefly in a pre

vious section and occurs when two FM channels are placed close together
in frequency so that the sidebands from one extend into the other.

In Figure 5 we show how this can happen by making use of the spectra of

CHANNEL
I

SIGNAL SPECTRA

CHANNEL
2

Adjacent Channel Interference

Figure 23-5
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a carrier which has been phase modulated by a baseband signal consisting
of random noise. 'tv'le can prevent the interference by relTIoviIlg the higher

order sidebands with filters before the two signals are combined. How
ever, this cannot be done without causing some distortion of the signal.
Here, considerable advantage can be obtained if different polarizations
can be used for the two signals. Irr an actual system design one would
have to make a study of the signals involved in order to determine an
acceptable spacing for adjacent channels.

Tone Interference
Finally, we shall consider those interferences which, although

+~hey may be caused in several different ways, have this characteristic

in common: they are all essentially single-frequency interferences.
The more important sources of such tones are "same c11annel interference",
"image channel interference Tr , and interference from beating oscillators.

"Same channel" and "image channel" interferences will be
single-frequency in character vlhenever the index of modulation in 'the

disturbing channel is low (or when, in the extreme, the carrier is unmod

ulated - as, for example, the protection or spare channel carrier). In
such cases, the cross-talk will consist primarily of the high-level

carrier component, and may be treated as a single frequency in~erference.

At first glance it might seem that "same channel" interference
would not be very serious, since nominally the interfering tone will
have the same frequency as the carrier of the disturbed channel. Both

signals, however, are likely to be not exactly at their nominal values,
and a frequency difference of as much as several megacycles may actually
exist.

A typical problem will illustrate the situation. Suppose
the desired signal has a low index of modulation, (for example, one
radian) 0 dbm of power, and a carrier frequency of 6,000 mc. The
interference consists of a -40 dbro tone at 6002 me. The problem is
basically of the same type considered in Chapter 20 and may be solved

as follows. The interference is 40 db belo~·.r the desired signal and 'rill
produce 2 me amplitude and phase modulation of the desired carrier.

peak phase dev = -40 db with respect to one radian

= .01 radian
peak frequency dev • peak phase deviation X frequency of

phase deviation •

•01 x 2 = .02 mc.

The amplitude modulation can be removed with a limiter and when
the remaining signal is applied to a ~1 or FM demodulator there will be

a single frequency interference at 2 me in the baseband output.
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If the frequency allocations have been judiciously selected,

"same channel" interference at radio frequencies is rare. It might occur,
for example, ~Then we have freak transmission conditions which result in
"overreach fT froro a distant repeater at a time when the disturbed repeater
was subject to a moderate fade. "Same channel ft crosstalk at IF is, how

ever, a much more probable occurrence, since repeater stations and term

ina.ls are rich in 70 mc s:Lgnalso
The discussion above applies equally \..rell to image channel

interference. Other tone interferences may aris~ from the beating oscil
lators. Unless the frequency allocation is carefully planned, a beating
oscillator frequency for one channel may fall in the band of another
microwave channel. An extremel)' large arnount of filtering v-Till then be

re(1uired to keep the high-level beating oscillator output from "leaking"

out of the converter vn1ere it is used and getting into the chan~el at

the same frequency. If the IF frequency, the microwave channel fre

0uencies, and the beating oscillator frequencies are selected so that the

beating oscillator frequencies fall between the microwave channels con

siderable advantage may be obtained.
Another source of tone interferences will be briefly men

tioned. These are higher order products, possibly 4th or 5th order,
which P1ay be produced in a con'fTerter if extraneous tones from other
micro\rlave channels or other be.·-,ting oscillators are present. Those

products which fall in the frequency band of the desired output then
constitute tone interferences. The problem may be difficult to handle

analytically, in which case measurements on a given converter may be
recuired to ensure good design. In general, for satisfactory perform
ance we find that all extraneous tones should be at least 20 db below

the carrier of the desired signal.

Freauencv Allocations for TD-2, TH, and TJ Systems

Since the discussion of frequency allocation has been qual
itative throughout it may be well at this point to illustrate how some

of the concepts which we have talked about have influenced actual system
designs. This will be done with reference to Figures 6, 7, and 8 which
show the frequency allocations for the TD~2, TH and TJ Systems. On these
diagrams, the vertical scale represents frequency and the height of the
small boxes indicates the bandwidth of a single channel. These boxes are

arranged in four columns and ~epresent three different physical locations.
The center two columns show the channel arrangement and fragging which
occurs at a single repeater. The two outer columns represent terminal
locations or half of the adjacent repeater. Each box is marked T or R to
indicate "transmitting" or "receiving".
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Small crosses and circles are used to indicate respectively the
transmitter and receiver beat oscillator frequencies. For ex~nple, in
Figure 6 if we look at the box in thu upper left hand corner we see that it
represents transmission at a carrier frequency of 3730 mc. Since a 70 me
IF frequency i~ used ~re need a beat oscillator frequency which is either
3660 or 3800 mc. In the figure we see a small circle at a frequency of
3800 me marked with a small "1" to indicate that this, rather than 3660,
has been chosen as the frequency of the transmitting beat oscillator for

Channell.

At the bottom of each of these figures, the number of antennas

used at a repeater or terminal location (at the points indicated by the
arrows) is noted. Thus, we see that the TD-2 system uses four antennas

at a repeater location. Separate antennas are used for transmission and

reception in each direction.
At this point it should be evident that diagrams of this type

effectively display large amounts of information about the frequency
allocation of a system. In the following sections we shall therefore
include only brief descriptions. The individual diagrams should be
studied and compared.

TD-2 System
Six two-way microwave channels are provided, one of which is

intended as a protection channel. Since two frequencies are used for each
channel this is a two frequency allocation. Frequency fragging is shown by
the diagonal lines in the center of Figure 6. This fragging takes place in
two steps. The signal is first brought to 70 me (IF), amplified, and then
put back at the new microwave frequency.

Separate antennas are used for the two directions of trans
mission. The frequencies of the beat oscillators are indicated by small

crosses and circles. Notice that this frequency allocation scheme has
kept these frequencies at the edge of the microwave channels and at the
same time kept the image channels empty. For example, consider the
channel at 3730 me with its beat oscillator at 3800 mc. The image
channel would be at 3870 which is an unoccupied space. On spur routes
an allocation is used Which places the channels in the slots between
channels on the main routes. Placing the beat oscillators at th~ edge
of the channels instead of in the middle of the slots minimizes the
chance.of interference from these beat oscillators into the spur route
channels.
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TH System

TRAN~~ISSION SYSTEMS

The TH System has more channels of greater width than the TD-2

System, thereby attaining a more efficient use of the available band
width. Adjacent channels are closer together and opposite polariz&tions

for adjacent channels are used to reduce adjacent channel interference.
The beat oscillator frequencies are selected so that they fall between

the channels. An IF of 74.13 me was chosen so as to make this possiblA.
Again separate antennas are used for transmission and reception.

TJ System
The TJ System uses a four-frequency allocation and provides

space between adjacent channels. This is possible since the TJ System
is designed to be for lightly loaded routes and operates at 11,000 me

where a 1,000 mc bandwidth is available. Large signal capacity is there

fore not required and the bandwidth can advantageously be used by

providing wide separation between channels so as to reduce filter

complexity and re~uirements on frequency stability. A less expen-
sive system is thereby achieved. A single antenna in each direction

is used for both transmission and reception.
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ILLUSTRATIVE RADIO SYSTEMS DESIGN PROBLEM

The Inaterial studied in the previous chapters is ap
plied to the design of an 11 kmc 250 mile system capable of
carrying 100 4ke telephone ctlannels per broadband microwave
channel. The allocation of noise and modulation requirements
is illustrated, and methods for handling non-linearity in the
baseband amplifiers and the FM modulators and demodulators
are discussed. The problem serves to review the previous
work and illustrate some of the aspects of microwave radio
system design.

Introduction

In this chapter we hope to illustrate how the material pre
sented in the previous chapters can be applied to a radio system design
problem. Obviously, in order to do so, the problem ,ve pick must be
simple. Many consider-ations of importance in a practical system will
have to be omitted or treated in a qualitative manner. Nevertheless we
believe the problem wi.ll be helpful in tying together some of the separate
topics presented in the previous chapters.

Many factors are involved in a system design and a straight
forward procedure is not always possible. The designer must provide a
system which meets certain transmission objectives and at the same time
he must try to minimize the overall cost to the ultimate customer. Among
other things, the system should be easy to maintain in service and must
be developed within reasonable time limits. The time allowed may be
a few months in some cases, or several years in others. In general there
is no single solution to the overall problem. Not all of the considera
tions can be reduced to mathematical terms, and many can best be resolved
by judgment and experience based on previous designs.

As one might expect, the early design work often consists of
calculating the perfonnance of several possible arrangements. Extra
polations from previous designs may be helpful. These preliminary cal
culations can then be used as a guide for further work. The value of
these preliminary calculations is discussed in some detail at the begin
ning of Chapter 6 where the emphasis is primarily on AM systems. It
will be well worthwhile to read that section again, keeping in mind
that although the components and important system parameters may be
different for AM and FM systems, many of the design procedures are

similar.
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With this brief introduction we now consider a simplified
problem. In doing so we must realize that any single problem cannot
be typical in all respects to all possible designs. Some systems are
designed for long routes, perhaps 4000 miles, others are short haul

systems. Not all radio systems operate at the same microwave frequencies

or require the same capacity. With this in mind the reader should treat

this chapter as an illustration of certain procedures which are helpful,
rather than as an outline for all system designs.

Statement of the Problem

Assume we are asked to design a low cost radio system to

operate in the 11 KMC band given the following specifications.

Note 1

Maximum length
Capacity

Baseband
Grov'1th

Dropping Points

Maximum Repeater
Spacing

Noise Performance

250 miles.
100 single sideband suppressed

carrier telephone channels.
100 - 500 kc.
4-6 microwave channels on a route

should be planned for.
This system is planned for operation

on routes where the telephone channels
will frequently' have to be dropped.

25 miles (See Note 1 below).

23 dba at -9TL for fades of less than

35 db in a single link;

30 dba at -9TL for a 40 db fade in a
single link (see Note 2 belo\\T).

This specification is based on a study of fading which for

the purpose of this problem has already been completedo The results of
this study indicate that because fading is more severe in the 11 ~IC

band than at lower frequencies a maximum repeater spacing of 25 miles

should be used.

The requirement on noise of 29 dba at the -9TL for a 4000
mile system is often interpreted as follows. If the telephone channels
at the end of a 4000 mile system are sampled for noise at the -9TL
during the busy hour, the rms value of the smnples should not exceed
29 dba. This assumes a dist~ibution and pernlits some samples to exceed
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29 dba. A second point on this distribution is then needed t·o specify
the allo\vable dispersion of the samples. Typically this is that the

noise shall not exceed 40 dba at -9TL for more than .01% of the samples.
The 250 mile end-link system we are considering here must have

better noise performance than a 4000 mile system. A decision has been

made in this case that end-link systems in tandem should have perform

ance equal to 32 dba. This explains the 23 dba requirement. However,
from the previous discussion we know that occasionally more noise
can be permitted. In our system this will occur during heavy fades.
The second noise requirement has therefore been established based
on a study of the frequency of occurrence for fades of various depths.

A Preliminary Calculation

At this point it will be helpful if we proceed with a pre

li~ninary calculation of the system noise performance. In order to do
so it will be necessary to make certain assumptions regarding the trans
mitter output power, the antenna gain, the receiver noise figure, and
the peak frequency deviation. This can be done by making a study of
existing devices and systems. We may assume that some improvement will
be possible in some of the devices if we decide to use them in our system.
Suppose our study establishes the following facts.

Output power - A klystron is available which has 0.5 watts
of output power. A new design might yield a 2 watt output,
but some addi.tional development would be required.

Antenna gain - In order to have a low cost system, simple
paraboloid antennas appear desirable. At 11 KMC a 4' par

aboloid has a gain of 40 db and a beam angle of 1.5°. A
larger antenna would have more gain but a smaller beam angle
and would probably require a more stable tower, which would

make the system more costly.

Receiver noise figure - A noise figure of 15 db seems feasible.
By additional development effort this might be reduced slightly.

Frequency deviation - Peak deviations of about 4 mc have been
used in other systems, so we might take this as a first guess.
This is not a sacred number, however, and some change appears
possible if it proves desirable.

Channel Bandwidth - We can make an assumption based on the
rule of thumb given in Chapter 19. For a 4 me frequency devia
tion and .5 me top baseband frequency a band of 2 (4 + .5)=9 me
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will be required. We will consider a 10 mc bandwidth for this
preliminary calculation.

We now can proceed with our calculation of noise performance
using the values arrived at on the preceeding page.

Receiver Input Power
Receiver input power = output power - free space path

loss + antenna gains - wave guide
losses

Assumed output power = 1/2 watt or 27 dbm
Free space path loss
(From Figure 18-5) = 145 db
Antenna gains
(Assume two 4' par-
aboloids) = 80 db

Assumed waveguide
losses = 5 db

From which
Receiver input power = 27 - 145 + 80 - 5 -43 dbm

Calculation of Noise
At this point we shall use the procedure developed in Illus

trative Example 2 of Chapter 20 to determine the noise in a telephone
channel. We first check to see that we are not in the breaking region.
The noise power in a 1 cps band is -174 dbm. For a 10 mc bandwidth and
a 15 db noise figure the total noise power becomes

Noise power = -174 dbm + 10 log 107 + 15
= -89 dbm

The ratio of the signal power to the noise power in the
absence of a fade is

SiN -43 - (-89) = 46 db

If we now assume that the breaking region starts when the
SiN ratio becomes less than 10 db we will not be in the breaking region
for fades of less than 36 db. With this established we now proceed with
the calculation of noise in the worst channel.

Freauency Deviation Produced by Noise
At this point an examination of the index of modulation would

show that it is greater than unity and that the carrier component of
the signal is small compared to the total signal. Nevertheless we shall
complete the noise calculation just as we would for a low index system.
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This will simplify the work and will introduce very little error in the

final result. Hence, we use the result of the receiver input power

calculation.
Carrier power = -43 dbm

The noise power in a 1 cps band is -174 dbm plus 15 db due to
the noise figure.

Noise power in 1 cps band = -159 dbm

The rms phase deviation produced by two one cycle bands of noise,
one wn radians per second above and the other wn radians per second below
the carrier is a ~2/A radians where a = rms noise voltage in a one cyclen c n
band and Ac is the peak carrier voltage o

a ~2 A
20 log~ = 20 log a - 20 log :

c n "t"2

== -159 - (-43)
= -116 db with respect to 1 radian

At the output of the discriminator the noise due to the two 1
cycle bands will both fall in a 1 cycle band at wand will therefore be

n
produced by the phase deviation computed above. The total noise in a 3 kc
band will be the sum of the powers in 3000 such 1 cycle bands.

rms phase deviation

in 3 kc bandwidth = -116 + 10 log 3000

- 81 db with respect to 1 radian
.9 x 10-4 radians

The rms frequency deviation in a 3 kc band is given,to a close

approximation,by the product of the phase deviation and the center freql~
of the 3 kc band. Since we will be interested in the noisest channel we

will consider the frequency deviation in a 3 kc band at the top bansband

frequency.

rms frequency dev. in
3 kc band at .5 mc

Determination of Ps

.9 x 10-4 x .5 x 106
= 45 cps

We now find the value of Ps which is the power in dbm at OTL of

the maximum sine wave which the system must handle without overloading.

For Vo = -12.5 VU, cr = 5 VU, and Na = .25 x 100, the average power of
the telephone signal during the busy hour at zero level is given by

Equation U2-2} as

avg power Va + .115 cr 2 + 10 log Na -1.4 dbm
= -12.5 + 2.9 + 14 - 1.4 dbm

3 dbm
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The value of P is obtained by adding to the average powers
a peak factor which is given in Figure (12-2).

Ps 3 + 15 = 18 dbm

Noise in dba
The maximum frequency deviation for the system considered

here is 4 mc. If this were produced by a sinusoidal signal the rms

frequency deviation would be 2~2 mc. Thus, a signal with 18 dbm of
power at OTL is equivalent to an rms frequency deviation 2~2 mc.

Conversely, the noise power in a 3 kc band at OTL in the top channel
is therefore

Noise power in 3 kc band 18 dbm + 20 log 45 cps
2-.12 x 106 cps

18 - 96
-78 dbm at OTL

= -87 dbm at -9TL
-5 dba at -9TL

If we now ignore any possible differences in link lengths and
assume ten 25 mile links in a 250 mile system, the total thermal noise
becomes

Total noise -5 dba + 10 log 10

5 dba at -9TL

This meets our requirement with considerable margin. We now
examine the effect of a fade in a single link.

Effect of Fading in a Single Link
A 35 db fade in a single link would bring the noise from that

link from -5 dba up to 30 dba. Under this condition the noise contribution
from the other links becomes negligible. However, 30 dba is 7 db above
the requirement of 23 dba. A check of the SiN ratio shows that for a

35 db fade the SiN ratio is reduced from 46 to 11 db which is very close

to the breaking region. A 40 db fade would put us well into the breaking
region. This is shown on Figure 1 by the solid line. The two re
quirements are indicated by the small squares.

We must now consider the possible changes which we might make
so as to improve the perfornance. A 7 db improvement would just meet

the 23 dba requirement but would not permit a share of the requirement
to be given to modulation noise. We shall therefore attempt to attain
about 10 db of improvement for a 35 db fade condition. This will also
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give us additional margin against "breaking", which now occurs for a

36 db fade. Possibilities we might consider are pre-emphasis, an

increase in ~he frequency deviation, or an increase in the SiN ratio
at the receiver input. The latter might be accomplished by increasing
power output, a reduced noise figure, or by an increase in antenna gain.

Suppose we now consider these possibilities individually.

(1) Pre-emphasis could be used to obtain phase modulation.

An improvement of about 4 db might be attained in the output noise. The

breaking point would still occur for a 36 db fade.

(2) An incl~ease in the frequency deviation to 8 mc would
increase the necessary channel bandwidth from 10 mc to 18 mc. The

breaking point would be lowered by 10 log (18/10) = 2.5 db and would
occur for a 33.5 db fade. In this respect, therefor8, we would have de
graded the system. For fades less than this, however, a noise improve

ment of 6 db would be attained.

(3) A 6 db increase in the SiN ratio at the receiver input
would improve the noise performance by 6 db when we are below the

breaking point, and would also change the breaking point from a 36 db

fade to a 42 db fade.

The effect of these changes is shown by the dash lines
in Figure 1. The use of an increased frequency deviation does not seem

desirable. It requires a wider bandvlidth and moves the breaking point
in the wrong direction. A combination of pre-emphasis to obtain phase

modulation and a 6 db improvement in the SiN ratio at the receiver input

would allow us to meet our requirements. To get a 6 db SiN improvement
we could change the output po\ver of the klystron from .5 watts to 2

watts, increase the gain of each antenna by 3 db, improve the noise figure
by 6 db, or use some combination of these parameters. We probably would

not be able to attain 6 db improvement in the noise figure, and higher

gain antennas would probably require a more rigid tower. It therefore
seems desirable to attempt the development of a 2 watt klystron.

Combining the advantages of using phase nlodulation and the

successful development of a 2 watt klystron, our thermal noise perform

ance can be summarized as follows:

Fade
o db

35 db
40 db

Thermal Noise at -9 TLP
-5 dba (10 links contribute)
20 dba (1 link dominates)

25 dba (1 link dominates)
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Freouency Allocation
We are now considering a low cost system for use in the 11 KMe

band. A 1000 mc bandwidth is available and only moderate growth has to
be provided for. Our situation is similar to that of the TJ System for
which a frequency allocation was discussed in the previous chapter. Our
channel width can be less because we are not asked to transmit a tele

vision signal. vve need to provide for approximately the same arnount of
gro~~h. Without going into more detail we shall assume that we can use
a frequency allocation veDT similar to that for the TJ System shown in
Figure 23-8.
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Baseband vs IF Repeaters
For a short haul system such as this the relative advantages

and disadvantages of baseband vs IF repeaters should be considered.
Since frequent drops are required many of the repeaters will have to
be terminal points. This is a strong point in favor of baseband re
peaters since every baseband repeater consists of a pair of terminals.
In addition, the transmitting terminal of a baseband repeater type
system is simpler in that it does not require the carrier supplies and
microvrave frequency amplifiers used in IF repeater systems. These

factors make the baseband repeater desirable.
On the other hand the baseband repeater system has certain

disadvantages. The FM wave is demodulated at each repeater whether

or not the baseband signal is needed at that point. The signal de
gradation is therefore greater than in a system with IF repeaters.
However, this is not necessarily serious for short systems. Other dis
advantages include the fact that frequency control is likely to be
poorer in baseband systems and that the modulation index may be subject
to greater variability since it may be changed at each repeater point.

From these considerations we conclude that baseband repeaters
can be used in short haul systems. Some decrease in cost and some in
crease in signal degradation may be expected. For the purpose of our
problem we shall assume th~t the reduction in cost is of primary import
ance and that we shall use baseband repeaters. The block diagram of our
repeater would probably closely resemble the typical baseband repeater
sho~m in Figure 2.

Modulation Noise
The next topic we shall consider is that of modulation noise.

Typically this may be cau.sed by transrnission deviations in the ~1

portions of the systerr~, n.on-linear FM modulators and demodulators, and
(just as in AM systems) by non-linear baseband amplifiers. Other sources
are possible and should be examined in an actual system design*. For

illustrative purposes we shall restrict ourselves to those listed above.

~,cFor example, vie have ignored the effect s of imperfect lirni ting, 1'lhereas
in fact limiters never completely eliminate the amplitude modulation
caused by imperfect modulators, and by transmission deviations. It might
be argued that this effect is included in the list above, by implication.
True, but it is an aspect which might have been overlooked. A fundamental
feature of transmission system design is involved here. Of course we pay
major attention to obviously major effects - but we can never be con
fident that we have taken note of all the subtle ways in which imper
fections and interferences can arise - and often such an overlooked
effect turns out to be quite serious.
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For a 35 db fade, the total noise requirement is 23 dba at
-9TL. Since we expect only 20 dba from thermal noise, another 20 dba
can be allotted to modul~tion noise. This in turn must be divided among
the several contributors listed above. The actual division should be
made in accordance with the difficulty vath which the individual require
ments can be met. In a preliminary calculation such as this a tentative
division often has to be made, subject to later revision as the separate
problems are investigated. Suppose in our case we expect transmission

deviations to be the most severe problem and that the others are about
equally difficult. We might then make a tentative division as follows
where we assume that the contributions from the separate sources vall

add randomly.

Tentative Division of Noise Reguirement

23 dba (total)

I

20 dba (modulation),
I

f
17 dba (transmission

deviations)

f

17 dba (other)

20 dba (thermal)

12 dba (amplifiers) 12 dba (modulators) 12 dba (demodulators)

Each of these requirements is for a complete 250 mile system

which typically might contain ten 25 mile links. From them we want to

get re~uirements on the individual amplifiers, modulators, demodulators,

and transmission shapes. We shall consider them separately.

Amplifiers
The transmitting and receiving terminals each contain a base

band amplifier, making a total of 20 for a complete system. These 20
amplifiers may be considered as an AM system with a total requirement of
12 dba. The methods developed in the first half of this course may then

be applied to determine the required second and third order modulation
performance of each of the amplifiers.
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Transmission Deviations

In Chapter 22 a problem was considered in which the noise in
dba caused by a particular transmission deviation was calculated. Here
the problem is just the opposite. We are given a requirement on noise

in dba and must find out how good the transmission quality has to be.
Obviously, the same methods can be used. We might start by allocating
the total requirement for transmission deviations among the various por

tions of the system through which the FM signal is transmitted. A fur
ther division can be made to the particular transmission shapes such as
parabolic phase and cubic phase terms. Each of these can then be treated
as separate problems. If some of the required transmission shapes appear
more difficult to realize than others a new division of the requirement
can be made which takes this difficulty into account by giving that
shape a larger portion of the total requirement.

FM Modulators and Demodulators
So far in this course we have been relatively unconcerned

about practical devices used in radio systems. We have talked of ideal
FM modulators and demodulators just as we often talk of ideal amplifiers.
However, in previous chapters we have indicated that actual amplifiers

are not linear and have developed methods for analyzing their performance
in AM systems. Similar methods can be developed to handle the non-linear
modulators and demodulators (e.g., klystrons and discriminators) actually
encountered in ~1 system design. In many cases these methods are almost
identical to those used for amplifiers or for transmission deviations.
For example, the non-linear characteristic of an FM modulator can often
be expressed by a power series as

~'(t) = a1V(t) + a2 V2 (t) + a3 V3 (t) ••••

where

cpT (t)

V(t)
instantaneous frequency deviation
baseband signal applied to modulator

coefficient of the nth order modulation term

Such an eouation can be obtained from either a theoretical

knowledge of the modulator performance or by measurements. In the
latter case the equation is the result of fitting a curve to steady
state measurements of the output frequency for various values of dc
voltage applied to the modulator input. A word of caution is in order
here, however. One would expect such a "steady state" equation to be
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valid when V(t) is allowed to vary at a slow rate. It does not
necessarily follow, however, that the instantaneous frequency deviation
can be represented by the same equation when V(t} contains high fre
q.uency baseband component s. For instance, we might expect "sluggishness"
or undesirable transient effects. This is a problem which must be inves
tigated when any particular FM modulator is under study. However, in
many Cases it can be shown that all of the important modulation terms
are contained in the fTsteady state ff equation for non-linearity. Iflhen
this is the case, the non-linearity of an FM modulator can be treated
in exactly the same manner as the non-linearity of a baseband amplifier.

The FM demodulator can, in many cases, be handled in a similar
manner. In order to illustrate the procedure we shall consider a very
simple type of demodulator. We shall ~ssume that the FM wave,

f(t) = cos [w~ + ~(t)J,

is applied to a pent ode such that the plate current is

i(t) = i o cos [wet + ~(t)]

We now assume that the load impedance for the tube can be expanded
in a power series.

The voltage across the load impedance is given as follows

e(t) F-l (Z(w) F[i(t)])

i oRo[l+P(t)] cos [wct + ~(t) + Q(t)]

where P(t) and Q(t) are given in Table (22-1). Whereas in the FM
portions of the system we usually neglect P{t) and concern ourselves
with Q{t), here we do the opposite. This becomes obvious from the
following considerations. The amplitude modulation p(t) may be written
as

where in an FM system kl~'(t) = V(t). Hence, the first term in P(t)
above is proportional to the baseband signal. This suggests that an
FM demodulator can be constructed by making the constant, gl' large so
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that we get a large amount of amplitude modulation proportional to the

baseband signal. An envelope detector can then be used to recover the
baseband signal. The other terms in P(t) represent distortion terms
which can be evaluated by the methods described in Chapter 22.

The Final Stages of Design
We have now arrived at a point where we can turn our attention

to the individual blocks in the block diagram. Input and output levels
and linearity reouirements can be specified. This permits development
work on these parts to proceed toward specific goals. As this work
progresses the overall system design vnll from time to time have to be
reviewed to make sure that the various assumptions which have been made
are still valid. Some changes in the division of requirements or in the
input and output levels may be desirable as the final design is gradually

achieved.



Chapter 25

THE PHILOSOPHY OIF PULSE CODE MODULATION SYSTEIvIS

The use of digital instead of analog methods of transmission
offers great advantages 0 In digital systems, the message is coded
into a signal which can be regenerated rat.her than merely amplified
at each repeatero Although a channel of much greater bandwidth is
required, such systems can operate with a low signal-to-noise ratio
in the channel, since the channel noise does not reach the subscriber.
Transmission by pulse code modulation involves sampling, quanti
zation' coding, time division multiplex transmission, recognition,
regeneration, and, ult.imately, decodingo This chapter introduces
these ideas as a preliminary to the more detailed discussion found
in subsequent chapters.

Introduction
In the past chapters attention has been directed toward

various amplitude, frequency, and phase modulation systems. All of
these use a sinusoidal carrier- whose amplitude, phase, or frequency
is continuously varied in accordance with the modulating functiono

In this and the following chapters, ~Je shall discuss the use of
a series of pulses instead of a sinusoidal carrier to carry the information
contained in the modulating function. There are many possible ways of
modifying the characteristics of a train of pulses to convey informationo
One can vary pulse amplitudes so that the envelope follows the modulating
function (Pulse Amplitude Modulation, or PAM). Alternatively, one could
vary pulse position (Pulse Position Modulation, or PPM) or the pulse
duration (Pulse Duration Modulation, or PDM)o Another interesting method
which may be important in the future is delta modulation o Delta modu
lation, as well as PPM and PDM, are briefly described in the Appendix to
this chapter. In this and the follo~dng few chapters, however, we shall
examine the advantages to be obtained from, and the problems associated
with, the particular type of pulse transmission known as Pulse Code
Modulation. But before we go into any detail on PCM, it will be profit
able to define some of the general ideas and vocabulary involved.

The development of PCM has been closely associated with the
advent of information theory, which for the first time has given us a
clear way of thinking about the fundamentals of our jobo One of the
important ideas involved is that of samplingo
Sampling

Our basic job is to transmit a "message", which we can think
of as a voltage which varies continuously with time. This is our modu
lating function. In AM or FM systems, as we have seen, we cont1nuousl~

25-1
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vary the carrier in accordance with the modulating function. The first
point to recognize when we consider the feasibility of pulse modulation
is that the continuous transmission of information about the modulating
function is unnecessary.

In any physically realizable transmission system the message
or modulating function is limited to a finite frequency bando Such a
function can assume only a finite number of independent values in a
finite time. In fact, if the highest frequency component is f c cycles
per second, the time function cannot assume more than 2fc independent
values per second. For this reason the amplitudes at any set of points
in time spaced Tc seconds apart, where ~c=1/2fc' specify the message
completely.* Hence, to transmit a band-limited message** of duration
T, we do not need to send the entire continuous function of time. It
suffices to send the finite set of 2fcT independent values obtained by
sampling the instantaneous amplitude of the signal at a regular rate of
2fc samples per second. (If it surprises the reader to find that 2fcT
pieces of data will describe a continuous function completely over the
interval T, it should be remembered that the 2fcT coefficients of the
sine and cosine terms of a Fourier series do just this, if, as we have
assumed, the function contains no frequencies higher than f c.)

The basic theorem which we have been discussing her~ is called
the sampling principle which, in a restricted form, states:

If a message that is a magnitude-time function is
sampled ~nstantaneously at regular intervals and at
a rate which is twice the highest significant message
frequency, then" the samples contain all of the infor
mation of the original message.

The application of the sampling principle reduces the problem of
transmitting a continuously varying message to one of transmitting a
finite number of amplitude values.

- - -- - - - - _ .... - - -- - - - - - - - - --
*A simple proof of this is given in the Appendix to Monograph B1611.

This paper, by Oliver, Pierce ~nd Shannon,.which origina~ly appeared
in the Proceedings of the Inst1tute of Rad10 Engineers, 15 an.
excellent discussion of the philosophy of PCM, and much of th1s text
has been abstracted from it.

**A useful distinction is made in this chapter, as well as the ones
to follow between the terms "message" and "signal". We define a
signal as'a coded (AM, FM, or PCM, for example) representation of
the message we really have to deliver.
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The process of sampling is illustrated in Figure 1. The
function f, (t) illustrated in Figure l(a) is assumed to contain no

frequencies above f c • Figure l(b) shows a sampling function f 2(t).
The sampling frequency is 2fc • The result of sampling is shown in
Figure l(c). This function, f

3
(t), is defined analytically as the

product f1(t) f 2 (t) and is a form of pulse amplitude modulation. Note
that this is not instantaneous sampling, since the f 2(t) pulses have

duration. Instantaneous sampling can, of course, never be realized in
a physical system. The effects of sampling for non-zero time (so-called
"natural sampling", as against instantaneous sampling) are discussed in

the next chapter.

MODULATING FUNCTION

(a) ----- --f~;-)------- ---------

t-

SAMPLING FUNCTION

h(tl
(b 1

PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION
(cl

Sampling

Figure 2~-l

Reconstruction

Let us now proceed to the rece~v~ng end of the system. The PAM
signal, f 3(t), may be transmitted to the receiver in any form which is
convenient or desirable from the transmission standpoint. At the receiver
the incoming signal is 'then operated on to recre8~te the original PAM
sample values so that they appear in their original time sequence at a rate
of 2fc pulses per second. To reconstruct the message it is merely
necessary to generate from each sample a proportional impulse, and to pass
this regularly spaced series of impulses through an ideal low-pass filter
of cutoff frequency f c • Except for an over-all time delay and possibly a
constant of proportionality, the output of this filter will th~n be
identical to the original message.
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Ideally, then, we could achieve perfect reproduction of a
message if we could transmit information giving us exactly the instant
aneous amplitude of the message at intervals spaced 1/2f apart in time.c

guantizat..i2E
It is, of course, impossible to transmit the exact amplitude of

a modulating function. In conventional AM or FM, or in a system using
pulse height or position to carry information, some error will always occur.
~Joise, distortion, and crosstalk 'wi,ll affect the modulated wave so that the

recovered D1essage will not exactly duplicate the inforrdation in the

original message o In the systems noted - AM, ~1, PPM, or PPM - the error

increases as we go through successive rep~ater sections, since additional
noise is added to the signal as it passes through each repeater section.

This situation is analagous to the accumulation of small errors

in a long series of slide-rule operations. It suggests the weakness of an

analog method of transmission in. which the transmitted signal can assume a
continuum of values. But suppose we consider instead a digital system.
Instead of atternpting the impossible task of transmitting the exact value

of a sample, let us limit ourselves to certain discrete amplitudes of
sarnple size. Then, when the meSf)age is san1pled, the amplitude nearest the

true amplitude is sent. When this is received arid amplified) it will have
an amplitude a little different from any of the specified discrete steps,
because of the disturbances encountered in transmissiono But if the noise
and distortion are not too great, we can tell accurately ~iliich discrete
amplitude the signal was supposed to have o. Then the signal C8.n be re
formed, or a new signal created, which again has the amplitude originally
se11t.

Representing the message by allowing only certain discrete
amplitudes is called quantizing. It inherently introduces an initial
error in the amplitude of the samples, giving rise to quantization
noise.* But once the message information is in a quantized state, it

can be relayed for any distance without further loss in quality, pro
vided only that the added noise in the signal received at each repeater
is not too great to prevent correct recognition of the particular amp
litude each given signal is intended to represent. By quantizing we
limit our "alphabet". If the received signal lies between a and b,
and is closer (say) to b, we guess tllat b was sent. If the lloise is

small enough, we shall always be right.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*The magnitude of this noise, and the use of instantaneous compandors
to reduce it, will be considered in more detail in the next chapter.
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A quantized sample could be sent as a single pulse which
would have certain possible discrete amplitudes, or certain discrete
positions with respect to a reference position. However, if many
allowed sample amplitudes are required, one hundred, for example, it
would be difficult to make circuits to distinguish these, one from an
other. On the other hand, it is very easy to make a circuit which will
tell whether or not a pulse is present. Suppose, then, that several
pulses are used as a code group to describe the amplitude of a single
sample. Each pulse can be on (1) or off (0). If we have three pulses,
for instance, we can devise a code to represent the amplitudes shown in

Table I.
TABLE I

Amplitude
Represented

a
1

2

3
4
5
6
7

Code

000

001

010

011

100

101
110

111

These codes are, in fact, just the numbers (amplitudes) at
the left written in binary notation. In this notation, the place
values are 1, 2,4,8, -'; i.e., a unit in the righthand column repre
sents 1, a unit in the middle (second) column represents 2, a unit in
the left (third) column represents 4, etc. In general, a code group
of n on-off pulses can be used to represent 2n amplitudes. For example,
7 pulses yield 128 sample levels. Figure 2 illustrates the coding of a
PAM signal into seven digit code.

It is possible, of course, to code the amplitude in terms of
a number of pulses which have allowed amplitudes of 0, 1, 2 (base 3 or
ternary code), or 0,1, 2, 3 (base 4 or quaternary code), etc., instead
of the pulses with allowed amplitudes 0, 1 (base 2 or binary code).
If ten levels were allowed for each pulse, then each pulse in a code
group would be simply a digit or an ordinary decimal number expressing
the amplitude of the sample. If n is the number of pulses and b is
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nthe base, the number of quantizing levels the code can express is b •
As we shall see, however, binary code (0,1) seems to offer the most
advantages, and present development 1s proceeding along binary lines.

PAM SAMPLES

/ \
/ \

/ \
/ CODE \

'/ELEMENT \

1Lrl1
Binary Pulse Coding

Figure 25-2

Decoding
To decode a code group of the type just described, one must

generate a pulse which is the linear sum of all the pulses in the group,
each multiplied by its place v~lue (1, b, b2, b3 , ••• ) in the code.
This can be done in a number of ways. For example, we might mention
what is perhaps the simplest way which has been used. This involves

sending the code group with "units" pulse first, and the pulse with the
highest place value last. The pulses are then stored as charge on a
capacitor-resistor combination with a time constant such that the charge
decreases by the factorl/b between pulses. After the last pulse, the
charge (voltage) is sampled. Such a method, while feasible, has the
disadvantage that the most significant digit is in its fastest decay
period when used, leading to large errors. More advantageous types of
decoders are discussed in the next chapter.
Time Division Multiplex

In an earlier chapter, as part of our discussion of applica
tions of the Fourier Transform Pair, it was pointed out that there is
an optimum rate for the transmission of short pulses through a band
limited medium. We found then that for a low-pass characteristic
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which transmits up to some frequency f 1 cps, we can send 2f1 pulses
per second. Thus a 750 kc channel could carry 1.5 million pulses per
second. Consider the transmission of 4 kc telephone messages by 8
digit* binary PCM over a channel which has a bandwidth of 750 kC/S.

We have seen that our sampling rate should be 8000 times per
second or one sample per 125 microseconds. Each sample will result in
one code character consisting of eight code elements (l's or O's). If
we can send 1,.5 million pul.ses per second, eight pulses can be sent in

5.33 microseconds. If we send only the information pertaining to one
message, our pulse pattern vs time would consist of an a-pulse char
acter, taking 5.33 microseconds, then idle time for about 120 micro
seconds, followed by another 5.33 microseconds of use, and so on.
ObViously, we are not using our channel very efficiently. On the other
hand, if we send code charBLcters from other channels during our idle
time we ought to be able to transmit, not one, but about 24 telephone
messages over our 750 kc channel. Interleaving signals on a time
basis in this way is called Time Division Multiplex.

An illustration of a time division multiplex PCM system 1s
shown in Figure 3. Although a four channel system was chosen for con
yenience, the concepts associated with this system pertain equally
well to a system involving any number of channels. Figure 3(a) shows
four messages in the form of time-varying voltages which are to be
transmitted over a common channel. Each message is band-limited to
4 kc by a low-pass filter in the message path. Our problem is to
sample each message, interleave the resulting PAM signals, and,
finally, encode the PAM signals into binary PeM. For purposes of
graphically illustrating the principle, the sampling mechanism is shown
as a switch rotating at the required 8000 cycle-s per second sampling
rate. Such a switch combines the functions of sampling and inter
leaving. Figure 3(b) illustrates the interleaved PAM samples so ob
tained at the sampling cirlcuit output. These samples are fed into an
appropriate encoder circuit which produces a seven-digit PCM en-
coding of the incoming PAM signals. The encoder output is shown in
Figure 3(b). At the receiving end the inverse functions of decoding
and sample separation are performed, as illustrated by Figure 3(a).

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - - - -
*Actually we are thinking here of seven digits to represent the

message sample, and an eighth pulse for supervisory and signalling
purposes.
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Time Division Multiplex

Figure 25-3
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Some useful terms can be defined from Figure 3. The sampling
interval, T, shown for message channel 2, is the time between succes
sive samples of the message voltage in a channel. A frame represents
the output obtained from one complete cycle of the sampling circuit.
The frame interval is equal in duration to the sampling interval and
is the time required to obtain one complete frame. The frame~ is

the reciprocal of the frame interval and is equal to the rate at which
the frames are generated, which, of course, equals the sampling rate.

Thus, fo~ the system illustrated, the frame rate is 8000 frames per

second, and the frame interval (or sampling interval) equals 125 micro
seconds. Notice, too, that the time interval for each code character
(representing a sample from each message channel) must be equal to or

less than one-fourth of the frame interval, if four message channels
are to be accornodated.

Time division implies switching at precisely fixed times in
order to separate the messages at the receiver. Therefore, additional
time, within the frame int~erval, is usually allocated to some sort of

timing or gating signal.
Clearly, as the 11umber of message channels is increased the time

interval that can be allotted to each must be reduced since all of them
must be fitted into the frame interval. The allowed duration of a coded
pulse train representing an individual sample must be shortened and the
individual pulses moved closer together as the number of time division
channels in a frame is increased. This means that frequency limitations
of the transrnission nledium inevitably restrict ttle number or- message
channels which can be included in a frame.

In general terms: if f c cycles per second is the highest fre
quency in our message, and n the number of code elements per code char

acter, then we require approximately nfc cycles per second of bandwidth
per message, plus an allowance for gating time. This is n times the

bandwidth required for direct transmission or for single sideband AM.
In terms of our preceding discussion, we used n=8, and found 24 channels
consistent with a 750 kc bandwidth. This is about eight times the 96 kc
bandwidth required for the single sideband AM transmission of 24
channels.

Summary

Thus far we have merely described some interesting possi
bilities. We have pointed out that wi.th no penalty we can sample in
stead of transmitting continuously. Also, we have recognized that

since we will always have errors anyway, we may gain some advantage by
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taking one error in the beginning -- the error we get by quantizing or
rounding off -- instead of accumulating errors in each repeater section.
Finally we saw that once we have quantized, we can code -- and, inci
dentally, interleave code symbols from a number of channels on a time

division multiplex basis.
All these ideas, however, seem to have merely resulted in a

corr~unication system which uses much more bandwidth than we used be
fore. This brings us to stressing one point that has been mentioned
glancingly, but which deserves more emphasis: -- the tremendous dif
ference between code signals and continuous signals, or between ana
logue (slide-rule) and digital (computing machine) techniques. This
lies in the fact that it is possible to regenerate a fresh, noise-free
symbol in a repeater. Analogue signals can be amplified -- along with
any accrued noise. Digital signals can be recreated, and the noise
accrued in the previous line section need not be transmitted.

We have not yet shown that these are anything more than
interesting ideas, or that an improved or more economical method of
transmitting telephone messages is inherent in them. The final answer
depends on our success in developing practical circuitry, but first we
should ask whether the ideas would theoretically lead to an improved
system. To answer this question we need to examine transmission
systems in general terms.

Parameters of Transmission Systems

A block diagram of a general transmission system is shown
In Figure 4. The message source in this system produces information
in the form of an electrical wave. The message may be a continuous
function of time, as for example, the output of a telephone trans
mitter, or it may itself be discrete, as in data transmission. The
function of the system is to transmit this message to the destina-
tion with the required fidelity. In order to accomplish this function,
the message is coded into a signal which is then sent over the channel.
The coder may consist merely of a simple amplitude, frequency, or pulse
modulator or it may be a more complex scheme in which a continuous
message is converted to a discrete form. Ih general, the bandwidth and
complex spectrum of the signal will be different from those of the
message. The receiver consists of a decoder which, in a typical case,
may be a demodulator and/or a circuit for converting the incoming dis
crete signals into a form for use by the destination. At the output
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of the decoder, therefdre, the message reappears -- generally speaking,
it may be in either discrete or continuous form but typically it has
the same form as the original.

MESSAGE
SOURCE

ENCODER
AND

TRANSMITTER

NOISE

CHANNEL

DESTINATION

DECODER 
AND

lWC£fVER

Generalized Transmission System

Figure 25-4

The point to be emphasized is that during its passage through

the channel, the signal does not, in general, have the form of the
message. This leads us to draw an importapt distinction between
"signal-to-noise" ratio arid "message-to-noi se" ratio. The rms noise

and signal in the channel determine the channel signal-to-noise ratio,
an important parameter of the system. In the case of discrete signals,
such as a series o£ binary pulses, a more convenient parameter is the
error probability, Pe. This expresses the probability that an incoming
pulse will be misinterpreted by the receiver, so that (for binary
pulses) no pulse would appear at the decoder output where a pulse was
present in the original message. Factors such as channel noise, timing
errors, and transmission deviations are important in determing Pe - The
parameter at the decoder output which corresponds to the channel signal
to-noise ratio is the message-to-noise ratio. It is important to
realize that the signal/nc)ise ratio, SiN, before the decoder need not
be the same as the messagE~-to-noise ratio, min_ Indeed in the cases of

greatest interest to the system engineer it is greatly different.
A case in point is a wideband FM system. Here, the signal

to-noise ratio before the limiter and discriminator is typically 20-40
decibels less tha~ the min in the audio section. (Note also that the
audip bandwidth is considerably less than the r-f bandwidth).
Similarly, the selectivity of a tuned r-f section in an AM receiver
eliminates a great deal of noise lying outside of the band occupied by

the signal. Later in this chapter, this effect will be explored more
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fully. For the present, it may be satisfying philosophically to the
student to note that such improvement is not unreasonable from the

following viewpoint. If the form of the signal (an FM wave, or an AM
wave limited to a certain band, in the cases cited above) is known a
priori, then it is possible to build a receiver which gives a large re
sponse to that particular signal and a much smaller response to any
other. That is to say that the receiver would be selectively sensitive
to a particular class of signals, and all transmitted signals are re
quired by proper coding to fall in that class. In the voice-frequency
field, the compandor illustrates this principle. Knowing that all
messages lie within a certain vu range, the expandor is selectively
sensitive to them. Noise and crosstalk outside of the message volume
range are recognized as being not part of the message, and are not
passed on to the destination.

The systems which most effectively utilize this principle do
so by trading bandwidth for SiN. That is, increased bandwidth is
utilized to transform the message into signals easily recognized by the
selective receiver. Corresponding reduction of SiN requirements is
thereby achieved.

More often than not the message is intended for a human
destination.* The overall system performance then depends upon the sub
jective reaction of that destination. It is possible, therefore, to
define a "subjective signal-to-noise ratio" or a subjective fidelity
which can serve as a suitable overall measure of the communication
process. It should be realized, however, that the connection between
this measure and min can be quite complex, particularly if the human
ear or eye is the ultimate destination. Many years of empirical and
theoreti~al study have gone into efforts to explain and specify what
kind of errors, omissions, or aberrations in the message stimuli can
be tolerated by the human perceptual apparatus without undue effect on
the impressions gained, for such tolerances bear directly upon trans
mission requirements.

To summarize, then, the parameters which serve to measure the
performance of a general transmission system are the channel signal-to
noise ratio (or error probability) and bandwidth t the post-decoder

*In some cases, of course, the destination will be an electronic or mech
anical device which operates in' a well-defined way on the message.
Examples are, for instance, electronic computers or switching networks.
For such destinations, the subsequent discussion is not appropriate.
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message-to-noise ratio, and, finally, a measure of subjective fidelity
at the output.

SIN VB mIn In PCM Systems
·With this philosophical background and definitions of terms,

let us now proceed to our question: What are the advantages of PCM?
First, how about performance in terms of SiN vs probability of error?

To detect the presence or absence of a pulse reliably re
quires a certain signal-to-noise ratio. If the pulse power is too low
compared to the noise, even the best possible detector will make mis

takes and indicate an occasional pulse when there is none, or vice
versa. Let us assume th43.t we have an ideal detector, and that the
noise is "white" noise (i.e. J noise with a uniform power spectrum and
Gaussian amplitude distribution as, for example, thermal noise). If
the expected pulse magnitude is Vo ' and if the signal when sampled
exceeds V 12, lie say a p,.l1se is present. This result will be in error,o .
however, if the noise at that instant exceeds Vo/2 in the positive
direction when no pulse is present, or in the negative direction when a
pulse is present. As the signal power Ps is increased the probability
of error due to white noise decreases very rapidly, so that if Fs/N is
large enough to make the signal intelligible at all, only a small in
crease will make the transmission nearly perfect. An idea of how
rapidly this improvement occurs may be had from Table II. The last
column in the table assumes a pulse rate of 106 per second.

TABLE II

Peak Signal Power
to Average Noise

Power
Ps
T

13.3 db
17.4 db
19.6 db

21.0 db
22.0 db
23.0 db

Probability
of Error

10-2

10-4

10-6

10-8

10-10

10-12

Average Time Between
Errors (Rounded Off6if Pulse Rate is 10

per Second

10-4 sec
10-2 sec

1 sec

3 min

3 hours
12 days
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Clearly, there is a fairly definite threshold below which
the interference is serious, and above which the interference is
negligible 0 This threshold occurs when the peak signal power is about
20 db greater than the average noise power, at which time th~ average
signal power (about half the pulses present, half absent) exceeds the
noise power by 17 db.* This gives an error rate of about 10-6, which
is believed to be satisfactory for telephone service. Comparing this
figure of 20 db with the 60- to 70- odd db per repeater section re
quired for high-quality straight AM transmission of speech, it will be
seen that PCM requires much less signal power, even though the noise
power is increased by the n-fold increase in bandwidth.

The above discussion has assumed an on-off (base 2) system.
If pulses are used which have b different amplitude levels (i.e., a
base b system), then a certain amplitude separation must exist between
the adjacent levels to provide adequate noise margin. A greater total
signal power is then needed to obtain the same (small) error proba
bility, assuming, of course, the same repeater spacing for binary and
b-base systems. This is one reason for using binary PCM (0,1) rather
than some other base. ..( Another very important reason for preferring
binary PCM is the simplicity of the binary recogn~tion circuitry, of
course.) The greater power of ternary, as against binary, PCM is il
lustrated by Figure 5. ObViously, the separation between steps must
be about the same for the same error probability if the noise is the
same. Thus, if all code elements are equally likely,' the power is in
creased as the number of steps (that is, b) is increased.

On the other hand, the ternary signal carries more information
per pulse than the binary signal does. In other words, increasing "b"
decreases the bandwidth required to transmit a given amount of sample
information per second (fewer pulses required per second, hence less
bandwidth) but calls for an increase in total signal power relative to
the noise. This is one example of the process of trading bandwidth
for SiN.

So far we have seen that PCM requires more bandwidth and less
power than is required with direct transmission of the signal itself,
or with straight AM. We have, in a sense, exchanged bandwidth for

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
*The comment that, with half the pulses present and half absent, average

power is half the peak power,implies that we are considering the signal
only during the time slots in which a pulse might appear. The actual du~y
cycle of the signal is of no consequence in defining the probability of
error, since errors can occur only during the periods when we are making
decisions.
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power. Has the exchange been an efficient one? Are good message-to-noise
ratios in the recovered signal feasible in PCM? And how sensitive to
interference is PCM? We shall now try to answer these questions.

Channel Capacity
A good measure of the bandwidth efficiency is the information

capacity of the system as compared with the theoretical limit for a

channel of the same bandwidth and power. The information capacity of
a system may be thought of as the number of independent symbols or
characters which can be transmitted without error in unit time. The
simplest, most elementary character is a binary digit, and it is con
venient to express the information capacity as the equivalent number
of binary digits per second, (Bits/sec) , C, which the channel can handle.
Shannon and others have shown that an ideal system has the capacity,

(25-1)

where

W = bandwidth in cps
S = average signal power *
N = white noise power

This equation states that for a channel of bandwidth Wand with a
signal to noise ratio SiN, there exists a coding scheme which ,~ill

p
*In terms of the symbols used in Table II, S = -f .
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permit information to be sent over the channel at a rate of C bits/

second without error. (i.e., infinite message-to-noise ratio or zero

error probability). Two channels having the same C have the sarne

capacity for transmitting information, even though the quantities
W, S, and N may be different.

The equation does not specify how such an ideal coding of
the message may be realized, and, indeed, in any practical system yet
proposed there will be a finite probability of error for a finite
transmission rate. In the present context, the thing of greatest
interest that Shannon's result shows is that bandwidth can be traded
logarithmically with signal-to-noise for a fixed rate of information
transmission, hence for fixed Pee Suppose, for instance, that the
signal bandwidth in an ideal system were doubled, then the signal-to

noise requirement to transmit the message information, in total, would
be approximately halved in decibels. Information theory shows that this
trade is the most favorable from a quantitative point-o£-view that can
be made.

Shannon's result applies strictly only in the case of ideal
coding (zero error), but a similar equation can be derived for general
(binary, ternary, etc.) PeM. It turns out to have the same form as
Equation .(1). Thus J we find that in PCM systems, bandwidth can be
traded logarithmically for SiN for a fixed Pe , just as in an ideal
system.

Let us compare the performance of a particular binary PCM
system with Shannon's ideal system. Suppose we take an error prob
ability or about 10-6 as a satisractory objective ror telephone service.
Table II has told us that to achieve this we must have a peak signal-

)-average noise ratio in the channel of

20 db

or an average signal-to-average noise ratio

sif = 17 db

Furthermore, we see from our previous discussion that we can transmit
information in binary PCM at a rate of two bits per cycle of bandwidth
(£or example, 1.5 million pulses per second for a 750 kc channel).
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In Shannon's ideal system, on the other hand, we find from
Equation 1 that an error-free transmission of 2 bits/cycle of bandwidth
(C/W ~ 2) can theoretically be obtained if

from, which

s
H = 3

or

S
10 log If = 5 db

From the analysis we see that for telephone transmission, where an error
probability of 10-6 is close enough to perfection, binary PCM requires a*ratio about 12 db better than Shannon's ideal code.

Other broadband systems in which bandwidth can be traded for
SiN do so on a less favorable basis. FM and certain other pulse systems
are examples; in these the information capacity is proportional to log W
instead of directly proportional to W as in PCM. For a sufficiently wide
band, PCM is certain to be the better system.

Message-to-Noise Ratio*
There are several types of noise introduced by a PCM system.

One of these is the quantizing noise mentioned in the section on quanti
zation. This is a noise introduced at the transmitting end of the
system and nowhere else. Another is so-called "lower side-band noise"
which arises fromJ;he fact that non-ideal filters are used at the
terminals; this will be explained in detail in the next chapter. Filter
requirements are specified so that this noise is small. Finally, there
will be "false pulse noise", caused by the incorrect interpretation of
the intended amplitude of a pulse by the receiver or by any repeater.
False pulse noise may arise anywhere along the system, and is cumula~ive.

However, as we have seen earlier, this noise decreases so rapidly as the

~ - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - ~

*Companding is ignored in this discussion, since the comparison is
made between peak message voltage and rms noise. The effects of
companding are discussed in the next chapter.
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signal power is increased above threshold that in any practical system
it would be made negligible by design. As a result, the message-to
noise ratio in PCM systems is set by the dominant quantizing noise.

If the message voltage is large compared with a single
quantizing step, the errors introduced in successive samples by quantiz
ing will be substantially uncorrelated. The maximum error which can be
introduced is one-half of one quantizing step in either direction. All
values of error up to this maximum value are equally likely. It can be
shown that the rms error introduced is, therefore, 2~ times the height

of a single quantizing step.* When the message is reconstructed from
the decoded samples (containing this quantizing error), what is obtained
is the original message plus a noise having a uniform frequency spectrum

out to f c and an rms amplitude of ~times a quantizing step height.
The ratio of peak-to-peak message voltage to rms noise voltage is, there
fore,

since bn is the number of levels. Expressing this ratio in db, we have

20 loglO R 20 loglO 2j) + n(20 loglO b)

• 10.8 + n(20 loglO b)
( 25-2)

In a binary system, b=2, and

20 loglO R ~ (10.8 + 6n) db

In eXam1n1ng the above expression, let us remember that n,
the number of digits, is a factor relating the total bandwidth used in
transmission to the bandwidth of the message to be transmitted, i.e.,
W=nf. It is something like the index of modulation in FM. Now, for

c

- - ~ ~ - - - - - - - ~ -
*See Appendix II of Monograph B161l.
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every increment equal to f c added to the bandwidth used for transmission,
n may be increased by one, and this increases the message-to-noise ratio
by 6 db. In other words, in PCM, the message-to-noise ratio in db varies
linearly with the number of digits per code group, and hence with the
bandwidth. Of course, as the bandwidth is increased the noise power in
creases. Hence, a proportional increase in signal power is required to
stay adequately above threshold and obtain substantially error-free
transmission so that quantizing noise remains dominant. As long as the
error rate is thus kept low, we see that a 6 db message-to-noise ratio
improvement is obtained for each digit we add to our binary code.
Ruggedness

One important characteristic of a transmission system is
its susceptibility to interference. We have seen that noise in a PCM
channel produces no effect unless the peak amplitude is greater than
half the separation between pulse levels. In a binary (on-off) system,
this is half the pulse height. Similarly, interference such as stray
impulses, or pulse crosstalk from a near-by channel, will produce no
effect unless the peak amplitude of this interference plus the peak
noise is half the pulse height. The presence of interference thus
increases the threshold required for satisfactory operation. But, if
an adequate margin over threshold is provided, comparatively large
amounts of interference can be present without affecting the performance
of the circuit at all. A PCM system, particularly an on-off (binary)
system, is therefore quite "rugged".

When a number of wire or radio communication routes must con
verge on a single terminal, or follow similar routes between citie~ the
ruggedness of the cbannels is a particularly important consideration.
If the susceptibility of the channels to mutual interference is high,
many separate frequency bands will be required, and the total bandwidth
re~uired for the service will be large. Although PCM requires an initial

increase of bandwidth for each channel, the resulting ruggedness usually
permits many routes originating from, or converging toward, a single
terminal to occupy the same frequency band. As a result, the frequency
occupancy of PCM is exceptionally good and its other transmission ad
vantages are then obtained with little, if any, increase in total bandwidth.

Conclusions
This concludes our examination of PCM in the abstract.

It appears that: PCM offers a greater improvement in ruggedness
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and message-to-noise ratio than other systems, such as FM, which
also depend upon the use of wide bands.

By using binary (on-off) PCM, a high quality signal can be
obtained under conditions of noise and interference so bad that it is
just possible to recognize the presence of each pulse. Further, by
using regenerative repeaters which detect the presence or absence of
pulses and then emit reshaped, respaced pulses, the initial signal-to
noise ratio can be maintained through a long chain of repeaters.

PCM lends itself to· time-division multiplex.

PCM transmitters and receivers can be expected to be somewhat
more co~plex than are those used for some other forms of modulation.
However, the nature of the circuitry is such that although complex, it
may be cheaper than, for example, AM terminal equipment giving com
parable quality of transmission. Furthermore, a greater proportion of
the terminal equipment can be common to all channels, as we shall see.

In all, PCM seems ideally suited for multiplex message cir
cuits, where a standard quality and high reliability are required.

In the following chapters, we·shall examine specific practical
problems in more detail.
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APPENDll

In the preceding text, mention has been made of pulse modula
tion systems other than PCM. Some of these are illustrated below.
Unguantized Pulse Modul4:ition Systems

Unquantized or continuous pulse modulation systems employ
pulses, the modulated parameter of which varies as a continuous function
of the amplitude of the modulating signal. Some of the more common
pulse carriers are shown in Figure 6. The modulating wave form is shown

in Figure 6a. It is assumed that this waveform is sampled in accordance

with the sampling principle to produce the pulse amplitude modulated (PAM)
signal shown in Figure 6b • By a suitable encoding process the amplitude
modulated pulses may be changed to duration-modulated pulses as shown in
Figure 6c or to position modulated pulses as shown in Figure 6.d. In
pulse duration modulation (PDM) systems the modulating function may vary
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Unquantized Pulse Systems

Figure 25-6
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the time of occurrence of the leading edge, the trailing edge, or both
edges as shown in Figure 6c. In pulse position modulation (PPM)
systems the modulating function varies the time position of a pulse from
the position it would occupy in an unmodulated pulse train.

Delta Modulation
Another form of quantized pulse modulation which might be

mentioned in passing is called delta-modulation (DM). The waveforms
of a typical DM system are shown in Figure 7. The modulation function
m(t} is approximated by a function S(t) which is made up of a sum of
discrete step functions equal in amplitude and equidistant in time.
The difference m(t) - S(t) determines the polarity of the steps in S(t).
The delta code consists of binary pulses, one for each positive step
and no pulse for a negative step. In the receiver a simple integrating
circuit reconstructs the step functions from the binary pulse train.
The reconstructed function is then applied to a low pass filter to re
cover the original signal.

MODULATING fUNCTION m(t)

STrP FUNCTION s(t)

TRANSMITTED PULSE TRAIN

Delta Modulation

Figure 25-7



Chapter 26

PREPARATION AND PROCESSING OF SIGNALS IN PCM

Coding a message for transmission involves a
number of stepso First, the message must be sampleci In
order to better understand the sampling process and the
establishment of filter requirements for the system, the
spectra obtained for both instantaneous and natural sampling
of the message are studied. Circuits used to sample the
message are then briefly describedo The next step, quantiz
ing' introduces the dominant source of noise in the PCM
systemso Types of encoders which perform the quantizing
operation and convert the message samples into binary
PCM are described. The concluding problem concerns
that of timing and framing the multiplex signal so that it
can be recovered at the receiving terminalo A fortunate
fact, from the economic standpoint, is that most of the
complex circuitry which is involved is common to all
channelso

Introduction

In the previous chapter it was shown that PCM affords a favor
able means for trading bandwidth for reduced SiN requirements. Further
more, PCM promises economic savings in the transmission of both speech

and video information over existing facilities. These savings accrue
because a peM terminal will probably cost much less than a corresponding
frequency multiplex terminal. Terminal costs dominate for short haul
systems. PCM is, therefore, an attractive way of increasing the channel
capacity of the exchange area trunk plant. Much of the terminal equip
ment in a time division system is common to all channels, so that
consequently the termina.l cost of a peM system varies slowly with the
number of channels. A f'requency division terminal, on the other hand,
increases in size or complexity, and therefore cost, almost linearly with
the number of channels. It follows that the savings offered by pulse
systems increase with the number of channels as long as terminal costs
dominate.

In view of both the economic and technical advantages, a more
detailed discussion of PCM is in order. This chapter will be concerned
with the functions that must be performed in such a system to prepare the
signal for binary transmission and the complementary processes involved

26-1
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in recovering the message £rom a PaM signal. Succeeding chapters will

deal with the details of pulse transmission.

Terminal Operations
The operations required in any PaM terminal are depicted in

block diagram .form in Figure 1. They include:

1. Sampling (and reconstruction)

2 0 Time Division Multiplexing (and de-multiplexing)

3. Companding (compression and expansion)

4. Coding (encoding and quantizing; decoding)

5. Timing (to control the above processes) •

... EQUIPUENT REQUIRED ON A """""'+.... EQUIPMENT CO......ON TO ••
PER CHANNEL BASES ALL CHANNELS

OSCILLATOR

VOIC~

VOIC~
HYBRID

L-------ICHANNEL

-u.., - r

PCM Terminal Components

Figure 26-1

Sampling converts the message into a series of equally spaced

pulses whose amplitudes are related to the amplitudes of the original

message at :fixed intervals of time determined by the sampling :frequency*.

*PAM signals are considered throughout, altho~ PDM (pulse duration
modulation) and PPM (pulse position modulation) may also be quan1i1zed
to yield PCM.
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The PAM samples from each channel are multiplexed in time and then com
pressed prior to encoding. The compressor is utilized to reduce the
effects of round-off error (commonly called quantization error, or quan
tization noise) when the continuous range of amplitudes is approximated
by a discrete set of levels for representation by a binary signal. The
sampled, multiplexed and eompressed signal is then encoded into a series
of binary (on or off: 1 or O) pulses by the encoder. The binary pulse
train may then be transmitted directly by a cable or may be used to

pulse-modulate a high frequency carrier.
In the receiving portion of the terminal the processes are

reversed. The peM signal is decoded into a PAM signal and expanded to
make the overall compandor characteristic linear. At this point, except
for the inherent quantization errors introduced when the continuous
signal was represented by a finite number of steps (finite number of
binary digits), the signal should be a sampled version of the original
message. It remains, therefore, to reconstruct the original message by
passing the PAM signal through a low pass filter.

ObViously all of the preceeding operations on the signal must
be programmed to occur at the proper instants in time. This is#the
function of the timing or control block. In addition, the receiving
terminal must be kept in synchronism with the terminal that transmitted
the information. This~~s the function of the framing circuitry. In the
following pages each of' the terminal functions will be examined in turn
and the questions that have arisen in this "broad brush" treatment will
be answered in detail. For example:

1. What does the spectrum of a sampled function look like?
2. What do the compressor and expander do to minimize

quantizing noise?
3. How many binary digits are required for high quality

speech transmission?
Emphasis will be placed on theory and concept, rather than on

detailed instrumentation. As the exposition proceeds, the similarity
between a PCM terminal and a special purpose digital computer will
become apparent. In fact the pulse circuitry developed for digital com
puters (and electronic switching systems) carries over into peM. This
fact, plus the advent of solid state devices, has been an important con
tributing factor to the present attractiv~ness of peM.
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Sampling Principle
The first step in converting a message which is a real, con

tinuous function of time to a PCM signal involves sampling it at ap
propriate instants or intervals. As pointed out in the preceding
chapter, the average frequency with which this sampling must occur is
dependent on how fast the time function changes in amplitude. This is
determined by the highest signal frequency present in the spectrum of
the time function. To repeat, Nyquist's sampling theorem, stated in a
restricted form widely used for practical purposes, says:

If a message that is a real, continuous function
of time, with a band limited spectrum, is sampled at regular
intervals and at a rate slightly higher than twice the
highest frequency present, the samples contain all of the
information in the original message.

It has also been pointed out in preceding material that theor
etically the original message can be reconstructed by passing the train
of samples through an ideal low pass filter. Notice the words "band
limited" and "ideal filter" in these statements. Suppose we do not
want ·~o pay for filters with infinite attenuation and zero delay dis
tortion? What problems then arise? In order to answer this question we
must first examine the spectrum of the sampled message.

Instantaneous Sampling and Reconstruction
Sampling can be viewed as the process of multiplying the

message function of time, f(t), by a train of impulses, C(t). It will
be recalled that the spectrum of a periodic function of time consists of
discrete frequencies which are harmonics of the repetition frequency.
The envelope of the amplitudes of these components is the same as the
envelope of the spectrum of a single pulse. Recall also that the
envelope of a single impulse is flat vs. frequency and that all of the
spectrum components have the same phase. It follows, therefore, that
the spectrum of a train of impulses must be a series of discrete fre
quencies, all of equal amplitude and phase, which are harmonics of
the repetition frequency. We are going to consider the train of im
pulses as a "carrier" which is to be modulated by the message function.
Let T represent the impulse period (so that liT, of course, equals the
impulse repetition rate). If we consider the impulses to have zero
duration and an area equal in magnitude to T, the Fourier series
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representation for this "'carrier" is given by the real part of*

26-5

C(t) (26-1)

where
W =:o

2fT
rr

The output of the impulse modulator, which performs the operation of
multiplying the message function by the impulse carrier, can be written
as

f(t)
00

Z
n= _00

(26-2)

Since f(t) is independent of n, it can be included in the summation,

so that Equation 2 can be expanded into the form

(26-3)

(Note that the full seriE~s includes negative as well as positive values of

n.) Let us now obtain the spectrum of the output function, fo(t}, by

taking the Fourier transform of Equation 3, term by term. Thus,

- ~ - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*This is merely the general Fourier series representation in complex

f'orm: i.e.,

C(t)
00 j n wot
~ a e

n= -00 n

where

an +S ~
T

- "2

-j n w t
C{t) e 0 dt

In this case a·=l for all values of n since we are dealing with 8
functions of a~ea = T.
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00 •

~ J f (t) e-Jwt dt
2fT _00 0

= Jl Ioo
f{t) e- jwt dt

2rr -co

1 I 00 - j (w-w ) t
+ --2 f(t) e 0 dt

IT _00

1 I 00 -j (w-2w )t
+ 2fT _00 f{t) e 0 dt + ... (26-4)

Now, the Fourier transform of the message f(t) is just

lI OO

F{w) = 2fT _00 f{t) e- jwt dt (26-5)

Look at, for example, the third term of (4). Observe that it differs
from (5) only by the change in variable from w to w-2wo ' and that for
the general term the change in variable is from w to w-nwo • Since we
can write,

00

2~ J f{t)
_00

we can also write

.,jwt dt :: F(w)
e

where F is the same function in both expressions. In other words, thp~,

the spectrum of the modulator output, fo(t), is

00

F (w) = Z F(w+nw) (26-6)
o n= _00 a

where F(w) is the transform of the message.

*Since we are going to let n assume all values from ~ to + 00 in accord
ance with (2), it is immaterial whether we write (w-nwo ) or, more
conveniently, (w+nwo).
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Figure 26-2

Figure 2 ill11strates the analysis we have just made. It can
be seen from either Equation 5 or Figure 2 b that the output spectrum

is periodic on the frequency scale with period wo ' the sampling frequency.
A pair o£ sidebands around dc, (a) , 2(a) , and so on through each harmonico 0
of the sampling frequency has been produced.

The question now arises as to whether the sampling process has

pr~perly preserved all o:f the information content of the message, or has
it introduced ambiguities which make it impossible to recover the message.
As will be seen, this depends on the degree to which the message is
truly band-limited.
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Consider the case illustrated in Figure 2 b in which the out
put consists of a number of isolated "mountains" each of which is

identical with F(w), the message spectrum,except for a translation in
frequency. It is clear that the original message can be recovered with
out distortion by merely passing the output spectrum through a low-pass
filter with a cut-off at one-half Woe Accordingl~we can then expect
that all of the information in the original message has been preserved,

as stated in the Sampling Theorem.
When, however, the input spectrum is appreciable at frequencies

beyond half the sampling frequency, we get a picture like that shown in
Figure 2 c. We can regard this as a result of a sloppy transmitting
filter, or of too low a sampling frequency. In either case, the various
sidebands overlap and the output from the modulator is ambiguous. A low
pass filter energized by f (t) will, in the case of overlapping side-

o
bands, be unable to reconstruct the original message. There will be no
way of determining, for example, whether an output component at w=o.6 w

o
was produced by an input component at w=o.6 Wo or one at 0.4 wo ' since
the latter component beating with the fundamental of the sampling fre
quency will also produce a component at 0.6 w •

o
In practice, as we shall see, non-ideal band-limiting filters

result in our always having some of the ambiguity referred to above and,
therefore, some distortion of the message. We can also anticipate that
even when the input spectrum is adequately band-limited by the trans
mitting filter, we may have a distortion because of receiving filter
imperfections. Consider the case where the sampling frequency is 8 kc.
If the receiving filter does not cut-off sharply at one-half the sampling
freauency, instead of getting just the spectrum "mountain" around zero
~re~uency, we get some of the lower sideband of the spectrum around
g kc. The subscriber will hear this inversion of the message components
in the 4 to g kc band. This is referred to as a "lower sideband" dis
tortion product and will be discussed more fully under filter require
ments.
Natural Sampling and Reconstruction

A type of sampling in which the resultant samples have finite
widths and non-flat tops is known as "natural sampling". In the pre
ceeding discussion it has been assumed that impulses have been used to
obtain instantaneous sampling. Impulses can never be realized physically,
and it is of interest to see how samples of non-zero duration can be
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utilized to preserve all of the information in the original message.
When the modulating wave or sampling function consists of a periodic

train of rectangular pulses of unit height and finite width to' as shown
in Figure 3b, it can be represented by the real part of the following
expression:

t 00 jnwot
C(t) 0

if ~ C e
n=.oo n

where

t n w t
sin n -r sin o 0

fT 2C
n to n woton if 11 2

2fT
Wo T

+

(26-7)

(26-8)
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Let us now take the product of C(t) and the message f(t), which, as in
the previous section, is equivalent to modulating the chain of pulses by

the message. This yields the PAM output wave of Figure 3c. Again, if we

take the Fourier transform of the product we obtain the spectrum of the
output signal as

(26-9)

As shown in Figure 3d, the spectrum resulting from natural sampling
is similar to that of instantaneous sampling except for the envelope
introduced due to the finite width of the pulses. Each "mountain" is
identical with the spectrum around w=O except for a multiplying factor
C. If the conditions of the sampling theorem are satisfied we can re-

n
construct the original message by passing the signal fo(t) through an
ideal low-pass filter.

It should be remembered that when a PAM signal consisting of
natural samples is encoded for PCM, each sample must be characterized by a
single value. That value will generally be some sort of average of the
non-flat topped PAM pulse. Thus, when such a signal is decoded one would
not expect the recovered PAM signal to have the spectrum of the original
train of natural, slope-topped samples of Equation (26-9). In practice,
the duration of the natural sample is so short that the assumption of in
stantaneous sampling gives sufficient accuracy. The main point of this
discussion is to show that natural sampling, as well as instantaneous
sampling, preserves the information of the original message.

Reconstruction of Sample Holding
In the preceding sections, methods have been considered for

sampling the message to produce a PAM signal containing all of the
message information. We have examined the pulse-train spectrum and
seen that the message can be reconstructed by passing the sample pulses
through a low-pass filter. Another approach to reconstruction is the
"sample holding" scheme. In this approach it is assumed that at the
receiver the PAM samples of the message are sufficiently narrow to be
considered as a train of impulses. The instantaneous samples are then
passed through a "hold" circuit which extends the width of the sampl'e
for a time to < T, as illustrated by Figure 4. a. The output of the
hold circuit is, therefore, a train of amplitude modulated flat top
pulses.

The holding circuit has a transfer (i.e., output/input)
characteristic which, in the time domain, is illustrated by Figure 4 b.
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We need to know the frequency characteristic of the holding circuit to

determine the effect of such a circuit on the spectrum of the input

impulse train. If we apply the Fourier transform to the tiffie domain
characteristic of 4 b, we find the frequency characteristic of the
transfer function is*

-jwt
y(w) = l-e 0

jw (26-10)

A little algebraic manipulation will give

(26-11)

and
sin wt o= -90 0 + tan 1 - cos wto

(26-12)
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Figure 26-4
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*We have dropped the constant factor 2~ for convenience, together with
any gain or attenuation constant associated with the holding circuit.
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The envelope delay can be determined by differentiating (12) with
respect to w. This yields

de _ to
dw - - ~ {26-l3}

Since the spectrum of the output of the hold circuit is the

product of the input spectrum and Y{w), it can be concluded from (11)
and (13) that the effect of the hold circuit is to introduce amplitude
distortion of the spectrum of the message and to delay each sample by

an amount ~. The amplitude distortion can be overcome, of course,

by the introducti.on of an equalizer whose frequency response is the

inverse of (ll).*

Let us examine the amplitude spectrum of the output of the

hold circuit. It is obtained by taking the product of (ll) and (6) and
is

t
o

sin wto/2
wt 72o

(26-14)

If we make t almost equal to T (i.e., holding takes place for a timeo
almost as long as the spacing between samples) and plot the spectrum

given by (14) around d.c.~ + wo' and - wo' (that is, for n=O, n=+l,
n= -1) we obtain Figure 4 c. This can be compared with Figure 3 d to
Show ~ difference between the spectrum for natural sampling and flat-

topped samples obtained by holding. Holding has the advantage of increas
ing the energy in the samples. It also increases the attenuation to un
wanted sidebands by virtue of the sin x modification in the spectrum. Thex
amount of attenuation to unwanted sidebands is, of course, dependent upon
the length of time the sample is held. This benefit is limited by the

necessity for providing some guard space between samples to allow for
transient decays and the necessity for equalizing the higher frequency

message components.

Some of the advantages of the holding process discussed above
are obtained in practice at the receiving terminal in the exchange area
PCM system now being developed. Here sampling is at an 8 kc rate, and
24 channels are time division multiplexed. The interval between samples
is therefore 125 ~s, but the code group representing one sample can be

*The effect introduced by the hold circuit is similar to that caused by
the finite size of a scanning aperture in television and telephotography
and it has therefore become customary to refer to the amplitude distor
tion in sampling theory as the "aperture effect".
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only about 5 ~s if 24 messages are to be multiplexed. After the message
sample information has been recovered from the multiplexed code signal,
one would anticipate a PAM signal of 5 ~s on, 120 ~s offo By applying

this to a capacitor to obtain storage action, some of the benefit of
holding is obtainedo The time constant of the storage circuit is
adjusted so that almost complete decay of one sample has occurred by the

time the next sample for that channel arrives 120 ~s later.
Sampling Gates and Clampers

So far we have looked upon sampling simply as a means of pro
ducing a series of equally spaced pulses whose amplitudes vary in ac

cordance with the amplitude of the modulating function. Since the
message voltage varies both plus and minus about zero, it is natural to
think of the PAM output of a sampling gate as consisting of both poeitive
and negative-going pulses (as, for example, in Figure 3 of Chapter 25).
However, a relatively simple (therefore, inexpensive) sampling gate
to use ~n the exchange area PCM system is one which produces unipolar
pulses, i e., pulses having the same polarity, at its output. Before
considering the disadvantages of a unipolar pulse output, let us

briefly look at the ty'pe of circuit tlsed to sample the message and

produce this output.
An example of such a sampling gate (a modified Lewis gate) is

·shown in Figure 5. When the gate is in the disabled state, it must

present a large value of attenuation to any signal appearing at its in
put. Varistor gates can be built to give 90-120 db of attenuation to de

LOAD
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SIGNAL

i
PAM OUTPUT

REFERENCE 1
BATTERY

+

t-+

CONTROL PULSE

t-+
PAM OUTPUT

SIGNAL

Modified Lewis Gate

Figure 26-5
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voltages if good components and a low impedance output load are used.
Somewhat less attenuation to ac signals is obtained becau'se of the
capacitive reactance of the diode impedance. The sampling gates, along
with the filters to be discussed in the next section and-the hybrid net
works, are used on a per-channel basis, but the equipment which follows
can be common to all channels. Therefore, in determining the output
impedance it should be kept in mind that the sampling gates from all of
the channels will be connected together, in general, to form the time
division multiplex signal which is operated upon by the common channel
equipment. The output load impedance will then depend upon the condition
of all of the sampling gates in the terminal.

In its transmitting condition, the gain (or loss) of the gate
should be stable with time, temperature, and supply voltage. Another
consideration of importance arises in high 'speed switching of a number
of channels. Care must be exercised to use varistors which recover
rapidly from the enabled state so that the varistor discharge current
from one gate will not add to the new sample current from a second gate
and cause crosstalk between the message channels.

A time division system which has unipolar pulses at the output
of the sampling gates has single frequency tones associated with it at
all integral multiples of the sampling frequency.* This can be seen
from Figure 6, which shows that a unipolar PAM signal can be broken into
the sum of a bipolar PA}1 signal and a series of equal amplitude unipolar
pulses appearing at the sampling rate. The bipolar PAM signal represents
the message voltage variation and is the output which would be obtained
from, for example, a simple switch-type sampler. It is the second com
ponent, the string of unipolar pulses, which gives rise to the tone· at
the sampling frequency and all its odd harmonics, even when no message is
present. These tones appear at the receiver after passage through the

- -~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - -

'*A time division system which employs bipolar pulses formed by an ideal
product-type modulator (i.e., one such that fo(t) = f(t)·C(tJ, as used
in the previous sections) does not have any tones at the sampling fre
quency or its harmonics. This can be seen from Equation (6), for
example. At zero frequency, F(w) is zero unless the incoming message
to the sampling gate is dc biased, which i~ not generally true. There
fore, Fo(w) must be zero at zero frequency, the sampling frequency, and
all harmonics of the sampling frequency.
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BIPOLAR PULSE TRAIN COMPONENT=B

reconstituting fi1ter,* amplifier, and loop. In addition, tones are
sent back to the transmitter through the transmitting filter and loop,
but since no amplifier is present in this path these tones are con
siderably weaker than those which appear at the receiver. Thus, we see
that one of the disadvantages of using a simple sampling gate which
produces unipolar pulses is the presence of unwanted tones which must

be held to tolerable magnitudes by the system filters.

There are other disadvantages in the use of a sampling gate

which gives unipolar pulses at its output. For example, dc rather than

ac amplifiers are required in the terminal equipment which follows.
Furthermore, the power handling capacity of the amplifiers for the
unipolar pulses would be considerably greater. If, for example, the
unipolar pulses vary be1~ween 0 and V volts, the peak pulse power will

be proportional to V
2

• On the other hand, if we let the pulses in a
bipolar pulse system vary V volts peak-to-peak, the peak power is pro
portional to V2/4, or one fourth that of the unipolar system. For these
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Composition of Unipolar PAM Signal

Figure 26-6

- - ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - ~ ~ ~ - - - - -
*We are assuming non-ideal filters, as discussed more fully in the
next section.
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and other reasons the use of a unipolar output pulse sampling gate can
be justified only because of its economy, which is an important con
sideration since there must be one sampling gate per channel. However,
these same considerations lead us to introduce a means for converting the
unipolar pulse train to a series of bipolar pulses.

One method of forming bipolar from unipolar pulses is shown
in Figure 7a. Here we see that if we hold (or clamp) the voltage at
V/2 volts between pulses we have, in effect, converted the unipolar pulse
train into a bipolar pulse train varying V volts peak-to-peak about a de
bias of V/2 voltso The circuit which performs this holding or clamping
function is a clamper, a circuit for which is shown in Figure 7b. The
clamper could be used on a per channel basis, of course, but considerable
economy results if the outputs of all. the sampling gates are tied to
gether first and the resulting time division multiplex PAM signal is fed
into a common clampero A well designed and controlled clamper can be
made to introduce about 40 db attenuation to the sampling frequency tone
and its harmonics by the conversion of the unipolar into bipolar PAM o

In addition, the clamper can be used to "clean up" a pulse train by using
sharp rectangular control pulses and extending the clamp period into the
input pulse period (i.e., by making t c < to). The clamped output pulses
will then have sharp leading and lagging edges, regardless of the shape
of the incoming pulses.

~ffect of Non-ideal Filters
In our earlier discussions, we assmned ideal 1'0\1 pass filters

to restrict the signal spectrum to less than half the sampling frequency
at the transmitting end. The same idealization was used in describing
the reconstruction of the signal from the PAM samples. As we have now
pointed out, this abstraction cannot be realized in practice. Further
more the elaborate filters required to approach the ideal would seriously
impair the economic advantage of PCM terminals. Therefore, physical
realizability and economics dictate filters which result in some overlap
of the sidebands about harmonics of the sampling frequency. This repre
sents a transmission impairment for a PCM system. In addition, this
impairment will accumulate when several systems are placed in tandem,
or when some channels in a PCM carrier system are dropped and the re
maining channels resarnpled for further transmission. Each successive
stage of sampling and reconstruction introduces additional distortiono

Let us trace the spectrum of a speech message from its
emission by a subscribe~through the sampling and reconstruction process,
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to the ear of the receiving subscriber. The successive steps ar~ shown
on Figure 8. Spectrum (A) is the average speech spectrum in air. It is
operated on by the transmitting response of the subset and loop (B) to
produce spectrum (cj which has smaller high frequency components than
(A). Spectrum (C) is that of the signal at the input to the PCM

~ystem. This spectrum is operated on by the characteristic of the trans
mitting filter (D) to give spectrum (E) at the input to the sampler.
Spectrum (E) has again smaller high frequency components than (C). The
spectrum of the samples (F), at the output of the sampler, consists of
spectrum (E) as well as tones at integral multiples of the sampling fre
quency and images of (E) as upper and lower sideba~ds on these tones.
Now we encode, transmit, and decod~. Assume this is done perfectly. At
the receiving end of the system, the re-constituted samples aloe passed
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through the low-pass reconstituting filter (G) plus an amplifier which
restores the power lost in the sampling process. Note that instead of
being an ideal filter with a steep cut-off at 4 kc, this filter (G) cuts
off so slowly that some 8 kc (sampling frequency) gets through. Spectrum
(H) is spectrum (F) operated on by the reconstituting filter (G); pre
sumably, the only appreciable distortion components are the first lower
sideband on the sampling frequency and the sampling frequency tone itself.
Spectrum (H) is operated on by the receiving subset and loop (I) to give
spectrum (J) which is presented to the ear.

Spectrum (J) shows that even with non-ideal filters the
spectrum of the original message can be recovered. However, this is ac
companied by a residual lower sideband (JI) and the sampling frequency
tone, both of which constitute distortion or noise o These distortion
components impair the quality of the original message and must be held
to tolerable magnitudes by the system filters. Note that it is the
entire lower sideband which produces distortion and not just the overlap
in the 0 to 4 kc region, since the subscriber can hear, to some extent,
up to g kc or so. Furthermore, since the sampling process has caused
the interfering sideband to be inverted,components which originally fell
in the 4· to g kc region (including,for example, single frequency tones
associated with various systems in the telephone plant) will now fall in
the 4 to 0 kc region where the ear is much more sensitive to them.
Although such components might have been tolerable originally in a
regular voice frequency connection, for example, they may become in
tolerable when translat~d lower in frequency.

When time division systems are used as blocks in a multi-link
system, additional distortions related to that from the lower sideband
are produced. Consider" for example, the message which goes into the
input of the second link. This message will have the spectrum (H) of
Figure 8. Since (H) has more energy above 4 kc than the original message
spectrum (e), the spectrum at the output of the second link must contain
more lower sideband type noise than the output of the first link.
Figure 9 illustrates this point. Obviously, additional links cause the
lower sideband noise to increase still further.

Let us now consider how the lower sideband noise is measured
and briefly examine the filter requirements to meet our transmission
objectives.
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Filter Requirements
It is of some interest to study how the effect of the lower

sideband noise is currently being evaluated in order to set the require
ments on the filters for the exchange area PCM systemo A time division
system has a number of sources of noise: quantizing noise (from the
quantizer and from de bias of the samples), compandor tracking noise,
digit errors, etc. It is often convenient to treat these noise sources
in terms of an equivalent amount of thermal noise, and to add these
equivalent noise powers together to determine the overall system noise
performance. At the moment, lower sideband noise in the exchange area
PCM system is being handled in just this manner o

In Chapter 2 it was shown how noise in telephony is ultimately
evaluated in terms of its interfering effect on speech. A convenient
point at which to analyze the noise in a PCM system is the input to the
receiving loop. However, the noise power at this point is important
only with respect to its interfering effect on the subscriber. There
fore, if we are to express the lower sideband noise in terms of an
equivalent thermal noise at the input to the receiving loop, we must
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first weight the lower sideband noise by a suitable weighting function.
In this case the weighting function must give the effect of the average
loop, subset, and ear.* An assumption is now made: weighted noises
with equal powers have e~lal interfering effect. Therefore, the equiv
alent noise power is that amount of 0 to 4 kc flat thermal noise at the
input to the receiving loop which, when properly weighted, produces the
same power as the lower sideband produces when similarly weighted.
Whether this procedure for handling the lower sideband noise is con
servative or not, only experiment can tell. In any event, the speech
correlated character of the lower sideband has been ignored, so that
conservative requirements on the system filters should be made.

An objective me4asure of the effect of the lower sideband is
the amount by which the llower sideband noise, at the input to the re
ceiving loop, increases the noise power from all other sources already
present at this same point. The sampling gate is a linear device in that
the lower sideband produced is always the same fraction of the signal
regardless of the volume of the message. Therefore, the loudest talkers
will produce the lower sidebands having the highest powers. It is de
sirable that the degradation caused by the lower sideband be held as
small as possible since the other noises present also cause degradations.
As it turns out, it is easier and cheaper to control lower sideband noise
in comparison with the other sources of noise. Therefore, the permis
sible degradation (or increase) in system noise caused by the lower side
band has been set at 0.5 db. Since the amount of lower sideband power is
dependent upon the talker volume, this 0.5 db degradation must be as
signed to a high volume talker. The present objective is to have the
lower sideband noise of one talker in a thousand (the 99.9% talker) in
crease the noise at the j.nput to the receiving loop by 0.5 db. This
corresponds to a -1 vu talker at this point. Obviously, talkers having
higher volume than this will cause more than 0.5 db degradation. However,
the effect of the lower sideband is almost negligible for an average

talker (-19 vu for local calls).
Figure 10 shows pairs of requirements on filter characteristics

derived to meet the lower sideband noise objective discussed above. The
pair labelled W would have characteristics which meet objectives for a
single link system. If this objective is specified for a 5 link system,

~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - -
*Currently, T1U(500-type subset) weighting is being used.
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then the characteristics labelled X are required in each link. Obviously,
if we hold the noise objective the same but increase the number of links,
the filter requirements become more stringent. In all cases the lenient
requirements on the transmitting filter loss beyond 5 kc are attributable
to the fact that the speech spectrum falls off quite rapidly in this
region. In practice the transmitting filter will more than meet the re
quirements of Figure 10 above 6 kc.

Looking at Figure 1, we see that any g kc tones coming out of
the amplifier which follows the receiving low-pass filter can get across
the hybrid and into the transmitting side of the circuit if the hybrid
balance is poor. It is not surprising that we actually find relatively
poor balance at so high a frequency. Such unwanted tones should not be
allowed to reach the sampler if unwanted s~upler distortion products are
to be avoided. This effect may dictate additional filtering,at the
sampling frequenc~in the transmitting filtero

Single frequency tones above the speech band, which.-are pro
duced by various systems in the telephone plant, may pe coupled to the
input of a time division system. As preViously pointed out, 8 kc
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sampling will translate these tones into the speech band since some
lower sideband will fall in the 0 to 4 kc range. No requirements can be
given on the transmitting filter, however, unless the degree of coupling
of these tones into the system is known.

For the sake of comparison with the Wand X filter require
ments, a tone attenuation requirement for the transmitting filter can be
derived by a somewhat different approach. Time division systems should
be able to accept all tones considered tolerable for other systems in
the plant. There£ore, let us assume that there are tones, in the 4 to
8 kc range, which are associated with the incoming message and which are
just tolerable to the subscribe~. These tones will no longer be toler
able after translation unless sufficiently attenuated by the transmitting
filter. Using data on levels of tolerable tones in the plant, we can
derive the amount of attenuation needed to make 4 to g kc tones toler
able after translation. The results are shown by the characteristic
labelled '~onen in Figure 10. Observe that these requirements govern
above 6200 cps, since above this frequency they are more stringent than
the Wor X curves based on lower sideband noise arising from inverted
speech.

It should be emphasized that the procedures specified above
for deriving filter requirements for time division systems have not been
completely verified by experiment. Ultimately it will be necessary to
determine by subjective tests the numerical equivalence between thermal
noise and lower sideband. Furthermore, this will be done for different
bands of noise, filters, and volume levels.
Quantization

The result of sampling and multiplexing is simply a pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM) signal. It is significant that this signal
will, in principle, contain. all of the information that was in the
original message. Just as the original message amplitudes generally
occupy a continuous range, so will the sample amplitudes occupy a con
tinuous range and thus take on an infinite number of possible values.
We now propose to approximate this infinite number of signal amplitudes
by a finite number of discrete values via the process of quantization in
the encoding operation. In brief, the signal range is divided into a
number of smaller ranges, and a discrete number is assigned to represent
each minor range. This, in essence, is what we do when we round off a
number to a fixed number of decimal digits. Loss of information is
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inherent in this process, but this loss may be made negligibly small
through the use of a sufficiently large number of minor ranges, or
quantum steps. The loss of information so entailed is a small price to
pay for the ultimate advantages that a PCM signal has to offer.

Quantization may be described graphically as shown in Figure
11, wherein a dashed straight line, representing the relation between
input and output samples in a linear continuous system, is replaced by a
flight of equal steps. The midpoints of the treads fallon the straight
line, and the height of the step is the quantum. In Figure lIb, where
the error due to quantization is plotted as a function of the input
signal, note that the maximum instantaneous error is always minus or
plus half a quantum step, regardless of signal strength. This error may,
of course, be made arbitrarily small by merely using a large number of
steps to cover the total range. However, since the number of steps used
will directly affect the complexity of the encoding operation as well as
the bandwidth requirement of the PCM transmission medium, it will be wise

to use only as many steps as are really necessary.*

In Figure llc, the error signal (original signal minus quantized
signal) which in this case arises from quantizing a continuous input
signal, is plotted as a function of time. Observe that the quantized out
put can be considered the sum of the original signal and the negative of
the error signal. It is the presence of this error signal which gives
rise to quantization distortion or quantization noise, which may, with
qualification, be treated like any other noise that interferes with a
signal. As usual, the signal-to-quantum noise ratio will be a useful
criterion by which to judge transmission quality.

We note, from the preceding discussion, that the quantum noise
is a function of the step size but independent of the signal magnitude.
It follows that if equal-size quantum steps are used throughout the
signal range, the signal-to-quantum noise ratio will be large for
strong signals but very small (unfavorable) for weak signals. Clearly,

*It should be recalled that if b is the base and n the number of
digits, bn represents the number of levels or quantum steps that are
available for encoding the PAM signals. Also, the bandwidth required
to transmit each message is nfc, where f c is the highest frequency
component in the original message.
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a more attractive situation will result if the step size is varied,
rather than held uniform, throughout the signal range. That is, the
relationship between input and quantized output would better be a
tapered staircase function, as shown in Figure 12. Many small steps are

provided in the weak signal range but only a few large steps are supplied
for strong signal peakso When compared with a uniform quantizer having
the same number of steps, such a tapered quantizer will yield signal-to
quantum noise ratios that are markedly improved for weak signals, through
slightly impaired for strong signals.

Although dirE~ct ir!strumentation of tapered or non uniform
quantization is quite feasible, it is usually easier to achieve the same
result indirectly by judiciously distributing the signal amplitudes over
a given number of equal steps (rather than distributing the same number
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of unequal steps over a given signal rangeo) This is usually ac
complished via sequential operations of compression, unifonn encoding
and decoding, and expansiono Such a scheme is illustrated graphically
in (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 13. For simplicity, only first quadrant
variations are shown, but it should be recognized that the same general
action will take place in the third quadrant since the other half of
each curve has odd symmetry. Compression is accomplished in (a) by
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passing the signal through a non-linear transducer that modifies the
distribution of amplitudes by preferential amplification of weak signalso
When the result of (a) is introduced to the uniform quantizer (b), the
weaker signals traverse many more quantum steps than they would have
without preferential amplification. Their quantized approximations are
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correspondingly improved at the output of (b), since a greater number of
discrete levels have been utilized to define them. In fact, signals A,
B, and C would all be represented as zero without compression since they
are all less than half a quantum step. Strong signals do not fair so
well, however, since their peaks are subjected to much less gain in (a)

and therefore utilize fewer quantum steps in (b). Fortunately, most of
the information in speech messages (or their PAM equivalent) is confined
to amplitudes near zero, so that strong signal peaks can stand consider
able impairment without having a significant effect on over-all quality.
The net effect of introducing compressor (a) before uniform quantizer (b)
is to greatly increase the effective signal-to-quantum noise ratio
at the output of (b). Although the quantized output of (b) may there
after be subjected to any of several linear operations, such as encoding
and decoding, it must eventually be affected by the non-linear operation
of expansion shown at (c), if the original message is to be recovered.
The expandor in (c) must have an inverse characteristic to the compressor
in (a) if the overall system is to be linear. This combination of com
pressor and expandor is commonly called a compander and the net function
performed is referred to as companding. All of these circuits must be
"instantaneous" in the sense that they must respond to the instantaneous
value of short pulses. More precise terms ef "instantaneous compressor",
"instantaneous expander", and "instantaneous compandor", are therefore
often used to avoid confusing these circuits with slow-acting, syllabic
companding circuits used on a per channel basis in some AM frequency
multiplex systems.

Instantaneous Companders
Regardless of whether the signal-to-quantum noise improvement

is obtained by applying a linear amplitude range to a non-linear stair
case, or by applying a non-linear amplitude range to a linear staircase,
there is a preferred law that the non-linear characteristic should follow.

We shall restrict our attention to the properties of the log
arithmic type of compression characteristic given by

v =
V log [1 + (EV>]

log [1 + ~J
(26-15)

where v is the output voltage in response to an input e, ~ is the degree
of compression, and V is the maximum value of the input signal. For
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negative values of e replace V by -V. Typical compression character
istics are shown in Figure 14.
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The improvement afforded by companding can be defined as

12 Mean square error voltage without companding
= Mean square error voltage with companding

The above ratio is plotted against signal power for various values of ~

in Figure 15. As noted previously the improvement is greatest for the
weak signals, while the strong signals (bull talkers) suffer some im
pairment.

Another measure of the efficacy of companding can be obtained
by comparing the number of binary digits per sample required without com
panding with the number required with companding for the same quantizing
error power for small signals. Since the quantizing error power is in
versely proportioned to the square of the number of levels, i.e.,(bnt-tn,

this power will be reduced 6 db for each additional digit.* If this 6 db

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*See Chapter 25, page 18.
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per digit improvement is compared with the roughly 24 to 35 db ilnprove

ment for weak signals afforded by the compression characteristics of

Figure 14 for 100 ~ ~ ~ 1000, it can be seen that companding is equiva

lent to the addition of four to six digits. This amounts to an increase

in the number of quantizing levels by a factor of between 24=16 and 26=64.

For example, a 7 digit code group (128 quantizing levels) with a com

pression characteristic given by ~ = 100 is considered adequate by sub

jective standards for transmission of speech by peM. Without the com

pandor, 11 digits would be required to maintain the same quantizing error

power for weak signals o This would increase the pulse repetition
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frequency by a factor of 11/7 ( about 1.6 times) with an attendant in
crease in the speed required for encoding and decoding and an increase
in the bandwidth required for transmission over the line.

The building blocks that make up an instantaneous compressor
are shown schematically in Figure 16. The heart of the compressor in the
non-linear network made up of diodes and resistors. The voltage-current
characteristic of a semiconductor diode is given by

v = (k~) log (1 + fL)
s

(26-16)

which is of the same form as the p~eviously described compandor charac
teristic. It is necessary to handle bipolar PAM signals from the output
of the clarnper circuit, thereby dictating the use of two diodes, one for
each polarity. Resistors R1 , R2 and R

3
provide a means for adjusting the

circuit to compensate for the fact that all diodes are not identical.
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To avoid masking of the non-linearity, the compression network
must be operated between high impedances as shown in Figure 16. Since
the expansion network is the inverse of the compressor network, it is
operated in series with a generator and load of low impedances. The proper
impedances facing the non-linear network are maintained by the pre- and
post- amplifiers. These amplifiers must have sufficiently good high-fre
cuency transmission to handle the narrow pulses from all of the channels.
In addition, the low frequency cutoff should be sufficiently low to prevent
appreciable crosstalk on the tail of one pulse with its neighbors, since

if low frequency components are not adequately transmitted, overshoot
and overhang will occur.

Encoding and Decodin~

Thus fa~all of the tandem operations described for processing
the speech signals are common to both PAM and PCM systems. The remaining

function peculiar to PCM is the process of encoding the PAM samples into
a binary code group.

Coding speed is limited by the number of decisions which must
be made concerning any signal and by the subsidiary actions taken because
of those decisions. We can distinguish three different classes of en
coders on the basis of how the encoder phrases the questions leading to
its final decision. The three classes are

1. Level-at-a-Time Encoders
2 0 Digit-at-a-Time Encoders
30 Word-at-a-Time Encoders

Level-at-a-Time Encoders
In a level-at-a-time encoder the value of each code combination

is compared in turn with the compressed PAM signal to arrive at a level
which most closely approximates the input amplitude. Says for example,
that an amplitude level corresponding to code number 27 (out of a possible
12S) is presented. The level-at-a-time encoder might be thought of as
asking, in sequence: "Is it level #11 Is it level #2? Is it level #3 ••• "
until it gets a "yes". This is a rather sIalV' process since time must be
allowed for one comparison for each of the 2n levels in an n digit
system. In terms of the sort of system we have been discussing, we want
to code a sample into seven digits in about 5 ~s. This is less than one
microsecond per decision, so that speed of operation is quite importanto
Therefore, this method of encoding is confined to relatively low speed
systems and will not receive further consideration here.
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Digit-at-a-Time Encoders
These encoders require only n decisions, as against the 2n

(maximum) required in level-at-a-time circuits. The penalty is a
modest increase in the complexity of the subsidiary actionso Recall the
significance of the digits in a seven-digit binary code:

Position.
Value of
Pulse,

1

64

2

32

3

16

4

g

5

4

6

2

7

1

The decision sequence in the digit-at-a-time encoder for code #27 is:
"is the amplitude greater than 64? (No) Is it greater than 32? (No)
Is it greater than 16? (Yes) Is the remainder 27-16 greater than·
81 ••• ff

All of the known practical types of digit-at-a-time coders
operate on the basis of determining the most significant digit first.
This type of coding can be viewed as a geometric progression in which it
is first determined in which half of the entire group of possible codes
the signal sample should be placed. Then it is determined in which
quarter of the selected half the signal sample should be placed. Next
the eighth of the selected quarter is determined, and so on. The process

is carried on until the location is specified to the desired degree of
fineness8 As we have seen, in order to determine the location to one
part of 128, seven~separate selections have to be made. One additional
selection would permit selection to one part in 256, etc. With this type
of coder, the digits can be transmitted as determined, so it is not

necessary to wait until the end of the coding operation to send out the
code "word" or "character".

There are many types of digit-at-a-time encoders, but only two
types will be discussed here: the "recycling encoder" and the "network
encoder tf • Both of these belong 'co a general class of "sequential com
parison encoders"o Examples of their operation are given a little later.
The basic difference between these two types is the method by which the
function of memory or~torage is obtainedo In the case of the network
encoder most of the essential functions are performed by a digital
process, whereas in the case of the recycling encoder these functions
are analog. It would be expected that these analog functions could be
performed with fewer nurnber of component parts than required for digital
storage. On the other hand,we would also expect that it would be more
feasible to obtain the necessary accuracy of the system by digital means.
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The Recycling Encoder

A block schematic of the recycling encoder is sho~m in Figure
17. In this circuit two outputs are available from the comparator. One
is a digital' output used for the PCM signal. The second is an analog
residue which is multiplied by a factor of 2, delayed one digit of time
in the delay network, and then applied to the input to the comparator
for determinatiqn of the next digit.

DELAY

RESIDUE

_P_~M_I_N_1
COMPARATOR PCM OUT

Block Schematic of Recycling Encoder

Figure 26-17

Consider, as an example,the encoding of a signal voltage of
25.2 units into a five-digit code (providing 32 levels).

Multiplication Method, Recycling Encoder

Arithmetic

25.2 - 16 = 9.2
18.4 - 16 = 2.4
4.8 - 16 < 0
9.6 - 16 < 0

19.2 - 16 = 3.2

PCM Output

1
1

o
o
1

Action of the
Control Circuits

Subtract
Subtract

Don't Subtract
Don't Subtract

Subtract

Logic: Positive residue - PCM output; subtract and multiply

the residue by 2.
Negative residue - No PCM output; no subtraction but
multiply by 2.

The 11001 code has a value of 16+8+0+0+1, or 25. The fact
that quantizing has introduced an error of 0.2 is obvious.

The Network Encoder
In the case of the network encode~only a digital outp~t is

taken from the comparator. This is used in the formation of the PCM
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code character and is also stored in the 7-digit memory circuit. The
memory circuit operates a binary-weighted network, the output of which
adds algebraically with the PAM signal input to determine the subsequent
comparison to be made. Figure 18 illustrates the network encoder in

block schematic formo

7 BIT
MEMORY

PCM OUT
PAM IN COMPARATOR to-- ---..-----.

Block Schematic of Network Encoder

Figure 26-18

For this type of encoder, the coding of 25.2 into a five-digit
code would be accomplished in the following steps:

Subtraction Method. Network Encoder

Action of the
Arithmetic PCM Output Control Circuits

25.2 - 16 = 9.2 1 Subtract
9•.2 - 8 = 1.2 1 Subtract
1.2 - 4 <0 0 Don't Subtract

1.2 - 2 <0 0 Don't Subtract
1.2 - 1 = 0.2 1 Subtract

Logic: Positive residue - PCM output and subtract.
Negative residue - No PCM output and no subtraction.
The residue is obtained by subtracting 16, 8, 4, 2, 1
at the respective steps of the process.

A recent comparison of recycling encoders and network encoders
indicates that, with currently available components and techniques, the
network encoder is more feasible. This picture may change as a result of
future development, particularly in the component field. However, in
view of its present state of development we will concentrate our attention
on the network encoder.
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The functional operation of the network encoder can be most
easily described by the simple diagram in Figure 19. Again, we will use
a PAM signal of 25.2 units amplitude to demonstrate the action of the
encod'er. From the diagram we see that the signal is applied at the input

of the comparator and combined with the outpu~ o~ a binary network. This
network is operated by switches controlled by memory cells and digit
timing. In the case of the first comparison a timing pulse causes the
binary network to subtract sixteen units from the PAM signal. Since this
residue is positive, the comparator gives a "1" at its output which is
transmitted as the first digit of the PCM signal and is also stored in
the memory cells. With a stored digit indicating "16", the network will
proceed, subtracting the "16" again and again for each sllceeding com
parison. As it accumulates additional digits they, too. will be subtracted
repeatedly in subsequent comparisons. Thus, for the next digit a total of

f
LLI
£)

=>
t-
...J
0..

T~
~

t-
=> 25.2
Q.
z

~

~

PAM IN

COMPARISON PULSES
FROM SWITCH AND
MEMORY CIRCUIT

TIME --+

COMPARATOR

R 2R 4R 8R leR

SWITCH AND

MEMORY CELLS

PCM OUT

11001

DIGIT TIMING

Network Encoder

Figure 26 -19
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16+8 = 24 units are subtracted. Again, the residue is positive and the
comparator gives a "1" at its output which is transmitted as the second
digit of the PCM signal and which is also stored in the memory cells.
For the third digit, then, a total of 16+8+4 = 28 units are subtracted.
Here, however, the result is negative. Therefore, the resulting output
eode is "0", and the four is not used again in the subsequent sub
trac,tions from the PAM pulse. This process continues until the final
comparison is made for the least significant digit. At this time the
voltage avail.able from the binary weighted network is equal to the PAM

signal 'to within one quantum st epo

Word-at-a-Time Encoders
The word-at-a-time encoders are faster than the previous types

of encoders since only one question has to be answered o The question is
essentially "What word (code combination) does this signal level repre
sent1 " In order to answer this question, all possible words must be
stored internally in the coder and the one that most closely approximates
the analog signal selected. Probably the best known of the word-at-a
time coders makes the analog to binary conversion by means of a beam
coding vacuum tube. This coder is described in considerable detail in
two BSTJ papers. The interested reader is referred to these papers
(listed in tbe references at the end of the chapter) for further details.

Digit-at-a-Time Decoders
Figure 19 can be modified to form a digit-at-a-time decoder by

using the combination of digit timing and PCM input signal to connect
the reference voltage to the proper resistors in the binary weighted re
sistance network. This type of decoder simply adds up the weighted
value of each digit which is present as a pulse, so that the output will
be the sum of the total weighted values used. In this case the com
parator is not required. The decoder might then take the simplified
form shown in Figure 20. The combination of timing control and the PCM
input signal determines the particular set of switches which are closed o

In this figure a 5 digit system is assumed. When a particular switch
is closed current flows through the pick-off resistor r, and through
the binary weighted resistance network. If the binary signal represents
the amplitude level V given by
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Simplified Decoder - 5 Digits

Figure 26-20

where the a 's are either zero or one depending upon the presence or
n

absence of the nth digit, we can adopt the convention that switch Sn is
closed when a = 1 and s,dtch S is open for a = 0, where n=O,1,2,3,4.n n n
In this case current I of Figure 18 is ~iven by

E
I=-----~!"---------1--------'iii + r

ao a1 a 2 ~ ~

m+m+4l!+2R+r

If r « R/2, then

and the voltage drop across r is given by

E E 2a1 + 4a2 + Sa) + 16a4
]out =m [ ao +

= K [ ao + 2a1 + 4a 2 + sa) + 16a4 ]

where K E
:I lOR

(26-17)

(26-18)

(26-19)

(26-20 )
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The example previously used to illustrate the encoding oper
ation can be applied in reverse to the decoder. Assume the binary
sequence 11001 is applied to the decoder. In this case switches 54' 53
and So will be closed, so that a

4
, a

3
, and aO will be unity while a 2

and a1 are zero o With these values in Equation (26-20) we get 25k units
of voltage for the decoded PAM sample. After each PAM sample is ex
tracted,all switches are opened and the decoder is then ready to operate
on the next word. It should be pointed out that this is only one form
of resistance network decoder. There are, in fact, many other types pf

resistance networks that can be used in performing the decoding function.

Terminal Control
All of the preceding discussions have been concerned with the

information handling circuit functions required to convert voice and
signalling information into discrete quanta or bits for transmission
over telephone lines. In this section we will briefly describe the
timing control functions required to program these operations. Methods
for achieving synchronism and framing of receiving and transmitting
terminals will also be outlined o

The control circuitry may be divided into four major blocks:
A. Master oscillator
Bo Digit Counter
C. Channel Counter
D. Framing System

Master Oscillator, Digit Counter, and Channel Counter
The basic digit rate of a PCM system is determined by the

system requirements. For example, consider the case of 24 voice channels,
each encoded into 7 digits, with an eighth digit allocated to high speed
signalling. It follow8 that 24 x 8 = 192 time slots per frame are re
quired to encode the voice and signalling information. If an extra time
slot is provided per frame for synchronizing the receiving and transmitting
terminals, a,total of 193 time slots per frame must be transmitted. Since
the frame rate equals the sampling rate, 193 time slots per frame
multiplied by an 8000 cps sampling rate gives a basic pulse repetition
rate of 1.544 mcps.

In a transmitting terminal, a 1.544 mcps crystal controlled
master oscillator is used as the source of precise timing signals. It
is convenient to think of the master oscillator as accurately marking off
1,544,000 time slots per second from which control and timing information
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in the form of pulses can be obtained for various points in the system.
Part of the output of the master oscillator is fed into the digit
counter. The function of the digit counter is to count off time slots
at the master oscillator output and supply one pulse every eighth slot.
These pulses correspond to the basic system sampling frequency of 192 kc
(24 PAM signals every 125 ~s = 192 kc) and, as such, provide digit
timing infonnation to the encoder, signalling gates, and channel counter.
In addition, the digit counter provides the framing pulse (alternately

on and off) transmitted at the end of each frame. The channel counter
operates from the output of the digit counter to provide one pulse every
193 time slots for operation of the individual channel sampling gates.

Framing System
At this point, before discussing the framing system, it is

worthwhile to examine a typical pulse pattern which we might expect to
find in a 24 channel systemo Drawn an Figure 21 is the pulse pattern
corresponding to a single frame -- i.e. speech samples and signalling
which result from sampling each channel once. Certain points might be
noted in connection with the question of what pulse trains are possible.
Some of the things to consider are:

1. The first seven pulses may represent either a speech signal or
silence. Zero and 127 would represent extreme voltage excursions
of loud talkers in the negative or positive direction. Silence
is represented by a value of 63. (In the absence of speech,
noise might cause the value to jitter around 63.)

2. For reasons to be discussed in the next chapter, we want
to limit the maximum number of pulses that can occur in
sequence. We do this by never transmitting the value 127,
which would call for seven pulses in a row in one channel
slot. This turns out to limit the maximum number of
pulses in sequence that can occur to thirteen. (See Figure 21.)

3. The eighth pulse (on-or off-hook signalling pulse) may be
present or absent whether or not speech is, since we may
use it for dialling, with no speech signal present, and
must be able to talk through an on-hook signal when we
reach an intercept operator.

4. For revertive pulsing, the seventh digit may be used for
signalling (as well as the eighth) while the connection is

being set up. When the connection has been established, the
seventh digit can return to its role of transmitting message
information.
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FRAMING
INFO

I
I I
'-CHANNEL 24-.1
I I
I I

FRAME
~--------125 II SEC ---------..

193 PULSE SLOTS

1
I I

CHANNEL I---'CHANNEL 2-tf
I I
I i

"I 2 3 ~ 5 6 7

J
/8

SPEECH

SIGNALING

Digit Allocation

Figure 26-21

Thus, in Figure 21 note the 8 pulses that are allocated to
Channel 1. The first 7 pulses represent the speech sample -- in this
case indicating 64 + 32 + 4 = 100 level. The eighth pulse represents
the signalling information. Arter the pulses corresponding to the 24
channels occur, an additional pulse (shown shaded) is added. This ~s

the framing pulse and is required to permit synchronization of the two
ends of the system. In ordinary operation, signals obtained from
Channel 1 are properly reconstituted on the other end of Channell. Pro
visions must 'be made to restore proper operation when the system "goes
out of frame."

To perform the act of framing, two t}"pes of systems are
available. In the case of a "forward acting" system, a definite signal
is sent prior to sampling the first channel. Thus, the system is brough~

into synchronism every frame. For a system utilizing only one polarity
of pulse (which allows very simple repeaters) a fairly long and compli
cated pulse pattern would be necessary. Such an approach would then be
fairly wasteful in bandwidth and require considerable apparatus.

An alternative approach has the receiving terminal monitor the
incoming signal to determine whether the system is in frame. When lack
of synchronization is observed, the system then hunts in an orderly
manner for the condition of proper synchronization. The process of
restoration is such a "backward acting system" is similar to that ex
perienced in a television receiver when, after disturbance due to noise,
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the picture slowly rolls back into vertical synchronization. As shown
in Figure 21, this requires one additional pulse slot per frame, which
is pulsed every second frame. On the average, reframing time may be
expected to be about 25 ms, but may be as long as 50 ms in unfavorable
cases. During this time the subscriber hears noise; however, loss of
frame is expected to be a rather rare occurrence.

Circuitry in the receiver capable of recognizing the absence
of synchronization and performing the correcting action is shown in
Figure 22. When the control indicates that a frame pulse is expected,
it operates a gate and sends the pulse received over the line into a com
parator. On the other input to the comparator,the control places a signal
corresponding to the pulse or space expected for this frame. If a match
is obtained in the comparator, the system is probably in frame and no
action need be taken. If the comparator indicates a mis-match, the
system is definitely not in frame unless noise on the line has affected
the framing pulse. Because of the possibility of noise on the line, one
does not wish to initiate action immediately, but rather wait until
several mis-matches have been obtained. For this purpose, an integrating
device is provided. When one is sure, however, that the system is indeed
out of frame, correcting action should be taken on every mis-match. The
integrator, therefore, operates a gate which feeds the output of the
comparator directly into the control so as to retard the system one pulse
slot at a time until synchronism is restored.

PCM FROM LI NE PAM
-----------------~-DE CODER .....-----.....-

~GATE
FRAMING INFO ...

: COMPARATOR H ..... INTEGRATOR ~,..-------...
INTERNAL
FRAMING

-
CONTROL .. RETARD.."'----.......

Framing Circuit - Receiver

Figure 26-22

" CONTROL
GATE·~.....------~
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Estimated System Noise Performance
We have pointed out that quantizing noise is the dominant source

of noise in a PCM system, with lower sideband noise giving some additional
degradation of the loud talker. Let us now consider in more detail the sort
of noise performance we might expect in the 24 channel exchange area PCM
system.

Some subjective comparisons between an exploratory single link
PCM system and a standard voice frequency circuit have been made. The same
speech signal was fed into both systems with a variable, properly weighted
thermal noise source included in the voice circuit. This noise source was
gated so as to be present only during signal transmission to make the noise
in the standard circuit behave like the quantizing noise in the PCM circuit o

Each test subject was told to adjust the noise source tlntil he considered
the noise in the standard circuit to be equivalent to the noise in the
PC~1 system.

The results of these tests are shown in Figure 23. The solid
line shows the message-to-noise ratio,as a function of talker volume,which
was obtained when all sources of noise except lOvler sideband noise were
present. We see that the message-to-noise ratio increases with volume,
as we would expect. However, the increase is not linear because of the
effect of increased quantization noise as the talker volume increases.
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In the discussion of filter requirements it was stated, as an
objective, that the lower sideband noise would be allowed to degrade the
system noise by 0.5 db for the -1 VU talker. Therefore, if the weighted
thermal noise equivalent to the lower sideband noise is added on this
basis, the dotted curve of Figure 23 results. It is clear that the
lower sideband noise causes negligible degradation to the average volume
talker.

The message-to-noise data obtained from these subjective tests
provides enough information to plot the noise in dba as a function of
talker volume. This is shown by the dashed curve of Figure 23. We see
that the noise is around 28 dba for weak volume talkers, but exceeds 40 dba
tor loud talkers. At first glance, 40 dba might seem like an excessive
amount of noise. However, we must remember that in PCM the quantizing
noise is only present while conversation is being transmitted o Noise
during silent intervals is about twice as opjectionable as noise ac
companying speecho Therefore, in conventional systems, the noise require
ment is primarily set by the permissible noise in silent intervals and is

in terms of an absolute quantity of noise. In contrast to this, when
noise is only present during speech, it is the message to noise ratio which
is the important quantity. Generally, if the message-to-noise ratio is of
the order of 20 db, the transmission quality is satisfactory. We see that
this requirement is met for the weak talkers, and, therefore, we should
expect the transmission to be of more than adequate quality for the
average and loud talkers.

Conclusions
In preparing and processing signals for transmission by

PCM, the tandem operations on the signal include filtering, sampling,
compression, and encoding. These functions are under the control of a
local clock. Reception of the signal is effected by operating on the
PCM pulse train with decoding, expanding, demultiplexing, and filter
networks. The receiving terminal timing circuitry is locked to the
transmitter. These terminals bear striking similarities to internally
programmed digital computers since they contain the essential ingredients
of these computers, i.e., input-output equipment (4 wire terminating
set), arithmetic unit and memory (encoder and decoder) and a local clock
for internal program control. Communication between these computers is
in the binary language. In order to have the computers communicate with
one another, a transmission path matched to this language must be pro
vided. This problem of transmitting binary pulse trains will be covered
in detail in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 27

PULSE TRANSMISSION AND RESHAPING

. . R.egeneratio~ - the pay-off in PCM - is dependent on recog-
nItIon, WhIch In turn IS dependent on the degree to which pulses are
distorted in transmission. It is found that a loss characteristic with
a gentle roll-off is preferable to a sharp cut-off. The fact that dc
and yery low frequencies are not transmitted calls for limiting the
maxImum number of pulses that can occur in sequence and for the
use of dc restoration circuits. Fine structure deviation's across the
transmission band, which cause echoes, must be kept small to avoid
excessive intersymbol interference.

Introduction

In this chapter,transmission-frequency characteristics will be
examined to determine the type of frequency response to which we must

equalize a medium for satisfactory pulse transmis~ion. Several types of
imperfections in the characteristics of the medium will be investigated
to determine their effect on che ability to transmit pulses with a low

frequency of errors o Most of the theoretical considerations are ap
plicable to data transmission over ordinary telephone lines as well as to
PCM. Attention will be focused largely on the impact of these consider
ations on the transmission of baseband binary peM.

Before the aim of this chapter can be attacked, it will be
necessary to bring the problem into better focus, define terms, and re
view some fundamental properties of transmission systems. To this end
we examine the block schematic of a PCM link consisting of one re
generative repeater and the transmission medium between repeaters, as
shown in Figure 10 The pulse train entering the medium is assumed to
be a binary pulse train made up of rectangular pulses and spaces oc
curring at a pulse repetition frequency approximately equal to f r • In
the ideal case the pulse repetition frequency would be f r , and each

pulse would be of standard width and height. Imperfections in the
previous regenerative repeater, as well as noise, cause the pulses to
deviate from the desired spacing, width, and amplitude. The function
of the next regenerative repeater is to accept this imperfect pulse
train after it is dispersed by the transmission medium and generate a
pulse train which is close to being a replica of that originally sent
from the transmitting terminal. This process has been referred to as

"the payoff in PCM".*

*Bo M. Oliver, J. R. Pierce and C. E. Shannon, "The Philosophy of PCM",
Prac. IRE, Novo 1945.
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In the ideal case, with perfect regenerators, there would be no
variation of the regenerated pulses from their desired positions (i.e.,
'~itter") arid each pulse would match the standard in shape. Under these
conditions the overall system requirements would be almost identical with

those of each repeater section. This is contrasted with AM frequency mUlti
plex systems where the transmission requirements of a repeater to repeater
link are considerably more stringent than those of the overall system.
Actually the SiN ratio at each repeater in a PCM system must increase
slightly as the number of regenerative repeaters (or system length) in
creases. This is illustrated in the lower curve of Figure 2* for the case
where we want to maintain a probability of error due to random noise at 1

in 105 pulseso The upper curve of this figure shows the increase in SiN
(peak power to mean-square noise) ratio required assuming amplification
without regeneration as a function of the number of such repeaters. In
deriving these curves it has been assumed that the noise power increases

linearly with the numbers of links. This figure gives a quantitative
picture of the advantage of regeneration. Of course, we must pay for
this advantage with a large increase in bandwidth over that required
for AM systems. Chapter 25, however, showed that the trade is ef
ficient.

It should be emphasized that the results shown in Figure 2

were derived under the assumption of ideal linear repeaters as well as
ideal regenerative repeaters. Practically realizable regenerative re
peaters may require an increase in SiN ratio over the theoretical
minimum for several reasonso First, intersymbol interference between
transmitted pulses reduces the amount of noise that can be tolerated
in a repeater section. This interference can be described as a

- ......... -. - - - - -- - - - - - - .. - - -- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - --. .. - -
*It should be pointed out that this figure is consistent with Table II
of Chapter 25. Recall that in Table II we assumed a unipolar pulse.of
amplitude V, with the sampling or slicing level set at v/2. In th1s
case, an error will occur whenever the noise amplitude exceeds V/2 ~nd
is of proper polarity. On the other hand. in Figure 2, we show a b1polar
pulse code, in which 1 is indicated by a positive pu~se of amplitude V
and a by an equal amplitude negative going pulse. In this system we
in effect sample about zero volts; i.eo, we ask the question, is the
polarity at the time of sampling positive or negative? It follows that
an error will not occur until the noise amplitude exceeds V volts and
is of proper polarity. Thus, a one link system using a bipolar pulse
code, as in Figure 2, requires a signal-to-noise ratio 6 db less than
the unipolar pulse system of Table II, for the same error probability.
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noise impairment. Secondly, it will be shown later in the text that
errors in the pulse position from the ideal, hereafter called timing
errors, can accumulate over a regenerative repeatered medium. Third,
imperfections in repeaters as well as noise can produce variations in
pulse width and height from the ideal which can also be translated
directly into a noise impairment. Finally, external interference such
as crosstalk from the other systems in the same environment and impulse
noise (generated at central offices and picked up on cable) require a
considerable portion of the margin against error.

Thus far we have indicated broadly what benefits the process
of regeneration can reap. Let us return to Figure 1 to examine the
operation of a regenerative repeater a little more closely. This will
be a preliminary examination. A more detailed discussion will be made in

the next chapter. The pictoral display on Figure 1 shows the functions
performed in a regenerative repeater along with some waveforms ~hat are
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typical of those encountered in transmitting pulses over bandwidth
limited systems. For purposes of discussion, the regenerated pulses at
(a) are assumed to be rectangular and the lIs and 0'5 occur at a pulse
repetiti?n frequency of i r • In most pulse systems the transmitted pulse
occupies only a fraction of its allotted time slot in order to provide
some guard space to reduce intersymbol crosstalk - i.e., to permit
transients to decay. For example, in the 24 channel PCM exchange area
system, the pulse repetition frequency f is about 105 mc and each
transmitted pulse occupies one-half of artime slot, i.e., ~ =.33 ~sec.

r
Leaving the (n-l) repeater, then, we have (or assume)

practically perfect rectangular pulses separated by a guard space. When
we transmit these through the medium, the various components of the
spectrum suffer amplitude and phase distortion because of the finite
bandwidth of the medium. Figure 3 gives a quantitative picture of the
effects of bandwidth limitations on pulse response. It shows the
response of 6,000' of 22 gauge CSA cable, terminated in 100 ohms, to a
rectangular pulse of .33 ~sec width. It can be seen that peak pulse

A
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Figure 27-3
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amplitude has been severely attenuated and the transmitted pulse
dispersed over many time slots, thereby interfering with other pulses

that may precede or follow this pulse. The response of the medium
to a binary pulse train would be composed of the superposition of the
time functions of Figure 3. Recognition and regeneration of the
parent pulse train from this distorted copy without preliminary process
ing would not be practicable. Therefore, the first function required of
a regenerative repeater is that of reshaping the signal in preparation
for making a decision as to the presence or absence of a pulseo The
combined transmission-frequency characteristic of the medium plus
equalizer will be the mala ~opic of this chapter. As a sneak preview
to this discussion, the equalized pulse at the decision making point in
the repeater might look like that shown in Figure 1 b.

Assuming that positive and negative noise amplitudes are
equally likely, a decision as to the existence of a pulse would be based
on whether or not the received signal is greater or smaller than half
the peak pulse amplitude.* This amplitude level is known as the slicing
level. The input-output characteristic describing the transfer proper
ties of an ideal regenerator is shown in Figure Ie. When the input
amplitude exceeds the slicing level a new pulse of the proper shape is
generated~ This nonlinear function of a PCM repeater is the important
regeneration property. Various types of regenerators and their devi
ations from the ideal regenerator are classified and discussed in the
next chapter.

In addition to reshaping the signa~it is necessary to main
tain the correct time relationship between signal pulses to minimize
their mutual interaction. This is the function of the retimer sho\~ in
rigure 10 Timing information can be extracted from either the incoming
or regenerated train by means of a tuned circuit or band pass filter.
The output of the timing circuit can then be used to control the re
generator, as shown in Figure 10 It is seen that the functioning of

*It should be pointed out that although half amplitude is the preferred
slicing level for baseband pulses this is not the case for carrier
pulses. W. R. Bennett has shown that for carrier pulses the probab
ility that some noise of a given power wi:l reduce the signal pulses
below half amplitude is less than the probability that some noise will
exceed half amplitude. This comes about from the fact that jbr effec
tive cancellation there must be a 180 0 phase relationship between noise
and pulse carrier. For this reason the slicing level should be set
slightly above half amplitude for a carrier pulse system.
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the regenerator is dependent on both the input information bearing
signal and the clock wave derived by the retimer. Several schemes by

which these two functions control the regenerator, as well as the problem
of extracting the timing wave, vall be examined in Chapter 28.

The important conclusion to be reached from the above dis
cussion and Figure 1 is that the operation of a regenerative repeater
can be described by the 3 R's: Reshape, Retime, and Regenerate. Alter
natively, the process of regeneration can be viewed as a 3-D problem:
that of maintaining the correct pulse amplitude, pulse width and spac

ing between pulseso
In the discussion which follows, attention will first be con

centrated on tIle process of reshaping. Several transmission-frequency
characteristics of the combined medium and equalizer of Figure 1 and
their imperfections will be studied. We will indicate the effects of
various methods of retiming and regeneration on equalization require
ments. It should be emphasized that the development of pulse systems
is a relatively new field and many of the associated transmission
problems have neither been solved nor completely defined. Analytical
techniques for handling the syntheses of these discrete systems are in
the development stage.

Amplitude-Phase Relations of Transmission-Frequency Characteristics
We have seen that, in pulse modulation systems, pulses

originate at the transmitting end in various combinations, or in varying
amplitude, duration, or position, depending on the type of system.
Pulses thus modulated to carry information may be transmitted directly
or undergo a second modulation process suitable to the transmission
medium 0 The received pulses \tdll differ in shape from the transnli t ted
pulses because of bandwidth limitations, noise, and other system im

perfections. The performance of the system in the absence of noise could
be predicted if the pulse transmission characteristic (that is, the shape
of the received pulse for a given applied pulse) were known. The problem
then becomes one of analyzing system performance in the time domain. If
we were foreen to confine ourselves to the time domain we would find the
solution to such problens, and the prediction of system behavior, quite
difficult.

A more useful a.IJproach is to determine the systenl performance
in tnrms of the transn1ission-frequency characteri stic (that is, the
steady state response expressed as a function of frequency). One reason
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for this is that the transmission-frequency characteristics of various
existing facilities and their components are known, and for new facili
ties can be determined more readily (by calculation or measurement)
then the pulse-transmission characteristic. However, a more fundamental
reason is that the transmission-frequency characteristics of various
system components connected in tandem or parallel can readily be com
bined to obtain the overall transmission characteristic. It is possible,
therefore, to analyze complicated systems with the transmission-fre
quency characteristic as a basic parameter, and to specify requirements
that must be imposed on the transmission-frequency characteristic of the
system and its components for a given transmission performance.

It will be recalled from the work with the Fourier Transform
that the transmission-frequency characteristic of a transmission system
can be written as

(27-1)

where G(w) is the amplitude-frequency and Q(w) is the phase-frequency
characteristic. When a number of networks are connected in series, as
is usually the case in transmission systems, the resultant transmission

characteristic is

(27-2)

where II' I 2 0 •• Yn are the transmission characteristics of the indi
vidual networks with the same impedance terminations as encountered in
the series arrangement, i.e., as measured in place or with equivalent
terminations. The requirements for so-called distortionless trans
mission through a system are that the attenuation or gain, given by the
amplitude-frequency characteristic, must be the same at all frequencies,
and that the phase-frequency characteristic must be linear with fre
quency. The latter requirement, expressed in different terms, states
that the transmission delay must be the same for all frequencies. In
formation about relative delay of signal components is important in
transmission in general, but in pulse transmission it is crucial.
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The phase characteristic S(w) can, in general, be regarded as
the sum of three components. The first is a minimum phase shift com
ponent which bears a definite relation to the amplitude characteristic
of the system. The second is a linear component, wtd , which represents
a constant delay t d for all frequencies. The third component is a
varying phase characteristic which may be present in a transmission
system or which may be intentionally inserted for phase equalization so
as to obtain an overall line~r phase characteristic.

Let us examine in somewhat more detail the nature of the
minimum phase component of 8(w). A complete mathematical treatment of
attenuation (gain)-phase relationships will not be given here because the
detailed results of the theory are not going to be used in the succeeding
sections, and, furthermore, the theory has been treated rather ex
haustively in the references given at the end of this chapter. For our
purposes here it is sufficient to state that if the amplitude-frequency
characteristic G(w) is known over the entire range of frequencies, then
the phase-frequency component Q(w) is uniquely determined. Conversely,
if Q(w) is kno\~ over the entire range of frequencies, G(w) is uniquely
determined. There are mathematical relations which permit us to find one
characteristic when the other is knowno The actual transmission network
we are dealing with may have more phase shift than predicted by these re
lations (this would involve the second and third components of e(w)
referred to previously), but it can never have less. Therefore, the
phase characteristic uniquely determined from a particular ~Jplitude

characteristic is known as the minimum phase characteristic.
From the relations between the amplitude and phase character

istics we learn, for example, that the minimum phase associated with a
constant attenuation slope of 6n db per octave, where n is any number,
is just n n radians. Furtherrnore,we find that the phase must change

2
most rapidly in the vicinity of changes of slope in the amplitude
characteristic, and that the minimum phase at any given frequency is
influenced appreciably only by the changes in attenuation near that
frequency. These principles are extremely useful in making rough
estimates of the phase associated with a particular amplitude character
istic.

Let us now look at some minimum-phase characteristics Which
are associated with particular transmission line attenuation character
istics. As an example, the solid curve in Figure 4 shows the attenuation
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shape for low-pass filter having 40 db attenuation above the cutoff fre
cuency wc • It is seen that the minimum-phase characteristic associated
with such filter approximates a linear variation only at very low and very
high frenuencies and is infinite at the cutoff frequency. On the other
hand, a gradual cutoff in the attenuation characteristic modifies the phase
characteristic, as shown by the dashed curves in Figure 4. Since the

attenuation and minimum-phase characteristics are uniquely related we

should expect to be able to produce a linear phase characteristic in the
transmission band by suitably shaping the attenuation characteristic.
This case will now be considered further because transmission systems
with a linear phase characteristic in the pass band are so important in
pulse transmission (just as in television transmission) •
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In Figure 5 the linear minimum-phase characteristic given by

the solid line leads to the attenuation characteristic shown. Other at
tenuation characteristics with linear phase between w/wc = 0 and 1 are
possible, of course, if other variations in the attenuation or phase
characteristic for w/w > 1 are assumed. For example, the combinationc
of linear phase for w/wc < 1 and constant attenuation for w/wc > 1
results in the overall phase-attenuation characteristic shown by the
dashed curves of Figure 5. It will be noticed that there is com
paratively minor difference between the attenuation characteristics in
the pass-band (w/w < 1) for the two cases illustrated, so that the re-c
shaping of the attenuation characteristic above Wc in going from curve
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(1) to curve (2) has had a relatively minor pass-band effect. The
transmission-loss cha~acteristic shown by the solid curve of Figure 5
represents a close· approximation to the type of characteristic employed

in some pulse transmission systems and will be discussed more fully in
a later section.
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Band-pass characteristics can be thought of as having been
obtained by connecting low-pass and high-pass networks in tandem. The
resultant attenuation and phase characteristics are obtained by adding
the low and high pass attenuation and phase characteristics, as il
lustrated in Figure 6. In the second case shown, the bandpass character

istic is assumed to have a linear phase characteristic in the trans
mission band, in which case the attenuation characteristic will not be

symmetrical about the midband frequency unless the latter is high in
relation to the bandwidth. The third case illustrates the type of band-

pass characteristic encountered in \vire systems ,~'1.th a lo\v lO\I\T-freC!uency

cutoff. There will then be phase distortion at the lo\~ end of the band,

since it is not feasible with a fairly sharp low frequency cutoff to

obtain a linear phase characteristic in the transmission band.
In concluding this general discussion, it should be pointed

out th3t if the ampliturle characteristic of a transmission system is

modified, there \-lill also be a modification of the phase character
istic. It can be shown, for exarnple, that any cosine-type ripple
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introduced in the' amplitude characteristic produces a corresponding
sine-type ripple in the phase characteristic. Since, in general,
any modification in the amplitude characteristic may be represented by

a Fourier cosine series, the modification in the phase characteristic
will be the corresponding Fourier sine series. These facts will be
useful in considering the effect of deviations in the gain and phase
from the ideal.
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With these fundamental principles in mind, let us now con
sider the impulse response of sever3l transmission-frequency character
istics in order to determine the most desirable shape for the combined
medium and equalizer of Figure 10
Impulse Response of an Ideal Sharp Cut-off Characteristic

In many papers on pulse transmission theory, particularly
those dealing with transmission capacity of idealized transmission
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systems, an ideal low-pass transmission-frequency characteristic is

assumed, with constant amplitude and delay in the transmission band and

an abrupt transition to infinite attenuation at the top frequency. Such

a characteristic is shown in Figure 7. The minimum phase associated

with a sharp cut-off characteristic having finite attenuation outside

the transmission band has already been discussed in connection with

Figure 4. If we now go to the ideal low-pass characteristic having zero
transmission above the pass-band, as in Figure 7, the minimum phase com

ponent goes to infinity and the characteristic can no longer be physically

realized since it would require infinite transmission delay. It can,

however, be approximated by providing sufficiently elaborate phase

equalization and allowing a large but finite (rather than infinite) out

of-band attenuation.
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Figure 27-7

Since our object will be to show that sharp cut-off character
istics are undesirable in pulse transmission systems, let us assume, for

analysis purposes, the characteristic sketched in Figure 7. Let

G(w) = 1 between w = 0 and wl' and let G(w) equal zero everywhere else.

Furthermore, let us assume that 8{w) = wtd , although we now appreciate

that this is not compatible with our first assumption. It was shovm in

the chapter on the Fourier Transform that the response of this charac
teristic to an impulse is given by

y(t)
OWl sin WI to

iT w1t o
(27-))

where 5 is the area of the impulse and to
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The resultant pulse transmission characteristic is shown in
Figure 7, with the factor 8Wl omitted. The peak amplitude is attained

n
only after an infinite time, since the ideal low-pass characteristic is

approximated only if t d ~OO. The impulse characteristic is zero when
WI to = ± nfT, or to = ± t 1 , ± 2tl , ••• ± nt1 , where

1

2?1

Impulses can be transmitted at intervals of t 1 without mutual

interference between the peaks of the received pulses. As noted pre
viously this is basic to the establishment of the maximum transmission
capacity of ideal systems.

In addition to the elaborate phase equalization and long
delay required to approximate this characteristic, several other
practical disadvantages arise. They are

1. The gain equalization required will be difficult to realize,
and, furthermore, the gain stability' of such a characteristic
is difficult to maintain. It is almost axiomatic that the
band edge shape of a transmission system will "swing in the
breeze" since both the active and passive elements of the
system vary most widely at the extremeties of the band. Any
variation in ~ will displace the zeroes of the impulse re
sponse from the desired spacing and result in intersymbol
interference.

2. Variations in synchronization (i.e., timing errors) will
also introduce rather severe intersymbol interference
with this type of characteristic due to the relatively
sharp slope of the characteristic in the neighborhood of
the zeroes. This will be examined in greater detail in a
succeeding section.

Impulse Response o£ a Gradual Roll-of£ Characteristic
The review of the amplitude-phase relationships for minimum

phase type systems revealed that the infinite discontinuity in the phase
characteristics associated with sharp cut-off amplitude characteristics
can be eliminated by providing gradual cut-off of the amplitude charac
teristic. Furthermore, as will be discussed here, providing a gradual
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rather than a sharp cut-off, as shown in Figure B, not only reduces the
non-linearity of the phase characteristic but also reduces the amplitude
of the bUild-up and decay oscillations of the impulse response.

In the work with the Fourier Transfo~the impulse response
for a gradu&l roll-off transmission characteristic was derived by as
suming an ideal characteristic with sharp cut-off supplemented by an
amplitude characteristic which has odd symmetry about the cut-off fre
quency~. This is illustrated by Figure 8. In addition, the phase was
assumed to be linear and given by 6(w) = wtde The resulting impulse re
sponse is given by

y(t) (27-5)
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For the particular case Wx = w1/2 the zeroes of the impulse response
are identical with those obtained with the ideal sharp cut-off charac
teristic. For other values of w , the original zeroes will be pre-x
served, but additional zeroes in the pulse response will be introduced.

As long as Wx is of the order of one-half wl or less, it is
necessary to employ phase equalization to obtain a linear phase charac
teristic. Furthermore, oscillations of appreciable amplitude remain in
the impulse characteristic. A virtually linear phase characteristic
together with a reduction of these oscillations can be attained by a

further extension of the gradual roll-off, such that Wx = WI. An amp
litude characteristic of this type, together with the corresponding
impulse response, is shown in Figure 9. The amplitude characteristic
is given by

= 1: [1 + cos .ill!L.]2 2wl
( 27-6)
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between w = 0 and w = 2wl. The impulse response is found by letting
Wx = WI in Equation 5, which gives

y(t)
sin 2wl to

(27-7)

Here WI is now the bandwidth to the half-amplitude point on the trans
mission frequency characteristic and 2wl is the bandwidth to the point
of zero transmission.

Figure 9b also shows (dashed line) an amplitude character
istic which is known to have a linear phase characteristic in the trans
mission band, i.e., from w = 0 to w = 2wl. Because of the close ap
proximation of the solid line to this amplitude characteristic, ~ich

is ideal as regards phase linearity, the phase characteristic associated
with the solid line (i.e., Equation 6) may for practical purposes be
regarded as linear.

Impulse Response of a Gaussian Characteristic
Another type of amplitude characteristic resembling that shown

in Figure 9 and frequently considered in connection with pulse trans
mission is a Gaussian characteristic given by

_A_. 2
::: £ L...1W (27-8)

where ~ is a constant. The corresponding impulse response is also

Gaussian and can be shown to be

y(t) (27-9)

Again it has been assumed that 8(w) is equal to wtd - If we require
that the amplitude of the impulse response be reduced to 1 per cent of

the peak value after an interval to = n/wl' corresponding to the first
zero point of an ideal impulse characteristic, it is necessary that

~/to2 = 4.6, or ~ = O.54/Wl~ The corresponding ~lplitude and impulse
characteristics are

( 27-10)
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and

y(t)

TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

(27-11)

In Figure 10, a comparison is made of the two amplitude
characteristics (6) and (10) considered above, and the corresponding
impulse responses (7) and (11). The comparison shows that for the same
pulse transmission rate, the impulse oscillation, and, therefore, the
intersymbol interference, is negligible with the Gaussian characteristic,
but that a somewhat wider band must be provided for this shape. This
is a disadvantage, particularly when the band is restricted within pre
scribed limits by considerations of interference in adjacent trans
mission bands.

A further note is in order at this point. If the information
for retiming is extracted from the incoming pulse train, it will be
necessary to provide an amplitude characteristic which is not too far
down at 2w1 (the pulse repetition frequency) in order to obtain suf
ficient clock power. This consideration will make a characteristic with
increased bandwidth, such as the Gaussian characteristic, necessary.
Further elaboration on this point will be found in the chapter on timing.
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In the next section some quantitative results are given which
document the advantages of the roll-off type of characteristic when
timing errors are made in sampling the equalized pulse train.
Influence of Roll-off on the Effect of Timing Errors

A convenient measure of the intersymbol interference between
pulses is the reduction which it requires in external noise to maintain
a specified frequency of error. As noted previousl~ this intersymbol
interference can arise from deviations in the gain and phase character
istics from the desired transmission characteristic, or can arise from
errors in the time at which the received pulse is sampled. In this
section we will consider the latter effect to determine the efficacy of
the roll-off characteristic in reducing the noise impai~ent associated
with timing errors.

NORMALI ZED TIME --+ 2 f, to

o

NORMALIZED fREOUENCY ~

Timing Error Parameters: Frequency Characteristics
and Time Responses

Figure 27 -11

Figure 11 defines both the time response and the associated
amplitude response under consideration. As in previous discussions,
linear phase is assumed. The parameter "an is a measure of the amount
of roll-off that is usedo For example, a=O yields the ideal sharp cut
off low pass characteristic, while a = 1 corresponds to complete roll-off
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as shown in Figure 9. R in Figure 11 indicates the timing error in

sampling the pulse that normally achieves its maximum value at

2f1 to 0, where it will be recalled that to = t - t d •
There are essentially two sources of noise penalty due to

timing errors. The first arises from the reduction in pulse amplitude
due to sampling away from the peako This means that a smaller negative

noise pul'se may cause misrecognition of the information-bearing pulse.
Secondly, pulses remote from the sampled pulse have non-zero values at
the mistimed sampling pointo The latter is intersymbol interference
and can be either positive or neg~tive depending upon the particular
pulse pattern transmitted. The proc'edure to be followed in evaluating
the effects of timing errors is summarized below and the results of the
analysis are presented in Figures 12 through 14.

Since the original pulse pattern is statistical in nature, it
is necessary to determine a distribution of the amplitudes of the
intersymbol interference. This can be accomplished by considering all
possible combinations of lIs and O's (or marks and spaces of equal
duration) and determing the disturbance caused by each combination at
a point displaced by R units in time from the point of peak pulse amp

litudeo The procedure employed is to consider each distribution of

amplitudes as a separate normal distribution, compute the noise impair
ment, and average the impairment contributed by each distribution. It
is assumed that the external noise is random,with a Gaussian amplitude

distribution. A detailed analysis of the steps involved in arriving
at the results is beyona the scope of this texto

With the basis of the study thus set forth, the results may

now be presented and summarized. They can be grouped into two sets.
In the first set the noise impairment can be plotted as a function of
the timing error of the sampler, \"lith the roll-off ratio "a" as a para
meter. A separate plot is required for each error frequency considered.
Figure 12 shows the results for an error rate of 1 in 10

8
bits.

The meaning of Figure 12 may be made clearer if we discuss one
point on one of the curves in terms of a specific numerical exampleo
Suppose we have a transmission characteristic with a roll-off such that
a = 0.5. We might ask, for example, what is the effect of a timing error
of about 0.2 of a time slot? Figure 12 tells us that it results in a
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noise impairment of 5 db if our objective is to have only one error per
100,000,000 pulses. Table II of Chapter 25 tells us that, ideally, a
peak signal to average noise power of about 21.0 db will result in an
error rate of 10-8• Therefore, the effect of the ~ db noise impairment
caused by the 0.2 timing error is to require that the signal-to-noise
ratio be increased to 26.0 db to maintain the same probability of erroro

The second presentation of the results shows the timing error
tolerance as a function of relative roll-off bandwidth, with error
tolerance as a parameter. One impairment (6 db) is considered here, as
shown in Figure 13.

A single set of summarizing curves is sho,~ in Figure 14. The
solid lines in this plot show the advantage obtained in timing error by

extending the roll-off band to be equal to the normal effective band
(a = 1). The "advantage" is defined as the ratio of the tolerance of
timing error with the use of the roll-off band to that for the case of
no roll-off. The advantage is plotted as a function of the db
noise impairment allotted to intersymbol interference, and curves are
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presented for each of three error tolerances. As an example, if our
objective is an error rate of 10-8 and we are willing to suffer a 3 db
noise impairment, we might ask: By what factor can we increase the

timing error if we go from no roll-off to a roll-off of a c 1.0? Figure
14 tells us that the answer is "by about 2.6 times" (advantage ratio =

2.6).
The dotted curves in Figure 14 represent the advantage ob

tained by extending the rol~-off band half as far (a = l/2).
The conclusions may be numerically summarized briefly as

follows:

1. The advantage obtained from the use of the maximum roll
off band considered, as compared with no roll-off band,
runs from the ratio of 1.65 to 1, to 3.3 to 1.

2. The advantage is greater for the lower than for the higher
error probabilities; i.e., the advantage runs from 2.55 to 1,
to 3.3 to 1, for an error frequency of 1 in 108 bits, as
compared to 1.65 to 1 up to 1.95 to 1 for an error frequency
of 1 in 102 bits.

3. The advantage is generally greater for the larger than for
the smaller noise impairments allocated to intersymbol
interference. Thus at an error frequency of 1 in 104 bits
the advantage is 2.5 to 1 at 10 db noise impairment. This
drops to 2.1 to 1 at 3 db impairment (but rises slightly
again to 2.16 to 1 at 1 db impairment).

4. The advantage that can be obtained with a half roll-off
band runs from .6 to .85 of that obtained with the maximum
roll-off band. The low fi~e generally comes at the low
error frequencies (1 in 10 ) and the higher figure at the
higher error frequencies.

Low Frequency Suppression - Nature of the Problem

Low frequency cutoff in the transmission frequency character
istic of wire systems results f~om transformer coupling of terminals
and repeaters to the cable medium. Transformer coupling may be dictated
in order to:

1. Secure good impedance terminations.

2. Isolate the operating voltages in a repeater.
3. Couple a balanced line to an unbalanced repeater.
4. Provide a phantom path for transmission of de over

the line to power the repeaters o
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Another advantage associated with attenuating the low fre
quency portion of the transmission band arises when we transmit pulses
over wires in the same cable bundle with other pairs used exclusively
for low frequency channels. In this case the mutual interference prob
lem is practically eliminated.

The price of this inability to transmit low frequency com
ponents is an increase in intersymbol crosstalk. With de suppression,
each received pulse must have equal areas above and below the zero line.
This results in a transient tail which can extend over many time slots
and thereby interfere with subsequent pulses. In fact, poor low fre
ruency response threatens the eventual collapse of the output wave from
a long string of li~e pulses as shown in Figure l5d. In this figure it
is assumed that the equalized pulse without low frequency suppression
is triangular and the pulses are transmitted at the rate of +pulses per
second without intersymbol interference. Figure 15a shows the undis
torted pulse, while Figure I5b depicts the envelope of a pulse train
consisting of eight consecutive pulses. The sampling instants are in
dicated by arrows.

With no low frequency suppression, the combination of sampling
in time and slicing in amplitude permits us to recognize the existence
of the eight pulses in the trapezoidal envelope and, therefore, re
generate them. However, with ~ poor low frequency response, this will
not be the case. If the low frequency cut-off is approximated by a
single R-L or R-C high-pass section, as shown in the figure, then the
response of either of these circuits to the triangular pulse and tri
angular pulse train is as shown in parts (c) and (d) of Figure 15. The
Re time constant has been chosen such that C loses half its charge in
time 2T. This corresponds to RC-2.885T and to 3 db loss in the high-pass
network at the frequency O.O~22. At time T the response to an isolated

triangular pulse of amplitude E reaches

(27-12)

For the time constant assumed, ET will be equal to 84.5% of the undis
tor~ed pulse height Eo If the slicing level is set at half the peak
pulse amplitude of the undistorted pulse, a negative-going noise peak
of 34.5% of the undistorted pulse peak, occurring at the sampling
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instant, will result in an erroneous decision; i.e., the pulse vall be
considered as a space. The reduction in pulse amplitude represents a
3 db loss of margin to noise o

At time 2T, the next recognition instant, the pulse has re
versed sign and is given by

(27-13)

In this case,E2T = -25% of the undistorted peak. Therefore, when two
pulses occur in succession, the composite output wave drops at time 2T

to about 60% of the impressed peako Negative noise peaks of only 10%
of the peak of the impressed wave will result in an erroneous decision
in the repeater. As more pulses are joined in succession, the output

sags steadily towards zero. If the slicing level had been fixed at 50%
of the undistorted peak, only the first two pulses would have been recog
nized in the absence of other interference. The re~aining six pulses
would be absent from the regenerated pulse train. After the eighth

successive pulse, the response is down to 7.5% of the value without-
low frequency suppression. This occurs because the capacitor has

become charged to nearly the full peak voltage by the first pulse, so
that only a small charging current flows through the load to produce an

output voltage on succeeding pulses. When the string of eight pulses
is terminated, the output voltage goes negative to a value of -79% of the
input peak and the output voltage begins to decay towards zero. Setting
a fixed slicing level to distinguish pulses and spaces in the face of
this disto~ion is extremely difficult. It is true that with a random

pulse train,where pulses and spac~s are equally likely,the probability
of eight successive pulses is (~) , so that complete collapse of the
pulse train is rather unlikely. This, of course, depends on what the
system objectives are in terms of the desired probability of erroro
With a rando~ pulse train, the de level of the received pulses will,
nonetheless,vary sufficiently to justify a search for corrective action.
The follovdng paragraphs examine several means for combating the effects
of low frequency cut-off.
Methods of Combating the Effects of Low Frequency Suppression

Various methods for correcting the effects of low frequency
cut-off have been proposed. These include: (1) quantized feedback,
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(2) linear equalization, (3) de restoration, (4) clamping techniques,
and (5) ac pulse transmission. On a purely theoretical basis it
appears that quantized feedback has decisive advantages over all the
oth:er methods. Let us, therefore, consider this method first o

If the relative amount of bandwidth trimmed off by the low
frequency cut-off is small, the first pulse in a train is not severely
affected and can be recognized ~t the prescribed instant in time. In

the method of quantized feedback, as soon as recognition occurs a new

outgoing pulse is generated and a small portion of the new pulse is fed

back to cancel the remaining transient from the first input pulse. As
suming that the cancellation is complete at the instant at which a

second recognition must be made, the next pulse can be treated as if it

were the first pulse of the train. In theory, any number of consecutive

pulses could then be recognized as well as the first one.
The simplest case to examine is that of an exponential form

of transient decay. Perfect cancellation can be attained in this case,

since two exponentials with the same damping constant can always be
matched by multiplying one of them by a constant. For example, consider
an input pulse which terminates at time t. Let its transient decay be
of the form E e-a(t-to ). Then, suppose t~at we generate locally a pulse
which termina~es at time t l , with a transient Ele-a(t-tl ). We can make

the tV10 transients cancel after tim~ t l , if we multiply the locally
generated pulse by a constant, k = EI e-a(to-tl )0 This cancellation can

be accomplished by passing the regenerated pulse through a low-pass net
work and then adding it to the incoming pulse train. Alternately, we
can pass the regenerated pulse through a network identical with that

which distorted the received pulse and subtract it from the incoming

pulse.
In order to illustrate these points, let us return to the

previous case in which we assumed a triangular pulse in the absence of
low-frequency suppression and show how quantized feedback eliminates the

intersymbol interference. This is shO\\TJl in Figur'e l6a and b. We have
assumed that the regenerated pulse is rectangular, of amplitude V,
and duration T/2. and that it is applied to a high-pass R-C network.
The solid line in Figure 16 shows the response of such a network to the
regenerated rectangular pulse. Let us determine the magnitude of V re
ouired for perfect cancellation of the transient. Beginning at time
2T, the response or the ~C network to a single isolated triangular pulse

.is -Eiven by
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E -(t - 2T)/RC
2T E (27-14)

The response of the same network to the regenerated pulse is, after time
t = 3T/2,

E (t) = -V(l-€ -T/2RC) € -(t - 3T/2)/RC
s

For perfect correction

E (t) - E (f) 0p s

(27-15)

Therefore, equating Equations 14 and 15, and substituting Equation 13
for E2T , we obtain

T/2RC
£ (27-16)

By the principle of superposition,the correction may be ex
tended to any sequence of pulses and spaces. Figure 16b shows how
the correction operates for eight consecutive pulses. The oscillations
appear to be violent, but the timing wave allows triggering only as we
approach the right-hand extremities of the solid lines above the axis.

Important factors worthy of stress are:
1. If a cancelling wave can be locally generated in a system

which becomes independent of the signal wave after triggering, noise
accompanying the signal does not get through to the cancelling wave.
This means that intersymbol interference is corrected without introducing
noise from the imperfectly transmitted part of the signal band: that is,

we do not match the level of weak, low frequency signal components con
taminated by noise of comparable magnitude, but rather supply new and
clean pulses for transient cancellation.

2. By correcting with a transient from the high-pass circuit
instead of from the low-pass type we avoid the necessity for de
coupling of the feedback loop.

Now let us discuss some of the alternative methods for low
frequency compensation~ comparing them to quantized feedback on the as-
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sumption that quantized feedback is perfect. We will later qualify
these comparisons by taking note of the difficulties of instrumenting
a ouantized feedback system.

The application of a linear equalizer is subject, of course,
to the limitation that if no de is transmitted none can be received.
It would, however, be possible in practical cases to fix an upper bound
to the number of successive pulses of like sign which need be recognized
accurately. Transmission could then be equalized down to a sufficiently
low frequency to adequately preserve the response to this particular
train of pulses. The necessary equalization becomes more and more
drastic as we require longer pulse sequences, and hence approach closer
to zero frequency (de) transmission. If we equalize by increasing the low
frequency gain at the receiver, we increase the noise contributed by the
low frequency band, and if we equalize at the transmitter, we increase the
power required on th~ line. These penalties approach infinity as we ap
proach more and more closely the conditions required for a large number
of successive pulses with no de transmission. The penalty imposed on the
quantized feedback case is only a slight reduction in pulse peak because
of the relatively small narrowing of the band associated with the low
frequency cut-off. It thus appears that quantized feedback has an
advantage over linear equalization.
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In a dc restorer a rectifying element is shunted between the
load side of a capacitor and a fixed reference voltage, as illustrated
in Figure 17. The voltage at this point is thus forced to stay on one
side of the reference Toltage. One limit of excursion of the received
pulse train is therefore fixed. In the case of the pulse" train of Figure
15 the reference voltage might be set at zero. This would prevent the
negative excursions, but it would not prevent the positive peak response
from sagging when a succession of pulses occurs. By itself, it is clearly
inferior to the quantized feedba"ck method.

By clamping we mean closing a switch between the load side of
a series capacitor and a fixed reference potential at regularly spaced

instants of timeo In the usual clamping operation,a pulse of fixed
height is sent at regular intervals and the clamping voltage is made
equal to the voltage of this pulse. Aside from the fact that the
reference is thereby affected by the noise, it is clear that in a
drastic cut-off condition, such as Figure 15 illustrates, we would lose
most of the benefit of the reference value within one or two pulse in
tervals. The fixed pulses injected for clamping purposes would, there
fore, have to be so numerous as to seriously reduce the rate at which
in£ormation bearing pulses could be sent. The most effective way to
use clamping would be to clamp in every pulse interval without sacrif
icing any information pulses. This is not only difficult to accomplish
accurately, but brings in an inherent noise penalty because the voltages
clamped must include noise samples.

The last method mentioned for working through a poor low
frequency response characteristic makes use of a pulse having no im
portant low frequency components. Examples of such pulses include

dicode, dipulse, and the "hat" pulse, all of which are illustrated in
Figure 18, as well as various kinds of carrier pulse transmission. In
dicode, Figure IBa, the binary pulse train is delayed one pulse interval
and then subtracted from the undelayed train. The resultant pulse train
has no de component but assumes three possible magnitudes, instead of two,
at the recognition times. It suffers a six db loss of margin over noise
and requires a more complicated pulse repeater. Its advantage is that it
is not sensitive to the exact shape of the low frequency transmission
characteristic. Dipulse transmission, Figure 19b, employs a combina
tion of matching plus and minus segments for the typical pulse. It pre
serves two-level signaling since the negative segments can be ignored
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As pointed out earlier, on a purely theoretical basis it
would seem that quantized feedback has decisive advantages over all other
proposed methods for reducing the effects of low frequency suppressiono
In practice this advantage may dissolve because of difficulties of in
strumentation. Though not specifically stated, a wide local bandwidth
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was implied in our previous discussion of quantized feedback. Parasitic
e~ements associated with the feedback loop will distort- the shape of
the feedback signal so that exact cancellation of the transient tail
will not take place. This problem becomes increasingly severe as the
pulse repetition frequency increases. In addition, exact timing was
assumed for both the signal sampling and the feeding back of the re
generated signal for elimination of the tail of the incoming signal.
This too is a mathematical fiction, for the presence of timing errors
will prevent exact cancellation of the unwanted transient. Finally, if
timing considerations dictate extracting information from the incoming
pulse train, quantized feedback cannot be used conveniently. This poin~

will be expanded and clarified in the next chapter.
A combination of low frequency equalization, limitation of the

length of a consecutive string of pulses,* and a dc restorer appears to
solve the low fre~uency suppression problem, at least for pulse repitition
frequencies less than about 2 me. At higher frequencies, sluggish response
in the de restorer becomes a limiting factor in achieving restoration of
the dc level during the time when no pulse is present.

Transmission Deviations: Pulse Echoes from Phase Distortion
The preceding sections have been devoted to a discussion of

transmission-frequency characteristics suitable for pulse transmission.
A linear phase Characteristic has been associated with each amplitude
characteristic considered. This section discusses the effect of de
viations from phase linearity within the transmission band and the as
sociated distortion in pulse response. We shall confine ourselves to
deviations of a sinusoidal character. In principle, the impulse re
sponse for any transmission-frequency characteristic can be determined
from the Fourier integral. If the transfer function of the medium can
be adequately approximated by a rational function, the impulse response
and, therefore, the effect of the deviations, can be readily evaluated o

In many cases this will not be convenient and the Fourier integral will
have to be evaluated numerically from the measured or computed frequency

*Specifically, the number 127, which requires seven pulses in a ro'~ in
one channel slot, is never transmitted. This limits the maximum number
of pulses that can occur consecutively to thirteen: the number 63 and
a signalling pulse in one channel followed by the number 126 in the
next channel.
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eharacteristic.* An alternate approach, often suitable for engineering
accuracy, is to use the theoretical results given previously (assuming
no ripples or deviations) as a point of departure or first approxi
mation. This is followed by a second approximation which considers
the deviations from the ideal amplitude and phase as a Fourier cosine
and Fourier sine series, respectively. This is the approach adopted
previously in dealing with transmission deviations in television systems.
When the phase deviation from linearity is small, resulting approxi
mately in a single pair of echoes, the method of paired echoes is suf
ficiently accurate. In data transmission over voice frequency channels,
band-pass filters introduce appreciable delay distortion, resulting in
the production of more than a single pair of echoes. When this is
true, a large number of echoes of considerable amplitude must be con
sidered. The procedure to be used in this situation is, nonetheless,
basically simple. The reader is referred to the bibliography for more
detail. Here we shall merely discuss the concepts involved and the re
sults obtained.

A given amplitude characteristic within the transmission band
may be associated with various phase characteristics, depending upon
the outband amplitude characteristic and on whether or not a minimum
phase shift system is involved. It is, therefore, permissible to con
sider phase departures from a given phase characteristic independent of
the amplitude characteristic within the band. Thus, consider the type
of phase deviation illustrated by Figure 19, in which the actual phase
is seen to ripple sinusoidally about the ideal linear phase characteristic.

It can be shown that the impulse response of a transmission
system having such a phase characteristic consists of a train of pulses
made up of the main pulse and a series of leading and lagging echoes.
The time separation of each pulse in the train is equal to T, which is
the reciprocal of the ripple frequency of Figure 19. The amplitude of
the received pulses is a function of the ripple amplitude b. These
principles are shown in more detail in Figure 20, where the addition of
the echoes to obtain the resultant pulse is illustratedo Figure 20a

*Both procedures can be coded for IBM computers. Presented with a
rational function, the computer can be programmed to print out the
impulse response. When the frequency response is known only at a
discrete set of points, programming can be set up to evaluate responses
to commonly encountered driving functions.
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shows a train of pulses, each pulse being intended to represent the
impulse response of a transmission system which has the sinusoidal phase
deviation illustrated by Figure 19 together with some arbitrary amp
litude characteristic. Note that the separation of pulses is T. Figure
20b shows amplitudes of Bessel functions, J (b), which multiply then
corresponding pulse shapes in2Da to give the overall pattern of main
pulse with leading and lagging echoes shown in 2Oc. The resultant pulse
is shown by the dashed line in 20c.

For ripple amplitudes b « 1, the Bessel function coefficients
become negligible except for J o ' J l , and J_1 • Therefore, to a first
approximation,the effect of a small sinusoidal deviation is to produce
a single pair of equal amplitude echoes asymmetrically located about the
main signal. As the amplitude of b is increased, a greater number of
echoes must be considered. In some cases the phase distortion must be
represented by a number of sinusoidal components.

The general method referred to here for determining overall

pulse distortion becomes quite laborious unless each deviation is small
in amplitude. When the amplitudes are small, each deviation can be

treated independently, and the resultant pulse shape is found from the
superposition of a number of pairs of leading and lagging echoes, each

deviation giving rise to one pair.
Transmission Deviations: Pulse Echoes from Amplitude Distortion

The pulse echoes due to cosinusoidal departures in the amp
litude characteristic from a given shape can be treated in an analogous
manner to that discussed for sinusoidal phase variations, as shown in
Monograph 22840 An alternate approach will be given in this section.
Instead of proceeding from cause (cosine variation in amplitude char
acteristic) to effect (echoes in the time domain) we will postulate the
problem in a different manner. Assume that we have a transmission

system which has a nominal amplitude characteristic Go(w) and a linear
phase characteristic wtd • Associated with this frequency characteristic
is an impulse response defined by yo(t). Suppose the system is
tested by applying a short unit amplitude rectangular pulse to the
input and that a measurement of the received pulse is made. It is
found that the received pulse departs from the desired output, but that
the measured output can be described in terms of the desired output and
a pair of leading and lagging echoes, as shown in Figure 21. How has
the transmission system changed to result in this distorted response?
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This can be found by determining the transfer functi""n of the system

under the conditions of test. Had the test pulse beE._.~. an impulse, the
output waveform would be expressed by

(27-17)

The corresponding Fourier Transform is given by

or

which is equivalent to

G(w) = G (w) (1 + a cos ~)o

and 9 = wtd

(27-19)

( 27-20)
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It will now be assumed that the rectangular test pulse is sufficiently
short that its spectrum is flat over the frequency band of interest, so

that it can be treated as an impulse. In this case, the transmission
frequency characteristics of the system are given by G(w) and 8(w) in
Equation 20 above. The question originally posed can now be answered.
The amplitude characteristic of the system has been modified by the term
(l+a cos w6). The change in system performance can be defined by

1 a cos ~ (27-21 )

This shows that the pair of equal echoes symmetrically located about the
main signal results from a cosine ripple in the amplitude characteristic.

In a similar manner, other relationships can be derived which
specify the imperfections in a transmission system which give rise to
specific echo patterns. For example, a small cosine modification in the
amplitude characteristic,accompanied by a corresponding sine deviation
in the phase characteristic,gives rise to an impulse response characterbed
by the desired pulse plus a lagging echo. In Figure 22 is shown the ef
fect of positive and negative cosine variations when the amplitude at
zero frequency is held constant, a condition which may be approachea
in wire systems as a result of variation of attenuation with temperature.
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Curve 1 would correspond to a 3.5 db smaller loss at the maximum fre
quency 2001 than at zero frequency, and curve 2 to a 6 db greater loss at
the maximum frequency. It will be noticed that pulse distortion as well
as the variation in the peak amplitude of the pulses is greater under the
first condition, i.e. curve 1, which corresponds to a decrease in temper
ature of the cable medium. In both cases the pulse spreads out into the
next pulse position.
Fine Structure Imperfections in Transmission Characteristics

As a result of imperfections in the transmission medium and

in equalization, there may be fine structure departures from a nominal

transmission characteristic, as illustrated in Figure 23. They are often
caused by echoes resulting from impedance mismatches in very long lines o

Fine structure deviations from a specified amplitude characteristic may,
in principle, be represented by a cosine Fourier series, since the
amplitude function is an even function of Wo Thus, if the specified
amplitude characteristic is Ao(w), the actual amplitude characteristic
A(w) may be represented by an infinite cosine Fourier series as

(27-22)

Ao - NOMINAL OR IDEAL
CHARACTERISTIC

A - ACTUAL CHARACTERISTIC

FREQUENCY W MAX

(a ) TRANSMISSION II'REQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC

Po - NOMINAL OR IDEAL
IMPULIE CHARACTERISTIC

P = ACTUAL IM~LSI CHARACTERISTlC

l1P = P-Po
(b ) IMPULSE TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTIC

Fine Structure Imperfections in Transmission Frequency
Characteristic and Resultant Prolongation

of Impulse Characteristics

Figure 27 -23
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The coefficients aI' a2- ••~••• are determined in the usual manner by

Fourier series analysis. If Ao(w) closely approaches A(w) the fine
structure departures in the transmission characteristic and hence the
coefficients aI' a2.o.~_•• will be small.

A corresponding analysis can be made for fine structure im
perfections in the phase characteristic. The deviation b(w) =
Q(w) - 8o (w) from a prescribed phase characteristic 80 (00) may in this
case be represented by a sine Fourier aeries since the phase charac
teristic is an odd function or ~:

In the case of minimum phase relationships, it can be shown
that a small cosine deviation of peak amplitude am in the amplitude
characteristic will be accompanied by a sinusoidal phase deviation
having a peak deviation value bm• If the amplitude deviation is given
in nepers and the phase deviation in radians, it is found that bm = ~.

As shown in Figure 23, the effect of fine structure imper
fections in the band is to stretch out the impulse characteristic_ It
follows that the intersymbol interference is increased as a result of
these imperfections. Generally, the effect of the fine structure im
perfections can be expressed in terms of the resulting rms intersymbol
interference.* Thus, it can be shown that the deviations in the amp
litude characteristic give rise to an rms intersymbol interference which
is a function of the sum of the squares of the amplitude coefficients
am. Similarly, the phase deviations produce an rms intersymbol inter
ference which is proportional to the sum of the squares of the phase
coefficients bm- When both deviations are present the resultant rms
intersymbol interference is equal to the square root of the sum of the
square of the amplitude and phase interferences. In the next section
the requirements placed on various transmission imperfections, in
cluding the fine structure deviations, are discussed.

*In a PCM system, peak intersymbol interference is of principle
interest. So long as the fine structure is random, i.e., cannot
be predicted, peak intersymbol interference is estimated from rms
interference by applying a peak factor of about 4.
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Allocation of Requirements on Transmission Deviations
With the aid of relationships such as those discussed above,

and using mathematical techniques covered in the bibliography, we can
develop a technique for placing ~equirements on various portions of the
system to achieve the desired transmission objective. In a pulse trans
mission system the desired performance is specified in terms of the
error rate, i.e., the expected number of pulses in error per unit time.
As in other transmission syste~s, the tolerable error rate is arrived
at by subjective tests. For example, a probability of error of about
one in 105 pulses has been found to be tolerable for a 24 channel digit
t~lephone transmission system. Initial system planning and design is
concerned with allocating portions of the system margin to various
sources of imperfection. Unde~the assumption that we have developed
equations which can be used to describe the rms intersymbol interference
due to transmission deviations, and assuming that these effects combine
on a power basis with those due to timing errors, pulse width variations,

pulse height variations, noise, and other effects one can apportion the

margin against error among the sources. In effect, we assume that all
sources of noise impairment can be treated like random noise.

As an example, consider the problem of allocating the margins
against error when we have random noise present and where all intersymbol
interference is due to fine structure transmission deviations. In Chapter
25. it was shown that a signal-to-noise ratio of about 18 db results in an

error rate of the order of one pulse in every 105• It ·will be assumed
that this is the system transmission objective. The ~ ratio in db is
defined by

S dbI
V

20 loglO ~ (27-24)

where V = Peak pulse amplitude.
d = rms random noise voltage.

An 18 db ~ ratio is equivalent to the ratio 8 to 1. This means that
the root sum of me·an square intersymbol interferences plus mean square
noise should be less than or equal to ~ to meet our objectives.
Furthermore, we might assume that we will give half of our margin to
intersymbol interference caused by fine structure amplitude and phase
deviations and give the other half to random noise. On this basis, the
required rms amplitude deviation must not exceed fb of a nepe~or .5 db.
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The associated fine structure phase deviation is ~ of a radian, or about
4°. To accomodate these transmission deviations, the signal to random

noi~e ratio in the medium must be 21 db to meet the overall 18 db ob

jective. From this example, it can be seen that intersymbol interference
due to fine structure deviations must be severely limited in a PCM system

just as in a conventional AM television transmission system. PCM will,
however, retain a significant transmission advantage due to regenerative

repeatering.
Expressions for rIDS interference due to the other systems im

perfections mentioned can be developed and combined as above to determine
how tolerances can be allocated to eacho This will not be pursued further

here. Instead, the limitation behind this method of adding systems de

viations will be briefly discussed.
It has been assumed that the probability distribution for each

source of inters~bol interference is normal, with zero m~an and a

specified standard deviation. Verification of this assumption for

each contributor is a very difficult chore and is rarely possible at the

outset of the system analysis. In many cases the use of power addition

results in tolerances on system components which are almost an order of
magnitude more stringent than actual field trials indicate. Therefore,

this method of addition should be used with caution since the reliability

of absolute results is open to question. Comparative results, on the
other hand, can be used with some confidence to indicate areas where de
viations from desired perforloance are most harmful. The approach should

be viewed as an engineering expedient for getting a preliminary feel for

the problem of setting tentative allocations of margin. As more detailed

data become available, the distribution of margin can be altered. This
further pinpoints the need for early PCM system field trials o

Conclusions

The three RT S -- Reshaping, Retiming, and Regeneration -- must
be performed in a regenerative repeater in order to satisfactorily re
constitute a signal that has been distorted during transmission through
a bandwidth-limited medium. Several transmission-frequency character
istics of the combined medium and equalizer have been considered. It has
been shown that a gradual roll-off instead of a sharp cut-off amplitude
characteristic is desirable for reducing intersymbol interference. In

addition, some widening of the band, such as accompanies the gradual

roll-off characteristic, may be necessary to provide sufficient power
at the pulse repetition frequency to operate the timing circuitry of
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the repeaters. Since dc is not transmitted, several methods of com
bating the effects of low frequency suppression were discussed. It is
found that a dc restorer and a limitation on the maximum number of
pulses that can occur in succession provides an adequate solution
to this problem, at least for the 24 channel system under development.
Methods for handling deviations from the desired transmissioncharac
ter1stic have been described. It is shown that ripples in the amplitude
and/or phase characteristic produce echoes about the main pulse which
result in intersymbol interference. The only solution to this problem
1s to engineer and maintain the system so as to keep the deviations
small in amplitude. In the next chapter, the problems of retiming and
regeneration will be considered more thoroughly.
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Chapter 28

REGENERATION AND TIMING

The processes of regeneration and retiming can be
described as either partial or complete depending upon the de
gree to which variations in pulse amplitude and position are
removed. Partial regeneration and retiming can be obtained
with relatively simple circuitry. The cost to the system, how
ever, is an increase of about 6 db in the requirement on the
signal-to -noise ratio at the input to each repeater in order to
maintain the same error rate as a system using ideal complete
regeneration and retiming. The retiming wave is generally ob
tained from a tuned circuit driven from either the regenerator
input (forward acting retiming) or output (backward acting re
timing). The Q of the tuned circuit must be a compromise be
tween desired suppression of pulse position deviations and fre
quency stability of the tank. An accumulation of timing errors,
even in a system using complete retiming, may necessitate the
use of mop-up repeaters.

Introduction
The main advantage of a binary transmission system resides in

the possibility of periodically reconstructing the sequence of pulses
after amplitude distortion and time dispersion occur in transmission.
A necessary prelude to reconstruction, particularly in the case of wire
circuits, has been shown to be the reshaping of the band limited signal.
After reshaping has been effected, a decision can be made as to the
presence or absence of a pulse. The reconstruction process which
follows involves removal, of amplitude distortion of a pulse by regener
ation, and retiming for realignment of pulse positions that have been
"jittered" during transmission.

These operations are essential to the operation of a PCM system.
In this chapter various methods which are under consideration to accomplish
this job are examined and their shortcomings pointed out. The reader
should remember that here we are not dealing with operating hardware but
are looking at the early stages of a new art.

Regeneration
Amplitude regeneration may be classified as either complete or

partial depending on the potency of its effect on variations of pulse
amplitudes. Complete regeneration requires that the output-input
characteristic of the repeater be discontinuous so that values of input
below one-half the normal pulse amplitude will produce no output (i.e.,
a space occurs), and inputs above one-half the normal value ~ll produce

28-1
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standard output pulses. Curve A of Figure 1 depicts the output-input
characteristic of a completely regenerative, two code value (1,0), digit
repeater.* Curve B represents a linear response and is included for
comparison. Curve C indicates the form of repeater response for
partial regeneration. This curve follows the general law

Output = 2(N-I) (input)N (28-1)

for those values of input below half the peak pulse amplitude. Above
this level the curve is represented by

Output = 1_[2N- I (I-input) NJ (28-2)

Curve C has been plotted for N = 2. Curve D, also shown on Figure 1,
shows the regenerative effect of five partially regenerative repeaters
in tandem, each having the response of Curve C. In obtaining Curve D

it has been assumed that the deviation in input pulse amplitude has
occurred only at the input to the first repeater (i.e., the deviation
is not systematic). This indicates that a succession of partially re
generative repeaters has an extremely potent effect on completely
random variations in pulse amplitude.

On the other hand, if we have a systematic deviation in pulse
amplitude and, for example, a square law regenerator, we will slowly
work our way down Curve C until the pulse falls below half-amplitude
and is, therefore, lost. To illustrate, suppose the gain of each re
peater has been set too low (possibly because of a faulty test set) so
that the output pulse is only O.g the normal output amplitude of the
repeater. In this case, starting with a normal amplitude pulse at the
input to the first repeater, the input to the eighth repeater will be
below one-half the normal amplitude and will be lost at this point.
Although this situation probably represents an extreme deviation from
normal performance, it nevertheless indicates that when systematic
errors occur there is a distinct advantage to using a regenerator having
more nearly the ideal characteristic (Curve A), which can be approxi
mated by using higher values of No

In a similar manner, a systematic noise source of sufficient
amplitude, when introduced into a string of partially regenerative

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ \- - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - -
*A repeater capable of handling, for example, three code values +1, 0

and -1 would have an output-input characteristic with odd symmetry
about the origin. Thus, the recognition land regeneration circuitry
becomes more complex as the number of amplitude levels increases.
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repeaters, can result in a noise bUild-up which may ultimately produce

an error. For example, consider a square law regenerator and a situ

ation in which a non-random noise (or pulse), with an amplitude of 0.2

the normal pulse amplitude, appears at the input of each repeater. As

seen from Figure 1, the noise at the output of the first repeater will

have a relative amplitude of only 0.08. However, because a systematic

noise source was assumed, this output adds to the noise at the input to

the second repeater to produce a relative amplitude of 0.28 at this

point. After going through six repeaters in this fashion, the total

noise at the input to the seventh repeater will be greater than the

normal pulse amplitude. ObViously, this kind of performance for a

systematic noise source is highly undesirable o Fortunately, this situ

ation does not prevail for all amplitudes of systematic disturbance.

It can be shown that if the systematic noise at the input to each re

peater is sufficiently low in amplitude, the system noise will build up

so as to converge upon some constant amount after passing through a

large number of repeaters. Figure 2 shows that amount of additive or

systematic input interference which, in an infinite number of repeaters,

will build up to less than one-half the normal input pulse amplitude.

Values of systematic interference below the solid line will converge

upon an amount less than one-half the normal pulse amplitude, while

systematic noise above the line will build up relatively rapidly to equal

the pulse amplitude.
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Example of a Partial Regenerator*
Transmission of television signal's by PCM requires consider

able bandwidth. A seven digit system, for example, would require the
transmission of seventy million pulses per second. This need for wide
bands makes the microwave region an attractive one in which to work.
s. E. Miller** has pointed out that a binary system employing regen
eration might prove to be especially advantageous in waveguide trans
mission8 Simplicity dictates regeneration of pulses directly at micro
wave frequencies. Simple equipment also implies the use of partial
rather than complete regeneration. A partial regenerator for such an
application at 4 kmc is shown in Figure 3. It consists simply of a
waveguide hybrid junction with a silicon diode followed by a shorting
plate (ioe., the microwave equivalent of a short circuit) in each side
arm. The purpose of the shorting plates is to provide a reflection
point for signals entering the side arms. The operation of the device
can best be explained by tracing the path of a signal in the circuit
shown in Figure 3a. A signal which enters arm 1 splits, one-half the
power going into side arm 2 and the other half into side arm 3. If the

- - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*Experiments on the Regeneration of Binary Microwave Pulses - O.E. Delange

BSTJ, January 1956. Much of the material in this section was abstracted
from this paper.

**Waveguide as a Communication Medium - S. E. Miller - BSTJ, Nov. 1954.
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diodes are back-biased sufficiently to be non-conducting in the presence

of-the signal, their effect on the signal will be small and can be
neglected. Therefore, the signal in each side ann remains unchanged
until the shorting plate is reached, at which point total reflection
occurs. Upon returning to the junction of the four arms, one-half the
power from each side ar~ (or one-fourth the original input power) is
transmitted into arm 4 and the other half goes back into arm 1. For
low signal magnitudes, such that the diodes do not conduct, the input
output characteristic for signal paths from arms 1 to 2 to 4, and from
arms I to 3 to 4, are shown in Figure 3b by the portion of the curves
having unity slope. As soon as the signal voltage in a side arm reaches
a value equal to that of the back-bias, however, the diode will start to

conduct, thus absorbing power and decreasing the slope of the character
istic. As shovrn in Figure 3b, the reflection from arm 2 starts to
flatten off when the input to that arm reaches the value V2 , while the
reflection from arm 3 does not flatten until the input to that arm
reaches the value V

3
" The combined output, which by proper phasing of

the reflected signals can be made equal to the differences of the two
arm reflections, is then that shown by the solid line of Figure 3c and
is seen to have a transition region between a low output and a high
output level. If the two branches are accurately balanced and if the
signal voltage is large compared to the differential bias V2 - VI' the
transition becomes sharp and the device is a good slicer (regenerator).

If the two diodes are equally biased, as shown on Figure
3d, the reflections from the two branches should be nearly equal re
gardless of input. In this case the total output, which is the dif
ference between the two branch reflections, will always be small.

The differential bias referred to above can be provided by

a timing pulse. In this way the characteristic of the regenerator is
shifted from that shown on 3d to that shown on 3c during the time the
information bearing pulse is present. The regenerator is, therefore,
also made to act as a gate, though not an ideal one.

A more detailed description of this partial regenerator is
contained in the paper by Delange from which the material in this
section was obtained. In addition, it contains some very instructive
photographs depicting the performance of the regenerator in a circulat
ing loop. This method ·of testing reconstructive repeaters permits the
simUlation of a chain of repeaters without the necessity of building a
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Effect of Regeneration on Disturbances
Which Occur at Only One Repeater

Curve A - Input to regenerator, first four groups
Curve B - Output of regenerator, first four groups
Curve C - Output of regenerator, increased input level

Figure 28-4

large number of repeaters. Figure 4 displays the effects of suc
cessive regeneration on disturbances that occur at only one repeater
in a string. The left hand pulse group in Figure 4a represents the
initial input to the regenerator. Notice the small disturbance that
appears as a weak third pulse in the group. The next three pulse
groups in this picture show the succeeding inputs to the regenerator
after passage through the regenerator and circulating loop 1, 2, and
3 times, respectively, viewing from left to right. Figure 4b shows
the corresponding output from the regenerator. After only two passes
through the regenerator, all visible effects of the dist~rbing third
pulse have been removed. The effect of increasing the amplitude of
the disturbing pulse so that it exceeds one-half the amplitude of the
normal pulse is shown in Figure 4c. After the third passage through
the regenerator the disturbance has built up to full pulse amplitude,
thereby creating a permanent error in this code group. These pictures
clearly show that the discrimination of the regenerator to unwanted
noise fails when the disturbance occurring in a time slot exceeds the
slicing level.

In Figure 5a,a disturbing pulse has been inserted between
the desired pulses to simulate intersymbol interference. Figure 5b
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Effect of Regeneration on Disturbances
Which Occur at Only One Repeater

Curve A - Input to regenerator, original signal
Curve B - Output of regenerator, first trip
Curve C - Output of regenerator, 24th trip

Figure 28-5

shows that after only one trip through the regenerator the effect of
the added pulse is very small. After a few more trips the effect is
completely eliminated, leaving a perfect pulse group as shown in
Figure 5c. Discrimination against the intersymbol pulse has been
achieved by proper timing, since the interference occurs at a time
when no gating pulse is present and, therefore, no output is produced
from the regenerator.

The need for retiming is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a
shows the input signal to the regenerator on the first trip. Figure 6b
shows that after ten trips without retiming,a noticeable time jitter
caused by residual system noise has developed, while in Figure 6c,
after 23 trips, the jitter has become severe although the pulses are
still recognizable. In this experiment the signal-to-noise ratio was
much better than that which would probably be encountered in an oper
ating system. In an actual system, therefore, the time jitter would

be expected to build up much more rapidly than indicated here.
The reader is referred to the paper by Delange for further

illustrations of the operation of the partial regenerator under various
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Effect of Regenerating in Amplitude Without Retiming

Curve A - Output of regenerator, no timing, first trip
Curve B - Output of regenerator, no timing, 10th trip.

Output of regenerator, no timing, 23rd trip.

Figure 28-6
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input signal conditions. The purpose of this discussion has been to
show that a relatively simple device can be constructed to regenerate
pulses, in this case directly at microwave frequencies. Furthermore,
the partial regenerator has been shown to have a rather potent effect
on disturbances associated with a pulse group. To prevent the adverse
accumulation of noise in a partial regenerative repeater system, how
ever, it is found that the signal-to-noise ratio at each repeater should
be about 6 db above that required for a system using ideal complete re
generators ..
Example of a Complete Regenerator

The discontinuous input-output characteristic of the complete
regenerator of Figure 1 is, of course, fantasy in real life. It can be
approached, however, with circuitry that is conceptually simple. In
most applications to date, a blocking oscillator has been used to ap
proach the desired complete regenerator. It is a relatively simple circuit
to construct, but far from simple to analyze and design intelligently.*

------------ --------------
*Linvill and Mattson (Monograph 2487) have developed an analytical method
fpr designing junction transistor blocking oscillators for pulses in the
microsecond region. For faster speeds a similar treatment is too re
strictive and the assumptions underlying the approach are subject to con
siderable question. A somewhat crude, but useful, method which combines
the Linvill-Mattson approach with some cut and try is commonly used in
the design of blocking oscillators.
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This is particularly true at the faster speeds where t~e.inherent energy
storage effects (memory) introduced by the stray capac~t~es, leakage
'nductances and magnetizing inductances cannot be neglected. Further
1 the b:havior of the active element itself is quite complicated.more, · b thFor purposes of these notes, however, we will O~lY ~escr~ e e ~per:_
ation of a typical circuit and indicate its lim~tat~ons.and the ~mpl~
cations of these limitations on repeater and system des~gn.

c

!TRIGGERING
CURRENT

PULSE

A Typical Transistor Blocl:ing Oscillator

Figure 28-7

In terms of Figure 7, the sequence of operations of the
blocking oscillator for a cycle is as follows. At the end of the
quiescent period, just as the trigger pulse starts, the emitter is
back-biased and the collector voltage is Vb. The trigger pulse causes
current to flow in the emitter, and at this point the transistor becomes
active. After a short transit time,this emitter current is substantially
all collected by the collector, and, by virtue of the transformer, a much
larger emitter current is drawn in the same direction as that initiated by
the trigger pulse. It is desirable to select a transformer with suitable
turns ratio to lead to the fastest possible build-up of current in the
transistor. The diffusion delay, collector capacitance, and leakage in
ductance, along with the other transistor parameters, all need to be con
sidered. As the current build-up proceeds, the collector voltage drops
from Vb until it reaches V1,when diode D1 begins conduction. At this
point the circuit regeneration is stopped and the sequence associated with
switching ON is complete. The collector voltage remains at VI and
the diode D1 merely carries an amount of current to satisfy Kirchhoff's
current law at t~e collector node. However, one observes that the mag
netizing inductance of the transformer is in parallel with D1 and at
this stage has a steady voltage V2 across it. Therefore, the current
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through this magnetizing inductance simply builds up linearly, and there

is a corresponding decrease in the current carried by Dl • The end of

the ON period of the pulse comes when the current in D1 has dropped to
zero. At this point the remainder of the circuit cannot support the

gro""ing current required by the rnagnetizing inductance at the voltage
V2 , so this voltage starts to decrease. DI opens and the collector
voltage starts to rise. There follows in reverse the sequence of events
that cane with the switching action just described, and the result is

that the transistor is s1tlitched off. \Vhen the voltage at the collector

is back again to Vb' diode D2 prevents any further rise and the magnet

izing inductance is discharged through it. By virtue of the charge

stored on the capacitor C during the pulse, the emitter is again biased

off even in the free-running case and a recharging from Vr through R

must occur before the cycle is repeated. In the case of the driven

blocking oscillator, the value of Vr is such that the transistor will

not begin to conduct again until a new triggering pulse is applied.
From the above discussion, it can be seen that the circuit

goes through essentially three distinct operations during a cycle. In

each of t11ese portions - switchiIlg on, ON period, switching off - simp

lifications can be rnade which permit the derivation of equations for

~e-time, on-time, and fall-time in terms of the circuit and transistor

parameters. In the analysis, the diodes are treated ideally, and it

is assumed thRt the initial energy stored in the blocking oscillator at

the beginning of each cycle is zero.*

Neither of these assumpticns is exactl'j' true in practice.

Firs~the diodes have finite transition times dependent upon their past

history. Secondly, diode D1 , which prevents the transistor from

~oing into saturation, cannot be conveniently employed in some circuits.

Without this diode the transistor goes into saturation and the simple

eouivalent linear circuits which are approximately valid during the on

time and fall-time are no longer adequate descriptions of the true

situation.
Energy storage elements associated with a realizable regen-

erator make its action dependent on the past history of the pulse

train being processed. This energy storage results in variations of

height and width of the regenerated pulses. Furthermore, changes in

the reactive elements of the regenerator with temperature yield add

itional changes in the pulse shape. The variations in amplitude.

*This is in essence the Linvill-Mattson approach.
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rise time, and duration of the regenerated pulses result in variations
of the pulse shape at the decision making point in the next regener
ator, with an attendant SiN degradation. The obvious remedial measure
is to use some external control independent of the regenerator to both
turn on and turn off th~ regenerator. This external control can be ex
ercised by the timing wave and will be discussed in the following
sections on retiming.

Retiming
Variations in the slicing level of regenerators as well as

noise can cause the spacing between pulses to vary from the desired
value. To prevent the eventual obliteration of pulses it is mandatory
to provide some nleans for realigning the pulse train. In addition, in
order to maintain the best SiN ratio, each pulse should be sampled in
the neighborhood of its peak. The problem of retiming has several
facets:

1. Derivation of the timing wave.
2c The actual retiming process.
3. Addition of timing errors in a string of

binary repeaters.

Derivation of the Timing Wave
If a transmitted pulse train containing equally likely

pulses and spaces is decomposed into a systematic and a random train of
pulses as shown in Figure 8, it can be seen that there is a discrete
component in the spectrum at the pulse repetition frequency. The
simplest means for extracting this component is to pass either the
equalized or regenerated pulse train through a series resonant circuit.
The output of the resonant circuit will then be a sinusoidal signal of
the pulse repetition frequency with both random amplitude and phase
modulation.* Random modulation arises due to noise, the statistical
nature of the signal, variations in the pulse positions from the required
spacing, and tuning error in the resonant circuit. This random modu
lation is dependent upon the bandwidth of the tuned circuit o The higher
the Q, the narrower the bandwidth of the resonant circuit, and, there
fore, the greater the suppression of unwanted position modulation. As
noted above, phase errors can also arise due to mistuning of the resonant

*~~ 52-170-29 - Derivation of a Timing Wave from a Binary Pulse Train 
w. R. Bennett.
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circuit. For small amounts of mistuning, this phase shift is pro
portional to the product of the change in resonant frequency times Q.
Therefore, the allowable resonant frequency error for a given amount of
timing wave phase shift is inversely proportional to Q. This means that
the Q chosen must be a compromise between the amount of retiming and the
stability requirements of the tank. A Q of about 100 with presently
available inductors and capacitors appears to meet both requirements at

least for short systems.
Another approach to retiming uses an extra pair of wires for

separate transmission of a sinusoidal signal at the pulse repetition
frequency. Carrier repeaters are spaced throughout this pair to provide
sufficient clock power to time several systems. Besides using an extra
pair of wires, this scheme suffers from other defects, the principal one
being that differences in electrical path length due to actual and
temperature induced length differences shift the phase of the timing
wave with respect to that of the pulse train.

o
INPUT PULSE TRAIN A=B +C....._--

SYSTEMATIC
COMPONENT B

RANDOM
COMPONENT C

DISCRETE COMPONENT AT PULSE
REPETITION FREQUENCY

f me
Timing Extraction

Figure 28-8

POWER
SPECTRUM

o 2 3 4
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Methods of Retiming
There are several ways in which the timing wave can be used

to reduce time "jitter" in pulse transmission. Three basic approaches

are shown in Figure 9.
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Retiming and Regeneration Methods

Figure 28-9

Complete Retiming
The first method consists of operating on the extracted timing

wave to generate narrow pulses at the pulse repetition frequency so as
to sharply sample the input pulse in the neighborhood of its peak. The
regenerator invokes a logical "and" operation and regenerates the pulses
when the clock pulse is present and the signal amplitude exceeds the
slicing level. This is known as complete retiming because the timing of
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the leading edge of the regenerated pulse is completely controlled by

the timing wave and is not affected by noise or timing errors associated
with the input pulse. There are two disadvantages to this approach.
First, additional circuitry is required to derive the narrow timing
pulses and secondly, the regenerator is left to turn itself off. The

latter problem is the most critical and we shall return to it later.

Partial Retiming

The second option shown uses a simple algebraic "and" arrange
ment whereby the timing wave extracted from the tank has its positive

peaks clamped to ground and acts as a pedestal. When the algebraic sum

~f the timing wave plus the signal exceeds the slicing level, the regen

erator becomes operative. With such a system, noise and timing errors on
the input pulse affect the timing of the leading edge of the regenerated

pulse 0 However, it can be seen that this scheme approaches complete re
timing as the clock amplitude increases.

There are two ways that the timing wave can be derived in this

partial retiming arrangement. In the backward acting retiming method,

the timing wave is extracted by driving a tuned circuit on the output of

the regenerator. The alternative procedure, known as forward acting re

timing, derives the timing wave from a tuned circuit driven by the in

coming equalized pulse train. These two variations in partial retiming
can be compared quantitatively by determining the reduction in noise

tolerance when the natural resonant frequency of the tank deviates
from the pulse repetition frequency. When this occurs, the essentially
sinusoidal output is shifted in phase and the information bearing pulses
are "sampled" away from their peaks. A smaller negative noise amplitude
can now prevent recognition of the pulse. The SiN penalty associated

with tuning error is shown in Figure 10, in which it has been assumed
that the information bearing pulse is a raised cosine and that the Q of

the resonant circuit is 50. For the case of forward acting timing, the
noise penalty increases relatively slowly with tuning error. In back
ward acting timing the reduction in tolerance to noise increases quite

rapidly. With the inductors currently available for use in the tuned

circuit, this latter scheme is highly unattractive.
In addition to the increased susceptibility to noise, the

partial retiming scheme has the same critical disadvantage as complete

retiming. The regenerator II~USt still turn itself off.
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The last retiming scheme shown in Figure 9 depicts "Complete

Retiming with Pulse Length Control", which is abbreviated to Crewplec.
In this approach, the regenerator turn-o.n is controlled by both
the timing wave and the input pulse. When the input signal is greater

than the slicing level (ideally half the peak pulse amplitude) and
the clock wave is passing through zero in the positive voltage direction,
the generator is turned on. After turn-on the regenerative action
is independent of the input signal. The turn-off of the regenerator

is controlled by the action of the clock. When the timing wave
goes negative, the regenerator is turned off by diverting or ex
tracting the feedback current from the blocking oscillator. In
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principle, the regenerator is cleared after each pulse is regenerated,
and the length of the regenerated pulse is independent of the basic
blocking oscillator circuit and its component variations.

The use of a Crewplec regenerator in a reconstructive repeater
is a pivotal decision which affects the methods of realizing the remain
ing repeater functions. It can be demonstrated that backward acting
timing combined with a completely retimed regenerator requires extreme
stability of the tank frequency. Hence, to obtain reasonable tank re
quirements, complete retiming dictates the choice of forward acting
rather than backward acting timing.

The forward acting timing decision then leads to the choice
of a DC restorer rather than quantized feedback for reducing the effects
of low frequency suppression on the pulse train. Quantized feedback,
as previously discussed, involves the cancelling of input pulse tails
with output pulse tails. Unfortunately, it also feeds back a large
timing component from output to input which would violate the previous
decision to use forward acting timing. Finally, it is apparent that

wide band input equalization is required to give the strong timing com
ponent required in a forward acting timing arrangement.

Accumulation of Timing Errors
The concluding remarks on retiming relate to the accumulation

of timing errors in a long string of reconstructive repeaters. This
problem* has and is receiving considerable attention. Most of the
analyses to date have been concerned with mathematical models that in
volve a considerable idealization of the true physical situation. They
represent a first look at the problem and are a useful starting point
to guide further analysis and experimentation. For purposes of this
text, we will concern outselves with a brief summary of the present
knowledge.

If we consider variations in the positions of the~ pulses as
a position modulation or timing noise, under certain idealizations we
can trace this timing noise as it propagates through the system along
with the signal pulses. When we have timing noise introduced at only
the first repeater,it is reduced considerably as we go down the chain,
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due to the reduction in bandwidth afforded by the chain of tuned cir
cuits. On the other hand, when broadband timing noise is added at the
input to each repeater, the output timing noise accumulates as we

proceed down the chain. For a Q of about 100 in each tank,Rowe's
analysis indicates that this effect is negligible in the short systems
presently being developed. Before we can make this conclusion with

confidence we should go back and consider· some of the idealizations that

were made in making the mathematical model of the real world. First,
impulses were assumed as the excitation to the tank; secondly, the tanks

were assumed all to be on tune; thirdly the regeneration characteristics
were idealized. W11en these assumptions are relaxed, it can be shown

that additional phase shifts are introduced into the timing wave in each
repeater. These phase shifts vary with the pulse pattern, as is borne
out by experiments.

It should be emphasized that all of the above effects can be
combated by increasing the complexity of the repeater or by introducing
special repeaters at the terminal or other points in the system to mop
up timing deviations. This problem is very similar to the previous
comparison of partial and complete regeneration. The decision to employ
more complex circuitry for retiming or regeneration or both is intim
ately tied up with the type of transmission medium to be used and the
interference (impulse noise, crosstalk, thermal noise) that is expected.
The economics of a particular situation might show that despite the

increased circuit complexity of repeaters which approach the ideal, re
liability is actually improved and maintenance costs are reduced by

using such circuits•. Each situation must be examined in the light of its
own peculiar constraints.

Conclusions
The four chapters on PCM have served to indicate the funda

mental differences between frequency division and time division trans
mission systems. The real payoff in PCM is the ability to periodically
reconstruct the binary pulse train. The increased bandwidth associated
with PCM is a small price to pay for the relative freedom from noise
which results. The reconstructing process entails reshaping, retiming,
and regeneration. All of these functions can be performed to various
degrees of perfection. As in TV transmission, fine structure gain and
phase deviations must be minimized in PCM systems.
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With partial regeneration, additive interference at each re
peater can accumulate adversely in a long chain of repeaters. An in
crease in signal power of about 6 db suffices to make a partially re
generative repeater string have an error rate as good as that of a string

composed of co~plete regenerative repeaters. This is also true of re
peaters with partial retimingo Finally, even with complete retiming
and regeneration, timing errors can accumulate in a repeater chain. This

accumulation is slow and can be limited by various means. In a long
chain of repeaters this effect may necessitate the use of mop-up re

peaters.
The inherent ruggedness of PCM permits the operation of a

system in a relatively noisy environment. Very little has been said,

however, about the effects of such things as impulse noise, crosstalk

between peM systems, compatability with AM carrier systems in the
same enVironment, and temperature effects on PCM error rateso These

effects are presently under study and means for combating them are being
developed.
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Chapter 29

SIGNAL PROCESSING

Introduction
The purpose of transmission systems is to transport information

bearing signals from one point to anothero Logically, the design of
these systems should be tailored to the properties of the signals to be
encountered. The modulation systems described previously can accept any
signal, within certain bandwidth limitations, from a white gaussian noise
to a simple sinusoidal wave. Many transmission facilities, however, are~

called upon to handle exclusively very specific signals, for instance,
voice or television. Considerable economies of bandwidth and signal-to
noise requirement can be achieved by studying the particular nature of such
signals and in the light of such considerations, processing the signal to
make the most efficient use of the available transmission medium.
General Philosophy

The purpose of this chapter is to indicate the sort of examin
ation of signal properties which is necessary to achieve this end. Several
schemes to embody these ideas which are presently under study are briefly
described. These are only examples and the future should have in store
many' more applications of the kind of thinking shown here.

Typically, a message signal such as speech contains a great deal
of superfluous structure or detail, commonly called redundancy. It is
redundant in the sense that a considerably simplified transmission signal
can be obtained by eliminating this detail, while at the receiver the
original message can be restored by utilizing sets of predetermined re
lations. The first step in processing the signal, therefore, is to remove
this redundancy. For instance, it is common in transmitting literal text
by telegraph to use numerous abbreviations, which are familiar to all tele
graph operators. By such coding, much of the redundancy of written English
is removed, resulting in more efficient (in this case, more rapid) trans
mission. The text can be reconstructed at the receiving point since the
abbreviations are tacitly agreed upon in advance.

Of course, in such an abbreviated or "reduced" message, errors
in transmission can cause serious confusion, since there is little
context to fall back on. Thus the next step in processing a signal for
transmission is to "match" it by suitable coding to the available
transmission medium. The purpose of this coding is to keep the error

29-1
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rate within bounds so that few confusions result at the receiver. For
instance, if the medium is inherently narrow-band and has high signal
to-noise ratio, single sideband or vestigial sideband AM is appropriate.
This is often the case in coaxial cable or radio systems. On the other
hand, a wideband, noisy channel calls for wideband FM or, even better,
PCM. This "matching" consists, then, merely of trading bandwidth and
signal-to-noise requirement so that the transmitted signals have mi'nimum
bandwidth consistent with ~he resistance to noise required of them by

the channel characteristics.
These two coding processes; namely the reduction of redundancy

or superfluous structure and tailoring the transmission signal to the
available medium, can yield a highly efficient communication link •.

Ideally, then, coding for transmission involves the two steps.
Such coding steps are shown in block diagram form in Figure 1. As was
pointed out in Chapter 25, the structure which lends resistance to noise,

or ruggedness, to a signal is a very specific sort, namely the kind that
enables the receiver to separate the signal from the noise. The
structure appearing in the original message is a characteristic of the
message source and, in general, may not contribute noise resistance to
the signal. Thus a good coding scheme trades this kind of detail for
a sort which protects the signal sufficiently during transmission through
a medium. This is not to say that the o·riginal message structure gives
no prot,ection from any kind of disturbance. For instance, speech at the
hearing point is often subjected to numerous interferences: other sounds
in the environment, delayed reflections of itself, and sometimes the
listener's own speech. Also, there are mispronounciations, dialects, and
accents to confuse the listener. Notwithstanding, there is little
trouble in understanding even under extreme conditions. Generally,
however, these are not the kind of interferences encountered in trans
mission, so that a different kind of structure is then called foro
The advantages to be had by exchanging one structure for another must be
examined for the case at hand; but, in all instances known thus far, a
net gain can be had by a judicious combination of codings o

The transmission characteristics of various modulation schemes,
i.e., AM, FM, and PCM, have been discussed in the chapters preceeding
this one. Here we will concern ourselves with the preliminary coding of
a particular message, namely speech, for efficient transmission. Other
signals such as television and numerical data have been the subjects of
similar codings, but space precludes discussing them hereo
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The Nature of Speech
When several people repeat the same words, the human ear and

the brain has no difficulty, under ordinary conditions, in recognizing
their utterances as representing the same words. On the other hand, an
acoustic analysis of the corresponding speech samples shows wide dif
ferences. Thus there must be certain properties which all the samples
have in common. The listener must use these properties in interpreting
the speech. Thus, the key to speech coding for reduced redundancy is
the ability to extract from the signal those specific features which
convey meaning. The coding transformation must preserve these charac
teristics. The formulation of the speech codjng schemes presently in
use is based upon a knowledge of the production and perception of
speech itself.

Speech is produced by the coordinated action of the vocal
cords and the vocal tract. By muscular manipulations of the oral com
ponents, using them in suitable combinations, a speaker can make all of
the sounds used in his speech. The gestures of the vocal tract occur
slowly compared to the frequencies contained in tne speech itself,
implying that the latter has a "carrier" nature. In a vowel sound, for
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instance, the vocal cords produce a triangular acoustic waveform at a
repetition rate between 100 and 300 cps. The frequency spectrum of this
wave contains many harmonics of the repetition frequency and has a rather
uniform or flat spectrum shape.

The vocal tract, which is composed of the lips, teeth, tongue,
palate (roof of the mouth), and throat, can be considered as an acoustic
tube about 18 centimeters long and of variable cross sectional area,
depending upon the positions of the vocal organs. For any particular
cross sectional configuration, this tube has certain resonant frequencies
or poles, crudely analogous to the resonances of an organ pipe.

As the vocal cord energy traverses the vocal tract, its
spectrum is shaped by the tract resonances which emphasize the vocal
energy near these frequencieso The emergent speech, then, has a com
plicated spectrum, reflecting the instaneous dimensions of the vocal
tract. This shaping of the speech spectrum may be looked upon as a low
frequency modulation of the vocal cord carrier. Consonant sounds differ
from vowel sounds only in that a noise source producing "voiceless" energy
may replace the vocal cords as the tract excitation. As in other
modulation systems, the low-frequency modulation funct'lon, whose basic
rate is 8 to 15 cps for normal speech, contains the transmitted in
formation.

We find, then, that although speech ordinarily proceeds in a
steady time sequence, there are periods as long as 1/10 to 1/4 second
during which the waveform is very nearly periodic. These segments of
speech are the vowels and semi-vowels. They are interspersed with
shorter sounds, the consonants, which often have a more random waveform.
Because of this structure, linguists and phoneticians have found that
speech can be accurately represented by a series of discrete symbols,
one of which is identified with each self-consistent section. Thus, the
utterance can be broken down into a series of basic sounds which are
known as phonemes. For instance, all the vowel phonemes of general
American speech are contained in the words heed, h!£, head, had, heard,
hud (as in Hudson), who'd, hood, hard, hawed, and h2£. In English,
surprisingly few phonemes, about 40 in all, are necessary to represent
accurately the spoken word.

By considering speech as a phonemic sequence, an estimate of
the information content can be made. This will provide a hint as to the
degree of channel compression which can be reasonably expected from a
good coding scheme. Assume for the moment that all phonemes are equally
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likely and that each is independent. Then there are about 5 bits/phoneme*;
if these occur at an average rate of 10 per second, the information rate
_is 50 bits/second. On toll quality circuits, signal-to-noise ratios of
about 30 to 40 decibels are common. If optimum coding is achieved on
such a circuit, the bandwidth necessary for transmission is

B c
log (l+S/N) 2.Q ~ 7 cps

7

If the dependence of successive phonemes in the sequence is taken into

account, the information per phoneme, and hence the bandwidth, would be
decreased even further. This calculation is not intende~ to suggest

that such a large compression can actually be attained in practice. It
is presented to d~monstrate the high degree of redundancy present in
vocal com~unication. Also, it should be stated that the information
content as determined above includes only phonemic data and does not
account for properties of voice quality, such as voice pitch and in
flection (pitch variations), which on occasion can themselves carry
appreciable information and, of course, give a voice "natural" quality.

It is clear, therefore, that the speech information must be
concerned with properties which change at the phonemic rate. These
properties can be measured by means of apparatus such as the sound
spectrograph, a block diagram of which is shown in Figure 2. Speech is
first split into a number of bands by filters which cover the appropriate
frequency range. The output of each filter is rectified and averaged,

thus indicating the energy traversing the filter during the averaging
time. vfuen these signals are marked on a paper so that an energy con
centration is indicated by a dark area, the resulting picture is known
as a sound spectrogram or a "visible speech" presentation. It indicates
the distribution of speech energy as time procedes. A typical spectro

gram is shown in Figure 3.
For instance, at the time marked 0.2 seconds, most of speech

energy is concentrated near four frequencies, 200 cps., 1200 cps.,
2000 cps., and 3000 cps. Indeed, it can be seen that the vowel and
vowel-like sounds are characterized by concentrations of energy (known as
formants) which traverse the picture along the time dimensi"on and change
their positions in frequency at the phonemic rate. These concentrations

*The amount of information represented by a single choice from N
eoually - likely alternatives is log2 N. Thus a single phoneme
represents log2 40 ~ 5 bits of information.
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fall at nearly the same frequencies as the vocal tract resonances.
Consonant sounds are seen to be shorter in duration and are typified
by smears of energy across large parts of the frequency band.

Usually there are at least three distinct formants in a

vowel or vowel-like sound, and it has been shown empirically that their
relative positions are sufficient to determine the phonemic content of
a sound to a first-order approximation. For instance, a sound can be
considered as a point in a rectangular space whose coordinates are the
formant f--reqllencies themselves. The points for tIle same phoneme spoken
by various people tend to fall in a volume which is distinct from the
similar volumes for other phonemes. The consonant sounds can be sorted

by a similar procedure which depends upon the shape of their energy
spectra. These facts say that speech sounds can be identified using

only the information contained on a sound spectrogram. Since th1S

presentation reflects the "running" or "short-time" power spectrum of
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speech, it tells only about the relative power at various frequencies
and nothing about the relative phases. Thus, the phonemic information
must be largely independent of the phase spectrum of speech. We have
already implicitly recognized this fact when ~le observed that phase
distortion in telephony was unimportant o

This phase insensitivity of phonemic data is not inconsistent
~nth the human perceptual apparatus. The anatomy of the ear is in
itself a device very much like. the sound spectrograph in that it too is
activated by the &,ort-time energy spectrum. The incoming speech
impinges on the eardrum, and the vibrations are conveyed by a mechanical
path (the bony system containing hammer, anvil, and stirrup) to the
cochlea o There the motions are transmitted along the basilar membrane
which acts as a filter bank. Its vibration displacement responding to
a single-frequency wave is spatially localized to a restricted area of
the membrane. Each frequency produces vibrations in a somewhat different
area; typical responses are shown in Figure 4 for 50 and 800 cps. waves.
Vibrations of the membrane excite the nerves whose endings are dis
tributed along its length. In effect, the ear acts as a transducer and
analyzer to provide the brain with an energy-frequency picture of the
acoustic stimuli. It may be that the nerve impulses arriving in the
cortex carry information which is on the whole quite similar to that
displayed on sound spectrograms. A final step in the hearing process
might involve a subjective "matching" process whereby the incoming
patterns ar~ compared to patterns stored ~n the brain during previous
experience, and thus the intelligence is extracted from the speech.

While the speech wave has a highly complex waveform arising
from its numerous harmonic freqllencies whose phases are not simply
related, it carries information only by virtue of its slowly changing
energy-frequency pattern, displayed so graphically on sound spectro
grams. Clearly, then, the speech wave can be transformed in any manner
convenient to the purpose at hand (transmission to a distant point) so
long as this vital characteristic is preserved. For instance, experi
mental data shows that the first three formants, which carry the phonetic
information, cover a maximum frequency band of only about 100 to 3600
cycles/second. There is, however, appreciable energy in the speech vTave

up to frequencies as high as 8-10 kc. Nonetheless, speech of quite
acceptable quality can be transmitted over a 3.6 kc band since the main
features (formants) of the energy spectrum are preserved. This fact
can be confirmed by consulting the curves in Chapter 2, which show the
effects of bandwidth limitation on the acceptability of telephone service.
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There are other more subtle ways to take advantage of this

property of speech for transmission purposes. One of these is
H. B. Dudley's invention, the Vocoder. The essentials of this device
are shown in Figure 5. The sending terminal is much like the sound
spectrograph; the speech is passed through a bank of sixteen contiguous
bandpass filters, rectifiers, and low-pass filters, which produce
corresponding signals indicating the energy fluctuations in each pass
band. The energy signals vary at the phonemic rate, and hence each
can be limited to a band of about 20 cps. Utilizing a group of single
sideband channels, t:lese signals can be transmitted over a total band
of approximately 320 cps for the l6-channel vocoder.

The signal-to-noise ratio required in the transr~1ission channel
for satisfactory reproduction is of the order of 25 decibels o Since

this is about the same as would be required for the uncoded speech, the
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structure which the vocoder removes from the speech signal is not part
of an important noise-resistant property.

At the receiving terminal, the output of an impulse generator,
simulating the vocal cords, or a noise source, simulating the voiceless
energy in sounds such as ush", is passed through a bank of filters
identical to those at the sending terminal. The amplitude of the output
signal from each filter is controlled by the low-frequency energy signal
derived from the corresponding transmitting filter o The controlled
outputs from the filters are added, thereby creating a signal whose
energy spectrum is a close approximation to the original speech. A
switching voltage selects the appropriate artificial vocal source
(impulse or noise generator). In order that the synthetic speech not

sound too artificial, it is necessary to synchronize the vocal cord
simulator with the pitch frequency of the original speech, thereby

retaining the talker's inflection. This is accomplished by deriving a
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low-frequency signal whose amplitude is proportional to the voice pitcho

Both the switching voltage and the pitch control voltage can be sent

over one additional 20 cps. channel, making 17 in all for the "16
channel" vocoder.

A 16-channel vocoder reproduces speech of rather good quality

when the filters are arranged properly across the band. It has been

found that the best results are achieved when the filters are equally

spaced on the Koenig Aural Scale. This scale is linear with frequency

below 1000 cps. and logarithmic above, and corresponds approximately to

the spatial response of the basilar membrane in the ear. Thus, the

filter bank is a crude analog of the ear itself. Some years ago Dudley

proposed that a computer which could identify the 40 English phonemes

with reasonable accuracy would be the key to an even more efficient

bandwidth compression system. The computer would operate on the speech

in much the same way as the Vocoder. In this case, however, the energy

signals would be applied as inputs to a group of coincidence detectors

which would be prearranged to identify the characteristic energy-fre

quency pattern of the phonemes. When a certain phoneme was spoken, its

energy pattern would actuate one of the detectors. Speech would thereby

be broken dO\ffi into a series of phonemes at the sending terminal. Keying

signals indicating which phonemes were spoken would be transmitted to the

receiver. There, a facsimile of the original speech would be reproduced

by means of an artificial vocal tracto Thus the necessity of actually

transmitting the energy signals themselves is eliminated. Instead, a

code signal is sent which is used to control an artificial voice in the

receiving terminal.

Recently, a system applying these principles has been built,

using, however, a classification system which is based on only 16 energy

frenuency patterns. Even with this degree of discrimination, a quite

acceptable speech output is obtained. The band necessary to transmit

the keying signals is about 30 cps. In its most elementary form,

described above, the words reproduced by the system would convey the

same intelligence as the original speech, but such properties as pitch,
inflection, loudness, and stress would be lost. The addition of a pitch
circuit in the present model, however, eliminates much of the arti
ficiality but requires a transmission band as great as that for the

phonetic data itself. The channel signal-to-noise ratio necessary for
satisfactory translilission has not been measured as of the present

writing.
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The two compression systems just described achieve a high
degree of bandwidth reduction. They do, however, require an extensive
amount of terminal equipment in order to operate satisfactorily. There
are other systems w",ich achieve a somevlhat more modest compression and
which re0uire correspondingly less equipment. A description of these
will not be detailed here, but generally they are based on the same
phonemic-acoustic principles.

None of these systems are yet utilized in the telephone
system because speech processing of the kind necessary invariably
degrades, to some extent, the quality of the speech transmitted. Present
research in the speech coding field is directed toward reducing such
degradations so that acceptable speech quality can be achieved. Thus,
there is the possibility that at some future time vocoders and similar
devices will prove to be highly useflll in enabling the telephone system
to better utilize the bandwidth in existing transmission channels.
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Modulation Distortion (Conttd)
levels, effect on, 8-5
margins, 6-9, 8-11
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TV, 16-31
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19-21
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22-5

Pre-Emphasis, 19-6 (See also Levels,
Shaped)

Product demodulation, 4-16, 16-42
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26-3
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bandwidth required, 25-2, 25-7,
25-14, 27-14
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clampers in, 2b-13
coding, 25-5, 26-32
compandors, used in, 26-28
filter requirements for, 26-20
framing system for, 26-40
holding, 26-10
low frequency suppression in, 27-23
non-ideal filters, effect on, 26-16
quantization, 25-4
quantizing noise, 25-4, 25-18,

26-23, 26-43
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25-13 26-43
synchronizing, 2~-41
time division multiplex, 25-6
timing error in, 27-19, 28-17
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16-41

Quantization, 25-4, 26-23
noise, 25-4, 25-18, 26-43

Radiation, 18-2
Radiv Relay System (See Microwave)
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note}
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circuitry, 28-5, 28-10
input-output characteristics for,
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Regeneration of Pulses (Cont'd)
reshaping, 27-6
retiming, 28-12
SiN advantage of, 27-4
timing error, 27-19

Re~ulation, Ch. 14 (See also
Equalization)

bias drift in, 14-23
chain action in, 1h-15
compression, effect on, 14-19
definition, 5-19, 14-1
feedback, 5-26, 14-14
gain enhancement in, 14-17
multi shape , 14-24
"nick effect", 14-22
noise vs. gain enhancement in,

14-24
non-feedback, 5-26, 14-13
pilot levels in, 14-22

Repeaters, Ch. 13
aging and manufacture deviations,

11-1, 13-25
bandwidth, 13-8
configuration, 13-5
coupling networks in, 13-11
distinguished from amplifiers, 6-5
estimates of performance, 13-21
feedback, (See Feedback)
gain, (See Gain)
microwave, 17-3, 17-·7
negative impedance, 3-17
performance, 13-21
potentiometer terms, 13-61 13-11
regenerative, 27-6, Ch. 2~

radio, 17-3
spacing, 5-21, 10-4, 17-11
voice frequency, 3-17

Resistance Integral Theorem, 13-9

Sampling, 25-1
interval, 25-9
natural, 26-8
reconstruction, 25-3
spectrum produced by, 26-4, 26-8
theorem, 25-2

Saturation, 16-8
Sidebands

in AM, 4-6, 5-9, 5-12
in FM, 19-9, 19-11
lower distortion in PC~I 26-8,

26-20
twin, 4-11, 5-12
vestigial, 4-11, 16-38
with suppressed carrier, 4-10

in TV, 16-38
Sidetone, 2-27, 3-3
Signal to Noise Ratio, 20-17, 25-11,

29-1, 29-5, 29-9
Signalling, 3-11, 5-16, 25-7, 26-40
Singing, 2-26
Sky wave, 18-2
Slicing level, 27-6
Smearing, 16-13
Sound Spectrograph, 29-5
Spectrum, time varian~t 4-9 (footnote)

of generalized time function,
21-26, 21-27 (footnote),
21-30

I-5

Spectrum, time variant (Cont'd)
of modulated waves and pulses (See

AM, ~1, PCM, and TV
Speech Tone Modulation Factor, 12-11
Speech, Nature of, 29-3
Static Noise, 3-28
Streaking, 16-13
Subset (See Telephone Instrument)
Sum of Two Powers, 10-10
Sum of Two Voltages, 10-11
Symmetry, Even and Odd, 21-18, 22-24
Switching (8) Pads, 2-33
Switching Plan, 1-5

TASI, 15-10
Telephone Instrument, 3-2

circuit, 3-4
crossections, 3-1
frequency response, 3-6

Television, Gho 16
amplitude modulation of, 16-38
bandwidth required, 16-5, 16-11,

16-37
color, 16-8

differential gain and phase,
16-8, 16-36 (footnote),
16-37, 22-16

compression, effect on regulation,
14-19

crosstalk, 16-28, 16-38
echo

effect of, 16-14
rating, 16-16

bandwidth advantage, 16-22
frequency weighting, 16-20
requirements, in terms of,

16-28, 16-37
standard shapes for, 16-24
time weighting, 16-20
vector diagram, 16-17

optimization of carrier signal wave
form, 16-44

percent modulation, 16-44
random noise in, 16-29, 16-37
resolution, 16-5
scanning, 16-1
service, 1·-9
single frequency interference,

16-32
spectrum, 16-6
synchronizing, 16-2
transmission deviations

effect of, 16-13
reauirements on, 16-14, 16-28,

16-37, 22-19
transmission reouirements, 16-37
vestigial sideband transmission of,

16-38
Terminals, 4-18, 5-13, 17-2, 17-6,

26-2
Terminal Net Loss (TNL), 2-30
Terminating Links, 1-4
Thermal Noise (See Noise, Random)
Time Division (See PCM)
Toll Switching Plan, 1-5
Transmission Deviations

FM and PM, Ch. 22
pulse, 27-32
TV, 16-13, 16-37, 22-16
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Via Net Loss (VNL) , 2-30, 2-41, 5-1,
14-2

factor, 2-33, 3-23
Vocoder, 29-9
Voice Frequency Toll Systems, 3-20
Volume Indicator, 2-5
Volume, Received, 2-18, 2-35
Volume, Talker

definition, 2-4
distribution, 12-2, 15-14
message/noise vs., in PCM, 26-43

VU, 2-5, 12-1

Weighting Function, 21-29 (See also
Noise, Echo)

Working Reference System (WRS) , 2-12

Transmission Level Point, 2-3
Transmission System, Definition, 1-1,

1-10
Transmitters (See Telephone Instrument)
Trigonometric Identities, 4-4, 16-40,

16-41, 19-12, 20-22
Trunks, 1-4, 3-12
TV (See Television)
Two Wire Operation, 5-4

Vector Diagram
AM, 19-18
echo, 16-17
PM, 19-19

Velocity of Propagation, 2-41, 3-22,
5-1

Vestigial Sideband, 4-11, 16-38
Visible Speech, 29-5

Zero Transmission Level Point
Toll Systems,

(OTLP) in
2-3
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A Partial List of Symbols Used in This Text

I-7

The following list is restricted to those synlbols which have
been given a special meaning and used in a number of places in the text.

No attempt is made to list such common places as w for frequency, Wc for
carrier frequency, etc.

Where several references are given, the first is to the defi
niticin; subsequent referer~es list particularly important uses of the

symbol.

a1 4-3, 4-4, 8-2, 8-3, KF 6-7, 10-1, 13-25
19-21

a
2 4-3, 4-4, 8-2, 8-3, L 9-5c

19-21 LE 9-5
a 3 4-3, 4-4, 8-2, 8-3,

19-21 LS 6-4, 10-1

A21'-1 6-8
L 12-10

6-8
x

A)M M 11-12, 11...14
AN 6-8 M

2 6-7, 10-1

Ap 6-8 ~13 6-7, 10-1

C 6-5, 10-1, 15-9 M2R 6-8

ef 6-7 M3R 6-8

e 2f 6-7 M2S 6-8

e3f 6-7 M3S 6-8

Ep 6-6, 10-1 n 6-3, 10-1
N 12-8

f 20-12 a

NF 7-3
F 6-7, 10-1 NR 6-5, 10-1

GA 6-4, 10-1
NS 6-5, 10-1

GaL 6~-6, 10-1
N 12-10, 15-15, 22-18x

GR 9-5
PH 20-16

g(w) 21-6
Ps 6-6,10-1,20-16,22-19

g*(w) 21-7 p(t) 13-35,22-10,22-25,24-13
H {x=2A,A+B or 2A-B etc.} Q 6-6, 10-1x

6-8,6-9,15-15,22-18 Q(t) 13-35, 22-10, 22-25,
J 19-10 24-13

n
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5 12-11, 15-15, 22-18 0 11-1
x

T 13-6 !:l 11-12

T 12-11, 15-15, 22-18 £ (overload) 12-6
a
u 21-18

!lx 12-12, 15-15, 22-18

V 12-2
8. 13-6

0
1-

V 12-3, 15-15
e 13-6

op 0

W (with various subscripts A 12-13, 22-18
noise)

x

12-11, 15-15, 22-18 llx 12-15

X 11-5, 19-5 12-11, 15-15,Px 22-18

y(w) 22-24 (J (of talker volo distri-

y(w) 22-24
bution) 12-2, 15-13

'l: 12-14

if 21-9, Cho 22, Ch. 27

if-I 21-9, Ch. 22, Ch o 27
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